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Kl0l-D preface 

PREFACE 

Congratulations on purchasing the Gould Biomation Kl0l-D Logic Analyzer. 

Your new instrument is a high-performance, state-of-the-art tool, 

optimized to help you solve digital system problems quickly and easily. 

This Operating Manual contains instructional and reference material on 

the Kl01-D. Section 1, the General Introduction, describes the 

information in this manual and explains the organization. 

The Operating Manual is meant to be the single reference necessary for 

use of the Kl0l-D logic analyzer. It gives detailed operating and 

specification information. Tab dividers and special sectior!s are 

provided for the insertion of rela ted literature and new information. 

A related publication, the Gould Biomation Kl01-D/Kl02-D Logic Analyzers 

Users Training Guide, presents an instructional course on the Kl01-D and 

a related logic analyzer, the Kl02-D. The Training Guide has more 

extensive concepts and examples. Its material inclUdes step by step 

procedures. 

Althougn the two manuals overlap, they are complementary rather than 

substitutes for each other. The Operating Manual is an essential 

companion to the Kl01-D; the Training Guide can be exceeaingly useful, 

especially for the new user. 
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K101-D general information 

Section 1 

GBRBRAL IlIPOJlMATIOR 

1.1 IIITRODUCTIOB 

This manual is designed to systematically acquaint you with the features 

and operation of the Gould K101-D Logic Analyzer. The text describes 

basic building blocks for test operations, which can be combined in a 

number of ways for different applications. These building blocks will 

make it easy for you to use the K101-D to solve a variety of 

hardware/software problems. Once you become familiar with the basic 

operations of the K101-D and the test operation building blocks, you 

will be able to create the exact configuration necessary to solve your 

specific problem in a fraction of the time that other techniques now 

require. 

The K101-D can record and analyze both digital data patterns and timing 

information. The data can be displayed to show both timing and logical 

relationships in a variety of formats. As' you use the K101-D, you will 

be able to obtain new perspectives on the nature of the problem you are 

investigating. This in turn will often lead you to powerful insights 

into the actual causes. 

You will find that it is relatively easy to use the K101-D. When the 

basic approach and capabilities of the K101-D are understood, the 

details and ramifications of how it can be used fall into place. The 

manual focuses on the way the individual building blocks provided by the 

instrument can be combined to provide insights for problem solution. 

The K101-D is a tool for problem solving; you have to decide how to use 

this tool. You should be familiar with the K101-D and with the system 

that needs to be analyzed. In some cases, a two-person team, one strong 
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in hardware and the other in software, may make especially good use of 

the K101-D. 

1 .2 GERElW. DESCRIPTION 

The K101-D is a high performance, general purpose, digital test 

instrument designed to offer users powerful capabilities to examine real 

time execution of program flows; system timing characteristics; the 

interaction of system elements; and hardware/software integration and 

verification. Applications include hardware and firmware design and 

debugging, automated test equipment, field service, and education. 

1.2.1 INFORMATION FLOW 

Logic analysis emphasizes selected or meaningful data, rather than raw 

data. Therefore, when the term "data" is used in this manual, it 

generally refers to selected data. The theme of this manual is how to 

turn raw data into meaningful information. In Figure 1-1 the term 

"information" is used to emphasize this theme. 

Figure 1-1 shows the general flow of information and control in the 

K101-D, and how the user controls the information flow. First, the 

user selects the desired data and clocking signals to be examined. The 

raw data are collected with the K101-D probes and entered into the 

sample registers and data pipelines. When necessary, the data are 

delayed and aligned to present a meaningful combination. The trace 

control logic can be used to evaluate the selected data according to 

criteria set by the user. Based on that evaluation, selected 

information is shifted into high speed main memory. At the end of the 

recording process the selected information in main memory is copied 

automatically to display memory A. 
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Figure 1-1. Flow of Information and Control in the K101-D Logic 

Analyzer. 
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The basis of selection can be simple or sophisticated. It is possible 

to program the instrument to evaluate several million events and select 

only a crucial half-dozen or so of those events for later examination. 

This process is accomplished by specifying a chain of unique inter

actions of time and data patterns that define the desired information 

capture. 

As Figure 1-1 shows, reference memory B is the same size as display 

memory A. The user can choose to enter information into memory B from 

memory A, from a keyboard, or from a communications link. The reference 

memory is available for comparison with the information in memory A. 

In the next step the user analyzes the information. The recorded events 

in display memory A are examined to see how the captured information 

corresponds to what was expected. The user can (a) search through the 

events for certain patterns or relationships, (b) measure time relations 

between events, and (c) compare prior events in memory B with current 

ones in memory A. Each sampled input that meets the trace 

specifications and remains in memory is available for analysis. 

Therefore, it is possible to look beyond the trace specification fields 

to examine related information or find unexpected relationships. 

The process is both iterative and interactive. The user may want to 

develop a design, verify system functioning, troubleshoot a problem, or 

set up a long exercise and look for possible trouble. The user sets up 

the K1 01-D to sample the desired signals, selects the trace criteria, 

displays the captured events, and analyzes them. The user then factors 

in what has been learned and repeats the cycle until a solution is 

reached. 
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1.2.2 APPLICATIONS FOR THE K101-D 

Although sequential triggering is sufficient for many hardware 

applications, it has limitations when applied to microprocessor- and 

software-oriented work. Without multiple levels of trace control, it is 

very difficult to follow the execution of separated, interactive, or 

deeply nested subroutines in order to isolate the exact timing or 

program activity that you want to record. The K101-D has 16 levels of 

trace control. There is also a need for some method of following 

program branches and program restarts without filling record memory with 

unwanted data. With its concurrent logic (the commands to ADVANCE, 

JUMP, STOP, and conditionally TRACE), the K101-D can effectively address 

these and many other problems. 

The K101-D can be used effectively throughout the development, produc

tion, and service phases of programs for almost any digital system (see 

Figure 1-2). Some of these uses are listed below. 

a. During development of hardware: to check timing relationships 

(the rise and fall of signals in proper sequence), to detect 

glitches, to verify data execution paths, and to record 

desired information. 

b. During development of software: to check portions of the 

software that are hardware dependent; to check timing 

relationships for writing commands to devices and reading data 

or status from devices. 

c. During integration: to verify individual functions and 

troubleshoot the system. In the final stages of integration, 

when problems become more subtle and intractable, the K101-D 

can be used to isolate and trace a wide variety of obscure 

difficul ties. This instrument allows you to thoroughly 

investigate the complex relationships between the hardware and 

software. 
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Figure 1-2. Using the K101-D During System Design and Production. 
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During final test the K101-D can be incorporated into the test 

setup to moni tor performance. The uni t can be set to cycle 

automatically, testing and retesting day and night, checking 

for erroneous operation. 

e. During production: to test and verify performance. 

f. During service, two K101-D analyzers can be coupled Via a data 

link so that a technician at a remote si te can consult wi th 

the home office or other authoritative technical source to 

resolve unusually difficult problems. 

1 .3 OYEBVIBW OF THE MDUAL 

This manual is organized to assist you with the different phases of 

system problem solVing, starting with an initial statement of the prob

lem, 'followed by collection and analysis of system data, and leading 

ei ther directly to a solution or to successively more preCise restate

ments of the problem to guide further testing until a solution is found. 

Since the K101-D allows you to solve many system problems in a fraction 

of the time required by less sophisticated instruments, you may find 

that you do not use your K101-D every day. This manual is designed so 

that you can quickly recover your familiarity with the K101-D by refer

ring to the appropriate sections of the manual. 

For convenience, the sections of the manual can be thought of as groups. 

This section, General Information (Section 1), gives general in

formation about the functions and applications of the K101-D. Section 2 

(Principles of Logic Analysis) develops those prinCiples with reference 

to the K101-D. Sections 3 and 4 (Detailed Description ana User Controls 

and Displays, respectively) describe in detail the functions of the 

logic analyzer and how to make use of them from the front panel. 
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At the heart of the manual are Sections 5 through 7: Specifying 

Recording Parameters, Making a. Recording, and Recording Analysis, 

respecti ve~y. These three sections explain how to set up the recording 

conditions, control the recording process, and analyze the results. 

They present the practical development of themes in the second section, 

Principles of Logic Analysis. 

Section 8 (Applications) contains detailed, worked out examples of 

clocking and trace control. It starts with very simple examples and 

gradually bUilds up to complex ones. Section 8 helps to consolidate the 

knowledge presented in prior sections and is of great practical help in 

learning how to use the K101-D. 

Section 9 (Communications) is a complete, self~cont~ined explanation of 

the two communication modes useable with the K101-D. It explains the 

process of communication and how to operate the logic analyzer remotely. 

Section 10 (Measurement Confidence) explains the Self-Test, Power Up 

Test, and the Probe Test. The Self-Test allows the user to check the 

device with the equivalent of the quality assurance test performed in 

the factory. The Probe Test is far more than a basic checkout of the 

probes. It uses an internal pattern generator to allow stepping through 

a variety of sequences of sampling, recording and analyzing data. 

Because the patterns are known, using· the capabli ties of the Probe Test 

is an excellent way to learn to use the K101-D. 

The last six sections of the manual, Sections 11 through 16, are 

enti tled Related Li terature, Reference Material, Glossary, Input 

Connection Guide and Setup Guide, Index, and Accessories, respectively. 

Related Literature provides a place for material such as application 

notes and copies of magazine articles. 

The glossary gi ves useful explanations of terms and also provides a 

. conceptual overvi~w that shows how some of the basic concepts are 

interrelated. 
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Section 2 

PRIRCIPLBS OF LOGIC ARlLYSIS 

2. 1 OVERVIEW 

The problems that can be solved with the K101-D range from very simple·, 

obvious symptoms to extremely complex and subtle patterns of system 

behavior. Despite the potential complexity of the problems that can be 

investigated, the basic process involved in using the K101-D is 

straightforward. A conceptual diagram of this process is given in 

Figure 2-1. 

As you may anticipate, you need to know (a) something about the way the 

system to be analyzed is expected to behave, (b) some details of the 

system hardware and software, and (c) how to use the K101-D. You do not 

need to know "everything" about these items. In fact, you learn as you 

go.· In the basic process you can build upon your current knowledge, try 

something with the K101-D, then refine your original analysis. This is 

an iterative approach and is depicted in Figure 2-2. Notice that each 

time you analyze the problem, the data collected with the K101-D add to 

your base of knowledge and lead you to the solution of the problem. 

Remember that the K101-D does not solve the problem. It is a tool for 

problem solving; you must define how to use the tool. This manual is 

designed to assist you in using the K101-D in practical applications. 

The material is organized with respect to the three categories of effort 

as defined in Figure 2-1: setup and data collection, data reduction, and 

data organization. 

Logic analyzers are a class of instruments specifically designed to 

simultaneously monitor and record digital information from several 

different signals over a number of consecutive time periods. Introduced 

in 1973 (less than three years after the first microprocessor), these 
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instruments can sample digital data transitions synchronously to obtain 

data domain (logic state) recordings of program activity, or 

asynchronously to obtain time domain recordings of signal pulse widths 

and relative timing skews. The K101-D incorporates powerful data 

formatting, search, and compare functions to assist you in analyzing 

recorded data. Such data recordings show dynamic software execution in 

the system under test and provide complete information on the types of 

instructions executed. 

2.2 CAPABILITIES AND TOOLS OF THE K101-D 

2.2.1 SPECIFYING THE RECORDING PROCESS 

There are two basic recording modes at your command: recording based on 

a triggering event or based on a delay. These modes can be used 

together. When making a recording based on a triggering event, the 

recording can precede, surround, or follow the. event. This feature is 

useful for determining the results of an event, or which event led to a 

fault. Delayed recording enables you to record information that occurs 

after a trigger event. This recording method is similar to delay sweep 

triggering on a scope; however, the logic analyzer's delay intervals are 

much more precise because they can be controlled either by clock pulses 

or by repetitions of a trigger event. 

When we discuss trace control logic later, we will show how these two 

basic approaches can be combined in a group of specifications that 

allows the user to define a complete procedure for monitoring events 

within the system under test. The conditions for monitoring and for 

tracing can be defined to follow the expected course of events in the 

system under test and to follow bypa ths when unexpected events occur. 

Trace control is specified independently of the monitoring logic, so 

that you can, for example, not trace when all is proceeding as expected 

and trace when the monitoring logic you have specified takes an 

unexpected twist. 
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There are two basic kinds of data that the logic analy zer can follow, 

timing data and state data. Examples of timing data are the timing 

relationshi ps of input and output si gnals of a device, PC card, 

backplane, or interface. Examples of state data are the information 

transferred on address and data lines of a computer system. The logic 

analyzer can follow both kinds of data at the same time and show their 

interrelationship. 

With the K101-D, you can very precisely specify cloCking information to 

monitor events with internal or external clocking or a combination of 

both. These clocking modes are suitable for monitoring state data, 

timing data, or for preci se reje ction (fi ltering) of irrelevant data. 

Thi s allows you to focus on events that happen at particular 

conjunctions of internal and external events in the system under test. 

Keep in mind that the K101-D is a digital sampling instrument. It 

continuously monitors signal states and detects and stores them as 

binary values in semiconductor memory. The instrument ignores all 

analog waveform features (other than logic level), including rise and 

fall times, peak and offset voltages, ringing (unless very pronounced), 

and noise. 

Figure 2-3 gives an example of the digi tal approach to events in the 

system under test. Two possible combinations of states have been 

speci fied in binary (using combinations of one, zero, and "Don't Care") 

as triggering events to start making recordings. The clocking and 

timing pa tterns are shown as idealized digi tal events. Wi th analog 

instrumentation, one would have to interpret the waveforms to define the 

events digitally. 

Logic analyzers generally provide several standard threshold voltages as 

well as a variable voltage threshold. This feature allows recording of 

data from various IC families such as ECL, TTL, or CMOS. In the K101-D, 

groups of input signals can use different thresholds for recording 
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Figure 2-3. Combinational Binary Speci fica tion of Inputs. 
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signals from mixed logic circuits. Polarity is specified for each input 

signal. 

The K101-D has four modes for detecting input: Sample, Glitch, Latch, 

and Demux (Demultiplex). In Sample mode, inputs are sampled only at 

each active edge of the sample Glock, and any threshold transitions 

between clock edges are ignored. Glitch mode is used to catch those 

transitions that may occur between the clock edges. 

Latch mode is an organizational technique which latches a sample when it 

becomes valid and holds it for later sampling. This capablity is useful 

because of the way the K101-D can use data patterns for controlling 

logic flow and tracing. With Latch mode, related data patterns that 

occur at different times can be combined as one sample event. That 

event can be used for logic control or can be traced for information, or 

both used and traced. Demux mode is a predefined form of Latch mode. 

It is used for such cases as demul tiplexing an address and associated 

data when they appear sequentially on the same bus. 

The four basic input modes can be combined with the clocking 

specification to provide additional choices. For example, a combination 

of clocks could be used with Latch mode to detect a key conjunction of 

events that occurs only rarely. 

Conversely, some combinations of input modes and clocking specifications 

can lead to problems, such as the missed sampling of some events or the 

distorted recording of others. 

As mentioned earlier, logic control and conditional tracing can be 

controlled by using data pattern comparisons or delays or combinations 

of both. Use of a data pattern is a form of combinatorial triggering. 

Each input signal of the·· 48 possible signals can be specified in . terms 

of a three position switch, set at one (1), zero (0), or "Don't Care" 

(x). Thus you can trigger from one input signal by setting all others 
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to "Don't Care," or trigger an action using a combination of settings 

that might vary from simple to complex. 

These patterns of one and zero, which are evaluated for control of the 

recording process and possible tracing, are the result of previous 

specifications. Specifications of polarity, threshold, input mode, and 

clocking result in a signal or one or zero in a sampling register, 

available in combination with all other signals. With Latch mode and 

similar techniques, you can evaluate, as one combined event, activities 

that actually happen at different times in the system under test. 

The patterns can be treated as a sequence of binary signals, but for 

convenience in dealing with the data you can choose from several modes 

of formatting. Data can be looked at as a fixed sequence of binary, 

octal, or hexadecimal characters, or can be specified as individual 

numeric characters or ASCII or EBCDIC characters, either in fixed order 

or in user-specified order. When data are captured for tracing they can 

be viewed in the format specified. The data pattern available for 

control use is determined by the specified data format. 

2.2.2 RECORDING USING THE SPECIFICATIONS 

As the logic analyzer receives and evaluates data, it continually 

decides what trace control actions to take. For example, it decides 

whether to trace in memory the current data pattern, whether to stop the 

recording process, and whether to move from the current set of trace 

control specifications to another set. The user can specify up to 16 

sets of trace control specifications. 

By combining delays and combinatorial triggering, you can have a great 

deal of control. Consider three basic examples. In the first case, you 

wish to see what leads up to a particular set of events in the system 

under test. You specify those events as a data pattern and tell the 

trace control logic to trace until that data pattern is seen and then 
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stop. When the recording is made, data flow into the trace memory and 

are replaced by later events, since only about 500 events can be saved. 

Suddenly, the data pattern of interest is seen and the trace control 

logic stops the recording process, freezing the current traced 

information, which you can review. 

In the second case, you wish to view events both before and a while 

after the crucial event. You specify that a delay count start when the 

crucial data pattern is encountered, and that the recording stop when 

the count of events is done. The resulting record will show events 

before and after the crucial event. 

In the third case, you are interested only in what happens after the 

event. The triggering event then is used to start tracing with a delay 

set to stop tracing when memory is full. 

Each of these three examples is simple to speCify, and each could be 

done with one or two sets of specifications, leaving fourteen or fifteen 

other sets still available. By using basic setups such as these for 

building blocks, you can perform such tasks as checking that three or 

four events happen in the correct sequence in the system under test, 

skipping over a million or so events of no interest, and then specifying 

four or five possible events that you want to trace in case the event 

happens. 

2.2.3 REVIEWING AND ANALYZING THE RESULTS 

To review recordings, the K101-D provides three main data display 

formats designed to show specific kinds of information. The Data 

display shows the actual events as captured. It uses the data format 

you specify and allows you to see all captured events in memory. This 

display is also called a state display, because is is a record of states 

from the system under test (see Figure 2-4 for an example). 
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The Timing display is a diagram that shows each individual input signal 

as a horizontal line, presenting it in terms of its rise and fall (one 

or zero) over time. This allows for quick correlation between events. 

Various tools are available for manipulating and evaluating the timing 

diagram. The fastest available clocking rate in the K101-D is 10 

nanoseconds. Because events are sampled and stored as ones or zeros and 

the timing diagram is reconstructed from the stored samples, an 

uncertainty of ±1 sample is always present at each transition. However, 

the timing diagram can support resolution of timing among input signals 

to 10 nanoseconds across all inputs (see Figure 2-5 for an example). 

The third display is a graphic display of the stored data, showing the 

relative magnitudes of data over time, making it easy to get a general 

grasp or overview of events. Various tools are available for 

manipulating this display to expand it or clip it, and to help evaluate 

it (see Figure 2-6 for an example). 

The state data from a recording can be saved in a reference memory and 

then compared with a newer recording. Reference data can be seen in all 

three modes mentioned, as state data, timing diagrams, or graphic 

display. A search function can look at data in either the current 

display memory or the reference memory, and a compare function can 

compare the two. It is also possible to edit the reference memory in 

order to facilitate comparison, by developing a particular desired 

sequence of events or idealized result and comparing it to the actual 

results. 

Recordings of these types can give you new perspectives for viewing 

design anomalies in both hardware and software interactions. This 

capability is based on the precision with which you can specify the 

content and sampling methods that produce these recordings and variety 

of methods available to work with and evaluate the recorded data. 
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inputs. The three-digit decimal number on the left gives the memory 

location containing the data on the right. The same data could be 

grouped in other ways, for example in columns of three using 16 octal 

characters. 

Figure 2-4. Data Display. 
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Figure 2-5. Timing Diagram Display. 
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Figure 2-6. Graphic Display. 
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Remember that you can use the logic analyzer to view what is happening 

from several perspectives. The more varied the perspectives, the more 

likely you are to find the problem. 

2.2.4 DEFAULT CAPABILITY 

There are default or standard setups for specification of all recording 

parameters and for the viewing of results. In a typical recording 

session, it would be very unusual to specify every recording parameter 

in detail, or to make use of every evaluation technique when you analyze 

results. 

2.2.5 SUMMARY 

The K101-D is set up for recording by specifying the following: 

a. Signal input polarity 

b. Signal input threshold level 

c. Input mode: Sample, Glitch, Latch, or Demux 

d. Clocking: internal, external, or mixed 

e. Data format 

f. Trace control conditions 

Then the recording is made and the results are evaluated. Analysis of 

results is supported by the following: 

a. Data display 

b. Timing display 

c. Graphic display 

d. Display manipulation and enhancement tools 

e. Comparison with prior results or other reference 

f. Search function 

g. Edit function 
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2. 3 BUILDDG BI.OCKS 

There are several operational steps that are commonly used together for 

specific applications and can be organized into identifiable sets. 

These specifiC sets of operations may be viewed as basic building blocks 

you can then further assemble in a number of different ways for more 

complex analysis. The three examples of trace control described in 

paragraph 2.2.2 are representative examples of some basic building 

blocks. Where appropriate, subsequent .sections of this manual refer to 

the b1,lilding blocks. 

2.4 GBIEIW. APPROACH TO USIBG THE K101-D 

With the general overview of the capabilities of the K101-D as a 

background, we will now discuss the general approach to using it and 

examine some of the steps in greater detail. 

The K101-D can tell you what is pappening in .the system under test. You 

also need to know what should be happening. Sometimes the problem in 

the system will only. involve hardware, sometimes software, and 

frequently both. 

You will receive the greatest possible benefits in using the K101-D with 

~our digital system if you understand the definition and characteristics 

of the signals of your system and their relationships. This will enable 

you to efficiently connect the logic analyzer to the target system, 

monitor its activity, and recognize what is in error. When lacking 

system documentation or verification, the K101-D is a tool you can use 

for general measurements to increase your understanding of the system 

under test and guide you to more specific a~d efficient recordings. 

For maximum productivity, you should quickly capture m.eaningful and 

relevant information as needed to test specific hypotheses about system 

activity. You must be able to specify precisely how the logic analyzer 
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is to collect, reduce, and organize the data. Specifically, you must 

connect to the target system and any other instrumentation being used, 

select the correct polarity and threshold, clock the inputs to reduce 

the incoming data to comprehensive samples of program activity, use 

trace control to select events of interest, and organize the collected 

data for display and analysis. 

2.4.1 PROBES 

Physical connection between the logic analyzer and your system is made 

through special high-performance probes, each capable of inputting 

several data and control lines from individual Ie and wire leads, DIP 

clips, or the optional microprocessor disassembly accessories. 

Individual wire leads give total flexibility in connecting anywhere in 

your system; a DIP clip or microprocessor disassembly accessory make 

connection fast and simple. In general, you need to know the pin 

assignments of your system and the signals expected on these pins. 

2.4.2 POLARITY AND THRESHOLD 

You can tell the logic analyzer what rules to follow in making polarity 

decisions, i.e., which way is up (polarity) and where to draw the line 

(threshold). In positive polarity logic, voltages above the threshold 

are defined as a one and voltages below as a zero. In negative polarity 

logic, above is a zero and below, a one. (If you don't specify, the 

logic analyzer uses positive polarity.) Polarity is simply indicated by 

a "+" for positive and a "_" for negative. The polarity of each channel 

can be individually defined. 

The threshold voltage level divides a waveform into two states: one 

above and one below the threshold. The analyzer gives you the ability 

to choose preprogrammed values, such as TTL = +1.4 V, or lets you input 

any value within a range (variable). Threshold values apply to a 

grouping of channels matching each probe pod of two clocks and eight 
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sample inputs. This selectabili ty for each probe allows you to 

simultaneously test segments of your system that use different logic 

levels. 

2.4.3 DATA FORMAT 

You will often want to define a data format. Data formatting allows you 

to flexibly group the data lines, order them in various ways, and look 

at their values as words in a way that makes sense to you and your 

application. When properly set up, the logic analyzer groups the input 

data in a way that is easy for you to understand and analyze. You can 

choose a fixed format for ease of specification or specify a format in 

detail for convenience in later use. The same data format is used to 

set up trigger/trace control words, to display state data, and to set a 

search pattern. The data input lines can be grouped to form various 

base number systems (radices) or data codes, such as ASCII. The format 

can be uniform (the same radix) for all inputs or mixed (several formats 

used simultaneously). 

The basic digital code is binary. Each input line can be viewed in 

binary format as one of two logic states, one or zero. In octal format, 

groups of three such binary digi ts (bits) become a single octal digi t. 

In hexadecimal, four bits become one hex digit. ASCII and EBCDIC are 

common data formatting codes that convert multiple bits into 

alphanumeric characters. You can use any of these codes. When using the 

optional microprocessor disassembly module, the binary information 

understood by the microprocessor is converted for user convenience into 

mnemonics, which are easy-to-remember abbreviations of microprocessor 

opera tions and data. 

The ability to mix formats is especially useful. For example, you may 

want to see address and data lines in hexadecimal and the control and 

status lines individually in binary. Additionally, you can define the 
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other signals, or even the same ones again, in some different format -

whatever you need for your system. 

2.4.4 CLOCKING OF INPUTS 

You must specify how you want to sample the incoming data and when you 

want to store the data in memory. The incoming data are repeatedly 

filtered to yield useful information: clear and concise, without 

unwanted (data) noise. The two main clocking modes are synchronous and 

asynchronous (also referred to as external and internal clocking, 

respectively). Single clocks or multiple clocks in combination can be 

used to let you see the data exactly as your system does or in greater 

detail. Up to six clock terms can be combined in a Boolean expression 

to form one precise clock definition. The K101-D's clocking features 

give you great capability to be selective and clever in filtering and 

reducing your incoming data to the most meaningful form. 

2.4.5 TRACING AND ACQUISITION 

The precision with which you select the area(s) of data flow for the 

logic analyzer to capture greatly affects how easy it will be to analyze 

the system under test. Even with only valid and qualified data samples 

coming into the analyzer you still need to tell the K101-D when to start 

and stop collecting data as well as exactly what data in the stream you 

want it to extract. This can be as simple as instructing the logic 

analyzer to show you a window of data immediately surrounding a specific 

event or as powerful as selecting out nonconnected segments of data 

based on complex program flow conditions. 

a. Simple triggering, with or without delay. Simple triggering 

is most useful for hardware debugging and the first pass of 

software debugging. 
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In microprocessor systems, especially when following software 

execution, a better method of pinpointing the trigger is 

needed. The word you select to trigger on likely occurs many 

times in your data stream; you can seldom be sure the analyzer 

will stop exactly where you want it to. If your trigger word 

isn't unique, a single trigger will cost you time and cause 

you a lot of trouble. 

b. Complex triggering, with or without delay. Complex triggering 

is especially useful in following the program execution of 

nested subroutines and for isolating precise skew 

measurements. This slightly more sophisticated approach lets 

you look for several trigger words (trigger events), perhaps 

in a particular sequence, and use the sequence or combination 

of events to control the recording process. 

c. Selecti ve trace. Selective tracing lets you fill memory with 

only certain data words that are of interest to the problem at 

hand. You follow many events, but trace very selectively. 

Unneeded data are not recorded. You can select, say, 500, 20, 

or no events out of millions of sequential samples. 

d. Conditional trace control. This advanced technique fully used 

the K101-D's capability to control the tracing and storing of 

data. Conditional trace control combines complex triggering 

(with or without delays) and selective trace control. You can 

follow many events, allow for many contingencies, and trace 

only the events you want to see. The features of conditional 

trace control give the K101-D its incredible power and give 

you the abili ty to follow and understand the acti vi ties and 

ramifications of the program in the system under test. 
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2.4.6 MAKING THE RECORDING 

The start o.f the recording process is called "arming" and can be 

controlled manually by you or automatically by the analyzer for powerful 

extended data analysis and testing capabilities. You select manual or 

automatic arming and then press the appropriate key when your 

preparations are complete and the system is ready. 

2.4.7 DISPLAYING AND ANALYZING THE DATA 

There are several ways in which you can view the data; each one gives 

you different information by providing a unique perspective. The logic 

analyzer formats and displays data as state tables, timing diagrams, 

graphs, or disassembled mnemonics. You select one of these formats by 

the press of a key. Powerful functions for display manipulation, 

search, comparison, and editing are available to help you analyze the 

data. Also shown on the screen is useful status information about the 

recording process itself. The different formats are described below. 

a. Data domain: A state table, or data 

every item of recorded information. 

other displays. 

domain display, contains 

It is the basis for the 

b. Timing: Each line of information that comes into the analyzer 

is shown as a reconstructed waveform indicating at each sample 

point whether the line is at a logic high or low. 

c. Graph: This display shows an overview of program behavior. 

The contents of the entire memory can be graphically displayed 

simultaneously on this screen. The vertical axis plots the 

numerical value of each data word against its physical 

location in memory on the horizontal axis. Th.e word you wish 

to graph can be composed of all channel inputs or some subset 

of inputs. Graphing helps you easily identify loops, branch 
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points, areas of memory activity, control/status cycles, 

address ranges, and repeated word occurrences. 

d. Status information: Two lines of status information are 

always present on the screen. They supply various acquisition 

and display parameters. When reviewing captured data, the 

status words indicate which memory is being displayed, what 

clocking mode was used, and the location of the cursors and 

the difference between them in time and sample clocks. Two 

status fields, concerned with trace control levels, indicate 

where tracing was halted and the trace level at which each 

word occurred, and provide a real-time readout of the current 

trace level while the trace is in process (see Figure 2-7). 

e. Mnemonic disassembly: This option is available with the 

microprocessor-specific devices called Real-Time Execution 

Disassemblers. The disassembly display shows the translation 

(disassembly) of numerical state data into the English-like 

mnemonics of assembly language. The displayed data are broken 

out into address bus data, data bus contents (data or 

instruction), the mnemonic translation of the microprocessor 

instruction and operation, and bus activity status information 

(see Figure 2-8 for an example). 

2.5 COMMORICATION INTERFACE 

Using the logic analyzer in conjunction with other "intelligent" 

equipment greatly extends its capabilities. Automatic testing and 

computer analysis are possible. Setup parameters, captured data, 

instrument commands, and recorded information can be transferred between 

instruments to allow hard copy generation, comparison, storage, further 

analysis, or remote testing. Communication with other intelligent 

instruments or computers occurs via an interface channel, either RS-232 

or GPIB (see Section 9 for details). 
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The communication capability allows effective remote consultation (in 

which an off-site expert can assist someone on-site) and rapid 

distribution of critical data. 

2.6 COLLECT -> REDUCE -> ORGAlfIZE 

As stated at the beginning of this section, with the K101-D you approach 

even the most difficult problems in three general phases: collect, 

reduce, organize. In practice, these three are interrelated. They are 

not isolated activities, but are subcategories of data handling. When 

you collect data, for example, you have already done some mental 

organization and reduction in order to collect only useful data. 

2.6.1 THE COLLECT/REDUCE/ORGANIZE MATRIX 

The data hand ling tools of the K 1 0 1-D can be thought of in these sub

categories. One may regard probe positioning as a method of collecting 

data, the use of the Graphic display as a way of organizing data, and 

the selection of the Latch input mode as a way of reducing data to 

select only special cases. Figure 2-9 shows a matrix in which all the 

K101-D techniques are placed in the categories of collect, reduce, and 

organize. Actually, many of the techniques are shown across boundaries 

because they properly belong in two categories, such as collection and 

reduction. The general categories of action in which these techniques 

are grouped, such as physical setup, or specification of recording 

parameters, are shown on the left. 

The major purpose of the Collect/Reduce/Organize matrix is to help you 

conceptually organize the material discussed in this section and covered 

in detail in the next five sections. Sections 3 and 4 give reference 

information and explain how to specify K101-D functions. Sections 5, 6, 

and 7 discuss the topics shown in the matrix and give information on 
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Figure 2-9. The Collect, Reduce, and Organize Matrix. 
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when and why to use them. This figure and the following discussion 

(paragraphs 2.6.2 through 2.6.6) preView the material in these sections. 

The preview explains why techniques are placed in the three categories, 

and focuses on the question "What can these tools do for me?" 

The matrix also serves as a quick overview and reminder when you are 

using the K101-D. For example, by glancing down the collect column, you 

can see what techniques would quickly collect basic information. The 

other two columns can function as reminders of addi tional techniques 

useful for further investigation. In a general sense, the techni ques 

shown under the reduce and organi ze col umns depend on the techni ques 

shown under the collect column. 

Before reading the preview and explanation, note that the 

Collect/Reduce/Organize matrix is not rigid. It is meant only to help 

you learn about the K101-D and to serve as a quick reminder. Feel free 

to make up your own version. 

2.6.2 PHYSICAL SETUP 

Generally, this consists of setting the probes at points of the system 

under test. The task is primarily one of collection, with an element of 

reduction because from the beginning you do not probe those parts of the 

system under test that are not relevant to your particular test. 

The DVM (digi tal voltmeter) is also shown here. It is a convenience, 

useful when needed. You could use it for a one-shot checkout of system 

values, or to collect information in real-time during the test session. 

For either use, you examine the values visually at the time the value is 

shown. Using the DVM involves reduction, because only one location of 

the system under test may be sampled at anyone time. Therefore, using 

the DVM is shown as primarily collection with an element of reduction. 
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Use of the frequency counter is an optional part of clocking; it is a 

basic collection technique, also with an element of reduction. 

2.6.3 SPECIFY RECORDING PARAMETERS 

Speci fying the threshold values and polari ty of the input probes is a 

basic part of collection. 

The four input modes are shown across the data handling spectrum. 

Sampling mode collects basic events based on clocking so both collection 

and reduction are accomplished. Gli tch mode is broader, and collects 

both gli tches and normal samples. Because gli tch mode collects more 

broadly than sample, while sample mode restricts itself to normal 

samples, glitch mode is shown under collect and sample mode under 

reduce. Latch mode can be used for either reduction (sophisticated 

filtering) or organization (sample input skew alignment). Demux mode is 

primarily an organizational technique, although its use does compact all 

samples by a factor of two over the memory space otherwise needed to 

contain the same information. Both Latch and Demux allow you to bring 

together events that happened at different times and show them in a 

logical relationship as one sample. The organizational theme is 

predominate, and both Latch mode and Demux mode are shown in that 

column. 

Clocking has several modes, which are variations of using internal or 

external clocking or a mixture of the two. Internal and external 

clocking are basic collection techniques that normalize the sampling. 

Mixed clocking allows very discriminating sampling of particular events 

that happen at clocking interactions, and therefore is shown under the 

reduce and organize columns. 

Trace control logic is the heart of the analyzer. There are separate 

commands for controlling the logic flow and the tracing. The logic flow 

can monitor millions of events in the system under test, both expected 
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and unexpected, and trace only the events of interest. Conditional trace 

control capabilities are extremely powerful tools for collection, 

reduction, and organization, and are shown. across the three categories. 

2.6.4 MAKE A RECORDING OR RECORDINGS 

Manual recording is a one-time recording which can then be examined with 

the analytic techniques mentioned below. Automatic recording repeats the 

collection process automatically. Automatic recording with stop (Auto 

stop) allows repeated recording controlled by comparisons; it is used to 

find elusive errors or validate that a problem has been corrected. 

Because automatic recording can collect so much data in comparison to 

manual recording, we place it under collect and manual recording under 

reduce. Auto stop could be considered a reduction technique because it 

hunts through and discards recordings until it finds a particular case. 

However, it is placed under organi ze because using i t involves 

organizing prior knowledge about the system under test. In setting up 

Auto stop, organization is the primary theme. 

2.6.5 RECORDING ANALYSIS 

The three di splay modes (Data, Timing, and Graph) are all under the 

organize category. Each mode provides unique perspectives (screen 

organizations) of captured information designed to assist in rapid 

analysis appropriate to your application. The Data display is useful 

for reviewing logic state relationships such as detailed program 

execution. Graph display supresses the details of each sample to a 

single point to provide an overview of recorded system activity. Timing 

display emphasi zes the duration of indi vidual signals above or below 

threshold and allows rapid measurement of skews between signals of 

interest. 
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The analytic tools are editing, manipulating displays by use of 

expansion or by using cursors to limit or clip them, and the SEARCH and 

COMPARE functions. They combine some reduction with organization. 

2.6.6 END RESULT 

A recording and analysis session results in one of the following: 

a. You have solved the problem and you finish the session. 

b. You may have solved the problem and want to validate the 

proposed solution; you return to the logic analyzer with a set 

of procedures to do so. 

c. You return to the problem with new insights and try other 

possibilities. You can return at any point in the grid. 

2.7 A FIBAL WORD 

The purpose of this section was to give you a conceptual framework to 

help you make better use of the information in the rest of the manual. 

The following sections present many detai Is about the K 1 0 1-D and how 

these details relate to each other. After some practical experience 

with the logic analyzer, you will find that you develop your own useful 

building blocks of techniques, and that more details fall into place. 

Because of the wide range of techniques available to use with this 

powerful, general purpose analyzer, you will often find that several 

details are not relevant to your immediate task or application. 

Keep in mind that during anyone problem solving session wi th the 

K101-D, you will typically call upon only a few of the available 

capabili ties. 
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After you have read more of this manual, and again after you have tried 

out some tasks with the K101-D, you may find it useful to return to this 

section and reacquaint yourself with some of this material. The general 

discussion and comparison of K101-D techniques and capabilities should 

take on deeper meaning as your knowledge of the logic analyzer 

increases. As you learn more about the K101-D, keep in mind the 

subcategories of general problem solving as a guide to your own 

learning: collect, reduce, and organize. 
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Section 3 

DETAILED DESCRIPTIOB 

3.1 IRTRODUCTION 

The K101-D Logic Analyzer is a microcomputer-controlled instrument 

(using the 16-bit Intel 8086), designed for digital circuit analysis and 

evaluation (see Figure 2-1). The operating system can accommodate up 

to 256 kilobytes of ROM and 128 kilobytes of RAM. Automatic power up 

diagnostics, extensive self-test diagnostics, and a probe test using an 

internal pattern generator are standard features of the K101-D. 

This section describes the specific functions and capabilities of the 

K101-D and gives its detailed specifications. The next section (User 

Orientation) describes how the the front panel is used to operate the 

logic analyzer. These two sections complement each other; they cover 

the same material from two viewpoints: What the instrument can do, and 

How to tell it what to do. 

3.2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The uni t has 48 data inputs which feed a pipeline of three high-speed 

registers, each 52 bits wide (48 data bits plus 4 trace-level tracking 

bits). The user places the probes and specifies the conditions for 

recognizing signals from them. Data from the pipeline registers are 

evaluated for transfer to the actual trace memory M (which is 512 words 

of 52 bits each) according to the current conditional trace control 

specifications set by the user. The user controls every step in the 

data recording process: placement of probes, specification of threshold 

values, sampling and clocking conditions, and the interaction of control 

logic and trace control. The combination of features and capabilities 
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in this logic analyzer provides data capture with unprecedented 

versatility and precision for rapid isolation of essential information. 

When the recording process is completed, the contents of trace memory M 

are transferred to display memory A. Memory A holds the last 

recording made. Memory B, equivalent in size, can hold a previously 

stored reference recording for comparison. Information stored in 

either memory A or B can be reviewed in various formats using either the 

Data, Graph, or Timing displays. The Data display, also called the 

"state display", best shows the detailed relationships of all re1event 

signals for each sample. The Graph display gives a visual picture of 

relative sample magnitudes over time, and the Timing display shows 

timing relationships of individual signals or groups of signals 

graphically. Many functional keys are provided for reviewing these 

displays. The user can isolate portions of the displays for special 

treatment, expand the displays, search and compare, and examine the 

actual data underlying any portion of a graphic display. 

Input sampling is performed using either external, internal, or mixed 

clocking. Twelve separate external clocks (six sample clocks and six 

latch enables) can be combined, using menu-specified Boolean 

expressions, to obtain comprehensive samples for powerful software 

monitoring. The choice of a number of different internal sampling rates 

allows precise selection of the desired timing resolution needed for 

determining either signal pulse widths and skew measurements, or the 

window size (absolute time interval) captured by each recording. 

Mixed clocking allows both external and internal sampling to be done 

simultaneously. Separate clocks may be defined for each of three 

sections of 16 da ta inputs (C, B, and A), or a single master clock may 

be used to sample all three sections at the same time. 

The primary user interface to the instrument is a CRT display and a set 

of control keys. Each of the major setups for controlling trace 
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parameters, data formatting, input sampling, and communications is 

actuated by pressing one of the six SPECIFY keys, such as CLOCK SELECT 

or TRACE CORTROL. When a key is pressed, the currently selected 

specifications for that module are displayed on one or more CRT screen 

pages. This allows rapid review and modification of each module. 

Changes to a screen menu are made by positioning a flashing cursor over 

the pertinent field and then entering the new specification. 

Specifications are easily entered. Most are selected from a group of 

possible entries using your choice of either the CHOICE keys (scrolling 

possible selections with BEIT and PREY) or the QUICK key method of 

entering a single digit. Other choices are made by pressing one of the 

direct entry keys in the GENERAL key area, such as SAMPLE or GLITCH. 

In addition to front panel operation of the K101-D, it is also possible 

to operate the unit remotely, using communications lines. There are two 

fully programmable communications ports: the IEEE-488/1978 and the RS-

232-C IIO interfaces. Key codes and data transfer formats allow the 

unit to be controlled from many common computers and terminals. These 

interfaces allow generation of hard copy, data logging, storage of 

common trace specifications, and automatic capture of intermittent 

system failures. 

A third interface, an RS-449 port, is also included to give the K101-D 

the ability to communicate with intelligent peripherals and probing 

accessories. At present it is used to communicate with optional 

microprocessor execution disassembly modules. A fourth interface 

provides a standard video signal (RS-170 compatible) for connection to 

either a video monitor or printer. 

Complimentary, ancillary measurement capabilities are built into the 

K101-D and include a real-time time-of-day (TOD) clock, a digital 

voltmeter (DVM) with 3-1/2 digit readout, and an external frequency 
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counter. These tools facilitate analysis of recordings, increase the 

convenience of use, and minimize reliance on other measurement systems. 

Confidence in the unit's operation is ensured by three separate 

diagnostic tests: a comprehensive Power Up test, a Probe Test that 

provides a functional check on each probe (ten inputs at a time), and, 

when maximum confidence is desired, an exhaustive series of specialized 

tests that can be chosen using the Self-Test specification screen. 

These tests virtually ensure proper operation. If a problem does occur, 

the tests are designed to quickly find and isolate it. Down time is 

minimized and suspicious recordings can be easily checked by verifying 

proper operation. 

The Probe Test uses a built-in pattern generator that makes it possible 

to learn a great deal about the K101-D by sending a known pattern to the 

probes, 

recording 

and then setting up various specification conditions and 

and analyzing the results. Section 10 of this manual 

presents a comprehensive discussion of how to use the Probe Test to 

learn about operating the logic analyzer. 

3.3 SPECIFICATIORS 

3.3.1 SIGNAL INPUTS 

a. Number: Total of 60; 48 sample inputs and 12 clock inputs. 

b. Iriput assignments: All inputs are assigned to one of three 

sections, labeled C, B, or A. Each section contains a group 

of 20 inputs: 16 sample inputs and 4 clock inputs split 

between two probe inputs. Each probe provides 10 inputs: 8 

sample inputs and 2 clock inputs. 

c. Input impedance: 1 megohm, 15 pF, over a range of +10 V. 
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d. 

detailed description 

Thresholds: Assignable for each group of 10 inputs; TTL 

(+1.40 V), ECL (-1.30 V), VAR A and VAR B (:t9. 99 V in 10 mV 

steps with 20 mV accuracy). Thresholds referenced to probe 

tip. 

e. Polarity: Assignable positive or negative for each sample 

input. 

f. Maximum voltage: :!:,50 V continuous, +100 V transient. 

g. Input modes: Selectable in groups of 8 or 16. 

1. Sample: Sample mode is the most basic input mode. 

Inputs selected for the Sample mode are checked at, and 

only at, each active clock edge to determine their cur

rent logic levels. Clock edge is specified by the sample 

clock expression used for the pertinent sample input 

section. In Sample mode any glitches that occur between 

sample clocks are ignored. 

2. Glitch: Glitch mode helps detect possible troublesome 

noise spikes. Any even number of threshold crossings 

between valid sample clocks is considered by the K101-D 

to be a glitch. This input mode is handled in the same 

way as Sample mode, except that the selected inputs are 

also monitored between every clock sample to determine if 

a glitch occurs. 

3. Latch: Latch mode is a special case of Sample mode. It 

allows you to either hold or pass data to half or all the 

sample registers of each section (C, B, or A) based on 

the status of separately assignable, latch enable clock 

expressions. Latch mode lets you capture data at one 

time and then merge that data with other data sampled at 
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a later time, based on two separate clock expressions. 

The signals that indicate valid data can often be 

completely different in type and timing from those that 

indicate the right time to sample the data. 

When the expression used for enabling the Latch mode is 

true, the associated inputs are sampled just as though 

Sample mode has been specified. When the expression is 

false, the states present at the moment the expression 

went false are held constant causing all samples of those 

inputs to be the same during that period. 

4. Demultiplex: Demultiplex mode lets you capture data 

present at two different times on the same bus lines for 

simultaneous evaluation by the conditional trace control 

as one sample. Typically, one uses this mode to capture 

both address and data on a shared bus. In Demultiplex 

mode, the data inputs to the lower byte group of the 

selected section (C, B, or A) are buffered and then sent 

to both groups of that section. The lower byte group (0-

7) is automatically placed in Sample mode and the upper 

byte group (a-F) in Latch mode. The enable clock 

expression defined for that section determines when and 

how the upper byte is sampled, just as in regular Latch 

mode. The sample clock expression for the section 

defines when the lower byte is sampled and also when the 

contents of the upper byte latch are examined. Both 

bytes are presented to the trace control simultaneously 

as one valid sample. The term "alignment" is sometimes 

used to refer to this simultaneous evaluation, capture, 

and display of two events which are separate in time. 
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3.3.2 CLOCKING SELECTION 

In external and mixed clock modes, the K101-D allows external AND/OR 

clocking of sample and enable clocks for each data input section. A 

master sample clock strobes information from the sample registers into 

the unit's main memory M. Complex external clocking is keyboard 

selectable using menu-specified sets of Boolean expressions. Clocking 

combinations allow monitoring of multi-phased and multiplexed systems, 

as well as simultaneous time/data measurements. 

3.3.2.1 sa.ple Clocks 

a. Inputs: Total of six (two on the upper group (F-8) of each 

section). DC to 50 MHz external operation. Minimum pulse 

width for valid clock: 10 ns. 

b. Operation: Sample clock active on rising edge. Clock is TRUE 

when all AND clocks are TRUE or when any OR clock is TRUE. 

c. AND clocks: Up to three (CJ, BJ, AJ). 

logic level. 

User-specified 

d. OR clocks: Up to three (CK, BK, AK). User-specified 

logic level. 

3.3.2.2 Enable Clocks 

a. Inputs: Total of six (two on the lower group (7-0) of each 

section). DC to 50 MHz external operation. Minimum pulse 

width for valid clock: 8 ns. 

b. Operation: Resultant enable clo-ok used when samples from a 

section (C, B, or A) are taken in Latch mode. When enable 

clock is TRUE, information passes freely through input latches 
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c. 

d. 

3.3.2.3 

as in the Sample mode. When enable clock goes FALSE, data are 

held in the input latches until enable returns TRUE. Enable 

clock is TRUE when all three AND clocks are TRUE, or when any 

OR clock is TRUE. 

AND enables: Up to three (CR, BR, AR). User-specified 

logic level. 

OR enables: Up to three (CS, BS, AS). User-specified 

logic level. 

Clock Modes 

a. Internal extended: Provides 10 ns (100 MHz) data sampling and 

transfer to main memory M for one or all input sections. 

Control logic and other input sections (if 100 MHz sampling 

is not desired) are clocked using the slower internal clock 

(20 ns to 160 ms). 

b. Internal: 20 ns to 160 ms. Selectable in a 1 through 16 

sequence. All sample registers and control logic clocked 

simultaneously by internal clock. 

c. External single-phased: DC to 50 MHz. All sample registers 

and control logic are clocked by the master clock. 

d. External multi-phased: User may specify a separate sample 

clock for each section and for the master clock. All three 

sections transfer data into main memory M using the master 

clock. 
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e. Mixed single-phased: Master clock must be external. Sample 

clocks may be internal or external. External sample clocks 

must be same as the master clock. Internally clocked sections 

transfer data to main memory M using the internal clock. 

f. Mixed multi-phased: Master clock must be external. Sample 

clocks may be internal or external. External sample clocks 

are specifiable separate from master clock but data are still 

transferred into main memory M using the master clock. 

Internally clocked sections transfer data to main memory M 

using the internal clock. 

3.3.2.4 Clock Setup and Hold TiBe Specifications 

Setup time is defined as the amount of time the information to be 

sampled must be stable prior to the active sample clock edge. Hold time 

is the amount of time the information must be stable after the active 

sample clock edge. 

Hold time is usually a negative value. This means that the information 

may change exactly at, or even before, the clock edge, yet still be 

sampled as if it were stable all the way up to the crlock edge. 

These times result from the inherent propagation delay of the 

instrument's clocking circuitry and the difference between the delays of 

the various clock inputs. Conforming to these specifications will avoid 

any potential race condition problems and guarantee that your clocking 

equations will perform as expected. 

a. Individual Inputs. The specifications for the individual 

clock inputs are given in Table 3-1. These times may also be 

thought of as a clock's minimum pulse width: the time between 

a nonactive and active edge. 
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Table 3-1. Clock Input Specifications 

Clock Setup Time (nsec) IbId Time (nsec) 

Max. Typical Max. Typical 

CK 8 5 0 0 

CJ 12 9 0 -4 

BK 8 6 0 -1 

BJ 12 10 0 -5 

AK 8 7 0 -2 

AJ 12 11 0 -6 

b. Combined Inputs. When two or more inputs are combined into a 

Boolean expression, additional specifications come into play. 

For two or three J inputs "ANDed" together, or for two or 

three K inputs "ORed" toge the r, the required ti me in te rval 

between a particular edge on one input and a particular edge 

on another input is as shown in Table 3-2. '!he intervals T1, 

T2 , and T3 are graphically depicted in Figures 3-1 through 3-

3. These are the minimum time intervals needed between the 

edges of your clock inp ut s for th e re sultant to be desired 

"ANDed" or "ORed" expression. The interval of 0 for T1 means 

Table 3-2. Setup Times for a Combination of Two or Three Clock Inputs 

Interval Max. Setup Time (nsec) 

ORed ANDed 

T1 a a 

T2 4 12 

T3 12 4 
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Figure 3-1. T1: Time From Active Edge on One Input to Active Edge on 

Another Input. 
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Figure 3-3. T 3: Time From Nonactive Edge on One Input to Active Edge 

on Another Input. 
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Yl 
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detailed description 

that T1 can be any value and the resultant clock will toggle 

correctly, even if the two active edges occur simultaneously. 

If T3 is less than its maximum speci fied time, then a desired 

resultant clock toggle (active sample edge) may not occur. If 

T2 is less than its maximum specified time, then an unwanted 

resultant clock toggle (active sample edge) may occur. The 

previous specifications for individual clock input pulse 

widths still apply. When you use both J and K terms in an 

expression, add an additional 4 ns to T2 and to T3 for the 

"ORing" of the two sub-expressions. 

Figures 3-4 through 3-12 illustrate the time intervals for all 

the possible AND, OR and active edge combinations of two 

similar clock inputs. 
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Figure 3-4. XKf + YKf. 
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Figure 3-5. XKi + YKl. 
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R 

Figure 3-6. XK l + YKT. 
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c. Mult1.phase Clock1.ng. When using different master and section 

sample clock expressions, the active edge of a section sample 

clock must occur either 15 ns before the master clock active 

edge or 4 ns after it. This relationship must be true in 

order for the master clock to take a valid sample of a 

section's sample register contents. In other words, the 

master clock setup time is 15 ns, and its hold time is 4 ns 

(see Figure 3-12). 

Although sampling should occur as specified, avoid specifying 

a section sample clock expression that is identical to the 

master expression. If possible, use a single-phase mode 

interval. this will prevent any potential master/sample setup 

or hold time problems. 

MASTER f 
I 
I 

( 15 
1 SAMPLE 

J 4 
SAMPLE 

Figure 3-12. Master and Sample Clock Skew Requirements. 
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3.3.3 TRACE MEMORY 

The K10 l-D contains high-speed main memory M, display memory A, and 

reference memory B. 

a. Size: Memories M, A, and B are each 52-bits wide (48 bits for 

da ta inputs plus 4 bits for trace -level tracking) by 515-bits 

long (512-bits long plus 3 bits for pipeline data). In other 

words, these memories consist of 515 words of 52 bits each. 

Three words of memory M are used for pipeline data; 512 words 

are avai lable for saving conditionally traced events. 

b. Operation: Memory M accepts and transfe rs new informa tion 

held at the end of each recording to memory A for display. 

Memory B is used as a reference and may be loaded from memory 

A, the keyboard, or the GPIB or RS-232-C interfaces. 

c. Search: The unit accepts an up to 48-bit pattern through the 

Data Format display. The search pattern is independent of the 

original criteria which caused each 48-bit record to be saved. 

Ei ther memory A or B can be searched. 

On the display, each entry matching the search criteria is 

identified with an asterisk (*). The display also shows the 

memory addresses of the first and last occurrences and the 

total count. Pressing the NEXT key moves the cursor to each 

occurrence in sequence. 

d. Compare: Ivlemory A is compared to memory B. Di fferences are 

indicated by inequality (;r!) signs on the data displays. The 

NEXT key moves the cursor to each occurrence, as with Search 

mode. 
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e. Edit mode: The user may enter or edit data in memory Busing 

keyboard entry. This can be a useful tool for analysis in 

conjunction with the COMPARE function. 

3.3.4 DATA FORMATS 

The user defines data display characters. Multiple menu screens allow 

the specification of how all 48 signal inputs are to be shown. Each 

input signal, when captured, is either a one or zero. Signals can be 

shown as such (by choosing binary) or grouped with other signals and 

displayed as numeric values or characters. The user can specify either 

fixed formats or mixed formats. Fixed formats define all signals to be 

grouped as binary, octal, or hexadecimal characters. In mixed formats, 

these three radices and ASCII and EDCDIC can be used. Fixed formats are 

grouped in order by input signal; mixed formats are individually 

specified. Mixed formats allow an individual signal to be shown in more 

than one group. 

Optional execution disassembly accessories are available for several 

specific microprocessors. These disassemblers format machine code into 

assembler operation codes and addresses, identify and display all memory 

and port activity, and highlight nonexecuted instructions when applied 

to pre fetch-type microprocessors. 

3.3.5 TRACE CONTROL 

The trace control screens provide condi tionaltrace control for 

capturing events, using up to 16 separately specifiable levels. The 

trace logic can move freely from one level of specification to another 

during a recording, so that information capture can be made dependent on 

an exact sequence of events or possibilites. This allows rapid review 

of long or disjointed execution intervals by providing the means for the 

precise definition of the information to be captured. With trace 

control you can investigate virtually all cause and effect relationships 
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and also benefit by very efficient use of memory space. Each level 

offers individual DELAY commands and- conditional STOP, JUMP, ADVANCE, 

and TRACE commands. 

JUMP before ADVANCE. 

The priority of operations is STOP before JUMP, and 

TRACE is independent. 

a. DELAY: Entered as decimal (1 to 65,535) or hexadecimal (1 to 

FFFF), for each of 16 trace levels. The sample count for 

DELAY is specifiable using either occurrences of the master 

clock or of the level's advance pattern. Whenever the trace 

logic enters a level, the sample count for the level is 

reinitial1zed. 

b. STOP: Causes the tracing and recording process to stop. There 

are nine conditions: (1) Stop If Data = S, (2) Stop Always, 

(3) Stop Never, and (4-9) Stop If Data = S and Sample Count>, 

<, =, ~, ,5., or <> (;{) Delay. "S" may be any noncontradictory 

data pattern possible based on the currently specified data 

format. All variations of each specified character can be 

entered, including a "Don't Care" state. STOP has priority 

over JUMP and ADVANCE commands. A specified current trace 

will be made before the tracing process stops. 

c. JUMP: Causes tracing to jump to a user-defined level (O-F) if 

specified conditional command comes true. This allows a change 

of condi tions for tracing or can be used to reini tia1ize the 

sample count by jumping back to the current level. There are 

nine conditions: (1) Jump If Data = J, (2) Jump Always, (3) 

Jump Never, and (4-9) Jump If Data = J and Sample Count >, <, 

=, ~, ,5., or < > (;{) Delay. "J" may be any noncontradictory 

data pattern possible based on the currently specified data 

format. All variations of each specified character can be 

entered, including a "Don't Care" state. JUMP has priority 

over ADVANCE command. A specified current trace sample can 

still be taken as trace control jumps to the new level. 
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d. 

detailed description 

ADVANCE: Causes tracing to advance to next level of tracing 

(1-F) if the specified conditional command comes true. This 

allows a change of conditions for tracing. There are nine 

conditions: (1) Advance If Data = A, (2) Advance Always, (3) 

Advance Never, and (4-9) Advance If Data = A and Sample Count 

>, <, =, 2" ~, or < > (;f) Delay. "A" may be any 

noncontradictory data pattern possible based on the currently 

specified data format. All variations of each specified 

character can be entered, including a "Don't Care" state. A 

specified current trace sample can still be taken as trace 

control advances to the next level. 

e. TRACE: Evaluates each valid sample to the specified trace 

conditions. There are nine conditions: (1) Trace If Data = T, 

(2) Trace Always, (3) Trace Never, and (4-9) Trace If Data = T 

and Sample Count >, <, =, 2" ~, or < > (;l) Delay. "T" may be 

any noncontradictory data pattern possible based on the 

currently specified data format. All variations of each 

specified character may be entered, including a "Don't Care" 

state. TRACE is independent of the STOP, JUMP, or ADVANCE 

operations. If the trace condition is met, the event will be 

put into memory. If the stop, jump, or advance condi tion is 

met, that operation will occur separately. 

The combination of these conditions allows following various possible 

execution paths. For example, a trace control screen for level 3 might 

specify to advance (to level 4) under a particular condition and to jump 

to level 6 under another. By using such building blocks, a complex 

chain of interacting events can be followed and traced. Trace is 

independent of the other controls. For example, a set of eight level 

screens might be used to follow expected program flow without tracing, 

and four or five other level screens could be used to trace if the 

program got into unexpected areas. 
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3.3.6 ARM MODES 

3.3.6.1 SelectioDS 

Selectable as Manual, Auto, Auto Stop, or Auto Stop Within Limits. 

a. Manual: The user presses the ARM key, and the unit makes one 

recording and transfers the new da ta to memory A. Ifa stop 

condition is satisfied, the recording is made according to the 

trace conditions specified. It stops when the trace 

conditions reach a STOP operation. 

b. Auto: The user presses the ARM key, and the uni t begins the 

recording process. When the recording process reaches a STOP, 

the unit rearms itself and begins again. Each time it 

transfers new data to memory A. Pressing the STOP key or 

reaching the pass counter limit halts new acquisitions. The 

pass counter range is 1 to 9,999 cycles. 

c. Auto Stop: The unit arms itself and acquires new data in 

memory A, which is compared with memory B. Conditions that 

can be specified to stop the unit from rearming and recording 

further are as follows: A=B, AiB, or the pass counter reaching 

specified limit. 

d. Auto Stop Within Limits: The comparison of memories A and B 

is limi ted to da ta between the uni t's dual cursors 

inclusively, as specified in memory A. Also, only displayed 

data channels are compared. Conditions that can be specified 

to stop the unit from rearming and recording further are as 

follows: A=B Within Limits, A;lB Within Limits, or the pass 

counter reaching a specified limit. 
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3.3.6.2 Acquisition Command Keys 

a. Arm: Ini tializes the control logic for all currently 

specified recording parameters and begins new recording, using 

the current Arm mode. If unit is already armed, pressing ARM 

still initializes the control logic and starts the recording 

process again. 

b. Advance: Forces trace logic to unconditionally advance to 

next trace level. Recording process continues at next level 

just as though that level had been entered normally. 

c. Memory M to A: Moves current contents of trace memory M to 

display memory A, and stops the recording process. The 

current contents of memory M will not include material from 

previous recordings since the memory is automatically flushed 

at the beginning of each arm cycle. 

d. Stop: Stops the recording process and leaves contents of 

memory A intact. 

3.3.7 DISPLAYS 

The K101-D has a built-in, seven-inch diagonal raster scan CRT for 

display of all menus and data. There are three main types of displays: 

menu screens for specifying sampling and tracing of information, data 

display screens for analyzing recorded data, and a screen for entering 

interface specifications. 

3.3.7.1 Recording Specification Screens 

a. Input Modes: The user selects input modes in eight signa1-

input groupings (Sample, Glitch, Latch, and Demux). Threshold 

values and the arm condition are also selected on this 

display. 
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b. 

detailed description 

Logic Polarity: (+) or (-), assignable by user to each data 

input. Affects data display, graph display, trace control 

patterns, and the binary cursor readout on the timing display. 

c. Clock Select: The user specifies clock mode and clock inputs 

using one of six menus. 

d. Data Format: The user defines data display radices (octal, 

hex, decimal, binary, ASCII, or EBCDIC) for up to 48 inputs. 

Inputs may be in any sequence and may be repeated (that is, 

the same inputs may be shown in different character groupings 

as convenient). 

e. Trace Control: The user defines trace control parameters for 

up to 16 levels, 0 through F. 

3.3.7.2 Recording Analysis Displays 

a. Data: Presents data up to 48 columns wide as determined by 

the currently specified Data Format display. When less than 

24 columns are specified, the format is repeated to provide 

more data on the display; 24, 48, 72, or 96 samples can be 

displayed. 

b. Timing: Shows simultaneous display of up to 24 timing 

waveforms. A total of up to 60 waveforms may be displayed by 

paging (six signals per page for ten pages). A user-selected 

label of up to seven characters can be entered as desired for 

each waveform. The user can rearrange the channel sequence of 

each page for convenient display. 

display by 6, 12, and 24 can 

Vertical expansions of the 

be specified. Horizontal 

expansions by 3, 6, and 12 can be specified. The display 

indicates the sample count between the Control Cursor and the 
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Reference Cursor. There is a binary logic readout of the 

Control cursor or the Reference Cursor position, whichever was 

used last. 

c. Graph: Shows a dot graph of sample magnitude versus memory 

location (x, y). The user selects data inputs and the range of 

values to be graphed. The Reference Cursor and the Control 

Cursor delimit the vertical display. The horizontal 

expansion is the same as with Timing mode. Graph mode is 

useful for a quick overview of program execution. 

3.3.7.3 Interface Specification Screen 

The user can select GPIB (IEEE-488) or RS-232-C interface parameters. 

This screen also allows entry of time-of-day clock, date, or error beep 

status (enabled/disabled). The current software revision level is 

displayed. 

3.3.8 AUXILIARY MEASUREMENTS 

3.3.8.1 Digital Voltmeter (DVM) 

Front panel IN and GND provide +20 V range. 

Resolution: 

Accuracy: 

20 mV 

.:to. 5% 
Input impedance: 20 kilohms 

3.3.8.2 Clock Status/Frequency 

Automatic measurement of external clock frequency. 

Range: 

Accuracy: 

100 Hz to 50 MHz 

0.1% 
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3.3.8.3 Time of Day 

A 24-hour, time-of-day (TOO) clock is displayed in all modes. The end-

of-acquisition time is captured for each recording. 

retained by battery when power is off. 

3.3.8.4 total Trace Time 

'!he time-of-day is 

The total time that trace was enabled for each recording appears at 

bottom of the Timing Display. This allows precise measurement of time 

between any two events. 

Resolution: 0.5 Jl sec 

Range: 00.00 Jl sec to 1638.35 sec (27.3 min) 

N:>te 

Count resets to zero on overflows. 

3.3.8.5 Trace Level Tracking 

This allows the user to determine trace level reached during recording 

and to determine the level used to record each sample when reviewing 

recording. 

a. Trace level: Shows current or last level reached during 

recording. Appears at bottom-right of all displays as "Level 

= n" (n is 0 through F). 

b. Cursor level: Shows which level was used to record each 

sample. Appears just to left of trace level field as "CL = n" 

en is 0 through F). 
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3.3.9 INTERFACES/REAR PANEL CONNECTORS 

a. GPIB (IEEE-488/ 1978): Provides complete programmability via 

GPIB. Data and setup information are transferrable to and 

from either A or B memories. Using the GPIB interface, the 

K 101-D can be made part of a system, produce hard copy or be 

operated remotely. 

b. RS-232-C: A serial interface with capabilities similar to 

those of the GPIB. 

c. RS-449: Allows unit to communicate with intelligent 

accessories. It is currently used for the optional RTE-816 

microprocessor execution disassembly modules. 

d. Trace output: TTL active high only while unit armed and 

current trace level is enabled. 

e. Clock output: ECL active low signal corresponding to current 

internal master clock rate. 

f. GET: Group execute trigger signal. Avai lable via GPIB. 

g. Video output: 1 V p-p into 75 ohm, RS-17O-compatible levels. 

Used with compatible monitor or printer. 

3.3.10 CONFIDENCE TESTS 

a. Power Up: During power up, the K101-D performs checks of ROM, 

MPU, and CMOS RAMs, power supplies, and keyboard. Gives the 

user confidence that the instrument is operating properly. 

b. Self Test: Allows user to select from a series of additional 

test routines for measurement validation or to serve as a 
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troubleshooting aid. The full set of self-test exercise 

routines is equivalent to in-house tests that are run to 

valida te a unit before shipping it. 

c. Probe Test: Allows user to test each probe (ten inputs at a 

time) with a bui It-in, ring-coun ter-type pattern genera tor. 

More than a simple test of probe functionin:g, the use of the 

pattern generator and various specification screens allows the 

internal operation of complex conditions for display, and 

therefore provides further validation of functions. 

3.3.11 ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED 

a. Probes: Set of six input probes with ten inputs each. Probes 

include flying leads and spring hook tips. 

b. Manual: Ckle operating and service manual supplied with each 

K101-D. 

3.3.12 MISCELLANEOUS 

a. Size: 21.8 cm high x 44.6 cm wide x 59.0 cm deep with bail 

(8.6" x 17.5" x 20.7"). 

b. Weight: 20 kg with probes (44 lb). 

c. Power, internally selectable: 

NOminal 115 VAC, 90-132 V RMS; 400 watt, 7 amp fuse. 

Nominal 230 VAC, 200-268 V RMS; 400 watt, 4 amp fuse. 

d. Temperature: 0 to 500 C operating range. 

e. Battery back-up: Provides power for two setup saves plus TOO 

clock. 
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f. Accessory power: +5 V and -5.2 V, 300 m A total. Located at 

two rear panel LEMO connectors. 
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Section 4 

USER CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS 

4 • 1 OVERVIEW AND STRATEGY 

You should be familiar with the features of the K101-D before you try to 

use the equipment for a specific application. This section describes 

the controls and default displays of the K101-D. It also includes 

suggestions that should assist you in becoming familiar with the 

instrument. Subsequent sections (5 through 8) discuss how to use the 

K 10 1-D in actual applications. The fami liarization process described in 

this section involves turning on the K101-D, using the controls, and 

observing the displays that will be shown on the screen of the CRT. 

Take th e time to read the descriptions in this section before you try to 

connect the analyzer to a system. 

The Kl0l-D is both forgiving and robust: there is rarely any problem if 

you press the wrong key. After you power up, try using hunt-and-peck 

exploration to see what happens. When you are exploring the Kl01-D, 

don't worry about applying what you learn. That will come in later 

sections of this manual. For now, just explore. Get a general idea of 

how entries are made and how the various screens and entries relate to 

each other. The goal is for you to become familiar with the Kl01-D 

controls. 

Section 10 (Probe Test) includes additional procedures that will assist 

you in operating the equipment. The Kl01-D incorporates two levels of 

self-test. when the Kl01-D is turned on (powered up), a short self-test 

is run automatically. A more extensive self-test routine can be 

initiated by the user. (The user-run routine will be indicatea with 

initial caps: Self-Test.) This Self-Test program, which is described in 

Section 10, is the equivalent of the factory preshipment quality 

assurance test. This test will give you the same level of confidence in 
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the K101-D as if factory quality assurance or customer support personnel 

had checked out the instrument. 

4.2 BRIEF DESCRIPTIO. OF KEYBOARD AND FRORT PANEL INPUTS 

The K101-D front panel is shown in Figure 4-1. The key features of the 

panel are described in the following subsections. 

4.2.1 PROBE CONNECTORS 

Six connectors for probes are located across the bottom of the front 

panel. The connectors are grouped in sections of two probes each and 

labelled SECTION C INPUTS, SECTION B INPUTS, and SECTION A INPUTS. Each 

section can receive 16 sample inputs and 4 external clock inputs, for a 

total of 48 sample inputs and 12 external clock inputs. 

4.2.2 CRT DISPLAY SCREEN 

The screen is used to set up recording specifications and to display the 

results. The keyboard is used to specify and control the displays. 

4.2.3 POWER, DVM, AND PROBE TEST 

The POWER switch turns power on and off. The DVM sockets are used to 

access the digital voltmeter function when desired. The PROBE TEST 

socket provides pattern generation for the Probe Test. 

4.2.4 KEYBOARD 

There are 56 keys, most having multiple function (see Figure 4-2). They 

are used to specify and control the recording process and to display the 

result s. 
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Figure 4-1. K101 - D Front Panel . 
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Figure 4- 2. K101-D Keyboard. 
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4.2.5 POWER CHECK 

The K101-D can be used with either 115 VAC or 230 VAC. Input 

voltage is set by a switch inside the unit. All units are factory set 

for 115 VAC line input. 

Before powering up the unit, it may be necessary to change the input 

voltage selection switch. If a line voltage change is required, proceed 

as follows: 

a. Remove th e top cover. 

b. Locate the input voltage selection switch in the rear quarter 

area, left-hand side of the instrument (as viewed from the 

front) • 

c. Move the input voltage switch to the desired setting (115 VAC 

or 230 VAC). 

d. Replace the top cover. 

e. Change the fuse (115 VAC, 7 amp fuse; 230 VAC, 4 amp fuse). 

4.3 POWER UP 

When you power up the K101-D, a beep will be heard and a short self-test 

program will start. '!he screen will be blank while the test is running. 

At the conclusion of the test, a second beep will be heard and a "RDY" 

indication will appear at the bottom right of the screen. 

if the power up self-test indicates an error condition, refer to Section 

10, which explains the meaning of self-test messages and the appropriate 

action to take. 
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Thls paragraph presen ts a get}eral description of' keyboa rd functions 

(refer to Figure 4 .. 2). Keyboard details are presented. in paragraph 4.5. 

The displays are discussed in paragraph 4.6. You will find that the 

sct'een displays change when you use di ffe ren t keys. If you make an 

incorrect !3ntry,the logic analyzer will beep. You can make use of this 

to try various entt'ies, see the changes in prompt messages and 

possibilities, and. test possible responses. 

As shown in Figure 4 ... 2, the keyboard of the K 10 1 ... D can be divided in to 

the following groups: FIELD, DISPLAY.; SPEClFY, GPIB, ACQUIRE, and 

GENERAL. 

Fi veo·f th e groups listed are outlined and labelled on th e keyboard. 

We GENERAL area is not labelled as such on the keybcard. 

4.4.1 FIELD KEYS 

The FIELD groupcontainsart'ow keys for mOving cursor and selection keys 

for specifying choices. In the setup screens, arrow keys move the 

cursor from one entry field to the next, and the selection keys can then 

be used to SP'Elcify a choice of possible entries for afield. In the 

display screens, used for Showing recording results, arrow keys are used 

to.positlOfltwO ~ursors that are used inwo't'king with displays, the 

. Contt'ol Cut' $Or and Reference ,Cursor. 

4.4.2 SPECIFY KEYS 

Th'El SPECIFY keys, as w.ell RS th'e ACQU.IRE and D1SPL AY keys discussed 

below., are used. to set up recordlngconditlons, contr'ol the recording 

process,and analyze the results. The six SPEC1FY keys have associated 

setup Screens. En tering value:s in tfie'Sesc r-eenS$!pec:i fiesUl'e entire 
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sampling process. Speci fica tions inc lude the probe po lari ty and 

threshold values, the clocking and inputting conditions for sampling 

probe inputs, how the recording process will be controlled, and the data 

display format. 

4.4.3 ACQUIRE KEYS 

The ACQUIRE keys control the recording process. One key starts the 

process and other keys can stop the recording or intervene and force the 

tracing process to move to the next level. 

4.4.4 DISPLAY KEYS 

These keys are used for displaying and analyzing data in the display 

memory and the reference memory. Data can be displayed in graphic form, 

as state data, or as timing diagrams. Either memory can be searched, or 

the two can be compared and the results displayed. One of these keys 

controls the transfer· of display memory to reference memory. 

4.4.5 GPIB KEYS 

These keys perform certain optional control and communications 

functions. They start and end both GPIB communications and RS-232 

communications. 

4.4.6 GENERAL KEYS 

At the top of the GENERAL key area is a line of action keys, colored 

blue. These keys are used to save and restore the contents of setup 

screens, to edit display and reference data, and to run the Self-Test. 

The white keys have multiple functions, all used for data en try. 

Da ta entry keys include numbers 0-9 and Ie tters A-F, which are used for 

setting many values. The ASCII keys, shown as yellow letters, are 
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available when using the (yellow) SHIFT key. They are used in certain 

da ta forma tting and can be used for labelling channels in th e timing 

display. 

Numeric keys can also be used as "quick keys." Specification choices 

can be made by number as well as by using the CHOICE keys in the FIELD 

area. 

In addition to the face deSignation, these keys have other direct entry 

functions that are dependent on the context. The other direct entry 

designations, when present, are shown above and below the key. 

For many of the setup screens, choices are entered directly by pressing 

one of these keys. For example, when specifying the input mode, 

pressing the SAMPLE key selects the Sample mode. In a different 

context, pressing this key would enter a "C." 

4.5 KEYBOARD DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The keys are described by area. Since different areas can interact, 

cross references are given within the descriptions as necessary. 

In general, when looking at a choice of entries for a given field, there 

is no harm in trying a likely key. If the choice is illegal, the Kl0l-D 

will beep and you can try another entry. 

4.5. 1 FIELD KEY AREA 

The FIELD area contains keys for moving about in the fielas of the setup 

screens and for positioning the cursors in the aisplay screens. For the 

setup screens, many entry fields can be programmed by using the CHOICE 

keys (NEXT and PREY) to step through the available choices. 
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4.5.1.1 Arrow Keys 

The four keys with an arrow on the face move the 

cursor up, down, right, and left, into data entry 

fields of the screens. When the cursor is 

positioned in an en try field, the field blinks to 

show it can be modi fied as appropriate. Depending 

on the field, the modification may be made by 

directly entering data or by using either the 

CHOICE keys or the "quick key" method, explai\led 

below. These keys may also be used to position 

the nonblinking rever se video cur sor and to edi t 

timing, data, or graph displays. 

The cursor used to select fields is sometimes called the Parameter 

Cursor to distinguish it from two other cursors that will be discussed 

later, the Control Cursor and the Reference Cursor. 

4.5.1.2 CHOICE Keys 

The NEXT and PREY keys are called the CHOICE keys, ana are used to 

select among alternate, predefined specifications. For example, in 

setting trace conditions, there are nine predefined conditions for 

tracing: "Trace Always," "Trace Never," "Trace if T = XXX .... ," and so 

on. Placing the cursor in the trace condition field accesses the first 

condition. Pressing NEXT accesses the next. Continuing to press NEXT 

accesses the next eight in order. 

Pressing PREY accesses the previous entry. NEXT and PREY wrap around: 

the NEXT key moves the cursor from trace condition eight to trace condi

tion zero. Similarly, the PREY key will move from the first trace 

condition choice to the last. 
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4.5.1.3 QUICK Keys 

The QUICK keys, which are alternatives to the use of the CHOICE keys, 

are in the GENERAL area. They are the numeric keys (0-9) used in 

conjunction with the FIELD keys. When the cursor is positioned in a 

specification field where a CHOICE key can be used, a numeric key can 

also be used to give direct access to a choice by number of entry. For 

example, when the cursor is positioned to make a trace selection, 

pressing 7 will immediately access the seventh trace condition entry. 

4.5.1.4 COntrol CUrsor and ReCerence CUrsor Arrow Keys 

Four keys are shown with arrows above them. They are used in a fashion 

similar to the FIELD keys, but instead of moving about in entry fields, 

they are used to move about in the graphic, timing, or data display 

screens. (Data display is also called "state" display.) The two keys 

labelled CURSOR control the control cursor; the two labelled REFERENCE 

con trol the reference cursor. 1be cursors can be sequentially scrolled 

through the memory locations or sent immediately to a specific 

location. 

The Control Cursor can be used to speci fy an area for detai led 

attention. The Control Cursor and Reference Cursor can be used in 

combina tion to define a particular area of the displays for special 

attention. For each pair of keys, one has arrows indicating up and 

left, and th e 0 ther down and right. Th e ac tio n depends on wh eth er the 

timing display, graphic display, or the data display is showing. Left 

and right pertain to timing and graphic displays, and up and down to 

data displays. 

The effect of' these cursors depends on whether the logic analyzer is 

displaying in graphic, timing, or data mode. In data mode, the cursors 

move vertically among the recorded entries. When a compare or search 

operation has been completed, the Control Cursor moves from one tagged 
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entry to another. The control and reference cursors together can be 

used to speci fY a group of entries for special use in automatic compare 

and control operations. 

In graphic or timing mode, the cursors are dotted vertical lines that 

move horizon tally. The state da ta associa ted with the di splay a t the 

location of the Control Cursor are also displayed on the screen. The 

two cursors together can be used to specify a group of entries for 

special use. 

The location of the two cursors is shown at the bottom of the screen, 

indica ted by C for Control and R for Refe rence. The screen display for 

timing or graphic display adjusts so that if the display is expanded 

vertically or horizontally, the Control Cursor is always in the display 

area; the Reference Cursor may not be. 

4.5.2 SPECIFY KEY AREA 

The six SPECIFY keys have associated setup screens. On the 

display screen, the menu title is sho wn at the top of the 

screen under the GPIB information. These menus are 

explained below, in the following order: Interface, Clock 

Select, Input Mocie, Trace Control, Logic Polarity, ana 

Da ta For rna t. 

4.5.2.1 Interface 

The Interface screen allows the user complete manipulation 

of the GPIB and RS232 interface parameters. The time and 

date for the real time clock can also be set, using data 

entry keys from the GENERAL area. The CHOICE keys or the 

QUICK keys are used to choose from the groups of entries 

shown below, and direct entries for the others. GPIB entry 

possibilities are presented in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1. GPIB Entry Possibilities 

Mode: 

Listen Only 

Address = nn 

Talk Only 

End Chars: 

CR 

CR + EOI 

CR/LF 

CR/LF + EOI 

By direct entry: 

Da te speci fication 

Time speci f.i..cation 

Command = any valid instrument 

command 

"Address = nn" value is entered directly. 
Command used only with Talk Only mode. 

RS232 En try Possibi lities: 
Baud rate = 110 

150 

300 

Stop bits = 
2 

Parity = ODD 
EVEN 
NONE 

Word length = 7 bits 
8 bits 

Protocol = NAKI ACK 

CTS/RTS 

600 2400 

1200 4800 

1800 9600 

Command = Any valid instrument record 

No te: Thi s sc re en also allo w s sup pre ssion or ac tiv a tion of th e error 

beep, and indica tes what level or revision of software is in the 

instrument. 
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4.5.2.2 Clock Select 

The Clock Select menu is used to set up the correct clocking arrangement 

for a particular case. The CHOICE or QUICK keys can be used to step 

through the groups of entries, and data keys for variable entries. 

Clock en try possibi lities, which change according to the basic speci fi

cation, are summarized in Table 4-2. 

a. 

Table 4-2. Clock Ehtry Possibilities 

Clock Mode Menus: Internal 
External Single-phased 
External Multi-phased 

Mi. xed Single -phased 
Mixed Multi -phased 
Internal Extended 

b. Internal Clock Period: 10 ns to 160 ms 

c. Clocks 

Possible clocks depend on mode. Ca tegories are Maste r, 

Sample, and Enable. There are six possible entries for each, 

with each clock entry specified as active high, active low, or 

no t used. 

Master and Sample 

(CJ • BJ • AJ) + (CK + BK + AK) = AND + = OR 

Enable 

(CR • BR • AR) + (CS + BS + AS) 
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4.5.2.3 Input Hade 

The Input Mode screen selects the threshold values for signals, the 

Input mode for accepting data, and the "Arming" mode, which specifies 

how the recording process will proceed. Input Mode entry possibilities 

are presented in Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3. Input Mode Entry Possibilities 

Input modes: Sample * 
Glitch* 
Latch * 

Threshold: 

Demux* (Xf - X8 only; X = A, B, OR C) 

TTL* 
ECL* 
VAR A +9.99 V 
VAR B ~9.99 V 

Threshold values are assignable by probe. VAR A and B are speci

fied by direct en try of the A or B keys. Their numeric values are 

speci tied by direct entry. 

Arming: 

Pass count limit: 

t-Bnual 
Auto 
Auto stop if A=B 
Auto stop if A.afB 
Auto stop if A=B within limits 
Auto stop if MB within limits 

o - 9999 (direct entry) 

The arming speci fications are made by CHOICE keys or QUICK keys. 

Arming limits are set by Control and Reference Cursor locations. 

*These keys are direct entry keys in the GENERAL area. 
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4.5.2.4 Trace Control 

Sixteen separa te conditional trace control levels are available, each 

wi th its own menu screen numbered 0 through F. Each level has four 

conditional commands: STOP, JUMP, ADVANCE, and TRACE. The execution of 

each command within a control level can be made conditional to a 

uniquely defined data pattern (of up to 48 bits) and a delay count. The 

bit pattern corresponds to the probe signals, as conditioned by input 

modes, clocking, and threshold setting. 

Rather than simply finding a single specific area in a program for 

recording, the K101-D can use the trace control specifications to 

actually follow the program flow through the system under test. The 

instrument can trace through complex data paths, recording many 

precisely defined portions of the program flow along the way. 

The data pattern at the top of the screen is set using the Data Format 

menu. Trace Control menu data entry possibilities are presented in 

Table 4-4. 

4.5.2.5 Logic Polarity 

The Logic Polarity menu allows the user to specify negative or positive 

convention logic on any of the 48 sample inputs from the probes. The 

Logic Polarity entry possibilities are 

Polarity Positive (+) or Negative (-) 

Entries can be set by either the CHOICE keys or + (TRUE) and - (FALSE) 

keys in the GENERAL area. 
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Table 4-4. Trace Control En try Po ss ibi lities 

Level: 16 levels, 0 to F, entered directly 

Delay: Specified either in decimal or hex. Counted as 
either occurrence of master clock cycles or of 
that level's specified advance pattern. 

DECIMAL and HEX are direct entry keys. Delay is entered using the 
numeric/hexadecimal keys. The maxi mum de lay is hex FFFF, 
equivalent to 65,535. 

Clocks 
A Patterns: 

End Level 
Conditions: 

CHOICE key or QUICK key 

o to F, entered directly 

Conditions are set for STOP, JUMP, ADVANCE, and/or TRACE. Conditions 
are chosen using th eCHO ICE or QUICK keys. Some choic es involve 
matching a pattern. The pattern is keyed to. the data display at the top 
of the screen, which is specified by the Data Format menu, also in the 
SPECIFY area. The pattern to match is specified to fit the designated 
format, using direct entry keys and the DON'T CARE key. 

Stop conditions: Stop if data = S 
Stop always 
Stop never 
Stop if data = Sand sample count > delay 
stop if data = Sand sample count < delay 
Stop if data = Sand sample count = delay 
Stop if data = Sand sample count > delay 
stop if data = Sand sample count < delay 
stop if data = Sand sample count <> delay 

stop pattern : S = XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 

Jump conditions: Jump to L* if data = J 
Jump to L always 
Jump to L never 
Jump to L if data = J and sample count > aelay 
Jump to L if data = J and sample count < delay 
Jump to L if data = J and sample count = delay 
Jump to L if data = J and sample count > delay 
Jump to L if data = J and sample count < delay 
Jump to L if data = J and sample count <> delay 

*Note: L is level 0 to F 
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Table 4-4. Trace Control Entry Possibilities (Cont'd) 

Jump pa tte rn : J = XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 

Advance conditions: Advance if data = A 
Advance always 
Advance never 
Advance if data = Aam sample count > delay 
Advance if data = A and sample count < delay 
Advance if data = Aam sample count = delay 
Advance if data = Aam sample count > delay 
Advance if data = Aam sample count < delay 
Advance if data = A and sample count <> delay 

Advance pattern: A = XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 

Trace conditions: Trace if da ta = T 
Trace always 
Trace never 
Trace if data = Tand sample count > delay 
Trace if da ta = Tam sample count < delay 
Trace if data = Tam sample count = delay 
Trace if data = Tam sample count > delay 
Trace if data = Tand sample count < delay 
Trace if data = Tam sample count <> delay 

Trace pattern: T = XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 

4.5.2.6 Data Format 

The Data Format menu is used to arrange the input signals of the logic 

analyzer for display. The formats specified here are used for reference 

in the Trace Control menu. 

During recording, individual input signals are evaluated as being zero 

or one according to the cri teria set up in 0 the r speci fy menus. Th e 

formats set in this menu specify how those signals are to be grouped in 

the state data when displaying recorded information. 
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'!he data format does not control data capture. If signals are eligible 

for capture (connected), they are recorded. Display definition can be 

changed after capture in order to see the recording in a di fferen t 

manner. 

The Data Format menu can also be used to specify a pattern for use with 

the SEARCH ORlOFF key (one of the DISPLAY keys). Data Format entry 

possibili ties are 

Hex 
Octal 
Binary 

Mixed user 
Mixed CF-AO sequence 
Device Mnemonics (if available) 

These formats are specified by direct entry (GENERAL) keys. The first 

three formats, and last, are fixed formats. Input signals are grouped 

in order from CF to AO. Four signals form each hexadecimal character, 

three for octal, and one for binary. 

The two mixed formats allow combining any of five formats (hex, octal, 

binary, ASCII and EBCDIC). Mixed user provides fields for speci fying the 

inp ut signals. 

For the mixed user format, when an entry is made, the corresponding area 

below it is open for speci fication of the input signal, CF to AO. These 

entries are made by direct entry of the keys 0-9 and A-F. Signals can 

be grouped or ignored as desired. '!he same signal can be used in more 

than one display. 

Search patterns are entered in the same manner. The mode is selected in 

the same way, because the search screen changes its pattern at the same 

time as the main screen. When the cursor is moved into the search 

menus, the pattern is entered in the manner described for the main 

screen. Also, DON'T CARE may be specified as an input. 
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Disassembler mnemonics are available only when the K101-D is used in 

conjunction with an RTE-816 real-time execution disassembler. These are 

available for various microprocessors. The signals from the specific 

RTE microprocessor are automatically formatted in the most useful 

grouping for that microprocessor and translated into its assembler 

mnemonics. The RTE, after loading, also automatically specifies the 

required logic polarity, threshold values, input mode, and clocking for 

its microprocessor. 

4.5.3 ACQUIRE KEYS 

These keys control the actual recording process. The 

conditions for recording are set up using the Input Mode 

screen in the SPECIFY area. The choices are shown under 

"Arming. " 

4.5.3.1 ARM 

The ARM key initiates the recording process, whether 

recording is in Manual or Automatic mode. 

4.5.3.2 ADVANCE 

The ADVAHCE key can be usea to force the trace control 

level to advance during a recording. Usually, this would 

only be done if the trace did not advance because of the 

trace condition logic. This function is useful when the 

assumptions made in th e trace level advance speci f'ication 

do not work, and allows the attempt to capture data at 

o th er levels. 
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4.5.3.3 M-)A 

The H->A key stops the recording process and transfers the contents of 

high speed memory to display memory, including the setup information for 

th e screens. 

4.5.3.4 STOP 

The STOP key stops a recording in progress, without transferring the 

contents of high speed memory. It allows the recording process to be 

aborted without changing a prior recording. 

4.5.4 DISPLAY KEYS 

The DISPLAY key menus are used after the recording 

has been made to review and analyze the record

ing. They select the Data, Timing, or Graph 

displays for viewing, and provide functions for 

manipulating the display and reference memories. 

4.5.4.1 A 

The A · key speci fies that the contents of the 

display memory are to be viewed. 

4.5.4.2 B 

The B key specifies that the contents of the 

reference memory are to be viewed. 

4.5.4.3 COMPARE AlB 

The COMPARE AlB key allows the user to compare the contents of A and B 

memory. It is a toggle key, and sets compare on or off. 
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Example: Comparison results appear at the bottom of the CRT, such 

as: 

Total I. = 20 First I. = tJ Last I. = 450 

All unequal samples are marked with I. 

Pressing NEXT moves the Control Cursor from the first unequal entry to 

each successive unequal entry. 

4.5.4.4 SEARCH ON/OFF 

The SEARCH ON/OFF key is another toggle key. Before setting search on, 

the user must first enter the search pattern. This is done with the 

Data Format menu in the SPECIFY area. Pressing NEXT moves the Control 

Cursor from one en try to the next. 

Example: Comparison results appear at the bottom of the CRT, such 
as: 

Total * = First * = 350 Last * = 350 

4.5.4.5 GRAPH 

Th e GRAPH key se ts Graph mod e, and cause s th e K10 l-D to plo t th e 

magnitude of speci fied inputs versus time or memory locations on the 

horizontal axis. Ei th er A or B memory can be plo tted, ac cording to 

whether the A or B key was pressed. 

a. For horizontal expansion: press th e appropriate keys (H xl, 

H x 3, H x 6, H x 12). 

b. For vertical expansion: press EDIT, then enter the upper and 

lower data limits. Then press GRAPH. 

The horizontal expansion keys are direct entry keys in the GENERAL area. 
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4.5.4.6 1->8 

The 1->8 key simply transfers the contents of A memory to B memory. It 

is one of three ways t.o put contents in reference memory B. The other 

two are direct keying in Edit mode or by communications. 

4.5.4.7 DATA 

The DATA key allows the user to view the recorded data as state data, in 

the format chosen with the Data Format menu (either in the A or B 

memory) • 

4.5.4.8 TIHIHG 

The TIMING key displays an actual timing diagram of the recorded data 

from either A or B memory. 

a. Each timing waveform may be labelled or rearranged by pressing 

the EDIT key, moving the waveform cursor, and using any of the 

ASCII characters and numbers in the GENERAL area, or may be 

removed with the DELETE key. 

b. Vertical expansion: V24, V12, V6. 

c. Horizontal expansion: H x 1, H x 3, H x 6, H x 12. 

d. Since only 24 lines of timing can be displayed at one time, 

the PAGE UP or PAGE DOWN keys can be used to view the other 

channels. 

No.te 

The EDIT key, the vertical and horizontal 

expansion keys, and the ASCII keys are all 

in the GENERAL key area. 
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4.5.5 GENERAL KEYS 

The GENERAL keys are shown in Figure 4-3. The top row of blue keys are 

used for memory and data manipulation. The white keys have multiple 

functions as discussed later in this section. 

4 .5 .5 • 1 B1ue GENERAL Keys 

The blue GENERAL keys are used to save and restore the contents of setup 

screens, to edit display and reference data, and to run the Self-Test. 

The SAVE ana RECALL keys are used for storing and retrieving user

selected menu setups. 

Pressing SAVE stores the contents of all the setup screens; pressing 

RECALL restores the saved contents for the screens. 

Pressing SHIFT and then pressing RECALL restores all screens (except 

Interface) to their default setups -- that is, the standard setups pro

vided by the factory. SHIFT, RECALL does not change stored information, 

which may still be recalled. 

When the K101-D is turned off, it saves all screen information and 

restores it when turned on. (There is an exception: If the Timing 

display sequence has been changed, the changed order is not saved. 

Timing labels are saved and restored, but the original sequence (CF-AO) 

will replace the changed sequence.). 

The EDIT key is used to edit the contents of reference memory B for 

display or comparison. The EDIT function can be used to create 

idealizea graphic, timing, or aata displays, or to remove irrelevant 

information. In the Data aisplay, INSERT and DELETE keys are used to 

in se rt and dele te en try lin es. The data entry keys are usea for 
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ACTION KEYS BLUE 

Figure 4-3. GENERAL Area Keys. 
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character-by-character replacement and for entering inserted lines. In 

the Timing display, DELETE is used to remove entries. 

EDIT is also used to adjust the Graph display, as described above under 

the DISPLAY keys. It is used to provide labels for the timing diagrams, 

also described in the DISPLAY keys section (under "Timing"). 

The SELF TEST key resets the K101-D and performs a menu-oriented 

diagno stic check. Press SHIFT, then SELF TEST to access an extensive 

series of tests to check system confidence. The Self-Test is explained 

in Section 10. 

4.5.5.2 Data EOtry Keys 

'!he white, multiple-function data entry keys are presented graphically 

in Figures 4-4 through 4- 14. 

The numeric keys (Figure 4-4) are the numbers 0-9. These keys are used 

with many different functions. Some of the subsequent figures in this 

section reference the numeric keys shown in Figure 4-4. The hexadecimal 

keys include these numbers and the letters A-F (see Figure 4-5). 

The designations of these keys are on the face of the key. Wherever 

a numeric or hexadecimal entry is needed, the information shown in 

Figures 4-4 and 4-5 applies. 

Numeric keys can also be used as QUICK keys (see Figure 4-4). 

Speci fication choices can be made by number as well as by using the 

CHOICE keys in the FIELD area. 

The ASCII keys, shown as yellow letters, are available when using the 

(yellow) SHIFT key (see Figure 4-6). '!he ASCII keys are used with 
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Figure 4-4. Numeric Data and QUICK Keys . 
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Figure 4-5. Hexadecimal Keys. 
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0 1 

o USE WITHOUT SHIFT KEY 

• USE WITH SHIFT KEY 

Figure 4- 6. ASCII Keys . 
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and wi thout the SHIFT key as shown in Figure 4-6. These keys 

can be used for labelling channels in the timing display. Table 

4-5 is an irxlex to the various key groups and corresponding figures. 

Table 4-5. Key Groups 

Key Group Figure 

INPUT MODE 4-7 

TRACE CONTROL 4-8 

LOGIC POLARITY 4-9 

DATA FORMAT 4-10 

EDIT 4-11 

DATA ENTRY 4-12 

GRAPH 4-13 

TIMING ENTRY 4-14 

The PAGE UP and PAGE DOWN keys scroll displays vertically. The 

horizontal expansion keys are used with the Graph display and the Timing 

display. They are H x 1, H x 3, H x 6, and H x 12. The vertical 

expansion keys are used with the Timing display. They are V24, V12, and 

v6. 
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USED WITH NUMERIC CHOICE AND QUICK KEYS 

Figure 4-7. Input Mode Keys. 
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USED WITH HEXIDECIMAL NUMERIC CHOICE KEYS AND QUICK KEYS 

Figure 4-8. Trace Con trol Keys . 
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Figure 4-9. Logic Polarity Keys. 
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USED WITH QUICK KEYS AND CHOICE KEYS. 

Figure 4-10. Data Format Keys. 
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USED WITH ASCII KEYS 

Figure 4-11. Edit Keys. 
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USED WITH ASCII KEYS 

Figure 4-1 2 . Data Ehtry Keys. 
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Figure 4-13. Graph Keys. 
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USED WITH ASCII KEYS 

Figure 4-14. Timing En try Keys. 
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4.5.6 GPIB KEYS 

These keys control start and stop communication functions for either 

GPIB or RS-232 protocol. The interface conditions are set using the 

Interface screen in the SPECIFY area. 

'!he GPIB status is shown at the top of each K101-D display. 

The SERVICE key puts a service request (transfer request) onto the GPIB 

bus (SRQ). SHIFT, SERVICE generates a transfer request for the RS-232 

interface. 

The GO TO LOCAL key returns the K101-D to front panel control. 

4 • 6 DISPLAYS 

4.6.1 OVERVIEW 

Four types of displays are incorporated in the K101-D as shown in Figure 

4-15. On the left side of Figure 4-15 are operational displays; on the 

right side, self-test displays. The actions required to load the 

different sets are also shown in Figure 4-15. 

The operational displays are used in sets. A set consists of the 

following: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

Clock Select 

Input Mode 

Trace Control 

Logic Polarity 

Data Format 

Graph 

Timing 

Data 

Interface 

Figure 4-16 

Figure 4-17 

Figure 4-18 

Figure 4-19 

Figure 4-20 

Figure 4-21 

Figure 4-22 

Figure 4-23 

Figure 4-24 
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DISPLAY SET (SAVED 
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TURNED OFF) 
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OR 

SPECIFY KEY 
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RECALL KEY 

SOURCE 

FIXED 
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DISPLAY SET 
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DATA FORMAT 
GRAPH 
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SCREEN 
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ACTION 
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(ROM) 

Figure 4-15. Types of Displays on the K101-D. 
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CLOCK=0020 nRFr GPIB=LOCS 
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Figure 4-16. Clock Select Default Display. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 10:24:38 MEM=M 

INPUT 
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Figure 4-17. Input Mode Default Display. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 

5 
.. ; ...,. 

HHHH HHHH HHHH 

user controls and displays 

V=-00.00 10:25: 02 MEM=M 

STOP IF DATA=S AND SAMPLE COUNT >DELAY 
S= XXXX XXXX XXXX 

JUr-1P T C) 10 NE\/EF:~ 

J= XXXX XXXX XXXX 

AD'.,.'ANCE NE"iEF.: 
A= XXXX XXXX XXXX 

T RACE AU~A~' S 
T= XXXX XXXX XXXX 

C= R= . (R-O = CL= LEV'EL=0 F.:D'r' 

Figure 4-18. Trace Control Default Display. 
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CLDC:~<=~020 

GROUP C 
T !I.;:,; ;-: 
ll~r U! 

GPDUP b 

user controls and displays 

'-'=--1-' r\·=,c:..,_- GF I E=L..DC::=; 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

INPUT FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

INPUT FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

c= R= (R-C)= ;. CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 4-19. Logic Polarity Default Display. 
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,- - --
'''::f"" 1. r;::-;,...,_:,_ .. =: CLOCV:=0020 F: '-.:- : =-00. 00 10: 25: 4f MEM=M 

C: 

4 

5 
4 
3 XXXX XXXY yyy~ 

2 XXXX XXXX YYXX 

LSB XXXX XXX X XXXX 

l-'-.- 1:._ 
r:.- (F.:-C) = 

...-, .-. ..,.. .-. :-- ,-.:--. ~-... -. ..,.. 
::H,H rLi:::,,;-:, 

Figure 4-20. Data Format Default Display. 
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:", ,:; L·: =2020 -"-' ; .:..:...' - '-- '-' '- '-" 

-. -

Figure 4-21. Graph Default Display. 
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Timing Default Display. 
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Figure 4-23. Data Default Display. 
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Figure 4-24. Interface Default Display. 
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'nle first eight displays relate to setup, recording, and analysis. The 

last one, Interface, is used for communication options. These displays 

are discussed in detail in other parts of the manual as indicated above. 

The operational display set can be individually defined by the user or 

it can be simply the base set of factory-defined displays stored in ROM. 

(See Figures 4-16 through 4-23 for the factory-defined set.) 

'nle user-defined displays are built up from the factory-defined (default 

displays) set. 

Note 

'nle operational displays are loaded, saved, 

or recalled as sets. 

For convenience of discussion, the operational display of memory that is 

shown on the screen at any instant of time is referred to as part of the 

Active Display set. If AC power is lost for any reason, the Active 

Display set will be saved in battery-backed CMOS memory by the K101-D. 

When power is restored (or the unit is turned on) all of the previously 

active recording parameters are recalled. 'nle Clock Select display of 

the Active Display set will show on the screen after the power up self

test is successfully completed. 

If there is an error during the power up test, the screen will show one 

of the factory-defined error messages. 

Afte 1" success ful po we 1" up, th e opera tor can select anyone of th e 

displays of the Active Display set for review or modi fication. 

Alternately the operator could replace the Active Display· set with the 

basic factory-defined Operational Display set. This is achieved by 

pressing one of the SPECIFY keys, then SHIFT and RECALL. 
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CAUTION 

Do no t pre ss SHIFT/RECALL if you wa nt to 

save the setup for the Active Display set. 

Press SHIFT/SAVE to store the set before 

you load the factory-defined set. 

Any Active Display set can be modified directly from the keyboard. Two 

setups of Clock Select, Input Mode, Trace Control, Logic Polarity, and 

Data Format can be stored in memory. One Interface setup can be stored. 

The Graph format, Timing format, and Data format are derived from the 

same saved information. Timing format labels, used for describing 

signals, are saved, but other Timing format changes are not saved. 

The fourth type of display set is the Self-Test Display set. These 

displays are described in detail in Section 10. 

4.6.2 DEFAULT DISPLAYS 

The displays presented in Figures 4-16 through 4-24 are examples of the 

fac tory-de fined default displays. The re are mu It iple pages of th e 

various displays as folIo ws: 

Display No. of Pages Display No. of Pages 

Clock Select 6 Graph 

Input Mode Timing 10 

Trace Control 16 Data varies 

Logic Polarity Interface 

Data Format 6 
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When the K 101-D is powered up a self-test program is run. '!he power up 

program loads memory A and B with test data. The default Graph, Timing, 

and Data displays show the test information. Identical information is 

stored in both memories. 

a. Turn the power switch OFF then ON. The unit will beep, the 

screen will stay blank for a few moments, then a Clock Select 

display will be shown on the screen. RDY will show in the 

right-hand bottom corner. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Press 0, 0, O. 

This is the timing information (Figure 4-22) loaded into 

memory A and B during the power up process. Both displays 

should be the same. 
COMPARE 

AlB 

Press ·0 to compare the two (see Figure 4-25). 

There should be no inequalities. 

Press 0, 0, 0, to see the graphs (see Figure 

4-21) • 

4.6.3 STATUS INFOIMATION 

A status line is included at the top and bottom of every display. 
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F: .:. ;::- - - - - - _ - .. -. C 

HHHl-l Hl-iWH HHHH 
000C0000 0000 0000 
001 0101 0101 0101 
002 0202 0202 0202 
003 0303 0303 0303 

005 0505 0505 0505 
006 0606 0606 0606 
007 0707 0707 0707 
008 0808 0808 0808 
~~y 0909 0909 0909 

011 0303 0303 0303 
~iL 0C0C 0C0C 0C0C 
~lj 0D0D 0D0D 0D0D 
014 0E0E 0E0E 0E0E 

~l/ 1111 i 1. 1. 1. 

.:. "_, 1. "_, 

022 .;. ,_, .i. ,_, ..:. ,_, .:. ,_, 

o 2 :~~ 1.:" 1.... 1.,... 1.,... 1.:' 1. " 

user controls and displays 

024 : :-: ; :-: :-: ; :-: 

025 '..,.' ; '..,.' 

027 
1. ,_" 1. L 

l.U 1..u 1. .... ' 1..:.-' 

032 2020 2020 2020 

047 

Figure 4-25. Compare AlB Display. 
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4 .6 .4 DISPL AY Fa RMATTING AND MEASU REMENT F EA 1U RES 

The most recent recorded data are stored in memory A. Reference data 

are stored in memory B. Four different perspectives are available: 

time domain, data domain, graph, and mnemonics. The instrument setups 

used to make each recording are stored with the recording and some are 

shown on the status lines of the display. The setups can be reviewed at 

any time by pressing the desired SPECIFY key, then DISPLAY A or B. 

4.6.4.1 Time Domain 

The Timing display shows the logic state of each input as logic high or 

logic low. Th e to tal ti me (in seconds) tha t the TRACE command was 

enab led during a rec ording (Le., TRACE if Da ta = T or TRACE always) is 

shown in the bottom left corner of the display (TOTAL TRACE TIME); the 

time is accurate to 20 ns. 

Th e Ti ming disp lay is di vid ed in to ten pages with six lines pe r page. 

Figure 4-26 shows a typical 6-line timing page. The-number of pages 

displayed on the screen is a function of the vertical expansion mode 

that is selected. One, two, or four pages can be shown. Figure 4-22 

shows a 24-line presentation. The two PAGE keys can be used to view all 

th e page s. Th e page number is sho wn in the upper Ie ft corne r of th e 

aisplay. The vertical expansion choices are shown on the keyboard as 

V24, V12, and V6. Expansion takes place below the uppermost input. 

The 60 lines of timing information are divided between the instrument 

sample inputs (48 max.) and user-defined groupings (12 max.). The user

definea inputs are marked with an asterisk (see Figure 4-27). 

Horizontal resolution can be expanded by a factor of 3, 6, or 12 (see 

Figure 4-28). Expansion is indexed to the Control Cursor and occurs to 

the right of the Control Cursor. When the Control Cursor is moved in an 

expanded display, the cursor remains fixed and the display shifts. 
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'-F'--------' 

.---, ·---i 
! I .~; __ ; 

I ! I I I I I ! 
,-: r--~ 

I ! i ! Fe. 
000-514 ~" ,., , "j ,-j-; , , , ,.j ; ;-j-' ................. ".: ""f-; '·F: 

TOTAL TRACE TIME 

Figure 4-26. Typical Timing Page -- Six lines. 

Figure 4-27. User Defined Timing Input. 
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····F+-; _______________________ i::::i 

i~:;: : bi1 
~--------------------~====== 

:.:'.'+-' ---------,:::===============~ , :====::;=====~ __ ----f,---:-------;:::::::=0 "+---__ --' '--__ ---"--0 
'-;:.: '_, __ 1 _! __ t 1 __ 1 -:--' i __ 0 
".:::_' - ---~-~--------------.:.---:-' - ----- -

000-042 

+-----------------------~ 
;:. ~ 

~--------------------~====== 
',:S:-. ------;::===============~ 

'--------~ 
. :.:.; ,.; ; ;-i-i": ;.; ; i·i·; :':'i'i'ji""=:" 

"+-------' 
'--__ ---"--0 

_1 __ i 
-'--' -' --' -'--' _1 _0 

'.:..:_: _~~-_, _:--L--, - _' _:--~-, - _' _:--~-, - _' _ -, - _' _ -, - _' _:- 1. 

E:_;-, ______________________ 0 

Figure 4-28. Horizontal Expansion. 
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The HX1 mode uses visual data compression (3 to 1). When the cursor is 

moved, the location data must change three locations bef~re the cursor 

on the screen moves. (Cursor location and read out data are always 

accurate. ) 

The Timing display can be edited to label, delete, and rearrange 

individual inputs for your viewing convenience. The location of a one

character, reverse video field indicates which input will change and 

where a label will appear. To enter the edit mode, press EDIT. The 

video field will appear at the topmost input. Use FIELD keys to posi

tion it over the input you wish to alter. To restore it or to put in a 

different input, press the alphanumeric keys for the specific section 

input desired. (An input does not have to be deleted before being 

changed.) The inputs are not removed from memory; they are removed only 

from the display. The rearranged order of inputs will not be saved when 

power is turned off. DELETE can be used to delete an input. 

To give an input a label, move the video field to the left of the 

desired input. Up to seven alphanume ric characte rs may be used. Th e 

label for each input will be saved along with that input. Therefore, 

the label will follow when an input is repositioned, and all labels will 

be saved when power is turned off. Press any of the DISPLAY or SPECIFY 

keys to escape the Edit mode or press EDIT again. 

4.6.4.2 Data Domain 

Th e bina ry logic (1 or 0) sta te of each input a t each sample poin t is 

displayed as'a numeric radix or alphanumeric code. 

Press to display the data. 
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In the data domain, each page or column of information consists of 24 

words. The entire display can be shi fted up or down 24 words at a time 

by pressing the PAGE keys. A minimum of one page, or 24 words, and a 

maximum of seven pages, or 168 words, can be on screen at a time. The 

number of words and columns displayed depends on the width of the data 

format chosen. 

As in the time domain display, each of the two cursors indicates a 

particular memory location and its associated value. Besides the status 

line, the location of each cursor displayed is indicated by a C and R 

between the memory location number and the data value at that location 

(see Figure 4-29). In the FIELD key area, each press of the CURSOR keys 

(for the Control Cursor) and the REFERENCE keys (for the Reference 

Cursor) wi 11 move th e cursor one location up or down. Holding a key 

down will cause the cursor to rapidly advance. A cursor can be directly 

moved to a location by pressing the SHIFT SET, the desired location, and 

the DATA key (in the DISPLAY area). When the Control Cursor reaches the 

top or bottom of the first-displayed, 24-word column, the display 

automatically shifts 24 words so that the Control Cursor always stays on 

the screen in the first column (see Figure 4-29). This is not true for 

the. Reference Cursor; it may be off screen. However, its memory 

location is always given in the bottom status line. Press and 

r 
hold W to move the cursor through several columns. 

The entire contents of memory A and its associated setups can be copied 

into memorY.]3 simply by pressing 

The entire sampled contents of memory A can be compared to the entire 

contents of memory B on a bit-by-bit basis. A line at the bottom of the 

display gives the total number of mismatches (indicated by a -F. sign) and 
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CLOC;<=0020 nSEC GPIB"'LOCS V=000000 \:)0000000 ,'lEt1=A 

HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH 
024C1818 1818 1818 048 3030 3030 3030 
025 1919 1919 1919 049 3131 3131 3131 
026 IA1A !A1A lAlA 050 3232 3232 3232 
027 1616 IElE 1616 051 3333 3333 3333 
028 IC1C 1CIC 1eIe 052 3434 3434 3434 
029 lD1D IDID ID1D 053 ,":<C'r.c: 

'..J..J";'--1 3535 3535 
030 IEIE tE1E lEtE 054 3636 3636 3636 
031 IFiF lF1F lF1F 055 3737 3737 3737 
032 2020 2020 2020 056 3838 3838 3838 
033 2121 2121 2121 057 3939 3939 3939 
034 2222 2222 2222 215"8 3A3A 3A3A 3A3A 
035 2323 2323 2323 059 3B3B 3B3B- 3B3B 
036 2424 2424 2424 060 3C3C 3C3C 3C3C 
2137 2525 2525 2525 061 3D3D 3D3D 3D3D 
038 2626 2626 2626 062 :3E3E 3E3E 3E3E 
039 2727 2727 2727 063 3F3F 3F3F 3F3F 
040 2828 2828 2828 064 4040 4040 4040 
041 2929 2929 2929 065 4141 4141 4141 
042 2A2A 2A2A 2A2A 066 4242 4242 4242 
043 2B26 2B26 2626 067 4343 4343 4343 
044 2C2C 2C2C 2C2C 068 4444 4444 4444 
045 2D2D 2D2D 2D2D 069 4545 4545 4545 
046 2E2E JE2E 2E2E 070 4646 4646 4646 
047 2F2F 2F2F 2F2F 071 4747 4747 4747 

C= 24 R=514 (R-C)=+490( 9. 80!'S) CL"'F LEVEL=0, RD't' 

Figure 4-29. Data Display Cursor Location. 

CLOCf<=0020 r.SEC GPIB=LDCS \/=000000 00000000 ~·~Er1=A 

HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH 
024C1818 1818 1818 048 3030 3030 ·3030 
025 1919 1919' 1919 049 3131 3131 3131 
026 IA1A lA1A lA1A 050 3232 3232 3232 
027 lB1B lB1B lB1B 051 3333 3333 3333 
028 lC1C lC1C lC1C 052 3434 3434 3434 
029 lDID IDIlJ IlJID 2153 3535 3535 3535 
030 lE1E tEtE tEtE 054 3636 3636 3636 
03.1 lF1F IF1F lF1F 055 3737 3737 3737 
032 2020 2020 2020 056 3838 3838 3838 
033 2121 2121 2121 057 3939 3939 39:39 
034 2222 2222 2222 058 3A3A 3A3A 3A3A 
0-~5 .2323 2323 2323 059 3B3S 3B3B 3B3B 
036 2424 2424 2424 060 3C3C 3C3C 3C3C 
037 2525 2525 2525 061 3D3D 3D3D 3D3[; 
038 2626 2626 2626 062 3E3E 3E3E 3E3E 
039 2727 2727 2727 063 3F3F 3F3F 3F3F 
040 2828 2828 2828 064 4040 4040 4040 
041 2929 2929 2929 065 4141 4141 4141 
042 2A2A 2A2A 2A2A 066 4242 4242 4242 
043 2B2B 2B2B 2B2B 11167 4343 4343 4343 
044 2C2C 2C2C 2C2C 11168 4444 4444 4444 
045 2D2D 2D2D 2D2D 11169 4545 4545 4545 
11146 2E2E 2E2E 2E2E 1117111 4646 4646 4646 
11147 2F2F 2F2F 2F2F 11171 4747 4747 4747 

TOIAL '" = 0 FIRST '" = 0 LAST '#- = 0 
C= 24 R=514 (R-C)=+490( 9. 80!'S) CL=F LEVEL=11I RD', 

Note: Comparing memories A and B shows that there are no differences 

bet ween them. 

Figure 4-30. Equal Compare of Memories A and B. 
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the location of the first and last mismatch (see Figure 4-30). Each 

individual mismatch is marked by a t. sign between its location and data 

value. If a single bit in a displayed memory A word is unequal to its 

counterpart bit in memory B, a ~ sign is displayed. Only the sample 

inputs of those characters displayed are compared. If an input is not 

displayed by the current data format, then it is not included in the 

comparison. 

Memory A or B can be searched for all occurrences of any word you wish 

to locate. Enter the desired word in the bottom half of the Data Format 

screen. The word can be speci fled by character or bit. If a character 

value is entered, the K101-D automatically assigns the individual bit 

values. If individual bit values are assigned, but not all bits of a 

character are specified, then a "semi-care" is put in the character 

field (see Figure 4-31). 

To implement the search, after entering the desired word, press 
SEARCH 

and then o 
A line at the bottom of the display gives the total number of speci fled 

words found (indicated by an *) and the location of the first and last 

word found. Each individual word found is marked by an * between its 

location and data value (see Figure 4-32). The display automatically 

CHOICE 

brings up th e fir st word found. Pre ssing EJ will automa tic ally 

shift the display to the next sequential word found and places the 
SEARCH 

o CHOICE 

EJ . Press again Control Cursor at its location. Press 

to turn it off. 
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LLUL:=0020 nSEC GPIB=LCCS }=-00.04 10: 25: 35 NE0=M 

0000 
0000 
0000 

LSB 0101 

DATA FORt-IAT 
PAD I :~;:= 3P,:, _ i= = INPUT = _1i . .,:aw'@i**'t1JJ~_ 

(0-'-

The first four characters (inputs CF-CO) of the search word were 

specified as hex characters in the character field. Inputs BF and B8 

were speci fied individually in the bit fields thereby creating a "semi

care" in the character field. 

Figure 4-31. Search Pattern with "Semi-Care." 

Note: The first of three words to meet the search word speci fications 

was found a t memory location 1. 

Figure 4-32. Search Result Status. 
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Memory B can be edited or filled from the front panel keyboard (or 

through the communication interface). Display memory B by pressing 

DATA, B, EDl·T. A reverse video field appears which can be moved around 

by the appropriate FIELD keys to the location and character to be 

edi ted. To enter a specific data value, press the appropriate 

alphanume ric key. 

-t-
Pre ss CYJ SET , four times, then 

GLITCH 

@JT , 
LATCH 

W u , 
DECIMAL OCTAL 

DEMUX 

(£Jv. 
HEX 

Holding a single key down will cause the video field to automatically 

advance rapidly and write over each character with that key value 

changing the actual memory B contents. 

Press ~ , then press and hold (Hal) G through location 15 (see 

Figure 4-33). Press to restore the contents of memory B by 

transferring memory A into memory B. 

Entire words can be inserted and deleted from memory. Move the video 

field to any character of the word you wish to insert or delete. 

-t-
Press ,then CYJ SET nine times. Pressing will insert 

a word of all zeros at that location and shift all subsequent words down 

one location (see Figure 4- 3 4). Ne w infor rna tion can now be en te red. 

The last word in memory wi 11 be 10 st. 
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Note: 

CLCCK=0020 .SEC GPIB=Loes 

HHHH HHHH HHHH 
000C0000 0000 0000 
001 0000 0000 0000 
002 0000 0000 0000 
e03 0000 0000 0000 
004 0000 0000 0000 
0.05 0000 0000 ~~~c 
016 0000 0000 0000 
007 0000 0000 0000 
008 0000 0000 0000 
009 0000 0000 0000 
010 0000 0000 0000 
011 0000 0000 0000 
012 0000 0000 0000 
013 0000 0000 0000 

020 1414 1414 1414 
021 

user controls and displays 

HHHH HHHH HHHH 
024 1818 1818' 181;3 
025 1919 191'7' 1'7'1'7 
02E, lA iA 1A 1A 1A 1~1 
027 tBtE tBtB 1EtB 

02'7' iDID lDlu 1:01D 
0.:30 tE1E iEiE lEtE 
0:31 IFIF iFlF 1~i!=" 

032 2020 2020 2020 
033 2121 2121 2121 
034 2222 2222 2222 
035 ~~L~ 2323 2323 
036 2424 2424 2424 
0:37 2525 
038 2626 2626 
039 Lf";:'" ~(L! 

042 ~~-~ 2A2A 2A2A 
043 2B2B 2B2B 2B2B 
044 LLL,,_: "::::L~L· .. .'; " .. '"; 

045 2D2D 
046 2E2E 2E2E 2E2E 
047 2F2F <';-- - 2F2F 

Through editing, the first 16 words of memory B have been 

replaced with all zeros. 

Figure 4-33. Editing Memory B. 

No te: 

CLCCK=0020 .SEC GPIS=LOCS 

HHHH HHHH HHHH 
000C0000 0000 0000 
001 0101 0101 0101 
002 0202 0202 0202 
003 0303 0303 0303 
004 0404 0404 0404 
005 0505 0505 0505 
0~6 0606 0606 0606 
007 0707 0707 0707 
008 0808 0808 0808 
009 ~000 0000 00210 
010 0909 0909 0909 
011 0A0A 0A0A 0A0A 
012 0B0S 0S0B 0S0S 
013 0C0C 0e0C 0e0C 
014 0D0D 0D0D 0D0D 
015 0E0E 0E0E 0E0E 
016 0F0F 0F0F 0F0F 
017 1010 1010 1010 
018 1111 1111 11ii 
019 1212 1212 1212 
020 1313 131:3 1313 
021 1414 1414 1414. 
022 1515 1515 1515 
023 1616 lE.16 1616 

V=000000 00000000 MEM=B 

HHHH HHHH HHHH 
024 1717 1717 1717 
2125 1:31:3 1818 1818 
026 191';:' 1'7' 1'7' 1 ';:' 1 '7' 
027 lA1A lAlA lA1A 
028. IBIS lB1B lE1B 
212'7' rc: ie: iC Ie lL 11_" 

10:30 iDtI! iDtD iD1D 
031 lEiE tEtE 1E1E 
2132 1FtF IFiF iF1F 
033 2020 2020 2020 
034 2121 2121 2121 
035 .2222 2222 2222 
036 2323 2323 2323 
037 2424 2424 2424 
03~8 2525 2525'" 2525 
039 2626 2626 2626 
040 2727 2727 2727 
041 2828 2828 2828 
042 2929 2929 2929 
043 2A2A 2A2A 2A2A 
044 2S2S 2B2E 2B2B 
045 2C2C 2C2C 2C2C 
046 2D2D 2D2D 2D2D 
047 2E2E 2E2E 2E2E 

C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10. 28~S) CL=F LEVEL=0 RDY 

A word of all zeros has been inserted at location 009, shifting 

all other words down one location. 

Figure 4-34. Inserting a Word in Memory B. 
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Pressing will remove that word from memory and shi ft all words 

up one location (see Figure 4-35). Pressing it again will remove the 

new word at that location. '!he last memory location is loaded with 

zeros. 

The captured in forma tion can be reformatted into a format di fferent from 

the one initially displayed. The memory contents are not changed by 

changing the displayed data format nor is the time domain display 

affected. Changing the data format changes the way the memory A and B 

contents are displayed in the data domain, the format of the trace 

con trol word recognizers, and the inputs that wi 11 be selected for 

graphing. A character column is deleted by positioning the field cursor 

over the character radix and pressing DELETE. All columns to the right 

of the field cursor location can be deleted at one time by pressing 

SHIFT, DELETE. A column can be inserted at the cursor location by 

pressing IBSBRT. 

4.6.4.3 Graph 

Each recorded sample is displayed as a single point on a graph (see 

Figure 4-21). The internal memory location of each sample is plotted on 

the horizontal axis, and the magnitude or numeric value of the inputs 

tha t comprise each sample is plotted on the vertical axis. A graph 

gives a macro view of all recorded samples and system activity. 

Press 

Generating the graph takes a few seconds to complete because each point 

is plotted on a pixel basis. Whi Ie the graph points are being 

calcula ted, a BUSY PLOTTING message appears on screen (see Figure 4-36). 
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Note: 

HHHH HHHH RHHH 
000C0000 0000 0000 
001 0101 0101 0101 
002 0202 0202 0202 
003 0303 0303 0303 
0'04 0404 0404 0404 
005 0505 05~5 0505 
006 0606 0606 0606 
007 0707 e707 0707 
008 0808 0808 0808 
009 ~A0A 2A0A 0A0A 
010 0B0B 0B0'B 0B,,'lE 
011 0C0C 0C0C 0C0C 
012 0D0D 0D0D 0D0D 
013 0E0E 0EI2IE 0E0E 
014 0F0F 0F0F 0F0F 
015 1010 10i0 1010 
01E, 11111111 1111 
017 1212 1212 1212 
01:3 1313 1:~;1~~ 1:31:3 
019 1414 1414 1414 
020 1515 1515 1515 
021 1616 1616 161S 
022 1717 1717 1717 
02~: 1:318 1:=:1:3 1818 

0 2 4 

0 2 '" 
0 2E-
02 7 
028 
e ~ ~7' 
'03121 
0 .:,' 1 
0 32 
12 :::: ::::; 

10 :3 4 
;n 5 
0 :T6 
0 3 7 
0 :3 8 
0 :3 9 
0 4 0 
<! 4 1 
1214 2 
04 3 
04 4 
0 4 5 
0 4 E, 
04 .' 

1 '7' 1 
1.+1 1 A 
I B ! B 
~. C , II 1 It 

1 E 1 t. 
1 F "" 20 2 0 
2 2 1 
2 22 2 
2:3 23 
2 4 2 4 
252 5 
26 26-
2 7 ". 7 L. 

2E:2 :3 
2'7' 2 '::;' 
2A2A 
2Ei ~ B 
2(:2 c: 
2D2 Li 

2 E2 E 
2 F 2 F 
3 03 0 
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HH H H HH H H 
1 '7' ,:;:, 1 "7" 1 ':;' 
1 A ; A i H 1 H 

1 E 1 B 1 B 1 B 
i L 1 L , Ii 1 D 1 D , D 

E 1 E , 
"" 

; i=" 

1 1 F 1 F 1 F 
2 020 2020 
2 l ~ 1 

d. .c ~ .c .::. ,:;:. ..:::. .c 
d.- . ..::.;d. :.5 ..:::. ·,5"':' -' 

4 .,' 4 2 4 24 
2 52 '" ·-,t:;;"·--,e ..::.._1..:::,._1 

:2 62 E· 262E. 
2 7 2 2 7 :2 -, 

2 828 .-:' :32 :3 
2'7'29 2'7'29 
..:::. H L H 2 A2A 
2B2B 2 E :2 E 
2(:2C 2C2C 
:2 D2 D 2D2P 
2 E 2 E ~ E :2 E 
L. F 2F 2F 2 F 
3030 :3 03 0 

c= 0 R=514 (R-CJ=+514( 10. 28pS) CL=F LEVEL=0 PDY 

The word that was previously at location 009 has been deleted and 

replaced when all words were shi fted up one location. 

Figure 4-35. Deleting a Word. 

CLOCK=0020 nSEC GP I B=LOCS '.j=980000 00000000 MEM=B 

HOR. 
S.CALE 

= X01 

GRAPH 

TIME 

C= Ii! R-SI4 (R-C).+514( le.28MS) CL=F LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 4-36. Message Di splayed During Graph Paint Calcula tions. 
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Similar to the time domain display, the two movable cursors (the Control 

Cursor and Reference Cursor)' highlight the sample point at a particular 

memory location. A hexadecimal readout of the value or magnitude of the 

sample point is displayed just above the bottom status line. As in all 

displays, the locations and separation of the cursors are indicated in 

the bottom status line. 

All 514 samples are graphed in HX 1, the regular unexpaooed mode, which 

gives an overview of the entire recording. '!he graphic scale can be 

horizontally expanded by a factor of 3, 6, or 12 to allow better visual 

resolution. Expansion takes place to the right of the Control CUrsor, 

which then remains at the leftmost edge of the display. Moving the 

Control Cursor in an expanded display causes the entire display to 

shift, but not the cursor. 

The first 14 columns of the current data format determine the input 

channels that will be plotted. '!he number of inputs in each character 

column can vary from one to eight depending on the radix or code speci

fied for tha t column. The number of input "channels selected" to be 

graphed is the sum of the number of inputs that comprise the first 14 

columns. (Each space, or blank column, counts as one character of zero 

inputs.) Therefore, all 48 inputs of the K101-D can be plotted when the 

data format is 12 hex characters (see Figure 4-37). If there are more 

than 14 columns in the current data format, the analyzer will plot only 

the value of the first 14. 

The display can be vertically expanded between any two points to give 

better visual resolution by editing the upper and lower numeric limits. 

Press 

DATA o PAGEt + 
[DK, @]SET, twice, 

to reformat and display the graph (see Figures 4-38 and 4-39). 
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r 
Move the Control Cursor CB to location 127, and move the Reference 

-t-
Cursor CYJSET to location 159. This gives you the upper and lower 

data values of the visual area you wish to expand (see Figure 4-40). 

DEMUX 

Press (£Jv, 
HEX 

DEMUX 

(£J v to enter the new 
HEX 

upper and lower boundary values for the vertical axis. Press 

again to automatically replot the graph with the new limits. Out-of

range values will be shown as a line at the very top or bottom of the 

Hx 12 

display. Press W J to see better detail. 
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j"1Er-i=H 

HDR. 
SCALE 

4~3 I 
CHANNELSl 
SELECTEDj 

GRAPH 

~~~-514 

/1 / 
/ , .. ,.,1 /"/ ,. 

/1 
/ t 

T I ~lE ('l /l • 
c DHTA ~0~~ 0~~~ ~~~~ R DATA 02~2 02~2,~2~2 

~ R=514 (R-C)=+514( 1~.28~Sj CL=F LEVEL=0 RDY c= 

Figure 4-31. Two Full Cycles of Six 8-bit Binary Counters. 

CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.04 11:08: 37 MEM=M 

DATA FORt-1AT 
RADI ::-~= GRDUP= INPUT= 

MI~ED CF-A0 5EQN 

!ml 
i-1SB 

6. 
5 
4 
:3 cFGE: 

2 C{~ 
(:.C=.. 

iJ":t 

LEE Cb(~ 

SEARCH ~-J'ORD 
HH 
fZl 

t-1SB 
E. 
5 
4 
3 X><' 
2 :X:X 
1 ::-::::-:: 

LSB ::-::::-~ 

c:= R= (R-C,) = ) CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 4-36. The Data Format Useo For Figures 4-39 ana 4-40. 
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000-514 

i-<:: f.1H i A-02 
10. 22~S) CL:F LEVEL=0 

Figure 4- 39. Graph of Two Full 8-bit Binary Counter Cycles. 

CLOC~<=0e20 n~=;EC 

HOP. ./l 

SCALE ',.' / ••••• ,/ = ::-~12! 1 • I 

CHA~2w:,I/ 
SE~rTEDi 9F ''' " " './."""""""""""""""/: •• '/ I'E~~~,-o~ 
GPAPH I 7F ,,", ""'j"""" """"",",',,',' , " ,,',"" "~"" , 

i / I 
! I l 

000-514 I / / I I 

ll/ / 
/ / 

TIME ! / 
C DATA=7F IR DATA-9F 

C=127 R=159 (R-C)=+ 32( .640~S) CL=F LEVEL=0 RDY 

Note: The Control and Reference Cursors are moved to find the numeric 

values of the area it is desired to expand. 

Figure 4-40. Expanding the Display. 
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Section 5 

SPECIFJDfG RECORDIRG PARAMETERS 

5. 1 OVERVIEW ARD STRATEGY 

In discussing the principles of logic analysis, we have presented these 

themes: collection, reduction, and organization. This section considers 

the strategy and approach for data collection and reduction -- that is, 

the isolation of meaningful data for collection. Of course, organiza

tion of the data is implied in how we select what to look for. 

The key concept is selection. The system under test can generate 

millions of events surrounding a half-dozen events of interest. 

This section focuses on what you can do with the specification possibil

ities. Section 3 gives detailed reference material on the Specify 

menus. Section 4 presents information on keying your selections. Those 

sections answered "what" and "how"; this section explores "which choice" 

and "why." 

5.1.1 DATA FLOW 

For background, consider again the flow of data into the Kl0l-D. Your 

recording parameter specifications influence many points in the data 

flow, so we will start with a brief overview of the whole process before 

delving into details. 

Events in the system are monitored according to where the probes are 

attached. Individual signals to the system are characterized as zeros 

and ones, depending on their voltage level at the moment of sampling and 

on two settings for each input signal: threshold level and polari ty. 

Individual signals are retained, discarded, or set aside for later use 

according to your input mode and clock selections. 
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The trace control logic examines the current samples and evaluates them 

for control of the recording process and for determination of tracing. 

Samples that are selected for tracing are clocked into memory M, 

initially at location 511. As the recording process continues, samples 

are shuttled forward in memory. If no END OF ACQUISITION signal occurs 

before a sample is clocked past memory location 000, then that sample 

and each sample thereafter is discarded and replaced by the subsequent 

sample. 

5.1.2 ENDING THE RECORDING CYCLE 

Several conditions generate an END OF ACQUISITION signal, which ends the 

recording cycle. The signal may come from the trace control logic, 

caused by either the fulfillment of a stop condition or by the presence 

of an end level. Manual entry of a STOP or M->A command also generates 

this signal. 

5.1.3 ORGANIZATION OF SECTION 5 

This section is organized in two parts: (1) a brief discussion of probe 

connection, and (2) a detailed discussion of the specification choices 

for conditioning the input signals from the probes and using the signals 

to control and trace events within the system under test. 

5.2 PROBE CONNECTION 

To begin specification, you must decide where to connect the probes 

based on your understanding of the system under test and the capabil

i ties of the logic analyzer. Some information on probe connection is 

given below, to help in selecting connection points and connection order 

and in making the physical connections. 
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5.2.1 INPUT SIGNALS AND DATA FORMAT 

You can connect more probes than you specify in the data format. If a 

trace event is recorded, all signals present at that moment are 

recorded. 

The extra recorded signals are not displayed unless you change the data 

format to specify them. Also, you can display a probe signal more than 

once by grouping recorded signals in more than one format as convenient. 

5.2.2 ORDER OF CONNECTION 

The order and grouping of input signals (probe connections) affect later 

specifications of these signals. Certain specifications are assigned by 

probe, that is, assigned to a block of eight sample input signals and 

two clock signals. Among these are the input mode and threshold values. 

Data formats can be automatically assigned in sequence from CF to AO. 

If you wish to use a different sequence, you must enter it. This 

information is detailed later in this section. 

5.2.3 PHYSICAL CONNECTION 

When connecting the probes to the front panel, insert with the label up 

and key slot to the left. This is the correct orientation for the 

signal input designations. 

When you connect probes to the target system, keep a written record 

of their location. Gould provides a form sui table for this, "In

put Connection Guide," part number DWS45.183. For an example, see 

Figure 5-1. 
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K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM SET UP II OF DATE 

K101·D TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B SECTION A 

TYPE COLOR INPUT DESIGNATIONI SIGNAL IC DESIGNATIONI SIGNAL IC DESIGNA nONI SIGNAL IC 
PIN * PIN * PIN* 

CLK WHT J 

CLK GRY K 

DATA VIO F 

DATA BLU E 

DATA GRN 0 

DATA YEL C 

DATA ORG B 

DATA RED A 

DATA BRN 9 

DATA BLK 8 

GND LT. BRN GND 

CLK WHT R 

CLK GRY S 

DATA VIO 7 

DATA BLU 6 

DATA GRN 5 

DATA YEL 4 
.-

DATA ORG 3 

DATA RED 2 

DATA BRN 1 

DATA BLK 0 

GND LT. BRN GND 

DWS45-.69B2 

Figure 5-1. Input Connection Guide. 
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5.3 SPBCIFICATIOI CATEGORIES 

You use screens to specify recording parameters. Information on the 

SPECIFY key screens and methods of entering specifications are presented 

in Sections 3 and 4. In the following material we discuss the meanings 

and uses of the various specification catagories. In general, we do not 

repeat the full reference material from the prior sections, but only 

sketch in the important points. If you need help entering your choices, 

consul t Section 4 (User Controls and Displays). Here, we discuss the 

following categories of the specification process, in the order shown: 

a. Logic Polarity 

b. Input Mode Screen 

1. Input Mode 

2. Threshold 

3. Arming Modes 

c. Clock Select 

d. Data Format 

e. Trace Control 

f. Interface 

In actual use, screens may be specified in any order convenient, except 

that the Data Format screen must be specified before the Trace Control 

screen. Arming modes and the Interface screen are mentioned here to 

provide thorough information on the specification process, but are 

explained elsewhere in this manual. 

5.4 LOGIC POLARITY 

The Logic Polarity screen allows you to select polarity for all 48 data 

inputs. The choices are positive or negative; The K101-D assumes 

positive polarity unless changed. With positive polarity, a signal 

above threshold is considered as a one and a signal below threshold is 

considered as a zero. Negative polarity is the reverse: a signal above 
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CLOCK=0160 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:28:56 MEM=M 

LOGIC POLARITY 
GROUP C 

INPUT FED C B A 9 8 7 6 543 2 1 0 

POLARITY ~ a a a a a a a a a a I a a a a 

GROUP B 

INPUT FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

POLARITY a a a I a I a a I a a a I a a a 

GROUP A 

INPUT FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 8 2 1 0 

POLARITY a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 

L~-.- R'-,- (R-C)= ( ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: The logic polarity of each data input can be specified 

individually. Trace capture data and graphic displays are influenced 

by the states chosen. 

Figure 5-2. Logic Polarity Assignment. 
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the threshold is considered a zero and below, a one. As Figure 5-2 

shows, all inputs are assigned horizontally to their respective section 

(C, B, or A).and within that section are labelled left to right as F 

through O. 

The logic polarities specified affect the data patterns seen by the 

trace control levels as well as the sense of the recorded data. New 

polarity specifications should cause a new and different recording to be 

captured, so long as the affected inputs are used for pattern recogni

tion in a relevant trace control level. 

When you change polarities, only those recordings made after changing 

the Polarity screen show the new specifications. This feature elimi

nates confusion over what conditions were used to make a recording and 

prevents erroneous interpretation of existing recordings. 

In either the Data or Graph mode, new data are displayed with the 

selected polarities. In the Timing mode only the binary cursor readout 

is adjusted; the Timing display always shows the signals as though they 

were all recorded using positive logic. 

5.5 INPUT MODE SCREEN 

The Input Mode screen (see Figure 5-3) allows you to specify three 

different types of parameters: input modes, threshold levels, and the 

arm mode. Each of these categories has several choices available and is 

discussed separately. 

5.5.1 INPUT MODE SELECTION 

The K101-D provides flexible input conditioning, with four input mode 

choices: Sample, Glitch, Latch, and Demux, specified by direct entry 

keys. The flexibility of input mode specification allows detection of a 
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CLOCK=0160 n8EC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:27:51 MEM=M 
INPUT MODE 

INPUT MODE THRESHOLD 

CF-C8 II':eIlli!!l! ~L +- 1 . ~. 40 PASS COUNTER 

C7-[:0 fCI_lor.! iIRI .. 
T 1 • 40 COUNT = 0000 

BF-Ei8 ~I:HI! ... -12 :30 LIMIT = JIaj 

B7-B0 jlP-l_:_ ~ _i 
~. :30 

AF-A8 1!I:fi- RW! ~~ 

A7-A0 m:fi_ IPBI31 =--r~ 

AUTO S~OP IF A~B WITHIN LIMIT~ 

LI HI T:=; = o TO 514 

NOTE -- In DEMUX, ,~h F-8 .He .la.tched, 
c:h 7-0 ,ar·e sa.D"lPied. 

L-·-.- R= (R-c) = ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: The Input Mode screen lets you select pertinent sampling 

parameters for each recording and the maximum number of recordings that 

may be attempted for each arm cycle. 

Figure 5-3. The Input Mode Screen Parameters. 
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variety of system conditions such as the logic states present at the 

sample clock expressions or noise spikes occurring between valid sample 

clocks. Proper choice of input sampling not only captures the right 

information, it can also reduce loading of the system under test and 

simplify signal connections. 

Input mode assignment is largely independent of other trace specifica

tions. In general, any input mode can be used with any clock mode. 

However, in all Clock Select screens, the enable clock expressions for 

each section (C, B, or A) are used when, and only when, either Latch or 

Demux mode is selected for all or part of that section. 

The following descriptions of the four input modes and how they relate 

to each other will help you decide which mode, or combination of modes, 

is appropriate for a particular application. 

5.5.1.1 Sample Mode 

Sample mode is the uni t's most basic input mode. Inputs selected for 

the Sample mode are checked at, and only at, each active clock edge to 

determine their current logic levels. The clock edge is specified by the 

sample clock expression used for the pertinent input section. In Sample 

mode, any threshold transitions that occur between sample clocks are 

ignored. 

The total operation of Sample mode during a recording cycle involves 

both the section's sample clock and the master sample clock. The logic 

levels present when a section's sample clock comes valid are held in 

temporary sample registers until that section's next valid sample clock; 

they are then displaced by the next sample (see Figure 5-4). When the 

master sample clock comes true, the current contents of all of the 

temporary sample registers are presented to the trace control for 

evaluation. If the master sample matches the requirements of the trace 

control, the trace is enabled for that sample and clocked into the 
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instrument's high-speed memory. The master sample is discarded if it 

does not match the trace control requirements. 

5.5.1.2 Glitch Mode 

Glitch mode helps detect glitches (possible troublesome noise spikes or 

asynchronous threshold crossings between valid sample clocks) in your 

system that would not otherwise be captured. This input mode is handled 

in the same way as Sample mode, except that the selected inputs are also 

monitored between every clock sample to determine if a glitch has 

occurred (see Figure 5-5). 

If a glitch does occur between samples, it is held in the temporary 

sample register instead of the level present at the next occurrence of 

the sample clock. Therefore, a glitch is displaced when displayed; it 

shows as if it were the following sample. After the next sample clock, 

the sample register is reset. If no glitch occurs (that is, if no 

additional threshold crossings occur between the following sample 

clocks), the data held in the sample register will be the same as if the 

unit were in Sample mode. 

Glitch capture is independent of the chosen sample rate; a glitch is 

captured and stored as the next sample whether the unit is being clocked 

at a slow external rate or sampling at 100 MHz. Absolute glitch capture 

capability, however, is a function of the sensitivity of the particular 

instrument and its probes, the threshold level selected, and the total 

energy of the glitch above (or below) that threshold. A typical 

response curve is shown in Figure 5-6. Your uni t may be a bi t more or 

less sensitive, but should be similar. As noted in the section on 

specifications, to guarantee that the K101-D will capture a noise spike 

as a glitch, the spike must exceed the specified threshold level by at 

least 25% and have a pulse width at the threshold level of at least 5 

ns. A glitch need not be sharp and intense; a lower, longer pulse that 

has sufficient energy may be captured. 
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, 

CLK~~~TlON 

specifying recording parameters 

Note: Block diagram ot" lC101-D front-end sampling circuitry. The two 

pipeline registers serve as a delay to allow time for each sample to be 

evaluated by the trace control for possible storage. 

Figure 5-4. Temporary Sample Registers. 

THRESHOLD 
INPUT SIGNAL 

CLOCK RECORDED DATA 

SAMPLE MODE 
RECORDED DATA 

LATCH MODE 

Note: Finding noise spikes between sample clocks is easy with the 

K 1 01-D's Gli tch mode. Any gli tches between samples are stored as the 

next sample instead of the state present at that sample clock. 

Figure 5-5. Glitch Mode Used for Noise Spikes. 
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5.5.1.3 Latch MOde 

La tch mode is a special case of Sample mode. It allows you to ei ther 

hold or to pass data to half or all the sample registers of each section 

(C, B, or A), based on the statuses of separately assignable latch 

enable clock expressions. Latch mode lets you capture data at one time 

and sample it at a later time, based on two separate clock expressions; 

the signals indicating valid data can be completely different in type 

and timing from the signals indicating the right time to sample that 

data. 

When you select Latch mode, a latch enable clock expression is made 

active for the chosen inputs. Whenever that specified enable clock 

expression is true, data pass directly to the corresponding sample clock 

registers, just as if the inputs were still in Sample mode. When the 

enable expression goes false, the latch register inputs are disabled. 

The data present in the latch register at that time are held constant 

until the enable expression comes true again. Basically, Latch mode is 

Sample mode under latch control. 

The sample clock actually looks at the current contents of the latch 

register, rather than directly at the data inputs. If the inputs are 

selected for Latch mode and the latch is enabled at that time, the data 

transferred to the sample register are the same as if those inputs had 

been selected for Sample mode. If the Latch is disabled, the data 

transferred to the sample register are the last data that were present 

in the latch register when the enable clock expression went false (see 

Figure 5-7). 

5.5.1.4 Demultiplex MOde 

Demultiplex mode lets you capture data present at two different times on 

the same bus lines for the later, simultaneous evaluation by the trace 

control. Typically one uses this mode to capture both address and data 
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VOD 

TH RESHOLD LEVEL 

5ns 

Note: In this typical pattern of a narrow noise spike, VOD is about 25% 

of VS. To be captured, a glitch must exceed the threshold level by at 

least 25% and have a pulse width of at least 5 ns. 

Figure 5-6. Typical Glitch Pattern. 

SAMPLE CLOCK ----------------~~~------------~~~-------
I 

LATCH ENABLE 

I 
I 
I 

I 
INPUT DATA --< A )>---~---« B )>----+1--

I 

CONTENT OF 
LATCH BUFFER 

I 

A ~~----~B~i----~~-----
I 
I 

Figure 5-7. Latch Register Holds Event For Sampling (Latch Mode). 
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on a shared bus. The data inputs to the lower byte group of the 

selected section (C, B, or A) are buffered and then sent to both groups 

of that section (see Figure 5-8). The lower byte group (0 through 7) is 

automatically placed in Sample mode and the upper byte group (8 through 

F) in Latch mode. The enable clock expression defined for that section 

determines when and how the upper byte is sampled, just as in regular 

Latch mode. The sample clock expression for the section defines when 

the lower byte is sampled and also when the contents of the upper byte 

latch are examined. Both bytes are presented to the trace control 

simultaneously as one valid sample. The term "alignment" is sometimes 

used to refer to this simultaneous evaluation, capture, and display of 

two events separate in time. 

The Demultiplex mode eliminates the need for double probing, allows more 

precise trace control, and results in a much more efficient use of 

memory when investigating multiplexed systems. Loading of your system 

is kept to same low level (1 megohm, 10 pF) as in normal sampling 

because only one probe connection is used. 

5.5.1.5 Input Mode Summary 

Sample mode is the most basic input mode. Inputs are sampled only at 

each acti ve clock edge. Gli tch mode is a special case of Sample mode 

which detects noise spikes or asynchronous threshold crossings between 

valid sample clocks. Latch mode allows you to capture data at one time 

and sample the data later, based on clock expressions that may be 

entirely separate. Finally, Demul ti plex mode is a speciali zed 

combination of Sample and Latch mode that allows the simultaneous 

evaluation of two events that occur at different times on the same bus 

lines. 

As this brief summary shows, each mode has its special functions and 

uses; select modes according to your particular needs. As an example, 
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INPU 
7-0 

TS 

~ 

INPUT 
SELECTION LATCH 

LOGIC 

I 
MUX LATCH 

SELECT ENABLE 
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SAMPLE 
REGISTER 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK 

SAMPLE 
REGISTER 

, 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK 

.. 
T o 

ORY MEM 

TO 
MEM ORY 

Note: The Demultiplex mode allows you to probe multiplexed signals with 

a single probe. This avoids unnecessary circuit loading and the 

inconvenience of attaching double probes. The data inputs to the lower 

byte group of the section in Demultiplex mode are buffered and then 

simultaneously monitored in both Sample and Latch modes. When the 

section's sample clock comes true, the data present at that time are 

sent to the lower byte group of trace memory M and the contents of the 

latch are sent to the upper byte group. 

Figure 5-8. Diagram of Demultiplex Logic. 
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in a session to verify that a system is operating correctly, you might 

proceed as follows: 

a. Set up the probes and use Sample mode to check basic system 

functioning and to verify that the probes are properly set. 

b. Specify Glitch mode for various areas of investigation to look 

for problems. 

c. Finally, specify Latch mode to check certain groups of signals 

against each other to verify that they are occurring in proper 

relationship. 

5.5.2 THRESHOLD LEVEL SELECTION 

Threshold levels are set from the Input Mode screen. The threshold 

selection fields are located just to the right of their respective Input 

mode selection fields (see Figure 5-9). The selection applies to all 

eight input signals in a probe. 

There are four possible threshold settings: fixed TTL (+1.40 V), 

fixed ECL (-1.30 V), and two variable thresholds, A and B. The variable 

thresholds can be set to .:t9.99 V in 10 mV steps, with 2 mV accuracy. A 

value specified for a variable applies for all references to that 

variable. In other words, if two input signal groups use variable A, 

the most recent setting applies to both. 

5.5.3 ARM MODE SELECTION 

Arm mode is selected from the Input Mode screen (see Figure 5-9). This 

mode defines how new data acquisition cycles begin and the conditions 

required for them to be completed. The choices in this mode -- Manual, 

Auto, Auto Stop, and Auto Stop Within Limits -- control whether or not 

the recording process is automatically repeated. Manual mode, for 
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CLOCK=0160 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:27:51 MEM=M 
I NF'UT i-lODE 

I NPUT i-1DDE THPE:::;HOlD 

C:F -[:::: §I:UI;)~~ iBL + 1 40 

[7-[0 [~~II~:I iiIW + 1 " 40 

BF-Be §f:';I;I~~ ~ - i 30 

E7-B~ :~;}(II:. ~ - ; 30 ..i. .. 
, 

AF-AB \1]*1;(1):_ ~'I:l;t:l ~"i,-j I 
f , 

A7-A0 ill~iil):. t'f/!l:J:! l:r.Ail'-l ; , 

LI;'-iTT,=: = ;0 TC 51.4 

NCil E -- • n ut:.r-lu::-::, (: f". r -;=; j. r e 13. t G h e d.' 
ch 7-~ -3.re s.3.fltP!eds 

c= F= (P-c)= CL= LE\/EL=F ,:1:11 
r:. J...l T 

Figure 5-9. Setting Threshold Levels and Arm Modes. 
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example, does not repeat, and is usually chosen for the first trial of a 

recording process. The special and complementary capabilities of the 

arm modes are discussed in Section 6 (Making a Recording) along with 

information on the functions of the keys in the ACQUIRE area: ARM, 

ADVANCE, M->A, and STOP. 

After an arm mode is chosen, the actual acquisition cycle is initiated 

by pressing the ARM key. When a recording is completed, it is trans

ferred to display memory A, along with the time at which the acquisition 

was completed. 

5.6 CLOCK SELECT SCREERS 

5.6.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

A prerequisite for efficient logic analysis of a particular test problem 

is the ability to look at digital data at just the right times. In 

order to capture relevant data, you must first understand the timing 

characteristics of your system and how those characteristics relate to 

the flow of data through the system. Next, you should be able to easily 

specify the precise clocking scheme needed to investigate that data flow 

in an efficient manner. To ensure that you have this capability for 

almost any parallel bus system, the K101-D provides wide variety of 

directly accessible synchronous and asynchronous clocking arrangements. 

With the K101-D's Clock Select menu, you can make comprehensive yet 

selective synchronous (data domain) recordings, precise and detailed 

asynchronous (time domain) recordings, and mix synchronous and asynchro

nous recordings during the same acquisition. Sophisticated synchronous 

external clocking options allow you to easily monitor complex mul ti

plexed and multiphased systems requiring both AND and OR logic control 

signals for proper definition of valid data. Many asynchronous internal 

sampling rates offer precise timing resolution from 160 ms to 10 ns. 

Mixed data acquisi tions are available for simul taneous collection of 

both data and time domain information. 
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The K101-D's Clock Select menu has six clocking modes, selectable in 

the following order: 

a. Internal 

b. External Single-Phase 

c. External Multiphase 

d. Mixed Single-Phase 

e. Mixed Multiphase 

f. Internal Extended 

These six choices represent three basic modes: internal, external, and 

mixed, with two choices in each mode. The choices result from the 

ability to specify an internal or external clock source and to specify 

sample clock, master clock, or both. A short overview of internal, 

external, and mixed clocking is given below. A full discussion of these 

choices follows the explanation of enable clocking. 

5.6.2 CLOCKING MODE OVERVIEW 

a. Internal 

All three sections of data inputs (C, B, and A) are sampled 

simultaneously by the master internal clock. The sample clock 

is set to "Same as Master," and the internal clock period can 

range from 20 nanoseconds to 160 milliseconds. Clocking into 

memory and the making of trace control decisions are done at 

the master internal rate. 

Use: Timing analysis. 

b. Internal Extended 

Each section (C, B, or A) can be sampled and traced into 

memory at one of two rates: the master internal clock rate 
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("Same as Master") of 20 nanoseconds to 160 milliseconds, or a 

special internal rate of 10 nanoseconds. Trace control 

decisions are made at the master internal clock rate, and 

clocking into memory is done by section at the sample clock 

rate for the section. 

Use: High-resolution timing analysis. 

c. External Single-Phase 

All sections (C, B, and A) are sampled simultaneously by the 

external master clock. The sample clock for all sections is 

"Same as Master." That clock controls both tracing decisions 

and clocking into memory. 

Use: Basic synchronous state analysis. 

d. External Multiphase 

Each section (C, B, or A) may have a different external clock, 

which is different from the master external clock. For each 

section, the sample clock is either a unique external clock 

expression or the master external clock ("Same as Master"). 

Although each section can be sampled at its own rate, samples 

are actually clocked into memory at the master rate. This 

mode can serve as a reduction technique, because under certain 

conditions several samples could be taken from a section 

before a sample is actually clocked into memory. Trace 

control decisions are made at the master rate. 

Use: Advanced synchronous state analysis. For example, this 

mode could be used with mul tiphased microprocessors or 

multiprocessor systems. 
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Mixed Single-Phase 

Each section (C, B, or A) may be sampled at one of three 

choices: the internal clock period (20 nanoseconds to 160 

milliseconds); a special internal selection (10 nanoseconds); 

or the master external rate ("Same as Master"). Internally 

clocked sections clock into memory at their specified rate, 

but externally clocked sections are sampled at their rate and 

clocked at the master rate. Under certain conditions several 

samples could be taken from a section before a sample is 

actually clocked into memory. The master rate is used for 

trace control determination. 

Use: Combined timing and state analysis, useful when 

integrating hardware and software. 

f. Mixed Mul tiphase 

Each section (C, B, or A) may be sampled at one of four 

choices: the internal clock period (20 nanoseconds to 160 

milliseconds); a special internal selection (10 nanoseconds); 

the master external rate ("Same as Master"); or a unique 

external rate specified by a clock expression. Internally 

clocked sections clock into memory at their rate, but 

externally clocked sections are sampled at their rate and 

clocked at the master rate. Under certain conditions several 

samples could be taken from a section before a sample is 

actually clocked into memory. Trace control decisions are 

made at the master rate. 

Use: Debugging of hardware/software integration problems. 

Many of the clock specifications are made using a Boolean expression of 

six terms: three terms "ORed" and three terms "ANDed," with the two 
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groups "ORed" together. Individual clock terms can be specified as 

rising or falling active edge (active low or active high), or left out. 

It may be helpful to think of the six-term Boolean expression as a four

term OR expression, in which one of the terms is made up of a single 

term or two or three terms "ANDed" together. 

The enable clock fields function independently of the specific menu mode 

and are present in all modes. Before considering each mode separately, 

therefore, we will first discuss the function and use of the enable 

clock fields. 

5.6.3 ENABLE CLOCKS 

The enable clocks are formed by Boolean expressions of six separate 

latch enable clocks (see Figure 5-10). These clocks are level-sensitive 

and are used to gate or hold data in high-speed input latches for 

possible later examination by their respective section's Sample clock 

expression. 

This capability is useful in several application areas such as 

collecting data from systems with a multiplexed bus, collecting data 

from systems requiring a negative hold time for the clocks relative to 

the data, and for filtering irrelevant data from timing acquisitions. 

When you are collecting data from a multiplexed·bus, the enable fields 

let you define the control signal(s) for sampling and holding the data 

that first come valid on the bus; these data are then presented to the 

trace control simultaneously with the data that come valid later on the 

bus, as defined by that section's sample clock expression. When you are 

collecting data from a system requiring a negative hold time for the 

clocks relative to the data, the enable fields let you use some earlier 

signal (such as the system's primary clock) to capture the data while 

still valid and hold the data until the correct sample clock comes true 

(such as the system's READ and WRITE signals, which allow more efficient 

da ta capture). 
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CLOCK=0100 ~SEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:30: 10 MEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

MODE = IUM._ 

I NT. CLOCK PERIOD = lDRl 

MASTER CLOCK = INTERNAL 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C = INT 0100 NANOSECONDS 

B = INT 0,100 NANOSECONDS 

A = INT 0100 NANOSECONDS 

ENABLE -- (used on! It i.n Latch & Demux. ::. 

C = EXT (~) + <.-J+IIJI;+II!IiG) 

A = EXT <1I!IIJ1 •• __ Ie. __ H (--I+III!IIJ+L-~) 

C= R= (R-c) = ( ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: The six enable clocks are shown on the lower third of this 

Clock Select screen, all selected for a rising edge or high state in 

section C. 

Figure 5-10. Enable Clocks. 
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You can use certain control signals to accomplish very sophisticated 

filtering of data for timing analysis. These control signals indicate 

known invalid time periods on the system's bus (such as when the bus is 

floating or tristated). They prevent these irrelevant states from being 

presented to the trace control, which would result in the capture of 

incorrect data. 

The current input mode selected for section is the sole determinant of 

whether that sections enable clock expression is pertinent for a given 

recording. If either Latch or Demux mode is selected for an input 

group, then the enable expression will be active and control the data 

la tch for those inputs. If ei ther Sample or Gli tch mode is selected, 

then the enable expression for that group is irrelevant. 

If ei ther Latch or Demux mode is selected, then, when the expression 

used for an enable field is true , data pass transparently through the 

input latches. When the expression goes false, the data present at that 

time are held in the input latches indefinitely until the expression 

comes true again. The expression is true when either all three AND 

clocks are true or when any of the OR clocks is true. The three AND 

enable clocks are CR, BR, and AR. The three OR enable clocks are CS, 

BS, and AS. The same clocks are used to define the enable fields for 

all three sections and are presented in the same order. Totally diff

erent expressions are possible for each section, however, because each 

clock field can be selected as either active high or active low or can 

be excluded from the expression (see Figure 5-11). 

5.6.4 INTERNAL MODE 

Internal mode allows you to make asynchronous timing measurements with 

resolution from 160 ms to 20 ns. All three sections are sampled 

simultaneously at the master clock rate, which is entered into the 

internal clock period field (see Figure 5-12). This field is broken 

into two subfields. The first subfield is used to enter the numerical 
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CLOCK=0020 ~SEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 18:27:35 MEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

MODE = 

INT. CLOCK PERIOD ~0 1MiHi4¥§+,.. 
MASTE-R CLOCK = INTERNAL 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

_ C = ... W 

B =*.0 ttl 

A = ........ -
ENABLE -- <used onl'! iii Latch 11 Demux.) 

C EXT (~)+(~~_) 

B EXT 

A EXT 

C= R= (R-c) = ) CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 5-11. Examples of different Enable expressions specified for 

each section. 

CLOCK=0160 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:25:47 MEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

MODE 1181:11.2t111 

I NT. CLOCK PER I OD ~ .tI_::4 •• i~_ 

MASTER CLOCK = INTERNAL 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C I NT 0160 NANOSECONDS 

B INT 0160 NANOSECONDS 

A I NT 0160 NANOSECONDS 

c EXT (1RiI1-!.!!!!!!!!I!~.~~) + (~!!I!!!!I!!!I!!H!I!!!!I!!!I!!!!!+~) 

C= R= (R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Figure 5-12. Internal Mode Clock Select Screen. 
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value of the sample rate and the second subfield is used to specify the 

units used for sampling. No other fields need to be entered in this 

mode, unless you are using the enable clock fields (which, as mentioned 

earlier, are specifiable from any mode). 

When selecting the desired sample rate, the units used for sampling 

(nanoseconds, microseconds, or milliseconds) are selected first. This 

will help you to choose a legal numerical sample rate since some values 

are not legal for some units. Valid rates are selectable in a 1 through 

16 sequence. For example, rates such as 10, 20, 30, and 40 microseconds 

(i.e., multiples of 10, up through 160 microseconds) are all valid 

choices, whereas rates such as 11, 24, 78, and 170 microseconds (which 

do not follow a 1 through 16 sequence) are not valid choices. 

If you try to enter an illegal clock rate, the error message ILLEGAL 

CLOCK will appear (see Figure 5-13). You will be locked out from 

leaving the internal clock period field until a valid rate is selected. 

5.6.5 EXTERNAL SINGLE-PHASE MODE 

The External Single-Phase mode uses the master clock to synchronously 

sample all three sections. This master clock is formed by a menu

driven, Boolean expression consisting of six separate sample clock 

fields (see Figure 5-14). The form of this expression is identical to 

that of the expressions used for the enable clock fields (three AND 

clocks "ORed" wi th three OR clocks). The six sample clocks, however, 

are edge sensitive, rather than level sensitive like the six enable 

clocks. 

The master clock expression is used not only to control the data 

presented to the trace control but also for accumulating the sample 

count within each trace control level whenever clock delay is used. The 

trace control, on a sample by sample basis, can enable or disable the 

capture of data for all three sections. 
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CLOCK=0170 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:34:07 MEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

MODE = n_ Il 
I NT. CLOCK PERIOD = ~ ARC; W 

MASTER CLOCK = INTERNAL 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C = INT 0170 NANOSECONDS 

B = INT 0170 NANOSECONDS 

A = INT 0170 NANOSECONDS 

ENABLE -- (" se don I ~ i n La t 0 h & D ... " x. ) 

C = EXT <1Wl!l!1IlI:a.. ...... ) + < ........ !!!I!!!I!!I!!I) 

B = EXT <!!II"." •• ) + < ........ !!!I!!!I!!I!!I) 
A=EXT,( )+< .......... ) 

C= R= (R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Note: Correct selections of the internal clock rate are aided by the 

error message ILLEGAL CLOCK which appears whenever a nonvalid rate is 

chosen. 

Figure 5-13. Illegal Clock Display. 

CLOCK=EXT - SGL GP! B=LOCS V=-00. 00 15: 35: 20 MEM=I-i 
CLOCK SELECT 

INT. CLOCK PERIOD = ~ .~"'iII' •• ~I@ 
MASTER C,LOCK = (~.IIB.BC) + (1IiSG+IDIiG+iBJg) 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C = SAME AS MASTER 

B = SAME AS MASTER 

A = SAME AS MASTER 

ENABLE -- (used on!;"j !.FI Latch 8,; DefiiiJx=) 

C= 

C = EXT (Wl!l!~.n;c) + (mIjg+lIiIW+mI!G) 

B = EXT (!!III!!e!!!l!!!l!!l!!le!!!l!!!l!!l!!l) + ( ........ !!!I!!!I!!I!!I) 
A = EXT (!!!I!!!I!!I!!Ie!!!I!!!I!!I!!Ie!!!I!!!I!!I!!I) + (!!!I!!!I!!I!!I+!!!I!!!I!!I!!I+ ____ ) 

R= (R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Note: The six sample clocks are shown as the master clock expression, 

all selected for a rising edge or active low state. The six enable 

clocks are also shown as the latch enable expression for section C. 

Figure 5-14. Master Clock Expression. 
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When the expression used for the master clock comes true, the data 

present at that time pass through the pipeline for evaluation, by the 

trace control, as a potentially valid sample for memory M. The expres

sion is true when either all three AND clocks are true or when any of 

the OR clocks is true. The three AND sample clocks are CJ, BJ, and AJ. 

The three OR sample clocks are CK, BK, and AK. The selections for each 

clock field are active high, active low, and not selected. 

5.6.6 EXTERNAL MULTIPHASE MODE 

The External Multiphase mode (see Figure 5-15) allows you to specify a 

separate sample clock expression for each section in addition to 

specifying the master clock expression. When recording in this mode, 

the data for each section are first clocked into a sample register under 

the control of that section's sample clock expression. Every time a 

sample clock expression comes true, new data are placed in that 

section's sample register and the old data are discarded. When the 

master clock expression comes true, the current contents of the 

registers of all three sections are sent through the pipeline to be 

evaluated concurrently by the trace control. Regardless of whether that 

master sample is stored, if delay by clocks is being used in the current 

trace control level, one count is added to the sample counter in that 

level. 

The form and entry of the sample clock expressions are exactly the same 

as for the master clock expression and use the same six clock inputs. 

5.6.7 MIXED SINGLE-PHASE MODE 

The Mixed Single-Phase mode (see Figure 5-16) lets you record asynchro

nous timing information in one or more sections while using an external 

clock defined by the master clock expression. This allows you to 

present synchronous data to the trace control and to record that data in 

the sections selected for external clocking. Each section's sample 
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CLOCK=EXT - MLT GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:37:03 MEM=M 
CLOn::: SELECT 

MODE E":TERNHL i'1'JL T I -PHA';ED 

I NT. CLOCI< PERI OD ~ ... 1$-:1 .... 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C Ei-<1 < ___ -_> + (1I!1IC+!!!II!II+_) 

B = EXT 

A EiH 

ENABLE 

B 

C= R= 

<_-!!!!I!!!I!!I!I-!!!!I!!!I!!I!I) + <IM!C+_+!!!!I!!!I!!I!I) 

(_-!!!!I!!!I!!I!I-!!!!I!!!I!!I!I) + (IM!C+~!!!!I!!!I!!I!I) 

( use d Ij fi i q L tl L -3. t c h & Dell U x. ) 

(R-c) = CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 5-15. External Multiphase Mode Clock Select Screen. 

CLOCK=MIX - SGL GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:37:00 MEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

MODE 

INT. CLOCK PERIOD = ~ 

MASTER CLOCK = (~~-~)+(!!!!I!!!I!!I!I+~+!!!!I!!!I!!I!I) 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C = Eli 0100 NANOSECONDS 

B = i:iIII SAME AS MASTER 

A = .. SAME Ae 
'"' MASTER 

ENABLE (used 01'11 \i i Fl L.iter. !1 Del\'lux. ) 

C EXT (l1li- • )+(!!!II!II+!!!!I!!!I!!I!I+!!!!I!!!I!!I!I) 

B = EXT 

A = EXT 

c= R= (R-c) = ) CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 5-16. Mixed Single-Phase Mode Clock Select Screen. 
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clock can be selected for either the "Same As Master" or for the 

currently specified internal clock period by selecting ei ther EXT or 

INT, respectively. When EXT is selected, "Same As Master" appears in 

the second half of the field. When INT is selected, the current 

internal clock period appears in the second half of the field. Note 

that when all three sections are selected for EXT, the unit records just 

as though it was selected for External Single-Phase mode. Alternately, 

by selecting all three sections for INT, you can capture asynchronous 

timing information from all 48 inputs simultaneously, and still use an 

externally derived master clock expression to present only valid 

synchronous data to the trace control. 

Note 

For successful analysis of recordings made 

in the mixed clocking modes, you must 

consider the correlation among data 

captured in separate sections using diff

erent sample rates. No fixed relationship 

exists among the data presented to the 

trace control, or the data captured in the 

externally clocked section(s). As each 

consecutive external clock occurs, an addi

tive skew accumulates between preceding 

external clocks and the corresponding 

timing information (see Figure 5-17 for a 

typical example). The time between clocks 

is not constant because the master clock 

expression forming the clocks is usually 

composed of several control signals, the 

timing of which is dependent on the types 

of instructions and machine cycles being 

executed. The best way to synchronize the 

data captured between sections is to record 

the signals used to form the master clock 
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MEMORY 
LOCATIONS: 490 491 492 493 494 495496497 498499500501 502503504 505506507508 509 510 511 

SECTION A I 
MEMORY . I z I Y I x I 
CONTENTS~~~-L~--~=~=~~=~=~~=~=~=~~=~=~==~=~:=~=~=~~=~~TI~I~~I 

SECTION B I 
MEMORY . I z I z I z I z I z I z I Y I Y I Y I Y I Y I Y I Y I Y I Y I x I x I x I x I x I x I 
CONTENTS~~~--~~~--~~~--~-L~--~-L~~~~~~~~--~~~~ 

Note: Mixed mode acquisitions by definition contain information 

captured with unrelated, asynchronous clock signals. In this example 

the entire memory contents of Section B was captured during the same 

period of time that the last few words were captured in Section A. 

Figure 5-11. Example of Skew Accumulation from Mixed Mode Clocking • 

: ;', '~-::=r-,: :.j _ ..,.. - - --
i iL. ~ '_':';' .l..'-;....,_,,_ .. _, 

;; - ~.:-

~ = 

H 

;--: .. :, 
c""-',i 

_ .. _----.---
f..J~f;,!' '"-.:-' : :P.,!.; '"-. 

:-. :-:. : : ;:: ~f; ''': ::{ '" } 

< . "'. '" .:: + < .. + .+ .> 

< ... -.~) + <-+-+ .> 

(F:-C .. - L.L= LE\}EL=F PD'r' 

Figure 5-18. Mixed Multiphase Mode Clock Select Screen. 
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expression on some unused inputs of the 

asynchronous section(s). In the asynchro

nous section(s) for which the master clock 

comes true, every location (beginning with 

the word just before the end of memory, 

i.e., location 513, P-1) corresponds to one 

sample in the synchronous section(s). 

5.6.8 MIXED MULTIPHASE MODE 

The Mixed Mul tiphase mode (see Figure 5-18) extends the Mixed Single

Phase mode to allow you to use separate external sample clock expres

sions for each section. An external master clock expression is always 

used to present data to the trace control. Each section can be selected 

for either EXT or INT. When EXT is selected, you can enter an expres

sion for that section's sample clock. This expression can be the same 

as, or entirely different from, the expression used for the master clock 

expression. 

When the external sample expression(s) used is just the same as the 

master clock expression, the unit records data in that section as though 

in External Single-Phase mode. When a different external sample 

expression is used, recording for that section occurs as though in 

External Multiphase mode. When a section is selected for INT, that 

section is sampled at the rate currently specified in the internal clock 

period field; recording occurs as though in Mixed Single-Phase mode. 

Entry is very similar to that for Mixed Single-Phase mode except that 

when EXT is selected for a section, that section's sample clock 

expression appears next to the EXT. 

5.6.9 INTERNAL EXTENDED MODE 

The Internal Extended mode (see Figure 5-19) allows you to make asyn

chronous recordings at a 10 ns (100 MHz) sampling interval for very high 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.20 15:40:03 HEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

MODE = INTERNAL E~TENDED 

INT. CLOCK PERIOD = ~ 
MASTER CLOCK = INTERNAL 

:3At1PLE CLOCK 

SAME AS MASTER .. = '--

t;, 
~, = 10 NANOSECONDS 

-~-
H - 10 NANOSECONDS 

NANC)SECONDS 

ENABLE -- (!j 5 e d !) YJ i '-I l FI L.:I, t c h 8-: De m ij XI: ::: 

r--~-

B = EXT (_-_-_)+(_+~+_) 

A = Dn (_-_-I--J) + (_+~+_) 
R= (R-c) = ( ,~, -

.... L- LEVEL=F RDY 

Figure 5-19. Internal Extended Mode Clock Select Screen. 
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resolution of system timing characteristics. All three sections are 

capable of simultaneously recording at a 10 ns rate and can be individ

ually selected for that rate via this mode. The master clock is also 

selected for an internal rate (any legal clock from 160 ms to 20 ns) 

using the standard internal clock period field. Each section can be 

sampled either at that slower rate or at 10 ns intervals. To set the 

desired option for each section, select either "10 nanoseconds" or "Same 

As Master." 

The master clock is selected for a slower rate to ensure that the trace 

control functions properly. Due to the complexity of the decisions that 

the trace control must make between every sample, 20 ns is the fastest 

rate at which data can be reliably evaluated. While this point should 

be understood, in practice it proves to be a minor restriction. 

When you change levels or use conditional trace in this mode, the 

captured data may shift a sample or two at the decision points because 

of the difference in sample rates between the section(s) and the trace 

control. For example, if the trace control is clocked at 20 ns inter

vals and the sections are clocked at 10 ns intervals, the resulting 

recording will have an uncertainty at each trace decision point of ±20 

ns rather than ±10 ns. At all other points in the trace the actual data 

will be recorded with a ~10 ns accuracy. 

Note 

The same type of additive skew discussed in 

connection with mixed clocking occurs in 

the Internal Extended mode if you select 

sections to sample at different rates 

(either not all "10 nanoseconds" or not all 

"Same as Master"). Since the internal 

ra tes are constant ratios of one another, 

however, this skew between sections accumu

lates at a constant rate. Once understood, 
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you can use this mode to gather data cover

ing a longer time period with a lower 

resolution and a shorter time period with a 

higher resolution, both tied to the same 

recording parameters and traced during the 

same acquisition. If all three sections 

are operated at the same rate, no skew 

occurs. 

5.7 DATA FORMAT SCREBlfS 

By changing the Data Format screen specifications, you can control the 

manner in which the 48 data inputs of the K 1 01-D are grouped and dis

played. The Data Format screen determines the format available for 

trace control, for the search field, and for the data display format, 

which is used to display the contents of memories A and B. The top half 

of the menu is used to specify data format; the bottom half is used for 

entering search words. 

Five of the six basic format choices are always available: "Mixed User 

Seqn" (mixed radices, user-defined sequence); "Mixed CF-AO Seqn" (mixed 

radices, fixed sequence); and three fixed ,sequences, "Hex," "Octal," and 

"Binary." A sixth choice, "Device Mnemonics," is available only when 

using an RTE-816; it shows the disassembly data format used for those 

devices. The two mixed format screens are the only ones that allow you 

to specify radices or data display formats. The selections for these two 

screens are binary, octal, hexadecimal, ASCII, and EBCDIC formats. The 

Hex, Octal, and Binary screens specify fixed display of all inputs in 

the chosen format. Only one data format can be used at a time (i.e., 

the one that was last selected). 
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5.7.1 FIXED FORMATS 

There are three fixed formats: hexadecimal, octal, and binary. They 

provide a fixed display of all 48 data inputs, in the order CF through 

AO. No editing is available in fixed mode. 

a. Fixed hexadecimal: Inputs are grouped by four, forming a 

hexadecimal character. Each section (C, B, and A) forms a 

separate word (see Figure 5-20). 

b. Fixed octal: Inputs are grouped by three, forming four words 

composed of four octal characters (see Figure 5-21). 

c. Fixed binary: Each input is displayed as a binary value (see 

Figure 5-22). 

Fixed display is quick and easy to specify. Mixed modes are more 

involved to specify but give flexibility and allow the placement of an 

input signal in more than one group. 

5.7.2 MIXED RADICES, FIXED SEQUENCE 

This screen (see Figure 5-23) allows you a choice of five formats but 

restricts you to the fixed sequence (CF through AO). Separate entry of 

each input signal is eliminated, although the fixed sequence can be 

inconvenient. Which format screen is best to use for a particular 

application depends on the relative difficulty of attaching the probes 

to your system in a fixed sequence vs. attaching the probes in any 

convenient manner and then entering each input separately to define each 

character. 

Only the column specification field is used in this mode. As you 

specify the format for each character, data inputs are be automatically 

assigned to form each character, beginning with data input CF. If all 
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CLOCK;!EXT - SGL GP I B=LOCS V=-Iillil. Iillil 17: 1121: 48 MEM=M 

MSB 
6 
5 
4 

HHHH HHHH HHHH 

I-IHHH HHHH HHHH ---
3 ~XXX XXXX XXXX 
2 XXXX XXXX XXXX 
I XXX X XXXX XXXX 

~SB ~XXX XXXX XXXX 

C~ R= (R-C)= 

DATA FORMAT 

SEARCH !-lORD 

Note: A fixed hexadecimal display lets you quickly review all data 

input formatted as hexadecimal chara.cters. 

Figure 5-20. Fixed Hexadecimal Display. 

ClOCK=EXT - SGL GP I B=LOCS V=-Iillil. Iillil 17: 11:·5<3 HEtf=H 

MSB 
6 
5 
4 
3 

DATA FORMAT 

SEARCH !-lORD 
0000 0000 0000 0000 ----

2 XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 
1 XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 

LSB .XXX XXXX XXXX XXXX 

C= R= (R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: A fixed octal display lets you quickly review all data input 

formatted as octal characters. 

Figure 5-21. Fixed Octal Display. 
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CLOCK-EXT - SGL GPI B=LOCS V=-00. Iillil 17: 12: 51 MEM=M 

DATA FOR~lAT 

M8B 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBE 

LSB e,Vo%~~~~q,o!~o"q,~OI%~8elr,r'oE)III~~S;>~;~~~\'llbr;,I\I\'bI\(!Nlilf\1\~'b'!l"t~ 

MBB 
6 
:5 
4 
3 
:I 
1 

SEARCH WORD 
BBBBEBBBEBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBI 
"IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII'"lIllllllllIlIlIlIlIlItlllllllllllOlIllIlIlIlIlIlIlIlIlIl 

LSB. ~XX~:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~' 

c= R= (R-C) - ) CL- LEVEL-F RDY 

Note: A fixed binary display lets you quickly review all data inputs 

individually as binary characters. 

Figure 5-22. Fixed Binary Display. 

CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS V--0~ 1il0 In 08:51 MEM=M 

DATA FORI1AT 
RADIX- GROUP= INPUT= 

.1I.#lI.'C!t-:ur~" 

1II1!'111tiMilW=':':'=-=':1 
5 
4 
3 S;>~)~I\ ~'\ 
~ (~qN;W'D1II s;~I\'R A;'2 
! Oe%%Cs'~~lb~ ~~11\1\; 1\'\ 

LSB Ci9H~W'!~ ~TtlVs ~'b 

SEARCH WORD 
00000000 HHHH HH 
IAIHB III iII'IJJl fBI 

MSB 
6 
5 
4 
:l XXXii XX 
2 xxxxxxx:~ XH:~X xx 
I XXXXXX:-:X X'i\XX xx 

LSB XXXXXXXX xxx x :~~ 

c= R= (R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: This screen provides flexible format definition for each 

character and automatically assigns the data inputs needed to form those 

characters. 

Figure 5-23. Mixed Format, Fixed Sequence Data Format Screen. 
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of the inputs through AO are assigned, the next input selected is again 

CF. You may specify as many characters as you need in whatever format 

(binary, octal, hex, ASCII, or EBCDIC) you desire. 

The choice between the two mixed radices screens -- fixed sequence or 

user-defined sequence -- is a trade-off of convenience in specification 

vs. flexibility in use. Fixed sequence eliminates the need to 

separa tely enter each input, but it constrains the grouping of inputs 

and does not allow multiple use of an input signal. User-defined 

sequence gives complete flexibility at the cost of more specification. 

5.7.3 MIXED RADICES, USER-DEFINED SEQUENCE 

This screen provides the most flexible data formatting available. Up to 

48 separate columns of data characters can be specified for simultaneous 

display. Each character is defined using the format of your choice, and 

each format is composed using the data inputs of your choice. Binary, 

octal, hex, ASCII, and EBCDIC characters can all be mixed as desired to 

show data in whatever format is best suited to your system and applica

tion, and you can use an input in more than one definition. 

Character placement and definition are accomplished by using the column 

specification field (see Figure 5-24). Use direct entry (EBCDIC, ASCII, 

hex, octal, or binary) to select the desired format for that column. 

The cursor then drops into that column's character definition field, to 

the location of the most significant bit needed to define that character 

in the chosen format. Each data input is identified first by its 

section (C, B, or A), then by its location within that section as input 

(F through 0). Use direct entry (C, B, or A followed by F through 0) to 

identify the desired data input for position. Each data input can be 
. 

used as many times as needed in any column or position desired. 

Once you have entered a character definition field you must enter all 

the data inputs needed for the specified radix. However, if you make a 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:41:46 MEM=M 

5 
-4 

r~l:=;E 

6 
5 
4 

RADI ::..;= 
DATA FOF.:t-1AT 

GF.:OUP= 
MIXED USER SEQN 

HHH HH 0 BBBBB 

HHHH HH Ci BB:BBB 
mea.1 Bt,.; 

INPUT= 

LSB XXX X XX X XXXXX 

(R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: Your choice of binary, octal, hexadecimal, ASCII, and EBCDIC 

formats. Using any of the 48 data inputs whenever you want, you can 

form up to 48 columns of separately defined characters for data 

displays. 

Figure 5-24. Mixed Format, User Sequence Data Format Screen. 
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mistake and enter the field accidentally or realize halfway through that 

you are specifying the wrong character, you can press the DELETE key to 

cancel character definition for that column. The partially specified 

character will be immediately eliminated and the cursor will return to 

the column specification field. 

The INSERT and DELETE keys allow you to quickly change and rearrange the 

Data Format screen in either of the mixed formats. Whenever you are in 

the column specification field, pressing the INSERT key inserts a space 

at that location by moving the currently specified character for that 

column and all following columns one space to the right. By repeatedly 

pressing or holding down the IRSERT key, you can add as many spaces as 

you want (until the rightmost defined character reaches the end of the 

column specification field, which means the maximum number of 48 columns 

has been defined). Each space can either be left as a space or used to 

enter a new character. Pressing the DELETE key while in the column 

specification field eliminates whatever character is specified for that 

column and moves all following columns one space to the left. You can 

delete all but the last character by repeatedly pressing or holding down 

the DELETE key; at least one specified column must be left somewhere on 

the screen. SHIFT, DELETE removes all columns to the right of the field 

cursor. 

5.7.4 DEVICE MNEMONICS 

This screen (see Figure 5-25) is available only with theRTE-816 Micro

processor Execution Disassembly Module. This module must be attached to 

the K101-D and must show the necessary format for disassembly of micro

processor program flow. A fixed format of address, status, data, and 

flags is provided, depending on the microprocessor the module supports. 

If no module is connected, "Device Not Available" will flash in the 

screen selection field whenever this choice is made (see Figure 5-26). 

No editing is available in this mode. 
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CLOCK=EXT - MLT GPIB=LOCS '.1=-00.00 15:24:42 MEM=M 

DATA FORMAT 

HHHH 
MSB ADDR 

6 
5 
4 
3 s,~~,\ 
2 ";\1\'11 
1 ¥1\i\ 

LSB ~f!A 

MSB 
6 
5 
4 

HHHH -
3 XXXX 
2 XXXX 
1 XXXX 

LSB XXXX 

C= R= 

~.4§ ••• 

BBBBBBBB HH 
STATUS DATA 

SEARCH WORD 
BBBIlBBBB HH 
10 111101 • 

xx 
xx 
xx 

XXXXXXXX XX 

(R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY. 

Note: The 8085 Disassembler Data Format screen is an example of a 

Device Mnemonics display. 

Figure 5-25. Device Mnemonics Display. 

CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS v=-ee.ee 17:09:44 MEM=M 

OAT A FORt1AT 

EVICE NOT AVAILABLE 

00000000 HHHH HH 
MSB 

6 
;; 
4 
3 ~~'\I\ '?~ 
:2 c;:'t~o;SOo~~ 8;~"I:'A ,,;1Iz 

1 l~Cs~~Ej:~'" ~81f\,'" ~'\ 
LSBtb9l~~OI'e~"s ~Ve'S "''b 

SEARCH WORD 
00000000 HHHH HH 
1111111111111111 - III 

MBB 
:; 
;; 
4 
3 XXXX XX 
:2 XXXXXXXX XXXX XX 
I XXXXXXXX XXXX XX 

LSB d!xxxxxxx XXXX xx 
C= R= (R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: When no RTE-816 (microprocessor disassembler) is in use, paging 

to the Device Mnemonics screen shows the preceding mixed format 

selection and the message "Device Not Available." 

Figure 5-26. "Device Not Available" Message. 
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5. 8 '!'RACE COIITROL SCRBBIIS 

When the most efficient and applicable input, clocking, and data format

ting have been determined, you still have to isolate the essential 

portions of your system's program activity. Even when only valid and 

qualified data samples are considered, a typical digital system 

processes several million bytes of data per second. Capturing and 

reviewing more than a very small portion of that data in an intelligent 

manner can be a task ranging from tedious and impractical to humanly 

impossible. Earlier logic analyzers tackled this problem by offering a 

variety of features designed to help you capture a narrowly defined 

"window" of activity around some very specific event in the program 

flow. Features such as combinational triggering (bit-pattern recogni

tion), delay by clocks, delay by events, multilevel triggering, and 

selective trace (trace only when certain data inputs are in specified 

states) provided a means of precisely defining the desired window. 

While these triggering features are sufficient in many cases, they 

provide no means of capturing data separated in time by any significant 

number of samples. Only selective trace offers any means of recording 

time independent data and these data are restricted to tasks such as 

monitoring the status of an I/O port or specific memory location. 

Often, the true causes of a program aberration occur a relatively long 

time before their effects are observed. Gaining an understanding of the 

interaction requires gathering segments of data around several separate 

areas of program activity rather than around just one area or only at 

one loca tion. 

The conditional trace control of the K101-D allows you to isolate and 

capture the essential portions of your system's program activity in a 

single, compact recording, even if they are widely separated in the 

program flow. Trace control offers multilevel trace combined with 

sophisticated control commands that incorporate both pattern recognition 
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and delay qualification. These features allow rapid capture of complex 

and otherwise unobtainable data. In addition to all of the previously 

mentioned means of capturing information, trace control provides these 

powerful new capabilities. 

Once you have specified the other recording parameters, you will 

probably find that these screens are the primary ones that you will 

change when you want to make new recordings. Up to 16 separate trace 

control levels (0 through F) can be specified for each recording. Trace 

control always begins at level O. The level on which trace control 

stops and the number of levels used for each recording are user

specified; you only have to enter the number of levels required. Each 

level, identical in form to the others, has its own menu screen for 

changing and reviewing that level's specifications. The specifiable 

parameters are contained on the bottom half of the screen (see Figure 5-

27). The top half of the screen shows the currently specified data 

format: you can readily see which inputs were used to define each 

character of the data patterns (which you can use within the level's 

condi tional commands). 

5.8.1 TYPES OF TRACE CONTROL 

An individual delay count and four basic conditional commands (STOP, 

JUMP, ADVANCE, and TRACE) are offered at each level. 

5.8.1.1 DELAY 

Delay can be entered as either a decimal or hex number. Any value from 

1 to 65,535 decimal counts (1 to FFFF in hex) is acceptable. The sample 

count used for delay is specifiable using either occurrences of the 

master clock or of the levels advance pattern. The sample count is re

initialized by each level entry. 
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CLOCK=0020 ftSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:44:31 MEM=M 

MSB 
6 
5 
4 

2 
1 

LSB 

TRACE CONTROL 

HHHH HH 0 BBBBB 

LEVEL ~ DELA'T' = ~ lI'I'"","'!1 CL.GC~ '3 

STOP NEVER 

END LEVEL 

T"IMP' T,-· !3 ~ ~ ~ .. -.~ ~ T 
,_, u! I. ! ,_I 115 1 r UH I H=u AND SAMPLE COUNT (DELAY 

J= 0890 XX X XXXXX 

ADVANCE IF DATA=A AND SAMPLE COUNT )DELAY 
A= 0895 XX X XXXXX 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T= XXXX XX X XXXXX 

F 

C= R= (R-C)= ( ) CL= LEVEL=F RD'-r' 

Note: This Trace Control screen shows the current level 0 selections 

that will be used for capturing the next recording in memory M. 

Figure 5-27. Trace Control Parameter Specification. 
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5.8.1.2 STOP 

Nine different commands can be used to immediately stop tracing: STOP 

IF DATA = S; STOP ALWAYS; STOP NEVER; and STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE 

COUNT >, <, =, ~, ~, OR 'I DELAY. "SIt may be any noncontradictory data 

pattern possible given the current format of the 48 data inputs shown at 

the top of the screen. All logical values for each specified character 

can be entered in "S," including "Don't Care" states. 

Various combinations of the nine STOP commands allow you to specify all 

logical relationships of the stop pattern, delay, and sample count 

including STOP ALWAYS and STOP NEVER. These commands are independent of 

any conditions other than whether the trace control is currently active 

in that level. STOP IF DATA = Sallows you to use the stop pattern 

independently of Delay. The remaining commands require both the stop 

pattern to be true and the sample count to have the specified relation 

to delay. By entering all "Don't Cares" in the stop pattern field, you 

can effectively use only delay as the stop condition. 

Each of the other three basic trace control commands (JUMP, ADVANCE, and 

TRACE) offers the same types of conditional commands and are used in the 

same manner. STOP has priority over the JUMP and ADVANCE commands; if 

all three come true simultaneously, the unit will stop. 

5.8.1.3 JUMP 

If the specified conditional command for JUMP comes true, trace control 

jumps immediately to the user-defined level (0 through F). The same 

nine types of commands are available as for STOP, except that JUMP 

replaces STOP as the command word and "J" replaces "s" for the pattern 

label. A JUMP can be used for either a partial or total sequence 
• 

restart of the recording or to follow an alternate data path. Since the 

trace control looks for all four conditional command patterns simultan

eously, the nature of the JUMP and ADVANCE commands allow you to also 
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use them as "ORed" trace patterns. JUMP has priority over the ADVANCE 
command; if both commands come true simultaneously, the unit executes 
the JUMP command. 

5.8.1.4 ADVANCE 

When the ADVANCE command 

iately to the next level. 

for ADVANCE as for STOP; 

comes true, the trace control advances immed

The same nine types of commands are available 

again, ADVANCE replaces STOP as the command 
word and "A" replaces "s" for the pattern label. Using the various 
ADVANCE commands where appropriate in eacn level allows you to follow 

extremely intricate sequential program behavior. 

5.8.1.5 TRACE 

Selective trace recording of each valid data sample is decided based on 
whether or not that sample meets the levels specified trace conditions. 

These conditions are defined using the same nine types of commands 

available for STOP. TRACE replaces STOP as the command word and "T" 
replaces"S" for the pattern label. 

TRACE commands are not prioritized relative to the STOP, JUMP, or 
ADVANCE commands; if one of these commands comes true, the unit selec
tively traces samples independently of these other commands. 

5.8.1.6 End Level 

The end level value is usually set to F, but can be set to any value 0 

through F. When the trace control logic advances out of the specified 
end level, the trace control process stops. A jump from the specified 

end level, however, will execute normally and will not cause the 
recording process to stop. This can be used as a means of specifying an 

alternate stop condition on a level or as a debugging tool for your 

trace control program. By moving the end level value up and repeating 

the record cycle, you can·move through your trace control program, 
stopping after the advance from each level and viewing the results. 
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5.8.2 GENERAL APPROACH TO TRACE CONTROL 

The general approach in specifying a sequence of trace control menus is 

to use ADVANCE to progress along the expected course of events and JUMP 

to follow possible sidelines. 

Leave room for new insertions so that you do not have to make awkward 

jumps merely to get around a screen level you have already used. For 

example, you might reserve levels 0 through 8 for the main line, even 

though you have defined only five main-line levels. Then jump out to 

levels 9, 11, and so on for exceptions, allowing two screens for each 

even if you think only one is needed. This approach leaves room for 

expansion. If you have to insert a new screen between others, you don~ 

have to respecify all the later screens. 

Be careful with ALWAYS and NEVER; TRACE NEVER means just that. 

Work up to complex logic. Try simpler approaches, verify that they , 

work, and gradually increase your complexity. Build on solid steps of 

progress. The end level specification, explained above, can be very 

useful in developing a sequence of trace control screens. 

Section 8 (Applications) has many examples of trace control screens that 

show how the different elements of trace control work together. 

A form for specifying trace control is available from Gould (see Figure 

5-28). Not'e that it has a table showing the QUICK key values for the 

nine condition choices available for STOP, JUMP, ADVANCE and TRACE. 

5.9 IR'l'ERF1CE 

The Interface menu is the only Specify menu not discussed in this 

section. It refers to specification of the communication process and is 

discussed in Section 9 (Communications). 
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There is one point about communications that does relate to specifying 

recording parameters: these recording parameters can be specified 

remotely. The settings discussed in this section can be coded and sent 

to a remote K101-D. 
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ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM SETUPII_OF_ DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
I 6 

D N 5 
• p 4 
T U 3 
• T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

I~U.!::~ ..... J DATA FORMAT 

RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX. (A)~~I. or IE) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 
LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ 

QUICK KEY O·F DECJHEX 1).65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS 
END LEVEL 

D·F 

( ..... ) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _____ ~------------------------------------------
( ....... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0·65 K ClOCKSIA PA TTEANS O·F 

....... ) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

........ ) JUMPTO._ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ....... ) TRACE ____________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ 
QUICK KEY O·F DECIHEX 1}65 K O·F ---Cco.;C-OC=KSC:-,. ~PA~TT"'ER:C;NS~ EN D LEVEL 
( ....... .) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ j JUMP TO _ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= ___________________________________________ _ 
(. ....... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY 
OUICK KEY O-F DECIHEX 0-65 K -C~LO~C~KSc:-,.~PA~TT~ER"'NS~ END LEVEL 

~.) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

C) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

.... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _________________________________________ _ 
... ) TRACE ____________________ _ 

T= _____________________________________________ _ 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
For .a~nl.,.,_ 

TRACE IS In""~.~danl 01 lhe OIIw commanO' 
STOP n •• p"'''''yo •• , JUMP 
JUMP nas Pf<O"ty 0 •• , AOV"'NCE 

All '00' m'IO! comm~nd' In each te'e' can come 
,rue on any ot n'M cOMlhon. 
O~,c. Key Com mana CaM Ilion 

"'Iw'~s 
~ev.' 
II DATA = O"ndsamp'.Coun, ·Oela, 
II OATil. _ o and SampleCounl Oelay 

It DATA. 0 ~M sam~le Count. Delay 
'tOIlTA. o ana Samp'. Counl .• Deia\' 
10 DATA = 0 and sampl~ Count .. = Delay 
II DATA" Oand Sample Count ~Dela'; 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

Note: This is the front side of Form DWG. 24. The other side contains 

all supporting specifications. 

Figure 5-28. Trace Control Form. 
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Section 6 

MH:IRG A RBCORDDG 

6. 1 OVERVIEW AID STRATEGY 

The recording process can take place any time simply by pressing the ARM 

key. For meaningful recordings, however, the desired inputs should have 

already been connected and the input and trace conditions specified. 

When these tasks have been completed, your next step is to decide how 

you want the recording{s) to be made. 

This section explains how to specify and control the recording process 

from the front panel. There are several possible approaches to 

controlling the recording process. At one extreme, you can sit and 

monitor the process, and even intervene manually. At the other extreme, 

you can set up the system for automatic operation and let it run for 

several days. 

6.1.1 ARMING SPECIFICATIONS 

Arming specifications are set using the Input Mode screen. For 

convenience, the choices are shown again: 

Manual 

Auto 

Auto stop if A=B 

Auto stop if AiB 

Auto stop if A=B within limits 

Auto stop if AiB within limits 
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6.1.2 MANUAL CONTROL 

You control the recording process with four keys in the ACQUIRE section 

of the control panel. These keys are red, and they have the following 

functions: 

a. ARM: Starts the recording process 

b. ADYARCE: Can be used to force an advance to the next level of 

tracing 

c. M->A: Stops the recording process and moves the recorded 

information to display memory A 

d. STOP: Stops the recording process but does not move the 

recorded information to the display memory 

The recording process ends either (a) automatically when the specified 

condi tions and the conditions of the arm mode are met, or (b) the user 

stops the process. Different stop conditions can be specified for each 

level using the trace control stop commands (see paragraph 5.8.1.2) or 

the end level option (see paragraph 5.8.1.6). Depending on the arm mode 

and its conditions, the end of a recording cycle may end the recording 

process or a new recording cycle may be initiated. Arm modes and their 

condi tions are discussed below. Even when an automatic mode is used, 

manual control is still provided: you can stop a recording in process 

at any time by pressing either the M->A key or the STOP key. 

6.1.3 MONITORING THE RECORDING PROCESS 

While the analyzer is actually tracing and recording, you can monitor 

progress by watching the status and level messages displayed in the 

lower right corner of the CRT screen. These messages are shown on every 

menu and data screen in the same location. Assuming a clock is present, 
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the current trace control level number shows, along with a status of 

busy or ready. Busy means that the trace logic is attempting to 

complete the conditions specified for that trace level. Ready means 

that the conditions are satisfied and the user can view the results. 

6.2 ARMIRG CHOICES 

Pressing the ARM key starts the sampling process that leads to the 

acquisition of the desired information on the behavior of the target 

system. Control of this recording process is preset by the selection of 

an arming mode. Although there are six possible specifications, they 

can be thought of as three basic arm modes: Manual, Auto, and Auto Stop 

by Compare. The modes differ, essentially, in what conditions may be 

specified to stop the recording process. 

An explanation of the arm modes is given below. "Recording cycle" means 

the entire cycle of sampling data and acquiring those data which meet 

trace specifications. A recording cycle ends when the trace logic 

reaches a stop condition or an end level. 

6.2.1 MANUAL ARM MODE 

Manual arm mode initiates only one recording cycle and stops at the end 

of that acquisition. (The other arm modes may repeat recording cycles.) 

If the recording conditions are not met as expected, you can end the 

recording cycle by pressing M->A or STOP. 

Use: This mode is used for gaining insight on problems involving 

general system characterization, checkout, and debugging. 

6.2.2 AUTO ARM MODE 

The Auto arm mode automatically re-arms the K101-D after the first 

recording cycle has been completed, and continues indefinitely to re-arm 
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and record after each completed cycle. The same trace parameters are 

used for every recording cycle. Each re-~rm sets the trace memory M to 

all zeros and the associated trace level tracking bits all to F. The 

first valid master clock pulse that is sensed by the trace control logic 

causes an unconditional advance to level 0 where the recording process 

begins. 

After each cycle is completed, the Data, Graph, and Timing displays are 

automatically updated to show the new information acquired. Auto arm 

mode allows you to select the desired display and observe changes in 

system behavior as each new recording is completed. 

Auto arm mode has a pass counter available, which can be ~sed to 

redefine a specific limit to the number of recording passes the analyzer 

is to complete before stopping. The M->A and STOP keys can also be 

used. The pass counter is set by accessing the pass counter limit field 

(see Figure 6-1) on .the upper right side of the Input Mode screen. The 

pass count limit can be set to any value from 0 (not used) to 9,999. 

Pressing the ARM key resets the pass count to zero and begins a fresh 

recording process with a new count, even if the unit is already armed. 

When the instrument reaches the specified number of completed 

acquisitions, recording stops automatically. 

Use: Auto arm mode allows you to monitor selected displays (Data, 

Graph, or Timing) to observe specific changes in system behavior as each 

recording cycle is completed. This mode can also be used to set the 

analyzer up to look for an error indefinitely (up to the pass counter 

limit). If an error occurs, the recording process may hand in a trace 

level waiting for an expected event that has not been sampled. Every 

time you enter the Input Mode screen, a count field above the pass 

counter entry field shows the number of acquisi tion cycles completed. 

This figure is updated when you enter the Input Mode screen, but is not 

maintained dynamically or transferred to memory A when a recording is 

completed. 
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Note: The pass counter is on the upper right of the screen. 

Figure 6-1. Input Mode Screen. 
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The count is retained on the memory M Input Mode screen until the next 

arm cycle is initiated. 

6.2.3 AUTO STOP BY COMPARE ARM MODE 

There are four possible Auto Stop specifications: 

a. Auto stop if A=B 

b. Auto stop if A~B 

c. Auto stop if A=B within limits 

d. Auto stop if A~B within limits 

Auto Stop arm mode is similar to Auto arm mode. The additional 

specifications are provided to extend your control over the conditions 

that automatically stop the instrument's recording cycle. All four 

specifications compare the contents of memories A and B. The first two 

specifications compare the complete memories, checking either for equal 

or not equal; the second two specifications compare only a specified 

portion of the memories for equal or not equal. 

Other stop conditions are the same as those for Auto arm mode, including 

the pass count and the manual stop keys. Pressing the ARM key resets 

the pass count to zero and begins a new count, even if the unit is 

already armed. 

Use: Auto Stop mode is also called "baby sitting" mode, because the 

logic analyzer can be left without an operator for long periods of time 

to monitor the system under test. This allows looking for a particular 

set of conditions or for intermittent faults. Because the time of day 

is stored with a recording, the time of day at which the results of 

interest occur can be captured and stored. 

When used with the pass counter, Auto Stop can also be used to verify or 

ensure that your target system is operating properly as opposed to 
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searching for intermittent faults. Although certainly not a 

quantitatively exhaustive approach, this application is based on the 

rather simple assumption that if your system is able to repeatedly 

perform the activities required to complete each pass, then that aspect 

of the system is probably functioning properly. The validity of this 

assumption depends primarily on your ability to define the basic 

recording parameters. A side benefit is that if a problem does show up, 

chances are also good that you have automatically captured the clues 

necessary for quickly isolating and eliminating the problem. 

Note 

If the analyzer hangs up between levels 

rather than reaching a specified stop, it 

is still quite possible that the critical 

symptoms were captured. Memory A will 

contain the last successfully recorded pass 

and memory M will contain the partial 

recording leading up to the problem. If 

you notice the recording has hung up and 

want to maximize the information available 

to find out why, press A->B to save the 

last recording, then M->A to transfer the 

partial recording. 

The reference memory used for Auto Stop comparisons can be loaded in 

three basic ways: via the Edit mode, from communications port, or by 

direct transfer from memory A to B. The edi t functions can be used to 

provide an idealized reference memory for comparison. Details on the 

four specifications for this mode follow. 

6.2. 3.1 Auto Stop by Full Compare 

Ei ther "A equal to B" or "A not equal to B" can be specified as the stop 

condition. When the last recording made compares to the reference 
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memory B contents in the specified manner, the recording cycle stops and 

that recording is held in display memory A for review. Otherwise, 

recording continues just as in Auto mode. The pass counter, M->A key, 

and stoP key function as with Auto mode to stop the recording process. 

6.2.3.2 Auto Stop ec.pare Within Lbl1ts 

Auto Stop within limits lets you choose only a portion of the recording 

for the Auto Stop comparison, rather than the whole memory. In all other 

respects, Auto Stop wi thin limits functions the same as the Auto Stop 

with full compare, including the use of the pass counter, M->A key, and 

STOP key as alternate methods to stop a recording cycle. 

Use: If even a portion of the recording is expected to remain stable 

for each new acquisition, you can use the Auto Stop feature to check 

that stable portion. When this arm mode is used, you can limit data 

comparison in two ways. First, only the inputs currently displayed 

from memory A, which were selected using the data format field, are 

considered. Second, the Control Cursor and Reference Cursor can be used 

to limit a portion of the display. Only data from the Control Cursor 

location through the Reference Cursor location are considered. (If, 

however, the Reference Cursor is in front of the Control Cursor, the 

entire contents of both memories are considered over all currently 

displayed inputs, as though the Control Cursor were located at 0 and the 

Reference Cursor at SAM). 

6.3 IWIUAL COIITROL 

6.3.1 ADVANCE 

The ADVANCB key can be used to force the trace logic to advance to the 

next level of tracing. 
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Use: There are several situations in which the ADVARCB key is useful. 

For example, in setting the trace logic, the user may have assumed that 

level 2 would quickly result in conditions to be traced at level 3. 
Instead, the display continues to show that level 2 is busy. By forcing 

the trace logic to advance to level 3, the user can attempt to 

investigate whether the level 3 conditions have been reached some other 

way and are now active. 

To give another example, the user might set up two or three independent 

trace specifications, each requiring unexpected activity for level exit 

to occur, and move manually through these specifications to check for 

the nonoccurrence of various events in the system. 

6.3.2 MANUAL STOPS 

There are two ways to manually stop the recording process: press either 

the M->A key or the STOP key. The M->A moves the recorded information 

to the display memory, whereas the STOP key does not. 

Use: The difference is useful, even though you need to have the 

information in display memory in order to analyze it. You might choose 

STOP in order to examine prior display information or to ensure saving 

that information in reference memory before replacing it with a new 

recording. 

STOP may also be the better choice if for some reason the recording 

process is botched. In such a case, there is no reason to continue to 

gather or display meaningless data. 
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Section 7 

RBCORDDG ABALYSIS 

7. 1 OVERVIEW AID STRADGY 

The goal of recording analysis is to determine if one has solved a 

problem, or at least to reveal the steps necessary to obtain a solution. 

Depending on the results of your analysis, you may stop immediately or 

return to a prior step and try again, perhaps with changed 

specifications based on the insights gained through the review of 

captured information. 

The analytic tools explained in this section represent a powerful 

problem solving capability and provide the best means to reach the 

aforementioned goal. With these tools -- Data, Graph, and Timing 

displays -- you can review, search, and compare recorded information in 

both memories A and B. 

This section discusses how to examine the results of the recording 

process set up using the techniques explained in Sections 5 and 6. It 

explains how to use the choices available for the DISPLAY keys, EDIT 

keys, and other ways to review recordings. (See Section 3 for detailed 

reference material on these keys and Section 4 for information on how 

to use them.) The emphasis here is the rationale behind making 

particular choices. 

Here are some of the topics addressed in this section: 

a. The Data, Graph, and Timing displays 

b. The use of the SEARCH and COMPARE functions and of the Control 

Cursor and Reference Cursor 

c. How and why to edit reference memory B 
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Keep in mind that the Data, Graph, and Timing displays are alternate 

presentations of the same information, as shown in Figures 7-1, 7-2, and 

7-3, respectively. 

The Da ta display allows you to see every record captured. It uses the 

format specified by the Data Format screen. 

The Graph display allows you to see an overview of the sequence of 

captured events. The emphasis is on comparison of events over time 

rather than the details of events occurring at each sample. 

The Timing display allows you to see the timing relationships among 

events. This display shows the rise and fall over time of each sample 

input relative to its selected threshold level. 

7.2 OVERVIEW OF KEYS 

For convenience, here is a brief review of the keys used in recording 

analysis. They are discussed in detail in Section 4 (User Controls and 

Displays). The keys are the DISPLAY keys, the EDIT keys from the 

GENERAL key area, hexadecimal keys and ASCII keys, several direct keys 

used for manipulating the displays, and the FIELD keys for manipulating 

the Control and Reference Cursors. 

7.2.1 DISPLAY KEYS 

The DATA, GRAPH, and TIMING keys are used to bring up the appropriate 

display. The A and B keys select the current memory, which is the 

memory to be displayed or searched. The SEARCH key is a toggle which 

sets the SEARCH function on or off; it is used to search the current 

memory for the presence of specific bit combinations or patterns. This 

search pattern is set from the Data Format screen, called from the 

SPECIFY area of the keyboard. COMPARE is also a toggle; it turns the 
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CLOCK=MlX - MLT GPIB=LOCS V=-00.01 18:47:05 MEM=A 

HHHH HH 0 HHHH HH 0 HHHH HH 0 
000C0899 C6 3 024 089F 08 2 046 0898 n 3 
001 089A 03 2 025 0895 F5 3 049 20EE 04 2 
002 089B D3 3 026 2.0EF 52 1 050 20EF 55 2 
003 089C 21 2 027 20EE 10 1 051 0899 C6 3 
004 2021 4F 5 028 0896 DB 3 052 089A 03 2 
005 089D C3 3 029 0897 20 2 053 089B D3 3 
006 089E 95 2 030 2020 80 6 054 089C 21 2 
007 089F 08 2 031 0.898 Fl 3 055 2021 58 5 
008 0895 F5 3 032 20EE 10 2 056 089D C3 3 
009 20EF 4F 1 033 20EF 52 2 057 089E 95 2 
010 20EE 00 1 034 0899 C6 3 058 089F 08 2 
011 0896 DB 3 035 089A 03 2 059 0895 ""5 3 
012 0897 20 2 036 089B D3 3 06.0 20EF 58 1 
013 2020 80 6 037 089C 21 2 061 20EE 00 1 
014 0898 Fl 3 038 2021 55 5 062 0896 DB 3 
015 20EE 00'1 2 039 089DC3 3 063 0897 20 2 
016 20EF 4F 2 040 089E 95 2 064 2020 80 6 
017 0899 C6 3 041 089F 08 2 065 0898 Fl 3 
018 089A 03 2 042 0895 F5 3 066 20EE 00 2 
019 089B D3 3 043 20EF 55 1 067 20EF 58 2 
020 089C 21 2 044 20EE 04 1 068 0899 C6 3 
021 2021 52 5 045 0896 DB 3 069 089A 03 2 
022 089D C3 3 046 0897 20 2 070 089B D3 3 
023 089E 95 2 047 2020 80 6 071 089C 21 2 

·C= o R=514 (R-C)=+514( ) CL=0 LEVEL=1 RDY 

Note: The data shown are in the format specified by the current Data 

Format display. The display shows the exact events as captured. 

Figure 7-1. Data Display. 

CLOCK=MIX - MLT GPIB=LOCS 
I -
i 

HOR. II SCALE 
= X06 

16 11 

CHANNELS 
SELECTEDI 

I 
GRAPH 1_-

000-0851 

I 

V=-00.01 18:47:05 MEM=A . -- _.- -

HH,I 
~C~Dn,A~T~A~=~08o.9~9'--------'RSTD~A~TAA=~0"8~9~6----~---

C= 0 R= 1.1 (R-C) =-F 11 ( ) CL=0 LEVEL= 1 RDY 

Note: The same data as in Figure 7-1, shown graphically. 

Figure 7-2. Graph Display. 
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CLOCf<=12I1212121 nSEC GPI B=LOCS '· ... =-121121. 1211 117: 47: 18 t1Et1=A 
PAGE 121 HX 1211 

[: L f< cf lftJ1...f1.nJ 121 
ALE ~ . , 121 
F.:D (:[, : 0 
~-iF.: c;-:ll~ 1 
INTA c;:: 0 
rOr-1 (~i ;! 0 
S 1 c:?'-l 1 
St21 c':: : 121 
A15 E:? : " n 121 
A14 E:~ i r-1 0 
Al:3 E:~~~ L-..J ~ 
A 12 c.y i i 11 0 
00121-514 i·;· ,:I.,.!.,.,.,.,.,.!.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.!.!.,.!.!.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.!.,.,.,.!., . IF.: 
A 11 Eh:..j I L--J~ Ll 

AD? 
AIlE. 
ADS 

Note: Some of the input signals from Figure 7-1 shown over time. 

Figure 7-3. Timing Display. 
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COMPARE function on or off, and compares all samples present in memories 

A and B. Finally, A->B transfers the contents of memory A to memory B. 

7.2.2 THE EDIT KEYS 

Three blue (action) keys in the GENERAL key area control the EDIT 

function. EDIT turns on Edit mode, IIiSERT inserts a blank line in the 

Data display, and DELETE deletes a line. When in Edit mode, you can use 

hexadecimal keys to change or insert data in the Data display. Also in 

this mode, you can insert labels in the Timing display, using the ASCII 

keys. 

7.2.3 DISPLAY MANIPULATION 

The Timing display can be expanded using the vertical or horizontal 

expansion keys (V6 or H x 3, for example) and can be scrolled using PAGE 

UP and PAGE DOWN. The Graph display can be expanded using the 

horizontal expansion keys and EDIT key. 

7.2.4 CURSOR KEYS 

The FIELD keys for moving the Control Cursor (labelled CURSOR) and the 

Reference Cursor (labelled REFERENCE) are used in reviewing all three 

displays. In the Data display, the cursors move vertically, and in the 

Graph and Timing displays, horizontally. 

7.3 DISPLAY FORMATS 

There are three display formats: Data, Graph, and Timing. Data is the 

basic display; the other two are derived from it. These displays show 

the current memory, which may be A or B memory according to whether the 

A or B key was last pressed. A or B can be pressed before pressing 

DATA, GRAPH, or TIMING, or while displaying one of those three formats. 
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The current memory is shown in the upper right of the display, as 

"Mem=A" or "Mem=B." 

7.4 DATA DISPLAY 

This is also called a "state display," because it shows the exact state 

of the captured events. The information is in the format set by the 

current Data Format specification (from the SPECIFY area). The format 

can be changed; this would be reflected in a change of the display. 

Input signals that are not formatted are not displayed; however, all 

input signals that are eligible at trace time are captured, and they can 

be displayed if the format is changed to show them. 

The conditions used at the time of capture are also preserved, and 

changes in the conditions of capture, such as changes in threshold or 

polarity, do not change a prior display. 

PAGE UP and PAGE DOVR can be used to move through the Data display. The 

Control Cursor and Reference Cursor also move through the display. 

Their locations are shown by "C" and "R" at the left of the data. 

7.4.1 DATA SEARCHES 

The SEARCH ORlOFF key is an alternate action or toggle key which turns 

SEARCH on or off. It refers to the current memory. The search pattern 

is entered by using the lower half of the Data Format menu. 

There are two modes for specifying the search word (see Figure 7-4). 

a. By bytes: enter data in the same format that you specify in 

the upper half of this menu. 

b. By bits: enter (in the MSB/LSB field) 1, 0, or "Don't Care" 

bits. This gives you the ability to specify a hex byte, for 
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example, and then specify a range of hex words by setting to 

"Don't Care" one or more of the bi ts of the hex byte. 

The bottom of the Data display shows the search results, including the 

total number of cases matching the pattern and the first and last 

locations. In Figure 7-5, the tally at screen bottom shows two 

occurrences of the search word, at memory locations 139 and 395. An 

asterisk on the Data display entry shows the matching locations. The 

BEXT key allows you to sequence through memory from one matching event 

location to the next. 

7 • 4.2 MEMORY COMPARISON 

You can compare the contents of A and B memories. The DISPLAY key 

COMPARE AlB is an alternate action or toggle key; it turns the COMPARE 

feature on and off (see Figure 7-6). 

By using Da ta display for A or B, you can visually determine the exact 

differences between the two memories. The instrument finds and tallies 

the unmatched locations. An unequal sign (~) denotes those locations in 

memory A that are not equal to the corresponding locations in memory B. 

The BEXT key allows you to sequence through the memory locations that do 

not match. 

7.4.3 REFERENCE EDITING 

If the data format is not a fixed format, you can edit or enter data in 

memory B (see Figure 7-7 for an example). 

When you press the EDIT key, a cursor appears at the top of the left 

hand column of data. Position the cursor to the desired memory 

location, using the UP/DOWN arrow keys in FIELD area. 
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CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS 

RADIX= GROUP= INPUT= .nJJOO, __ m'~_·" "Ii" ]JlJ'{I.II •• 

ClIl,JO H, HH 
r"1SB 

E, 
5 
4 
' .... E~~~A,:~ ')~ ".:l 

2 C' G-:~e q.C E: E: 'h ~,jbr)A E:~E~Ae~ A~~ 
1 I::EI::~~CS~e:FE:C~~ E'iSE:11\'\ As~ 

LSB ~ " , ", Be~Ek 1,,'1\ 9:! C'i'I.~ ("1 " " ~lb't:~ 'Vb 

SEARCH ~JOf;':D 
00000000 HHHH HH 
mEJ§mr~ ~ [mJ 

~1SB 
6 
5 
4 
3 0000 00 
2 00000000 0000 00 
1 00000000 0000 00 

LSB 10000~00 0000 00 

C= R= (R-C)= ( ) CL= LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: At the lower half of screen, search is ON. Line of hex, ASCII, 

octal, and binary allows byte level selection of the search word. 

Column MSB/LSB allows bit level selection. 

Figure 7-4. Data Searches. 
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CLClCI<=1iJ1iJ21iJ r,.SEC GP I B=L. (IC::;: \'!"'".'~i!I" IiJIiJ i!li!li!l1iJ1iJ1iJ1iJ1iJ t1E11=B 

OODOOOOO HHHf·i Hi-: ::::II:'::,CICII:lCIDCI ~il~HH ~'H 
! 31iJC41iJ:iliJ I ~:IiJ;~ \::: ~,:: .;,:::: C? !. ·:1'::::, ~':I 1 ~::12 '~)i~S;\f~ h:) 
131 41iJ?1iJ161iJ3 8:~:i.:::J c::~: 1 ~:i ~5 46?1!563:3 iB9B 9B 
p" '-''':' 4111iJ221iJ4 84::~4 ::;14 1 ~::i t;, 47116234 '1C9C 9C 
133 4131iJ261iJ5 8585 8:.i I. 5~? 47:316635 9D9D 'rD 
134 41 ~5e13206 B€!86 86 15::: 47517236 9E9E 9E 
135 4171iJ3607 87:37 E:? 159 47717637 9F9F 9F 
136 42104210 88:3:3 8::3 160 51iJ120240 A0A0 A0 
1'''-' '"'.- 42304611 :3989 ::3';;' 1.1.',1 51iJ:321iJ641 AlAI Al 
138 4251iJ5212 8A:3A 8A 162 5~521242 A2A2 A2 
139*10000000 01iJ1iJ1iJ IiJIiJ 16:3 51iJ721643 A3A~: A3 
141iJ 4:311iJ6214 8C8C 81-: 164 51122244 A4A4 A4 
141 4:331iJ6615 8D8D 8D 165 :11322645 A5A5 A5 
142 4:351iJ7216 8E8E 8E 166 51523246 A6A6 A6 
143 4371iJ7617 :3F8F 8F 167 51723647 A7A7 A7 
144 44111iJ221iJ 90$'1iJ 91iJ 168 52124251iJ A8A8 A8 
145 44311iJ621 $' IS:' I 7' I 1.6$' 52324651 A9A9 A9 
146 44511222 9292 9"' ~. 171iJ 52525252 AAAA AA 
147 44711623 9393 S;,] 171 52725653 ABAB AB 
148 45112224 '147'4 94 I"~' I' ..::. 53126254 ACAC AC 
149 45312625 9595 '7'5 1"~' .. ":1 53326655 ADAD AD 
150 45513226 96% % 174 5:3527256 AEAE AE 
151 4571:3627 '71797 '7'7 175 53727657 AFAF AF 
152 46114231iJ 9S9S 98 176 54131iJ261iJ BillB0 BIiJ 
15:3 46314631 997'9 '?'? 177 54330661 B1BI Bl 

TOTAL "" = 2 FI R:3T * =139 LAST * =395 
C=13ill R=514 (R-c) =+ :384 ( ." 

6S.~S ) CL=F LEVEL=F RDY .-. 

Note: Data entry at the bottom of the screen shows that there were two 

words, at locations 139 and 395. 

Figure 7-5. Search Tabulation. 

CLOCK=01iJ20 nSEC GPIB=LOCS \1=-IiJIiJ. 1iJ0 00001iJ000 ~IEM=B 

00000000 HHHH HH 01]000000 HHHH HH 
085C25252525 5555 CI:::' ... 1,_' 10';' :332E,6555 6D6D 6D 
0S6 2545.3126 5656 5r.:, 111iJ 33467151£, 6E6E 6E 
ill87 25653527 5757 ~5'? 111 :33667557 6F6F €oF 
1iJ88 260541:31iJ 5858 5S' 112 34 IiJ 71iJ 160 71iJ70 70 
089 26254531 5951' 59 113 34270561 7171 71 
090 26455132 5A5A 5A 114 34471162 7272 72 
1iJ91 26655533 5B58 5B 115 34671563 7:373 73 
092 27056134 5C5C 5C 116 35072164 7474 74 
eJ93 27256535 5D5D 117 35272565 7575 75 
1iJ94 27457136 5E5E 118 35473166 7676 76 
095 27657537 5F5F 5F 119 35673567 7777 77 
1396 30060141iJ 6061iJ 61iJ 120 36074170 7878 78 
097;"55555541 6161 61 121 36274571 7979 79 
098 30461142 6262 62 1>'"1."1 "",, 36475172 7A7A 7A 
1iJ99 30661543 6363 63 123 36675573 7B7B 7B 
100 311<l62144 6464 64 124 :37076174 7C7C 7C 
lliJ I 31262545 6565 65 125 37276575 7D7D 7D 
lliJ2 31463146 6666 66 126 37477176 7E7E 7E 
lliJ3 31663547 6767 t=" ~c 127 37677577 7F7F 7F 
lliJ4 321iJ64151iJ 68E,8 68 128 40100200 8080 80 
11"5 32264551 69Et$' 69 129 40300601 8181 81 
lliJ6 32465152 6A6A 6A 130 41iJ50121iJ2 8282 82 
lliJ7 32665553 6B6B 6B 131 4071iJ161iJ3 8383 83 
108 :33ill66154 6e6C 6e 132 4110221iJ4 S484 84 

TOTAL ;" = 2 FIRST ;" = 97 LAST ;" =353 
c= 85 R=201il (R-Cl=+ 11:,( 2. 30,~S) CL=F LEIiEL=F RDY 

Note: Data entry shows two nonmatches, at locations 22 and 49. The 

BEXT key shifts to subsequent qualifying locations. 

Figure 1-6. Memory Comparison. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
00000000 HHHH HH 

1. 0:;C!2:;~f..4~5~::) :1, 

:1. 0 6 :::::: ~~: 4 ~:::I ~5 1. ~5 :;;:: 
1 '0? ::::2E,6 ~5 ~:i!5:] 
UH3 :3:30661.:::;4 
1 e,! ';;::1 :3 :] ~: 6 1:::1 ~5 ~5 ~::; 

1 1. I~~ :3 :~:: 4 6 '? 1 !::::i 6 
111 ~3:3E,E,~?~5~5'? 

1:::;,1::\ I:;;;, ~::I 

6B6B 
1:,[:1:,[: 
1::,[lI:;,D 
6E:~:,E 
E:,FI:~,F 

112 34070160 7070 70 
113 34270561 7171 71 
114 34471162 7272 72 
115 34671563 7373 73 
llC 35072164 7474 74 
117 35272565 7575 75 
1.1:3 :]54?:]l61:~:! 
j, 11?' :]~567:]567 

120 :36074170 
1. ~;~ 1. :362?4~:)'?]' 
1 ,.", ,"., 
,I.~",,,.:. 

12:3 
]1:,4 ?!:i 1'7:2 
:3 E, EJ 75!5?::3 

1~2,4 :3'?0'?61.?4 
1 ~:l :;:?:2'?Et:i'?5 
126 ;]747'71.76 
1 :~:: '? ~~? 6 '7 '? ~:j '?::::I 

';:::'6?1~::, 

77'77 

'?A?A 
7E:?B 

77 

'?A 
7B 

?C7C 7C 
?D7D ?D 
'? E ';:::' E '?' E: 
'? F" '? F ?F 

128 40100200 8080 80 
TOTAL ~ = 2 FIRST 

C=105 R=200 (R-C)=+ 9S( 

recording analysis 

V=-00.00 00000000 HEM=B 
00000000 HHHH HH 

119 40300601 8181 81 
130 40501202 8282 82 
131 40701603 8383 83 
132 41102204 8484 84 
133 41302605 8585 85 
134 41503206 8686 86 
135 41703607 8787 87 
136 42104210 8888 88 
137 42304611 8989 89 
138 42505212 8A8A 
139 42705613 8B8B 
140 43106214 8e8e 
141 43306615 8D8D 
142 43507216 8E8E 
143 43707617 8F8F 
144 44110220 9090 
145 44310621 9191 
146 44511222 9292 
147 44711623 9393 
148 45112224 9494 
149 45312625 9595 
150 45513226 9696 
151 45713627 9797 

'r 1. 

152 46114230 9898 98 
~ = 97 LAST ~ =353 
1. 90~S) Cl=f lEVEL=F RDY 

Note: The cursor is at location 105. You can wri te over the existing 

data using the hexadecimal keys. 

Figure 7-7. Reference Editing. 
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To alter individual entries, use the LEFT/RIGHT arrow keys to position 

the cursor at the character to be changed. Using the keyboard, write 

over the existing entry. You can use any appropriate hexadecimal 

characters. 

The INSERT and DELETE keys allow you to insert or delete memory entries 

when in Edit mode. 

In Figure 7-8, the edit cursor is placed at memory location 105 and the 

data stored is 6969. Pressing IRSERT clears the line to all zeros. 

This action also shifts all subsequent memory contents down one line. 

The last word in memory is lost. 

To delete an entry, place the edit cursor at the desired line and press 

the DBLETE key. The data at that memory location disappear and are 

replaced with the data from the line below. All data in memory get 

shifted up, and the last memory location is loaded with zeros (see 

Figure 7-9). 

7.5 GRAPH DISPLAY 

This display shows events plotted over time. It is useful for a quick 

comparison among events. Only the first 14 characters of the Data 

display are plotted. Depending on the data format specified, there may 

be data beyond the range of the display; if so, they are ignored. 

By editing or respecifying the data format, it is possible to display 

some other data or the same data in a different order. 

The Graph display provides an X-Y coordinate graph of the magnitude of 

the data value in memory vs. the memory location. Because the memory 

contents are sequential in time, the graph shows events over time. 

However, the events may have been captured at greatly varying intervals, 

so the time component is arbitrary. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
00000000 HHHH HH 

105C~0000000 0000 00 
106 32264551 6969 69 
107 32465152 6A6A 6A 
108 32665553 6B6B 6B 
109 33066154 6C6C 6C 
110 33266555 6060 60 
111 33467156 6E6E 6E 
li2 33667557 6F6F 6F 
113 34070160 7070 70 
114 34270661 7171 71 
115 34471162 7272 72 
116 34671563 7373 73 
117 35072164 7474 74 
118 35272565 7575 75 
119 35473166 7676 76 
120 35673567 7777 77 
121 36074170 7878 78 
122 36274571 7979 79 
123 36475172 7A7A 7A 
124 36675573 7B7B 7B 
125 37076174 7C7C 7C 
126 37276575 7D70 70 
127 37477176 7E7E 7E 
128 37677577 7F7F 7F 

TOTAL ~ = 2 FIRST 
C=105 R=200 (R-C)=+ 95( 

recording analysis 

V=-00.00 00000000 MEM=5 
00000000 HHHH HH 

129 40100200 8080 80 
130 40300601 8181 81 
131 40501202 8282 82 
132 40701603 8383 83 
133 41102204 8484 84' 
134 41302605 8585 85 
135 41503206 8686 86 
136 41703607 8787 87 
137 42104210 8888 88 
138 42304611 8989 89 
139 42505212 8A8A 8A 
140 42705613 858B 8B 
141 43106214 8e8C 8C 
142 43306615 808D 8D 
143 43507216 8E8E 8E 
144 43707617 8F8F 8F 
145 44110220 9090 90 
146 44310621 9191 91 
147 44511222 9292 92 
148 44711623 9393 93 
149 45112224 9494 94 
150 45312625 9595 95 
151 45513226 9696 96 
152 45713627 9797 97 
~ = 97 LAST ~ =353 
1.90~S) CL=F LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: The edit cursor is at location 105. Press IRSERT to fill location 

105 with all zeros. Locations 105 through 515 move down one location. 

Enter new data at 105. 

Figure 7-8. Insert. 

Cl.O(;K-"20 ~S,EC GPlB-LOCS v--e •. 00 08010010 MEM-B, 

00000000 HHHH HH 00000000 HHHH HH 
10512665553 6B6B 65 129 41711603 8383 83 
116 3066154 6C6C 6C 130 41102204 8484 84 
117 33266555 6D6D 60 131 4131260,5 8585 85 
!Ii!S ~3467156 SE6E 6E 132 41503206 8686 86 
109 3366755,7 6F6F 6F 133 41703607 8787 87 
110 34070160 7171 70 134 42114210 S888 88 
111 34270561 7171 71 135 42304611 8989 89 
112 34471162 7272 72 136 42505212 8A8A 8A 
113 34671563 7373 73 137 4271~613 8B8B BE 
!!4 35172164 7474 74 138 43116214 8C8C 8C 
115 35272565 7575 75 139 43316615 8DBD BD 
116 35473166 7676 76 141 43517216 BESE 8E 
117 35673567 7777 77 14'1 43787617 8F8F BF 
118 36074170 7878 78 142 44110221 9191 9. 
119 36274571 7979 79 143 44310621 9t'91 91 
!~Ii! ~6475172 7A7A 7A 144 44511222 9292 92 
121 36675573 7B7B 75 145 44711623 9393 93 
122 37076174 7C7C 7C 1.016 45112224 9~9.o1 9.01 
123 37276575 7D7D 7D 147 45312625 9 95 95 
124 37477176 7E7E 7E 148 45513226 9696 96 
125 37677577 7F7F 7F 149 45713627 9797 97 
!~~ 41100200 80B0 B0 151 46114231 ,9B9B ~B 
127 .010300601 8181 81 151 46314631 9999 99 
128 40501202 8282 82 152 46515232 9A9A 9A 

TOTAL ;01 = 2 FIRST ;01 = 97 LAST ;01 =353 
C.105 R=200 (R-C)=+ 95( 1.90~S) CL-F LEVEL-F ROY 

Note: The new data are at location 105. To delete, move the edit 

cursor to 105 and press the DELETE key. Locations 106 through 515 move 

up one location. 

Figure 7-9. Delete. 
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The Graph display is useful for determining if repeated occurrences of a 

particular data word occurred or if the data in memory are all within a 

particular range. 

7.5.1 SELECTING VERTICAL DISPLAY LIMITS 

The upper and lower limits of the Y axis are data values that can be 

specified by the user. When Graph mode is first entered, the plotted 

data span all 48 channels in the range from 0000 0000 0000 to FFFF FFFF 

FFFF. To change the limits, press the EDIT key. Note the EDIT UPPER 

and LOWER fields which appear just beneath the X axis. The upper and 

lower limits of the Y axis can now be specified using the hexadecimal 

keys. Pressing the EDIT key again exits Edit mode and replaces the 

upper and lower limit data with the display of Control and Reference 

Cursor data. 

Note 

In Figure 7-2, the C and R displays show 

the actual contents from the Data display 

at the locations in memory where the 

Control Cursor and Reference Cursor are 

positioned at that moment. The cursors 

show as vertical lines on the display. 

7.5.2 HORIZONTAL DISPLAY EXPANSION 

You can expand the display horizontally by factors of 3, 6, and 12 by 

using the H x 3, H x 6, and H x 12 keys, respectively. The display is 

expanded from the Control Cursor position. The Control Cursor always 

appears on the left axis. Moving the Control Cursor scrolls the display 

to the left and right when in expanded modes. The Reference Cursor may 

or may not appear, depending on conditions. 
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The left margin of the graph displays the horizontal scale, the number 

of selected channels, and the memory locations. With a broader 

horizontal scale, fewer memory locations are shown. 

7.6 TIMDfG DISPLAY 

The Timing display shows events across all 48 input signals over time. 

They are displayed in order of specification. As with the Graph 

display, the time component is arbitrary because the events may have 

been captured at greatly varying intervals. Not all input signals can 

be shown at once, and therefore various means are provided to review the 

display. 

7.6.1 VERTICAL DISPLAY EXPANSION AND PAGING 

The unit can display as many as 24 input signals at a time. The V24 key 

displays 24 input signals, the V12 displays 12, and the V6 displays 6. 

All 48 inputs may be viewed by paging up and down. PAGE UP pulls the 

Input displays up six at a time; PAGE DOWII pushes them down six at a 

time. 

7.6.2 HORIZONTAL DISPLAY EXPANSION 

You can expand the display horizontally by factors of 3, 6, and 12, by 

using the H x 3, H x 6, and H x 12 keys, respectively. Expansion takes 

place to the right of the cursor position. 

To use a cursor or reference key to specify a GO-TO MEMORY operation, 

press SHIFT, and the CURSOR SET (cursor left) key or the REFERENCE SET 

(reference left) key. Then enter the memory loca tion number and press 

TIMIIfG. 
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7.6.3 MODIFYING THE TIMlOO DISPLAY 

In Edit mode, you can change the order of display or replace existing 

input signals with any other signal. '!he EDIT key turns on the cursor, 

which is then positioned at the input signal to be replaced by using the 

FIELD UP/DOWN arrow keys (see Figure 7-10). 

Use the hex keys, 0 through 9 and 1 through F, to enter the desired 

input signal. Any input signal may be used as many times as desired. 

7.6.4 LABELLING TIMING DISPLAYS 

You can also label each Timing display when in Edit mode. The edit 

cursor may be moved into the open field to the left of the timing traces 

by using the LEFT/RIGHT arrow keys. This allows you to label each trace 

with up to seven alphanumeric characters (see Figure 7-11). You can use 

any ASCII character. 

For 0 through 9 and A through F characters, use the nexadecimal keys 

directly. For letters G through Z (shown in yellow), press SHIFT for 

each character. To cancel a shift, press SHIFT second time. 

7.7 AOIILIARIMEASUREMENTS 

Five au;xiliary measurements are discussed here: the digital voltmeter, 

the frequency counter, the date/time display, the total trace time 

display, and the trace level tracking displays (see Figure 7-12). 

7.7.1 DVM (DIGITAL VOLTMETER) 

The digital voltmeter readout appears on all display formats on the top 

right side of all screens (V = !:OO.OO). The readout is real time, from 

any of the memory M screens, and shows the reading at the time each 
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Note: The edit cursor is at position formerly occupied by input signal 

BE. Input signal B8 is now positioned there. 

Figure 7-10. Trace Sequence Modification. 

CLOCK=0020 ~SEC GPIB=LOCS V=-0~ 01 00000000 MEM=B 
PAGE 2 EDIT MODE HX 01 

S' 
S' 

WRIT. ~':i ===~!:=:~===~!::!! READ ~iii 
~' 
~; 
e,,' 
~,~~~~iW~~~mm~~~iW~~~ 
~, , 

000-514~~"""""'" 1'1<1"'/' '·'_'_1", '-'-1. 1'\",',1'1' "'-'-1 -,-" ;'1"""'" I" .1-' i'.'~ 

Ei , , I 

~~~1 
~, . I 
\' ~ 
11;.' 

SI'~~~::~!!~~~~~=~;;;;~1 1'0 
~, 

'\, 
iii' 
!b' 

TOTAL fRACE TIME = 
c= 0 R=500 (R-C)=+500C 10.00MB) CL=F LEVEL=F RDY 

Note: Th e ed:H cursor was moved to th e left of timing trac es and a 

label was entered. 

Figure 7-11. Trace Label Assignment. 
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C~OCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 17:34: 42 MEM=M 
CLOCf< SE:LECT 

t-l0DE.:: = XTERNA SINGLE-PH~SED 

I NT. CLOCk: F'E~:I OD = ~ NANOSECON["3 

MAS T E R c: LaC: ~< = (..:g-.aw-IIIG;:. + (!!II!II+ l1li+_) 

SAMPLE C:LOC:~: 

C = SAME AS MASTER 

B = SAME AS MASTER 

A = SAME AS MASTER 

ENABLE -- (used clrll I~ L n Latc:h 8; DemIJ::<.) 

) 

A = EXT ) + ( 

MASTER CLOCK = > 10m8 
c:;:::: R= (R-C)= (' 

" CL= LEVEL=!=' RDY 

Note: DVM, TOD clock, frequency counter, and the trace level tracking 

are all shown. Press CLOCK SELECT to update the frequency counter 

display. Total trace time can only be viewed from the Timing display. 

Figure 7-12. Auxiliary Measurements. 

recording was completed when viewing the memory A or B screens. The DVM 
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recording was completed when viewing the memory A or B screens. The DVM 

measures voltages between +20 VDC. Input impedance is 20 kilohms. 

7.7.2 FREQUENCY COUNTER 

This readout is a latched value. The counter measures the period of the 

master clock, and functions in any external clock mode. It is also a 

real time measurement and is updated when accessed. To access the 

current reading of the master clock, press CLOCK SELECT. The range of 

the of the frequency counter extends from 100 Hz to 50 MHz (10 msec to 

20 nsec). 

7.7.3 DATE AND TIME 

This clock measures actual time of day. It is backed up by the internal 

battery when the K101-D is shut off. The date can be read from the 

interface screen while the time of day is shown on all memory M screens. 

When necessary to reset the date or time, use the Interface menu. 

Position the cursor with the FIELD keys and enter the values with the 

numeric keys. The clock starts keeping time when you enter the second 

digit of the minutes field. 

Month/day/year and time-of-day information are stored in a register at 

the end of, and saved with, the recording (similar to the DVM reading). 

Thus, when you examine or photograph the CRT you have a convenient 

record of the exact time the information was recorded, along wi th the 

system voltage level present at that time. 

7.7.4 TOTAL TRACE TIME 

The total time that the trace logic is enabled (TRACE ALWAYS is selected 

or TRACE IF DATA = T is true) for each recording is displayed on the 

bottom left side of the timing display. This feature allows you to 
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easily make a variety of precise timing measurements ranging from a 

si mple measurement of the ti me bet ween any two events to a complex 

measurement of non-seqential segments of program execution activity. 

For measuring the time between any two events, simply leave the trace 

turned off until the occurrence of the first event, turn trace on unti I 

occurrence of the second event, then turn it off again (or stop). For 

more complex measurements, you must define each interval (for example: 

subroutine entry and exit points, port write to peripheral response 

times, and memory access/refresh times) using Trace Control. 

The STOP, JUMP, and ADVANCE commands can be used to follow program 

activity independent of whether or not samples are loaded into memory. 

The trace commaoos let you select all or only speci fic intervals along 

the specified execution path for loading into memory and accumulating 

total trace time. By altering the trace commands on each level you can 

accurately measure virtually any combination of time intervals that are 

of interest to your analysiS, without altering the path being followed 

or your desired stop condition. 

The minimum resolution of the total trace time counter is 0.5 micro

second. Automatic ranging allows display of times from 0.00 micro

second to 1638.35 seconds (27.3 minutes). The count resets to zero 

on all overflows (t>1638.35 seconds). To measure even longer time 

intervals, you can manually note the time of the arm event as shown on 

the Time of Day field, then compare it to the reading stored at the end 

of the recording. To measure less than 0.5 microsecond intervals, 

simply select the appropriate internal clock rate for recording with the 

desired resolution, then use the Control and Reference Cursors to find 

the time between any two events in memory. 

7.7.5 TRACE LEVEL TRACKING 

This feature allows you to review the current trace level of any 

recording in progress, the level where recording stopped, and the level 
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through which each sample entered memory. Each sample loaded into 

memory is tagged with four trace level tracking bits corresponding to 

the active trace control level (O-F) at the time the sample was loaded. 

To determine the trace level associated with each sample, move the 

Control Cursor (C) to the desired sample location and read the cursor 

level display ("CL = n," n is 0 through F). This display field is 

located just to the left of the Trace Level field on the lower right 

side of all displays. 

A short review of the recording process may be helpful in better 

understanding this feature. When each new recording cycle begins, trace 

memory M is loaded with zeros on all sample inputs and all ones on the 

trace level tracking bits (corresponding to level F). The first master 

clock pulse advances the trace logic to level O. If the next sample 

meets the trace criterion as defined for level 0 then that sample is 

loaded in trace memory M at location 511 and tagged as being traced at 

level 0 by the sample's trace level tracking bits. If the next sample 

also meets the trace criteria, it too is tagged and loaded into location 

511, and the preceding sample is shifted to 510. If the following 

sample does not meet the trace criteria then that sample is ignored and 

the preceding samples remain at locations 511 and 510 respectively. 

This process of sequencing selected samples through the trace memory 

continues until a desired stop condition is reached. 

You can monitor the progress of a recording as it changes levels by 

observing the trace level shown on the bottom right corner of all 

displays as "Level = n" (n is 0 through F). Should a recording happen 

to remain longer than expected in a particular level, you can review the 

Trace Control commands speci fied for that level and decide whether to 

let the recording continue, to manually advance to the next level, to 

transfer the partial recording, or to totally cancel the recording. 

Assuming a recording is completed, the level displayed will be the level 

where the stop condi tion came true. A speCial exception to this rule 
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exists when the stop occurs due to advancing out of the specified End 

level rather than meeting one of the speci fied Stop commands. In that 

case, the level shown will be the specified End level plus one. ~or 

example, if level 3 is specified as the end level, then an advance from 

level 3 will cause the recording to stop and the trace level wi"ll read 

"Level = 4 RDY," even though no samples were actually taken at level 4. 

This exception allows you to easily determine whether a stop odcurred 

because the Stop command came true at that level, or because the Advance 

command came true meeting the specified End level condition. 

If memory M is filled before a stop condition occurs, the first samples 

taken are sequenced past location 000 and then discarded as new samples 

are loaded into location 511. If the total number of samples taken into 

memory M during the recording process is less than the memory's length 

(512) then the unfilled portion is still displayed at the beginning of 

memory. These "false" samples are easy to recognize since they are all 

zero ani tagged as entered by level F. 

7.8 USE OF THESE TECBRIQUES 

By examination of the results, you may determine the solution to a 

problem and validate the solution. Some of the ways the techniques 

described in this section can be used in conjunction with earlier 

techniques are mentioned below. 

7.8.1 THE ITERATIVE APPROACH 

As you work your way through successive rec ordings by modi fying th e 

conditional trace screens, you can disable tracing in the verified areas 

and increase your focus on the problem areas in order to maximize the 

capture of meaningful information. By using the results of each 

recording to more clearly define the problem's symptoms, you can quickly 

gain the insight needed for a solution. 
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7.8.2 USE OF SEARCH AND COMPARE 

Some examples may indicate uses of these tools. Say that you suspect a 
problem relating to an interaction of three signals: MEMORY READ, 

MEMORY WRITE, and an INTERRUPT signal. There are eight state 
possibilities for these three lines. You can specify them as one octal 
or three binary characters and search for particular combinations, then 

see what is associated with each case. 

You can edit the reference memory for particular cases and then compare. 
Using the SEARCH and COMPARE functions together, you can isolate very 
specific conditions. Alternately, using very broad searches (with many 

''Don't care" speci fications), you can examine both memories for general 

patterns or possible relationships, and then try various comparisons 

between the two. 

7.8.3 USE OF AUTOMATIC ARM MODE 

When you believe you have corrected the problem, you can set the K101-D 
to rerun in Automatic mode, looking for a repetition of the error. The 
area of comparison can be limited to the memory space between the 

Control Cursor and Reference Cursor and to the inputs currently selected 

on the data format. 

7.9 SUMMARY 

The above examples are not meant to be exhaustive but merely to provide 

a springboard for your own imagination. As stated in Section 5, use of 
the K10 1-D depends on knowledge of its capabili ties and of the system 

under test. Fortunately, as you use the K101-D, you will gain knowledge 
about both. 

The next section presents a number of applications. These are actual 

specific examples, in contrast to Sections 5, 6, and 7, which presented 
many broad possibi li ties. Examining these applications will further 

your grasp of the practical uses of the K101-D. 
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Section 8 

APPLICATIORS 

8.1 GENERAL 

This section presents some bui lding block approaches that can be used 

wi th the K 101-D. Practical examples for clocking and trace control are 

presented. Examples of probe connection, polarity specification and 

threshold specification can be found in Section 10. Specification of 

input mode and clocking are somewhat interdependent and the clocking 

applications of paragraph 8.2 discuss both considerations. Simi larly, 

the trace control section shows some practical applications of data 

format. 

8.2 CLOa[IIG 

The most efficient way to use the K101-D is to spend some time in 

pretest analysis and preparation before initiating any tests. You must 

decide (with regard to clocking) what type of analysis you want to 

perform: timing (asynchronous sampling), state (synchronous sampling), 

or a combination of both. An internal clock is used for asynchronous 

sampling, an external clock for synchronous sampling, and both for the 

combination of the two. 

8.2.1 TIMING ANALYSIS 

Timing analysis (asynchronous sampling) requires the use of an internal 

clock signal. '!he purpose of a timing analysis is to study the timing 

characteristics of your system to see how each signal functions in. 

relation to the other s·ignals. This is done by looking at all signals 

with the same K101-D internal sample clock. 

When you initiate a timing analysis, you can make preCise pulse width 

and skew measurements, look for errors and glitches, observe 
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charact~ristic timing relationships, and compare actual system 

performance to documented or desired specifications. 

Skew measurements may be simple or complex. Simple skew is a measure-

ment between one point on one input and one point on another input. 

Complex skew is between a point in time on a group of inputs and 

another point in time on another (or same) group of inputs (see Figure 

8-1) • 

The recommended approach is to study the documentation associated with 

your system and its subsystems and choose the signals you think you need 

to observe to solve your system problem. Connect these signals to the 

sample inputs. The order of connection is not necessarily important. 

After recording, you can rearrange their order on screen to sui t your 

viewing needs. The main considerations are resolution and sampling 

frequency, window size, and glitch capturing. These items are discussed 

below. 

8.2.1.1 Resolution and Sampling Frequency 

Resolution is the smallest time interval in which you can observe an 

event. With a resolution of X you can only determine whether or not an 

event occurred sometime during X. 

Determine the degree of detail you need for your application. Study the 

system's timing characteristics to define the shortest time interval to 

be measured, then decide how accurately you need to measure that 

interval. (Alternately, determine the largest acceptable measuremen t 

error window or uncertainty.) 

Once you have determined that you need to make measurements to a 

specific resolution then you can calculate the asynchronous sampling 

frequency needed. A resolution of X seconds means you must take at 

least two samples every X seconds (see Figure 8-2). Nyquists' sampling 
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COMPLEX SKEW 

I 
SYS ClK I 

I I I I I 

t I CONTROL ~ I PULSE WIDTH I I I I • I I n I U DATA 1 
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~ ~ 
I I I GLITCH I I 

J 
I n LrUl DATA 1 
I • 

Figure 8-1. Typical Timing Analysis Measurements. 
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SIMPLE SKEW 

Note: The shortest time interval that needs to be measured is a skew 

of O.X pS. If that interval is off by 10% (O.OX pS), however, it could 

cause a system error. Therefore a resolution of O.OX pS or less is 

required. The second pulse can only be said to have risen sometime 

during a O.OX pS interval. The skew measured will be O.X pS + 1/2 O.OX 

),lS. 

Figure 8-2. Shortest Time Limit. 
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theory states that a signal must be sampled at a rate at least twice as 

fast as the signal's own frequency in order for every transition to be 

detected (see Figures 8-3 and 8-4). For example, a resolution of 1 

microsecond requires sampling at least every 500 nanoseconds. The 

sampling frequency should be equal to (2/X) hertz or higher (see Figure 

8-5) • 

Another approach to calculating a good sampling frequency is to consider 

the resolution or precision you want in reconstructing an input signal. 

The signal transition can occur either before or after a sample clock 

edge because they are asynchronous by definition. There is always an 

uncertainty of one sample period between the actual signal and the 

digitized signal as to when a transition actually occurred. This one

sample uncertainty determines the resolution of your digitized sample 

input. For example, sampling five times faster than the input signal 

gives an uncertainty of 1 part in 5 (20%) and the best resolution 

possible is 80%. Sampling 10 times faster gives an uncertainty of 1 

part in 10 (10%) for a 90% resolution. Sampling 100 times faster gives 

an uncertainty of 1 in 100 (1%) and a 99% resolution. For example, if 

the signal frequency is 1 megahertz (period of 1 microsecond) and you 

want 10% maximum uncertainty, sample at least every 100 nanoseconds. If 

you need X% resolution, your sampling frequency must equal the input 

signal frequency multiplied by 1/X (where X is a decimal number such as 

0.1, 0.25, and so on). 

8.2.1.2 Window Size 

Next you need to consider how much timing information to obtain, that 

is, the size of the information "window" (see Figure 8-6). Memory 

capacity is limited. The higher the resolution the more memory required 

and the smaller the avai lable window. You must make tradeoffs between 

the amount of system activity you can see at one time and the amount of 

detail you can see for that activity. The decision can only be made by 

knowing your application and system characteristics. Often you will 

want to start with a wide window and narrow it to see finer detail. 
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/-x-/ 

abc 

INPUT ~~~ 
-~~--f~-"'''I ;;;%1 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

SAMPLED INPUT 

SAMPLED INPUT 

applications 

PULSE OCCURRED 
BETWEEN a & b 

PULSE OCCURRED 
BETWEEN b & C 

Note: With a sampling frequency of 2/X Hz, a pulse transition will be 

detected regardless of where it occurred between a and c. If the pulse 

transition occurred between points a and b, it is displayed as rising at 

b. If the pulse transition occurred between points band c, it is 

displayed as rising at c. 

Figure 8-3. Appropriate Sampling Frequency. 

SAMPLE CLOCK LSI f f f f L 

INPUT J I I L , 
"""l 

, , , , 
SAMPLED INPUT I 

Note: Entire pulses are missed because the sampling frequency is less 

than twice as fast as the input signal's frequency. 

Figure 8-4. Missed Pulses Due to Low Sampling Frequency. 
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SAMPLE CLOCK ~L-_....JnL..._....Jf + 

INPUT J, .... t --------{( " 
SAMPLEDIN~T ~_'_'_'_'_'_'_'~-~I~~-'-'-'-"~I~~~~_\~\l~~~~~~~~'-'-'-'-'~>~I ~~~~_ 

Note: Every pulse is sampled since the sampling frequency is greater 

than twice the input signal's frequency. 

Figure 8-5. Sampling at More Than 2X the Input Frequency. 

" ' .... 
" " " " " " " 

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10(\ 

Note: Sampling the same signal five times faster only lets you see 

1/5th the amount of the initial information. In a 100 location memory, 

five full pulses can be seen when taking 20 samples per cycle. However, 

only one full cycle can be seen if the sampling rate is increased to 100 

samples per cycle. 

Figure 8-6. Window Versus Sampling Frequency. 
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Determine the amount of timing information you wish to see and the 

resolution you desire. Calculate whether these are compatible with the 

number of memory locations. Adjust the values if necessary. 

8.2.1.3 Gli tcb Capture 

You should consider the choice of input mode for recording. Latch mode 

can also be used as a sophisticated sample filter that prevents the 

trace control logic from evaluating samples during specified periods. 

For isolating general noise, however, Gli tch mode should be selected. 

Although any of the four input modes may be used for timing analysis, 

Sample and Gli tch are the most likely choices. A gli tch is an 

unexpected narrow noise spike or transition. Glitches (large or small) 

often cause a system to operate incorrectly. If your system is acting 

in an unexplainable manner, it is a good id ea to search for a gli tch. 

In many cases, glitches can be detected in Sample mode if the sample 

clock is approximately ten or more times faster than your system's 

signals. Glitch mode is useful when the sample clock frequency is close 

to the system's signal frequencies (say, two to ten times faster), when 

you need to see noise spikes much narrower than the sample clock period 

but do not want to compromise window length, or when you suspect the 

presence of noise. By holding all other parameters constant, a 

difference between a recording made in Glitch mode and a recording made 

in Sample mode is a clear indication of a system noise problem. 

8.2.1.4 Typical setup and Result 

A typical setup is shown in Figure 8-7 and a timing analysis display in 

Figure 8-8. 

8.2.2 STATE ANALYSIS 

State analysis (synchronous sampling) requires the use of an external 

clock signal. The purpose of a state analysis is to observe specific 
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CLOCK SELECT 

MODE = INTERNAL or INTERNAL EXTENDED 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = nearest legal value to required 

rate (1-16 sequence for each 

range) 

MASTER CLOCK = INTERNAL 

SAMPLE CLOCKS 

SECTION C = SAME AS MASTER or 10 NANOSECONDS 

SECTION B = SAME AS MASTER or 10 NANOSECONDS 

SECTION A = SAME AS MASTER or 10 NANOSECONDS 

ENABLE 

IHPUT MODE 

Input Mode Threshold 

CF-C8 SAMPLE or GLITCH as required 

C7-CO SAMPLE or GLITCH as required 

BF-B8 SAMPLE or GLITCH as required 

B7-BO SAMPLE or GLITCH as required 

AF-A8 SAMPLE or GLITCH as required 

A7-AO SAMPLE or GLITCH as required 

Figure 8-7. Typical Setup. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00. ~1 17:51:39 MEM=A 
PAGE 4 HX 01 
C L K (:F1r-lnr'"1.n..rJ""'LfU"lf'u''"l.flfL.rLn..rU1.fLll .. rLflnn.rtnJ''SLflfLf"l .. nJ~0 

A14 ~i ~ 
A 13 E:.: , :0 
-1~ i· -H.d. qi ;0 
Al i E:~:r----: ~ f"'1i 
A 10 EL n :0 
A'? E:t ; ! i ~ii1 

AE Eb~ r--1 ~0 
A7 

Ii? 

D4 
D3 
D2 
Dl 
D0 

TOTAL 
C= 0 

~. . r: : 1 

L_.Jl_~~"L--.--in~L-J--Ul 
~~ ~'L-....f"'""""~L-..J0 

I ~r---u'L. __ J!_~--j 1 
T I t-1E = 1~. 5..L!~=; 
(R-C)=+514( 10.28..L!S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Note: Inputs may be labelled and rearranged to better see the time 

relationships between them. Each section's sampled inputs are time 

aligned. Up to 24 inputs may be simultaneously displayed. 

Figure 8-8. Typical Timing Display. 
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activities in synchronization with all or only some portion of system 

activity. This allows you to see the execution and sequence of specific 

system states by recording comprehensive samples. By definition, a 

comprehensi ve sample gives you all the information you need about the 

specific system states (i.e., machine cycles, functions, or 

instructions), you have selected to observe. 

State analysis allows you to precisely follow program flow and observe 

specific machine states. Comprehensive synchronous state samples 

increase the power, efficiency, and capabilities of trace control and, 

therefore, your problem solving abilities. 

The approach recommended is to determine the states you want to observe, 

when and how to sample them, and the clocking plan you want to use. 

8.2.2.1 System State 

Determine what system state(s) you want to observe or follow: every 

state, only one type of state, or several particular states. This 

decision determines the amount and type of system activity you will see 

and what you will be able to learn about your system. Based on the 

problem at hand and the specifications of your system, clarify the 

states you need to sample. 

Examples of system states you may want to select are clock cycle, read 

instruction, write instruction, wait, interrupt, I/O operation, memory 

access, instruction fetch, machine cycle, machine instruction, machine 

operation, subsystem function, and so on. 

8.2.2.2 When and How to Sample 

After you know what states you want to sample, you must next analyze 

when and how to sample them. This involves analyzing the functional 

descriptions of your system and its subsystems, their timing 
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characteristics, pinouts, schematics, specifications, operation, and so 

on. Information sources may be published documents, your own in-house 

documents, or previous tests. The latter may even include the results 

of a timing analysis performed by the K101-D. The purpose of this 

analysis is to determine the signal or combination of signals that 

define a particular state, indicate when the state is valid and for how 

long the signal is available for sampling. Ideally you want to 

determine a single method for obtaining one sample of each unique state. 

This will create your comprehensive sample. 

It is generally best to sample on the trailing edge of a pulse, whether 

the pulse is an active high or active low signal. This is because it is 

unlikely the data will have had time to become stable and valid at the 

rising edge of the pulse, especially if that rising edge initiates the 

transition from invalid to valid. However, the data are definitely 

valid and stable during and toward the end of the pulse. In most cases 

the data even remain stable a short time after the validating pulse has 

gone false. The data are therefore very likely to be valid on the 

trailing pulse edge. For an active high Signal, the high-to-Iow 

(falling) edge is the trailing edge. For an active low signal, the low

to-high (rising) edge is the trailing edge (see Figures 8-9 and 8-10). 

For example, from your analysis you may find any of the following 

situations: you need to take one sample every system clock cycle; a 

special control line exists solely to define the state you want to see; 

the state exists only when six control signals are in a particular 

relationship wi th each other; a particular combination of two lines 

indicates when your state is valid, but the signal you need to actually 

take the sample doesnt occur until after that valid period; the data of 

the state you want are multiplexed along with some other information you 

don't want. Several of these si tuations may apply concurrently. 

Whatever the situation is for your system, you now need to translate it 

into K 101-D expressions. 
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ACTIVE HIGH I t CONTROL PULSE 

I I 
I I 

ACTIVE LOW 

I t CONTROL PULSE 

I" I 
I I 

DATA I ! m 
Note: Data are generally valid on the trailing edge of their control 

signal pulse. It is best to sample on the falling edge of an active 

high signal and the rising edge of an active low signal. 

Figure 8-9. Trailing Edge Detection. 

t SAMPLE OR 
LATCH SIGNAL 

I 
I 
I 

l ACTIVE HIGH I 
I 

CONTROL PULSE I 
I 
I 
I 

ACTIVE LOW f CONTROL PULSE 

DATA 

Note: If the data are not valid on ei ther pulse edge, then a separa te 

signal must be found to indicate when to sample or to latch the data 

until they can be sampled on the trailing edge. 

Figure 8-10. Alternate to Trailing Edge Detection. 
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8.2.2.3 Calculate Specific Clocking Scheme 

Calculate the exact combination of sample clock expressions, master 

clock expression, latch enable expressions, and input modes that will 

fulfill your sampling needs. This often requires using Boolean algebra, 

including De Morgan's theorem, to generate the expressions. You also 

need to select the active edge of each signal that forms the expression 

and specify its rising edge for active low signals [X = Xf] and falling 

edge for active high signals [X = Xl]. Keep in mind that, by 

defini tion, the master and sample clocks sample on their rising edge. 

There is no single method for producing the right expressions. As you 

approach the problem, consider both what you want to accomplish and what 

your actual capabilities are, given the available Boolean expressions. 

All Boolean expressions can be considered to be built out of two basic 

operations: two terms logically "ANDed" or "ORed" together, with either 

term able to be in one of two states (see Figure 8-11). These resulting 

expressions can then become terms in another operation, that resulting 

expression a term in yet another expression, and so on. Conversely, a 

complex equation can be reduced by the same method. 

To help you calculate the specific sampling plan you need, the K101-D's 

state analysis clocking capabilities can be considered to be comprised 

of eight basic building blocks. Combining the specific blocks you need 

lets you create the sampling scheme you need. The eight basic clocking 

building blocks are shown in Figure 8-12 and explained in the list 

below. 

A sample is taken only when the resultant changes from false to true. 

This occurs at the active edge of the signal that causes the expression 

to become true. Even if changes in the signal's state cause the 

expression to become true again, no sample is taken if the expression is 

already true. 
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x"+y'= 

(X' • y) + Y' = 
(X' • y) + [(X + y) + Z] = 

[(X + y) • y] + [(X + y) + Z] = 

applications 

Note: A single-term expression can actually represent another multiple

term expression. 

Figure 8-11. Boolean Expressions. 

1 • R = xi + yi 

2. R = xi + Yl 

3. R = xl + Yi 

4. R = xl + Yl 

5. R = xi · Yi 

6. R = xi · Yl 

7. R = xl · Yi 

8. R = xl • Y J 

Where R is a resultant, sample or master clock expression, or sub

expression. This resultant can be substi tuted for a yj or X j term of 

another operation when a combination of more than two input signals is 

needed. In this manner you can create the up to six term K 10 1-D clock 

expression. 

Figure 8-12. Basic Clock Building Blocks. 
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It may also be helpful to consider the disqualifier concept. The state 

of a disqualifier signal masks out any transitions of its partner 

signal. If one term is already true, any change in the other term is 

disquali fied from causing the resultant to become true, and therefore no 

sample will occur. 

a. R = xf + yf 

This expression is true when ei ther X or Y is high. 

Therefore, R clocks when going from false to true (low to 

high). This occurs when X is low while Y is going from low to 

high, or when X is going from low to high while Y is low. X 

high disqualifies Y; Y high disqualifies X (see Figure 8-13). 

b. R = xf + yl 

This expression is true when either X is high or Y is low. 

Therefore, R clocks when going from false to true (low to 

high). This occurs when X is low while Y is going from high 

to low, or when X is going from low to high whi le Y is high. 

X high disqualifies Y; Y low disqualifies X (see Figure 8-14). 

c. R = xl + yf 

This expression is true when either X is low or Y is high. 

Therefore, R clocks when going from false to true (low to 

high). This occurs when X is high while Y is going from low 

to high, or when X is going from high to low whi Ie Y is low. 

X low disqualifies Y; Y high disqualifies X (see Figure 8-15). 
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Xl J f I f I f r 
Yf f f Lf 
R I f LJ I f Lr 

Figure 8-13. xl = YT. 

Xl J I f I f lJ I f 

Yl I t I t t 
R f lJ I f I f 

Figure 8-14. xl + yr. 
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XI J t I fit I L 
VI f I f I fir 

Rl f 1ft I lJ r 
Figure 8-15. xl + Yi. 

XI tit I tit I L 
VI Itt I I rl 
R f lJ I fir 

Figure 8-16. Xl + yl. 
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R = xl + yl 

This expression is true when either X or Y is low. Therefore, 

R clocks when going from false to true (low to high). This 

occurs when X is high while Y is going from high to low, or 

when X is going from high to low while Y is high. X low 

disqualifies Y; Y low disqualifies X (see Figure 8-16). 

e. R = xf • yf 

This expression is true only when both X and Yare high. 

Therefore, R clocks when going from false to true (low to 

high). This occurs when X is high while Y is going from low to 

high, or when X is going from low to high while Y is high. X 

low disqualifies Y; Y low disqualifies X (see Figure 8-17). 

f. R = xf • Yl 

This expression is true only when X is high and Y is low. 

Therefore, R clocks when going from false to true (low to 

high). This occurs when X is high while Y is going from high 

to low, or when X is going from low to high while Y is low. X 

low disqualifies Y; Y high disqualifies X (see Figure 8-18). 

g. R = xl • yf 

This expression is true only when X is low and Y is high. 

Therefore R clocks when going from false to true (low to 

high). This occurs when X is low while Y is going from low to 

high, or when X is going from high to low whi Ie Y is high. X 

high disqualifies Y; Y low disqualifies X (see Figure 8-19). 
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Xt f I f I f 
YI J f f LJ 
R f I f I f 

Figure 8-17. xi· Yi. 

XI f I f LJ f Lf 

y! t 
R f 

Figu re 8- 18. xi· Y!. 

f 
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Xl J t I t I tJ L 
Yf f I f I f r 
R fl f I r 

Figure 8-19. xl· YT. 

Xl I t It I tit I L 

Y! t I t L 
R f I f1 f r 

Figure 8-20. xl· Yl. 
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R = X~ • Y ~ 

This expression is true only when both X and Yare low. 

Therefore, R clocks when going from false to true (low to 

high). This occurs when X is low while Y is going from high 

to low, or when X is going from high to low whi le Y is low. X 

high disqualifies Y; Y high disqualifies X (see Figure 8-20). 

8.2.3 COMBINED STATE AND TIMING ANALYSIS: MIXED SINGLE-/MULTI-PHASE 

Combined analysis is used to obtain both timing and state information in 

the same recording. This allows you to review asynchronous timing 

relationships when a specified synchronous event occurs. 

Combined analysis simultaneously follows both the micro and macro 

operation of a system. Detailed information on timing and on the 

relationship of synchronous activity is always available. This is 

especially helpful in capturing timing errors that cause observed system 

state errors in real time. 

Use the same methods d escri bed in paragraphs 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 (Timing 

Analysis and State Analysis, respectively). Determine which signals to 

observe and how to sample them. Connect those signals to the sample 

inputs of a section(s) and set up the required internal sampling rate 

for that section(s). Using the methods described in state analysis, 

determine which signals and system states you need to observe and how to 

comprehensively sample that information. Connect these signals to the 

clock and sample inputs of a different section(s) and set up the 

required external master, section sample, and section enable 

expressions. The signals you observe asynchronously do not have to be 

the same ones you observe synchronously; they mayor may not be the same 

depending on your application. 
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Set up the clock and input parameters you need. For trace control to 

follow the system's state activity, create a data format of the required 
sample inputs. To have the asynchronous activity flow continuously 
through memory, select TRACE ALWAYS for each trace control level used. 

Once the recording is completed it is important to precisely relate 

information between section sampling at di fferent ra tes, Le., the 

information recorded by synchronously sampled sections to the 

information recorded by asynchronously sampled sections. Remember that 

trace control decisions (including the STOP command and the storage of 

state activity from all externally clocked sections) occur at the 
external master clock rate. 

The timing information obtained by internally clocked sections is 
transferred into memory at that section's internal sample rate. 

Therefore, sections have significantly di fferent information window 
lengths. Many asynchronous samples are taken in the same time interval 

in which only a few synchronous samples are taken. This creates a 

skew between the samples of each section. In other words, at memory 

location XXX, section A-sampled inputs are not time aligned with the 

section B-sampled inputs, which in turn are not time aligned wi th the 
section C-sampled input s. 

8.2.4 TIME RELATIONSHIP 

By definition, the inputs of all sections are time related to each other 
when they first enter the logic analyzer and are clocked into the Sample 
Register (location 514 or SAM) by their respective section sample clocks 

(assuming Latch is not enabled). (It may help to refer to Figure 8-19 

during the following discussion.) The Sample Register contents are then 

sent to Trace control for evaluation and also clocked on towards memory 
through P-1 (location 513) and P-2 (location 512). It takes two master 

clock cycles for Trace Control to evaluate a sample against the four 

trace control condi tional commands. If the sample it is evaluating 

satisfies a stop condition then a HALT signal is generated by Trace 
Control at the end of that trace period. It is not until the next 
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sample clock pulse of each section that the HALT signal is accepted and 

sampling stops. Since it takes one more sample clock pulse to implement 

the HALT command, the contents of the Sample Register get shifted on to 

location 513 and replaced by new samples before sampling halts. 

Therefore the time related section samples are left in location 513 at 

the end of a recording. This is the only memory location where the 

inputs of all sections are aligned in time with each other. From that 

location on the inputs of each section will be skewed since many 

asynchronous samples continued to flow into memory while the trace 

control evaluations were being made. Asynchronously clocked information 

will be much farther forward in memory that its related externally 

clocked information. 

There is usually no fixed relationship between the information presented 

to Trace Control or recorded by externally clocked sections and 

information recorded by internally clocked sections. As each master 

clock edge occurs, an addi tional skew accumulates between preceeding 

master clocks and the timing information corresponding to each of these 

clocks. Typically, master clock active edges do not occur at a uniform 

rate; they are usually aperiodic. There'fore there is no way to 

calculate the skew relationship. The best way to see the relationship 

between the various sections is to record all the signals used to form 

the master clock expression on unused inputs of an asynchronously 

clocked section. This way you can see every location in the 

asynchronous section where a master clock edge occurs. Beginning with 

location 513, each such occurrance corresponds to one sample in the 

externally clocked section(s). 

A simi lar ti me skew wi 11 occur between sections clocked at di fferent 

internal rates, Le., at the Internal Clock Period (20 ns to 160 ms 

range) and 10 nanoseconds. However, since the internal rates have a 

constant ratio the sections will have a fixed time relationship and the 

skew between them will accumulate at a known constant rate. 
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In the special case where your master clock is operating at a fixed 

frequency it is possible to calculate the exact asynchronous sample 

location (Loe ASynch) where each synchronous sample occurred (LoCSync) by 

the following formula. 

[
Master Period ] 

Loe Asynch = 513 - (513 - LocSync ) X Internal Period 

For example, the same eight inputs are sampled by the clocking scheme of 

Figure 8-21. The master clock period is constant and the input mode is 

SAMPLE for all section inputs (see Figure 8-22). Using the above 

formula the section B sample that corresponds to the section A sample in 

location 511 is 

= 5 13 - [( 5 13 - 511) X 1.00 J..I. s ] 
50 ns 

= 513 - (2 X 20) 

= 473 

The section C sample that corresponds to the section A sample in 

location 511 is 

= 5 13 - [( 5 13 - 5 11) X 1. 00 JJ:S ] 
10 ns 

= 513 - (2 X 100ns) 

= 313 

The same thing can be seen in the data domain (Figures 8-23 and 8-24). 

The 20 section B words (08) in location 490 through 509 correspond to 

the single section A word in location P-2 (512). Si mi larly, the 20 B 

words (04) in location 470 through 489 correspond to the single A word 

in location 511. As calculated previ ously th e section A sample clock 

that took the location 511 sample occurred at location 473 in section B. 
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Note: The same eight inputs are sampled by these three different 

internal and external clocks. 

Figure 8-21. Sample Location. 
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Time alignment of section Band C inputs to the section A inputs 

in location 511 as sampled by the above clocking scheme. 

Figure 8-22. Time Alignment of Section Inputs as Sampled In Figure 8-21. 
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SEARCH },4Ur::.U 

Figure 8-23. Data Format Used to Make the Following Data Display • 

- ,=. ~:=; 0:::: 0~ 

",=,.-, 10 ""];:=: 0e 

.;.:..,."- :2 2,=~ 20 
_ 2- >;.. .=. ;7i 

':2,0 ~ ~ 2::=~ 02 
::0 ~ - g; ~.=. 2:4 

=;7; ~,-'= __ =l: ;""i..:'-': 

Figure 8-24. The Time-Aligned Section A, B, and C Words (10) in 

Location P-1 (513). 
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8.3 TRACE CotmIOL 

8.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Through the use of the various trace control command options, a 

virtually unlimited number of different tracing setups can be specified. 

However, there are several commonly used basic trace routines which can 

be considered as building blocks. By using variations of these basic 

building blocks in combination you can easily construct the necessary 

setups for monitoring and capturing precise information from even the 

most complex data stream. 

The basic components and concepts of trace control are presented in 

paragraph 8.3.2 (Basic Building Blocks). An understanding of these 

items is essential to the productive use of the powers of trace control 

and the K101-D. The commands listed in the trace control setup should 

be considered as illustrations only. As in all programming, there are 

various ways to accomplish a particular result. 

Paragraph 8.3.3 (Advanced Applications) presents a sampling of more 

complex and speci fic trace routine examples, which utilize variations 

and combinations of the basic building blocks. These examples are by no 

means exhaustive. 

8.3.2 BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS 

The basic trace control building blocks are presented in Figures 8-25 

through 8-39. These figures are arranged in a standard format. A 

graphical representation of the item is presented at the top of the 

figure. The purpose, benefit, procedure and setup data are presented 

below the graphical representation. 
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The basic building blocks and their corresponding figure numbers are as 

follows: 

a. Fi 11 memory with samples from anywhere in data stream; Figure 

8-25. 

b. Wait for a specific event to occur, then record (four cases); 

Figure 8-26. 

c. Record what happens immediately after an event; Figure 8-27. 

d. Record what happens immediately before an event; Figure 8-28. 

e. Record what happens around an event; Figure 8-29. 

f. Record what happens long after an event; Figure 8-30. 

g. Capture a segment of samples: record from here to there; 

Figure 8- 3 1 • 

h. Exclude recording a segment of samples: don't record from 

here to there; Figure 8-32. 

i. Selectively record only one kind sample (two cases); Figure 

8-33. 

j. Follow a certain path, then record; Figure 8-34. 

k. Record, then follow a certain path; Figure 8-35. 

1. Check for Event 1 or Event 2 and take a di fferent path 

depending on which event occurred; Figure 8-36. 
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m. Check for Event 1 or Event 2 and take the same path regardless 

of which event occurred; Figure 8-37. 

n. Check for correct timing between two events; Figure 8-38. 

o. Continuously monitor for correct operation; Figure 8-39. 

8.3.3 ADVANCED APPLICATIONS 

These applications are examples of how the basic building blocks can be 

com bined in to more complex routines. The examples are presented in 

Figures 8-38 through 8-44 as follows: 

a. Check for correct pulse width or skew; Figure 8-40. 

b. Record a nested subroutine; Figure 8-41. 

c. Capture multiple subroutines; Figure 8-42. 

d. Record main program only; Figure 8-43. 

e. Check for unknown errors in real time; Figure 8-44. 

f. Record and check for correct execution; Figure 8-45. 

g. Isolate program execution essentials; Figure 8-46. 
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PURPOSE: 

RECORDING 

jjjj jjjj jjjj jj jj jj j j jj ~ ~~~ ~ ~ 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: . 
. :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

ANYWHERE 
IN 

DATA STREAM 

To capture any sequential data sample window. 

applications 

BENEFIT: Is the simplest method of checking if the system under test is 

operational, if the logic analyzer is set up properly, and to see what 

is happening in the system under test. 

PROCEDURE: Samples begin tracing into memory upon the ARM command and stop tracing 

when the memory is full. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 512 CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

COMMENTS 

Until memory is full, 

record everything. 

Figure 8-25. Fill Memory with Samples from Anywhere in Data Stream. 
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PURPOSE: 

BENEFIT: 

applications 

--.me 

To record samples around a specific event of interest. 

Focuses in on a specific area of interest. Helps eliminate unwanted 

samples. 

PROCEDURE: See one of the four cases. 

SETUP: See one of the four cases. 

Figure 8-26. Wait for a Specific Event to Occur, Then Record 

(Four Cases). 
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EVENT 

................. ,.:. :.:.:. :.:.:.:.: .:.:.:.:.:~ :.:. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ,-... ' ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. 
I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• e,._ ..... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. :: ::: ::: ::::: :::: ::::::: ::: ::::: ................ . .. .. .. 

applications 

PROCEDURE: Upon the occurrence of a specified event, begin tracing and stop when 

memory is full. (The specified event will be in the first memory 

location. ) 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA A 
A=(EVENT) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(EVENT) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 511 CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

COMMENTS 

Wait for EVENT 
and advance when 
found. 
Record EVENT when found. 

Until memory is full, 

record everything. 

Figure 8- 2 7. Record What Happens Immediately After an Event (Case A). 
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Figure 8-28. 

EVENT 

............... . :-:.:.:-:.: .:. :-:-:.:.: -:.: ':1 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::' 

PROCEDURE: Trace everything until a specific event occurs. Stop tracing 

immediately. (The event will be in the last location of memory.) 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S 
S=(EVENT) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

Stop immediately when 
EVENT occurs. 

Record everything. 

NOTE: The event of interest could occur before 512 samples has occurred, thereby 
having some samples still in memory which is unrelated to the current 
recording. The following will "fill" the memory with new samples before 
advancing to look for the event. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT;< DELAY 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don It Care) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S 
S=(EVENT) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don I t Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

Advance after a 
memory full (515) 
of sample clocks has 
occurred. 
Trace everything. 

Stop immediately 
when EVENT occurs. 

Record everything. 

applications 

Record What Happens Immediately Before an Event (Case B). 
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EVENT 

:.:.:.:+:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 
: ~: ~: ~: t: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~: ~:~: ~: ~:~ 
~{~]}~{\HH~ 

PROCEDURE; Trace everything while waiting for an event to occur. When it occurs, 

count out the delay needed to position it where you want in memory. 

SET UP; 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA A 
A=(EVENT) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC nnnnn CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

COMMENTS 

Advance when 
EVENT occurs. 

Trace everything. 

Record for nnnnn 
more clocks and 
then stop (nnnnn 
must be ~ 511 
clocks in order to 
hold EVENT in 
memory. 

Figure 8-29. Record What Happens Around an Event (Case C). 
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Figure 8- 30. 

............ . ......... . 
__ D_E_LA_Y_-+) rrrIf~~~ 

:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=: ....................... ....................... 

PROCEDURE; After an event occurs, delay the start of recording until a set period 

of time has passed. Record a segment and stop. (The event need not 

appear anywhere in memory.) 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don t t Care) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC nnnnn CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
s= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
A=(Don I t Care) 

TRACE NEVER 
T= (Don I t Care) 

LEVEL 2 DELAY = DEC nnn CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
5= (Doo I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(NEVER) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don I t Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

*To record EVENT, change LEVEL 0 to the following: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don t t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(EVENT) 

Wait for EVENT to 
occur J then advance. 

Wait nnnnn clocks. 

Don I t record· anything. 

Record a segment 
nnnnn long and stop. 

Record everything. 

Wait for EVENT) then 
advance. 

Record EVENT. 

applications 

Record What Happens Long After an Event (Case D). 
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Figure 8-31. 

EVENT 1 EVENT 2 

PURPOSE: To record samples only between (and including) two specified events. 

BENEFIT: Records only the segment of interest~ helps eliminate unnecessary 

information. 

PROCEDURE: Look for the first event, record it and everything following until the 

second event occurs) and then stop tracing. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL L DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don It Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 1) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(EVENT 1) 

LEVEL L+1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
s= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 2) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
'T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL L+2 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP ALWAYS 
5=(Doo I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don I t Care) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don't Care) 

Wait for EVENT 1 
to occur, then 
advance. 
Record EVENT 1. 

Trace everything 
while waiting for EVENT 2 
to occur, then 
advance. 

Stop tracing 
immediately. 

applications 

capture a Segment of Samples: Record from Here to There. 
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Figure 8-32. 

EVENT 1 EVENT 2 

.......... 

. :-:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·1 
:::::::::::::::::::: ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.1 
~((()~~ ......... 

. ...... . 
l:~:}}} 
I::::::::::::::: I······· . 1·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-1:·:·:::·:·:-:·: 

PURPOSE: To not record samples between two specific events. 

BENEFIT: Eliminates unwanted information, conserves memory space for wanted 

informat ion. 

PROCEDURE: Record until EVENT 1 occurs and stop recording. Continue traCing but 

don I t start recording again until EVENT 2 occurs. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL L DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 1) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T= (Don I t Care) 

LEVEL L+1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
s= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 2) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T~~VENT 2) 

LEVEL L+2 DELAY ::= nnnnn CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
S=(Don,'t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

Wait for EVENT 1 
to occur, then 
advance. 
Record everything before 
and including EVENT 1. 

Wait for EVENT 2 
to occur, then 
advance. 
Record EVENT 2. 

Stop after nnnnn 
clocks. 

Record everything. 

applications 

Exclude Recording a Segment of Samples: 

from Here to There. 

Don't Record 
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Figure 8-33. 

PURPOSE: To record only one specific type of sampled event. 

BENEFIT: Excludes recording all information except that of specific interest; 

helps conserve memory space. 

CASE A ALL 

PROCEDURE: Look for and trace each and every occurrence of a specific event, trace 

only that event. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL L DELAY = 'DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP (WHEN DESIRED) 
S=(Don It. Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don I t Care) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(EVENT) 

CASE B FOR A CERTAIN NUMBER OF TIMES. 

For as long as 
desired, 

trace only EVENT. 

PROCEDURE: Look for and record a specific event only a certain number of times 

while tracing. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL L DELAY = DEC nnnnn A PAITERNS 

Stop when nnnnn 

applications 

STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
S=(EVENT) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(EVENT) 

EVENTs (=A PAITERNS) have 
happened. 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(EVENT) 

Specify 
A PATTERNS=EVENT. 
Record only 
EVENTs. 

Selectively Record Only One Kind of Sample (Two Cases). 
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Figure 8-34. 

.... 

~iiiiiiiiiii 

PURPOSE: A certain series of events must occur before a recording is made. 

BENEFIT: Very precisely defines an area of interest to record, provides a way to 

get inside a multi-nested subroutine or to follow a complex program 

path. 

PROCEDURE: Check for EVENT 0 to occur, then check for EVENT 1 to occur, et cetera, 

finally check for EVENT F to occur and record around it as desired. 

(Record immediately after is shown in the following example.) 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

AOVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 0) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
s= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 1) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL E DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT F) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(EVENT F) 

LEVEL F DELAY = DEC nnnnn CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don I t Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don I t Care) 

Follow a Path, Then Record. 

8-39 

Check for EVENT 
0; advance if 
found. 

Check for EVENT 
1; advance if 
found. 

Check for EVENT 
F; advance if 
found. 
Record (EVENT F). 

Stop after nnnnn 
samples. 

Record everything. 

applications 
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Figure 8- 35. 

PURPOSE: To check that a specific series of events occurred after making a 

recording. 

BENEFIT: Without losing the initial recording, later program executi.on points 

can be checked. 

PROCEDURE: Record a segment of interest, stop recording, yet continue to trace 

subsequent program. execution points. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 512 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
s= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 1) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don t t Care) 

LEVEL 2 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
5=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 2) 

TRACE NEVER 
T= (Don I t ~are) 

Record, Then Follow a Path. 
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Fill memory J then 
advance. 
Record everything. 

Check for EVENT 
1; advance if 
found. 

Check for EVENT 
2; advance if 
found. 

Check for EVENT 
3; advance if 
found. 

applications 
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Figure 8-36. 

I 
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I 
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PURPOSE: Monitor a particular point in the program flow for the occurrence of 

one of two possible events. 

BENEFIT: Gives the ability to follow program branches, take alternative paths, 

and make decisions in real time. 

PROCEDURE: Simultaneously check for 2 events. If EVENT 1 occurs, follow trace 

routine 1. If EVENT 2 occurs. follow trace routine 2. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL L DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
5:;::(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO X IF DATA = J 
J=(EVENT 1) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 2) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL L+1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
5=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO a NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(TR2) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL x DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
s= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO a NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(TR1) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don I t Care) 

Look for EVENT 
1 or 2. 

Trace everything, 
including the 
event that does 
occur. 

If EVENT 2 
happened, follow 
trace routine 2. 

If EVENT 1 
happened, follow 
trace routine 1. 

applications 

Check for Event 1 or Event 2 and Take a Different Path 

Depending on Which Event Occurred. 
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EVENT 1 

applications 

PURPOSE: Either of 2 events occurring will initiate the same subsequent action. 

BENEFIT: Precise knowledge of which of 2 events will occur or when it will occur 

is not required. A particular trace routine can be reached by either 

of 2 paths. 

PROCEDURE: Check for the occurrence of EVENT 1 and EVENT 2. If either occurs, 

advance to the next trace level. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL L DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO L+' IF DATA = J 
J=(EVENT 1) 

.ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 2) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

COMMENTS 

If EVENT 1 occurs, trace 
control goes to the 
next level. If EVENT 2 
occurs, trace control 
goes to the next level. 
Trace everything, 
including the event 
that does occur. 

Figure 8-3 7. Check for Event 1 or Event 2 and Take the Same Path 

Regardless of Which Event Occurred. 
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Figure 8-38. 

EVENT 1 EVENT 2 

t 
) 

PURPOSE: To see if the time between 2 events is what it should be. 

BENEFIT: Verifies correct operation, precisely identifies errors in real time 

allowing a decision to be made regarding further tracing. 

PROCEDURE: Look for EVENT 1, then look for EVENT 2. Keep track of the times 

between them and compare it to the correct specified time. Take 

appropriate action based on the result of the comparison. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL L DELAY = DEC SIS CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT 1) 

TRACE (DOESN'T MATTER) 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL L+ 1 DELAY = DEC nnnnn CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO X IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE COUNT S DELAY 
J=(EVENT 2) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
A=(EVENT 2) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL L+2 DELAY = DEC 5 IS CLOCKS 

S=STOP __ _ 

J=JUMP TO 0, ___ _ 

A= ADVANCE. ___ _ 

T= TRACE ___ _ 

LEVEL x DELAY = DEC 5 IS CLOCKS 

STOP ALWAYS 
S=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don I t Care) 

TRACE NEVER 
T= (Don I t Care) 

Check for EVENT 
1 and advance 
when found. 
(Type of trace 
command chosen is 
irrelevant. ) 

Where nnnnn is 
the specified 
correct time 
period between 
EVENT 1 & 2, 
EVENT 2 should 
not occur sooner 
than nnnnn clocks 
after EVENT 1-
EVENT 2 should 
happen nnnnn clocks 
• fter EVENT 1-
TRACE everything 
to be able ·to 
see sampled data in 
case the timing; 
error occurred. 

Timing was correct; 
continue tracing 
as desired. 

Timing error 
occurred; stop 
tracing immediately. 

Check for Correct Timing Between Two Events. 
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Figure 8-39. 
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PURPOSE: To monitor a particular point in a program through repeated executions 

of the program. 

BENEFIT: Exercises hardware and software through repeated testing. Traps 

intermittent errors. 

PROCEDURE: Check for an expected correct event to occur. If it does, run the 

program and trace test 8gain. If an error ever occurs, stop tracing: 

and look at what happened. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL L DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO L IF DATA = J 
J=(CORRECT) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A= (Don t t Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL vI-! DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP ALWAYS 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don I t Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

If the correct EVENT 
happens J loop back 
snd run test again. 
I f correct event 
didn't happen, an 
error occurred. 
Trace everything 
in case an error 
occurs. 

Error occurred; 
stop and look 
at recording. 

NOTE: In order for the trace routine to 'know exactly when to check for CORRECT, level 
L must be entered by an Advance from the event immediately preceeding CORRECT 1 , 

or a time window in which CORRECT should occur must be specified2 , or a 
specific ERROR word that indicates CORRECT didn I t happen must be known 3 • (See 
Sheet 2) 

applications 

Continuously Moni tor for Correct Operation (Sheet of 2). 
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'add 
LEVEL L-1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Doo't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(CORRECT-1) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don't Care) 

• change 
LEVEL L DELAY = DEC nnnnn CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO L IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE COUNT S DELAY 
J=(CORRECT) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

'change to 
LEVEL L DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO L IF DATA = J 
J=(CORRECT) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(ERROR) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(ERROR) 

COMMENTS 

CORRECT should 
occur immediately 
upon entering 
level L. 

applications 

nnnnn is specified 
correct time window. 

CORRECT should happen 
within nnnnn sample 
clocks. 
If CORRECT hasn't 
happened by nnnnn 
clocks, then an 
error has occurred. 

By definition, if 
CORRECT doesn't 
happen then a 
known ERROR will. 

Figure 8-39. Continuously Monitor for Correct Operation (Sheet ~ .of 2). 
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PULSE WIDTH SKEW 

A B 
A B 

--.--
t --..-.. 

t 

Note:Uses basic building block of Figure 7.2-13. 

PURPOSE: 

BENEFIT: 

DESCRIPTION: 

PROCEDURE: 

To verify if pulse width or skew is within specification. 

Tests pulse width or skew to specifications and allows a decision to 

be made on further tracing dependent upon the test results. 

A test may be run for either a minimum or maximum allowable 

specification. 

MIN - After point A, check that B occurs at least t sample clocks 

later. MAX - After point A, check that B occurs before t sample 

clocks have occurred. 

Figure 8-40. Check for Correct Pulse Width or Skew (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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SET UP: 

MIN 
LEVEL 0 DELAY = 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S= (Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA A 
A=(A) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC t CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO X IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE COUNT < DELAY 
J=(B) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT?: DELAY 
A=(B) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

MAX 
LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(A) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC t CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO X IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
J=(B) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT $ DELAY 
A=(B) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

COM~IENTS 

Jump to error 
routine if maximum 
time is exceeded. 
Continue testing 
if maximum is not 
exceeded. 

Jump to error 
if maximum time 
is exceeded. 
Continue testing 
if maximum is not 
exceeded. 

applications 

Figure 8-40. Check for Correct Pulse Width or Skew (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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8e SUBROUTINES 

! ; 
! ~ 
~6 ............................... , 
~-------------"SUBR B ~ 

~ 8i 
~ 0: ~ : CALL D······························: 
, C -----------esuBR 

C i 
: ENTER .j:! 

~ .:.: 
~-----~SUBR D : :::: 

i 1 :iii e Sf 

<0 G G 
t>-\.-\.- t>-\.-\.- '0 <0 ~ G G CO 

TRACE I j 1·:·:·::::::::::::)::1 
•••••••••••••• ••••• eO ••••••••• 

RECORDING IE.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.}-- SUBR ................... C 

/\ 
CALL B CALL C 

PURPOSE: To only record 1 pass of a double nested subroutine. 

BENEFIT: Execution of the main program and outer subroutines does not have to 

be recorded in order to capture only the subroutine of interest. 

DESCRIPTION: The main program calls subroutines A and B. Subroutine B calls 

subroutine C and D. It is desired to record only subroutine C. 

PROCEDURE: Look for subroutine B to be called, then look for subroutine C to be 

called. Record until subroutine C returns to B. 

Figure 8-41. Record a Nested Subroutine (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call B) 

TRACE IF DATA = B 
T=(Call B) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call C) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(Call C) 

LEVEL 2 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S 
S=(Exit C) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

COMMENTS 

Look for and 
record Call B. 

Look for and 
record Call C. 

Record all of C 
until it exits 
and stop. 

Figure 8-41. Record a Nested Subroutine (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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e E2 ........ ~~.~~~.~~~~~.s 
~ ---------------0 t w=---r : .................. ~~ IDt 

i 1 IQ ~ i: !.~ .......... : 

9j;;-;-;--:-:":e@:;:~ 
:! ! EXIT ~ 
i ~ L ..... ~ .............. j 

CALLS 3-7 
NOT SHOWN 

applications 

SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR 
1234 5 67 8 

TRACE •••• k::;:;:::;:J'" D'" .1=::::::::::1-1:::::::::::::::::+ •••• D······ v:::::::I··I:::::::::+····· -1::::::::::::::::::::::) 

12345678 
RECORDI NG (:;:;:;:;:;:;:J::;:l:;:;:;::::j:::::::::::::::::f::;:l:;:;:::;:t::;:;:::::J;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:::;::j 

PURPOSE: To record the execution of a series of subroutines I each of which can 

be separated by an indefinite period of time. 

BENEFIT: Can capture many different subroutines in a single pass of the main 

program without needing an infinite depth memory or having to record 

the multitude of data in between each subroutine or record each 

execution of the same subroutine. 

DESCRIPTION: The main program calls 8 non-contiguous sequential subroutines. One 

pass of each will be recorded as they execute. 

PROCEDURE: Check for call subroutine 1, record until it exi.ts, stop recording 

while checking for subroutine 2 to be called, then record until it 

exits, stop recording while looking for subroutine 3 to be called, et 

cetera. Stop tracing at the end of subroutine 8. 

Figure 8-42. Capture Multiple Subroutines (Sheet of 4). 
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Figure 8-42. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
5=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call 1) 

TRACE NEVER 
'f!=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Exit 1) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL 2 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call 2) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL 3 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
5=(Don r t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Exit 2) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL 4 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don r t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call 3) 

TRACE NEVER 
T= (Don't Care) 

Look for 
subroutine 1 to 
be called. 

Record 
subroutine 1. 

Look for 
subroutine 2. 

Record 
subroutine 2. 

Look for 
subroutine 3 .. 

Capture Multiple Subroutines (Sheet 2 of 4). 
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Figure 8-42. 

LEVEL 5 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
s= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Exit 3) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 6 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call 4) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL 7 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Exit 4) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 8 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don It Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call 5) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don I t Care) 

LEVEL 9 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Exit 5) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T= (Don I t Care) 

Record 
subroutine 3. 

Look for 
subroutine 4. 

Record 
subroutine 4. 

Look for 
subroutine 5. 

Record 
subroutine 5. 

Capture Multiple Subroutines (Sheet 3 of 4). 
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LEVEL A DELAY - DEC 515 CLCCKS 

STOP NEVER 
8= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Oon It Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A Look for 
A~(Call 6) subroutine 6. 

TRACE NEVE* 
T= (Don I t Care) 

LEVEL B DELAY ~ DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
5= (Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A Record 
A~(Exit 6) subroutine 6. 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don It Care) 

LEVEL C DELAY ~ DEC 515 CLCCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A Look for 
A~(Call 7) subroutine 7. 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL D DELAY ~ DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A Record 
A~(Exit 7) subroutine 7. 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL E DELAY ~ DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
5=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J= (Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A Look for 
A~(Call 8) subroutine 8. 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL F DELAY ~ DEC 515 CLCCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S Record 
S~(Exit 8) subroutine 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER and stop. 
J=(Don It Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don It Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

Figure 8-42. Capture Multiple Subroutines (Sheet 4 of 4). 
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e e SUBROUTINES 

I ................................... : 

I t fr==::~ ~ 
I 1 L~ .......... : 

ctJ~~·~:~·~~~:~·~:~·:B·······~ 
i r ...... · ........ !rb ~ 

I 1 L~ ......... j . 

SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR SUBR 
1234 5 67 8 

TRACE •••• j::;:;:::;:;:} •• [] •••• I:::::::::} 1:::::::::::::::;:+ •••• [] •••••• J::::::::::J. -1;::::::::+ ••••• 0\::::::::::::::::::::::1 

12345678 
RECORDING 1:;:;:;:;:;:;:J::;:t;:;:;::::j:::::::::::::::::{::::J::;:;:;::1:::::::::1::::::::::::::;::::::1 

PURPOSE: To only record execution of the main program, don't record any of its 

subroutines. 

BENEFIT: The entire main program 1 s execution can be recorded without filling 

(or over filling) memory with each and every subroutine execution 

(just their call statements). Valuable memory space is not wasted by 

umpteen executions of numerous individual subroutines. 

DESCRIPTION: The main program (which consists of 8 statements) calls 

subroutines. The first subroutine calls 2 others; the second is a 

delay routine. 

PROCEDURE: Start tracing at the beginning of the main program. When a 

subroutine is called. s~op recording until control returns to the 

main program. 

Figure 8-43. Record Main Program Only (Sheet of 2). 
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Figure 8-43. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL a DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don I t Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Main 1) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(Main 1) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 515 Cr.oCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don I t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call A) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 2 DELAY = DEC 515 CLCCKS 
STOP NEVER 

S=(Don't Care) 
JUMP TO 0 NEVER 

J=(Don I t Care) 
ADVANCE IF DATA = A 

A=(Main 5) 
TRACE IF DATA = T 

T=(Main 5) 

LEVEL 3 DELAY = DEC 515 CLCCKS 
STOP NEVER 

S=(Don't Care) 
JUMP TO 0 NEVER 

J=(Don't Care) 
ADVANCE IF DATA = A 

A=(Call delay) 
TRACE ALWAYS 

T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 4 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 
STOP NEVER 

S=(Don I t Care) 
JUMP TO 0 NEVER 

J=(Don't Care) 
ADVANCE IF DATA = A 

A=(Main 7) 
TRACE IF DATA = T 

T=(Main 7) 

LEVEL 5 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 
STOP NEVER 

S=(Don I t Care) 
JUMP TO 1 IF DATA = J 

J=(Main 8) 
ADVANCE NEVER 

A=(Don't Care) 
TRACE ALWAYS 

T-(Don I t Care) 

Start recording 
main program. 

Look for first 
subroutine call. 

Do not record 
until control 
returns to the 
main program, 

Record main 
program until 
delay routine 
is called. 

Do not record 
until control 
returns to the 
main program. 

Follow the program's 
jump and repeat 
the recording 
process. 

Record Main Program Only (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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Figure 8-44. 

8 SUBROUTINES 

............................ 
1 ,.----~SUBR B 1 

r 7 i 
t: a 

11 V 
•••••••• I • 

_________ J •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

L...::::;:..:.:y::...::..... l f··················· "'l 
r··········:l f--~g~&Ry ~ 

I 

6··········j ! ____________ J 

................. · . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . ............................. . 

PURPOSE: 

BENEFIT: 

DESCRIPTION: 

PROCEDURE: 

To continuously monitor a program for a correct sequence of events 

and the execution time between them to check for unknown or 

intermittent errors. 

A potential error does not have to be known beforehand in order for 

it to be captured. Check points will window any error. 

Several check points in a program are monitored to make sure they 

happen in their correct sequence and within the correct time frame. 

The program and testing repeat as long as everything is OK but stops 

if any error occurs. 

Check for A to occur then check that the time between A and call B is 

tl (=x clocks). Verify correct execution time t2 C=y clocks) of 

subroutine B. and then of subroutine Delay (t3=z clocks). If the 

sequence of events or timing is incorrect, stop tracing to see 

exactly what happened. 

Check for Unknown Errors in Real Time (Sheet 
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SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(EVENT A) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(EVENT A) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC x CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 5 IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
J=(Call S) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT:!> DELAY 
A=(Call S) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 2 DELAY = DEC Y CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 5 IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
J=(Call delay) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE:!> DELAY 
A=(Call delay) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

COHHENTS ---

Look for EVENT A. 

Check time 
between A and 
Call S. 

Check execution 
time of S. 
(Call delay is 
first statement 
after returning 
from S.) 

applications 

Figure 8-44. Check for Unknown Errors in Real Time (Sheet 2 of 3). 
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LEVEL 3 DELAY = DEC z CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 5 IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE COUNT> DELAY 
J=(Exit delay) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE ~ DELAY 
A=(Exit Delay) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 4 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 ALWAYS 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 5 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP ALWAYS 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE NEVER 
T=(Don't Care) 

Check execution 
time of delay. 

Everything checked 
out OK; follow 
program loop and 
run test again. 

Something went 
wrong) stop. 

applications 

Figure 8-44. Check for Unknown Errors in Real Time (Sheet 3 of 3). 
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Figure 8- 45. 

PURPOSE: To trace a subroutine each time it occurs while simultaneously 

checking for EVENT 1 to occur followed by EVENT 2. 

BENEFIT: A segment of interest can be continually traced while waiting for a 

sequence of events that could occur at unknown times. 

DESCRIPTION: Every time subroutine S occurs, trace it. While looking for 5 to be 

called, simultaneously look for EVENT 1. If EVENT 2 happens only 

after EVENT 1, then the prograll is finished and tracing should stop. 

EVENT 1 and 2 can occur at any time, except during subroutine S. 

PROCEDURE: Simultaneously check for EVENT 1 and Call S. If S occurs, trace it 

and start looking for EVENT 1 and Call 5 again. After EVENT 1 

occurs, simultaneously check for EVENT 2 and Call S. Trace 2 if it 

happens, then continue looking for EVENT 2 and Call S. Stop when 

EVENT 2 happens after EVENT 1 is found. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S= (Don't Ca.re) 

JUMP TO 2 IF DATA = J 
J=(EVENT 1) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call S) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T;o(Call S) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S= (Dont 't care) 

JUMP TO 0 IF DATA = J 
J=(Exit S) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T= (Don 1 t Care) 

LEVEL 2 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S 
S=(EVENT 2) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don 1 t Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(Call S) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(Call S) 

LEVEL 3 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don tt Care) 

JUMP TO 2 IF DATA = J 
J=(Exit S) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

Look for EVENT 
1 and Call S. 

Trace S (neither 
EVENT 1 nor 
2 has happened). 

EVENT 1 has 
has happened. 
Look for EVENT 2 
and Call S. __ Stop 
when EVENT 2 is 
found. 

Trace S (EVENT 
1 has happened 
but EVENT 2 has 
not. 

Notes: Uses building blocks of Figures 7.2-10,7.2-11, and 7.2-12. 

Record and Check for Correct Execution. 
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17 32 55 
MACHINE CYCLES OUTPUTS OUTPUT OUTPUT MACHINE CYCLES 

TRACE 1::::::::::::::::::::::1····· EJ ············0 .............................. (] ..... 1:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 

RECORDING 

Figure 8-46. 

PURPOSE: 

BENEFIT: 

DESCRIPTION: 

OUTPUT 
OUTPUT 

55 
MACHINE CYCLES 

To record multiple. non-continuous program segments during a single 

recording and verify correct operation over a multitude of program 

executions. 

A single recording captures segments of program execution widely 

separated in time and will only record correctly if the program is 

operating correctly. 

A short loop program adds 3 to a register and outputs the register 

value to a port each time the loop is executed. Port values range 

from cc to FF so program repeats the same port value every 256 cycles 

as a major loop. 

Isolate Program Execution Essentials (Sheet of 3). 
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Figure 8-46. 

PROCEDURE: The first level merely waits for the initial program instruction 

(FIRST INSTR.), traces it, and advances to level 1. At level 1 J the 

next 21 machine cycles Bre captured so that the entire execution of 

the first loop pass is recorded and then the unit advances again. At 

level 2, only the actual port accesses (OUTPUT PORT) are recorded for 

the next 32 passes (1 word out of 17. captured 32 times). Continuing 

at level 3, the analyzer is programmed to ignore all execution until 

the 255th occurrence of output port which should be a complete major 

loop of over 4000 machine cycles with only the final port value being 

stored. If, and only if, the loop properly executes all the code 

between. then the sample traced at level 3 should have the same data 

value as the last loop traced in level 2. The unit is then 

programmed to advance to level 4, where the same type of data 

exclusion is used, only instead of using one major loop, a hundred 

and one major loops (256 x 101 255 = 25,855 patterns) are checked. 

The program must properly execute over 400,000 machine cycles and 

then the port data should be the same as in the preceding two 

samples. Finally, the trace control is advanced to levelS, where 

the next 55 samples of each machine cycle are captured, and the 

recording is stopped. 

SET UP: 

LEVEL 0 DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=(lst. Instr.) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(lst. Instr.) 

LEVEL 1 DELAY = DEC 21 CLOCKS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

LEVEL 2 DELAY = DEC 32 A PATIERNS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A= (OUTPUT PORT) 

TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=(OUTPUT PORT) 

Start recording 
at the first 
program. 

Record first 
pass of the 
program loop. 

Only port 
accesses are 
traced for the 
next 32 passes. 

applications 

Isolate Program Execution Essentials (Sheet 2 of 3). 
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LEVEL 3 DELAY = DEC 255 A PATTERNS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
A=(OUTPUT PORT) 

TRACE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
T=(OUTPUT PORT) 

LEVEL 4 DELAY = DEC 25855 A PATTERNS 

STOP NEVER 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE IF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
A=(OUTPUT PORT) 

TRACE fF DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
T=(OUTPUT PORT) 

LEVEL 5 DELAY = DEC 55 CLOCKS 

STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUNT = DELAY 
S=(Don't Care) 

JUMP TO 0 NEVER 
J=(Don't Care) 

ADVANCE NEVER 
A=(Don't Care) 

TRACE ALWAYS 
T=(Don't Care) 

After 1 major 
loop r'ecord only 
the value being 
output to the 
port. 
(It should be 
the same as 
the last value 
in trace 
level 2.) 

Wait 101 major 
loops before 
recording output 
values. (Value 
should still be 
the same as in 
level 3.) 

All of the next 

applications 

55 cycles are recorded 
and tracing stopped. 

Figure 8-46. Isolate Program Execution Essentials (Sheet 3 of 3). 
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Section 9 

COJiiI101ICATIORS 

9.1 OVERVIEW 

Communication links can be set up between the K101-D and other devices. 

This section describes two user-programmable communication interfaces, 

the IEEE STD 488-1978 and the EIA-RS-232-C. The IEEE STD 488-1978 is an 

eight-bit, parallel interface, commonly referred to as the General 

Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). The EIA-RS-232-C (RS-232) is an asynchro

nous bit serial interface that involves the use of modems for telephone 

line links or direct connection to printers, terminals or other 

peripherals. 

Opera tion of the two interfaces is described in paragraph 9.2. 

Additional technical descriptions of the two interfaces are contained in 

paragraphs 9.5 (GPIB) and 9.6 (RS-232). 

The basic procedure to establish a communication link is straight

forward: 

a. Connect either the GPIB cable or the RS-232 cable to the 

proper connection on the rear panel of the K101-D. 

b. Set up matching link parameters on the K101-D and the device 

at the other end of the communication link. 

c. Initiate communication as described in paragraph 9.2. 
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9.2 OPBUTIOR 

9.2.1 GPIB INTERFACE OPERATION 

a. Connect the GPIB connector (IEEE 488) on the rear panel of the 

K101-D to a GPIB controller or peripheral. 

b. Press to display the interface setup menu. 

As shown in Figure 9-1, the setup menu is divided into two sections. 

The left side is for the GPIB interface. Three parameters need to be 

programmed: interface mode, termination character, and command field. 

9.2.1.1 Inter~ace MOde 

Tne first field in the GPIB interface section is used for selection of 

one of three interface modes: Talk and Listen, Talk Only, or Listen Only 

(the defaul t mode -- so you can remotely send a command to the K 1 01-D 

giving it an address and changing to Talk and Listen mode). 

a. Talk and Listen Hode. In this mode, the K101-D will accept 

information from, or transfer information to, a control leI". 

Talk and Listen mode is used in most applications. For 

example, it is best sui ted to control the instrument from a 

controller. To use Talk and Listen mode, assign to the 

instrument an address between 0 and 30 (in decimal) to the 

CHOICE 

instrument. Press 8 until ADDRESS = nn (nn = 0 to 30) 

is selected at the blinking cursor. Enter a number between 0 

and 30 from the keyboard, e.g., 14 by pressing and 

The instrument can now be addressed by a 
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CLOCK=0100 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:32:07 MEM=M 

I r~T E~~FAC:E 

WORD LENGTH = ~ Dll~ 

(~:-C:)= ) CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 9-1. GPIB Interface Setup Menu. 
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controller as location 14. The K 1 01-D will process records 

sent on the GPIB when commanded to listen. For example, the 

instrument will listen to controller commands to address 14 

such as move a cursor on the screen, select setup menus, 

perform timing analysis, and arm the instrument. 

The K 10 1-D can be commanded to talk as address 14. In this 

case, the instrument will process records and send the 

necessary information back to the controller. 

Note 

Users should be careful when talk commands 

are used because the GPIB, and hence the 

instrument, can lock up. The three most 

common problems are 

a. The instrument is commanded to talk but 

has not been commanded to send data. 

Therefore it will wait for further 

instructions from the controller. 

b. All requested data has been transfer

red by the instrument. 

c. The instrument did not understand the 

command. 

b. Talk Only mode. The foremost application of Talk Only mode is 

to transfer information from the screen to a dedicated GPIB 

printer. Producing hard copy with Talk Only mode is straight

forward. For example, display the desired setup screen and 

press u. The screen will be printed as displayed. 
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Display data with and 0, and again press 

u· 
The data will be printed as shown on the screen. 

Note 

The printer should be set to Listen Only 

mode. 

Talk Only mode can also be used to transfer the contents of 

memory A or B to another K101-D. The Command field is used to 

enter the command to transfer the contents of memory A or the 

contents of B (CMA or CMB, respectively). Press and 

DONT CARE 

8 SPACE to ini tia te data transmission. The records entered 

in the command field must conform to the specified formats 

(see paragraph 9.2.1.3). 

Note 

GPIB listener capability is not available 

in Talk Only mode. 

c. Listen Only mode. Like Talk Only mode, the Listen Only mode 

has limited use; for example, it is used to receive informa

tion from another K101-D. GPIB talking capabilities are not 

available in this mode. The default condition for the K101-D 

is Listen Only mode. This mode permits users to change the 

K101-D mode. For example, the user can change the instrument 
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to the Talk and Listen mode or assign a new address by sending 

keystroke records. While in Listen Only mode, the instrument 

will not transmit information to another device as GPIB 

Talking capabilities are not available in this mode. The 

instrument will, however, process all messages received over 

the GPIB. 

9.2.1.2 Termination Characters 

The K101-D can be configured to accept anyone of four termination 

characters or ch~_racter strings. This gives the K101-D the flexibility 

to adapt to any controller. For example, some controllers must receive 

carriage return only. Others may require both carriage return and line 

feed to terminate a record. The four termination strings are as 

follows: 

a. CR and LF 

b. CR/LF + EOI 

c. CR 

d. CR + EOI 

where: 

CR = carriage return 

LF = line feed 

EOI = end of information 

To program the instrument proceed as follows: 

INTERFACE 

a. Press 0 to display the Interface setup menu. 

+ 
b. Press ~SET to move the cursor to the termination character 

field. 
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c. 

communications 

CHOICE 

Press EJ to select a character string which matches with 

the termination character required by the controller on the 

other side of the GPIB interface. 

9.2.1.3 Corrpnd Field 

The command field is used only in conjunction with Talk Only mode and is 

not usable in the other two modes. The command field is provided to 

enter records from the keyboard in Talk Only mode. 

a. Display the Interface setup menu with 

b. 

CHOICE 

Select Talk Only mode with EJ . 
....t-

c. Press CYJ SET two times to move the cursor to the Command 

field. 

d. Change the mode from Talk Only to Listen Only or Talk and 

Listen. 

e. 

....t-
Move the cursor downward with CYJ SET. 

Note 

The cursor bypasses the command field, 

which indicates that the field is not 

usable with Talk and Listen or Listen Only 

mode. 

The record entered in the command field must conform to specified 

formats. The keys entered in the command field are processed as if they 

came over the GPIB from an external controller. The field can contain a 

maximum of eight characters. If more than eight characters are entered, 

the first entered character will be deleted, then the next, and so on. 
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Enter a space character, Le., press SHIFT and SPACE, to process all 

records. The space character is inter~reted as a "carriage return" 

terminator. En tel' a new record and the previous record will be 

automatically deleted by the instrument. Use DELETE to delete the last 

entered character. Continue pressing DELETE and the subsequent 

characters will be deleted in turn. 

9.2.1.4 Saving Interface Setup Menus 

The K101-D will automatically save the most recently selected interface 

parameters, the user need not select them every time power is turned on. 

The SHIFT and RECALL keys do not restore the interface parameters to 

default. It does not matter if the keys were pressed at the keyboard or 

the keycodes came over the GPIB. (The K101-D will, however, change the 

Interface setup menu to default condi tions if a CMOS memory error is 

detected during power up diagnosis.) 

9.2.2 RS-232-C INTERFACE OPERATION 

Connect the RS-232-C connector on the rear panel of the K101-D to a 

modem or other device. 

Press to display the Interface menu. 

As shown in Figure 9-2, the right side of the setup menu is for RS-

232-C. Select the six parameters as described below to configure the 

K101-D: 

a. Baud rate 

b. Stop bits 

c. Parity 

d. Word length 

e. Protocol 

f. Command 
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- -.-
lj j-: 1 .b = L :_: :_" "_" 

.. _ .. --

communications 
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Figure 9-2. RS-232-C Interface Setup Menu. 
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9.2.2.1 Baud Rate 

Select the K101-D communication speed to match the speed of the device 

at the other end; the communication speed must be the same. Use the 

FIELD keys to select the baud rate. The available values are 110, 150, 

300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, and 9600 bps. [Default Value = 300 

BPS] 

9.2.2.2 Stop Bit 

The stop bit can be one bit or two bits; its value should match the 

other device. If you do not know the stop bit for the other device, 

select one bit for the K101-D. [Default = one bit] 

9.2.2.3 Parity 

The K101-D transmits and checks parity of odd, even, or none. Check the 

parity of the other device and set the K101-D accordingly. Alternately, 

you can change another device's parity to match the K101-D selected 

parity. If your terminal receives square blocks, or some characters are 

not identifiable, the probable cause is wrong parity. Change parity and 

try again. If you are not sure about the parity of the other device, 

start with none parity for the K101-D. [Default = odd] 

9.2.2.4 Word Length 

Word length can be seven or eight bits. 

[Default = seven bits] 

9.2.2.5 Protocol 

Start with eight bits. 

Most computers and computer peripherals recognize XON/XOFF 

(CTRLQ/CTRLS). Select CTS/RTS. The K101-D will then send XON/XOFF as 

well as accept XON/XOFF from another device. The ACK/NAK and CTS/RTS 
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have some limitations for the software versions 4.0 and 4.2 (see 

paragraph 9.3.2.1). [Default = ACK/NAK] 

9.2.2.6 ()wnand 

The command field is provided to transmit the contents of memory A or B, 

or setup screens to a printer or to another K101-D. The field is a 

maximum of eight characters wide. The DELETE key could be used to 

delete the most recently entered character. Enter CMA or CMB to 

transfer contents of memory A or B, respectively. Any other command 

record can also be entered in the command field to perform corresponding 

acti vi ty. Press SHIFT and DOR'T CARE to ini tia te communica tion. The 

records entered in the command field must conform to the specified 

formats. They are processed by the instrument as if they were received 

via the RS-232 interface from an external controller. 

9.2.2.7 Saving RS-232-C Interface Setup Menu 

The RS-232-C Interface menu can be saved either by keyboard entry or 

transmitted code (see paragraph 9.2.1.4 for details). 

9.3 CODES AID C<MWmS 

9.3.1 DESCRIPTION 

Records are provided to allow the K101-D to interact with other devices. 

Each record is a predefined string of characters which has a specific 

forma t and predefined purpose. The same records are used for both the 

GPIB and RS-232-C interface. Five types of records (keystroke, command, 

memory modification, message display, and status) can be used with the 

K101-D. Their formats are summarized in Figure 9-3. 

All these records are terminated by the same termination character. 

Each record is discussed below. 
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RECORD TYPE 

KEYSTROKE 
"K" 

MEMORY 
"M" 

COMMAND 
"e" 

STATUS 
"8" 

MESSAGE 
"D" 

communications 

FORMAT 

I KI ~ ~ I" 
~ RECORD 

t RECORD 
KEY TERMINATOR 

TYPE 
CODES (SEE NOTE) 

BBBB 1 AAAA 1 H 

t -+ 
DATA TRACE RECORD~ i t 

TYPE STARTING DATA FROM LEVEL 
MEMORY CURSOR FROM SECTION B 

TYPE LOCATION SECTION C 
DATA 
FROM 

SECTION A 

I C 1 

t 
RECORD 

TYPE 

18 

Is 1 
-+ 

(K101-D ONLY) 

-+ 
CONTROL 

INFORMATION 

DIO BIT # 

I 
-+ 

-+ 
RECORD 

TERMINATOR 
(SEE NOTE) 

• 1 

-+ 
RECORD INFORMATION RECORDING 

TYPE FROM STATUS STATUS 
BYTE DESCRIPTION 

<--I DI---I ---"~ <--~ _'-----JI 1 

-+ -+-+ 
RECORD MESSAGE RECORD 

TYPE TERMINATOR 
(SEE NOTE) 

~ 
RECORD 

TERMINATOR 
(SEE NOTE) 

1\ 
RECORD 

TERMINATOR 
(SEE NOTE) 

Figure 9-3. The K101-D Records. 
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Record types D, C, K, and M may be sent to the K101-D when it is a 

listener. Record types K, M, and S may be sent by the K101-D when it is 

a talker. 

Note 

The record terminator may be either a two

ASCII-character "carriage return" (hex OD)/ 

"line feed" (hex OA) combination or a 

single-ASCII "carriage return." Either 

form will be accepted by the K101-D when it 

is a listener. The form used by the K101-D 

when it is a talker can be selected by the 

GPIB controller. See the explanation of 

the CR and LF commands under the descrip-

9.3.2 KEYSTROKE RECORD 

The five keystroke records are used to reconfigure the six setup menus 

and perform DISPLAY key functions. The keystroke records are equivalent 

to the user pressing the keyboard keys. For example, with a keystroke 

record~ the user can select the Clock setup menu, change it, arm the 

instrument, and display data. The keystroke record can be used for 

editing. 

The record has the following format: 

f l' 
Record Keycodes 

Identifier 

9-13 
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All keystroke records start with an ASCII K (capital K) followed by the 

keycodes which are the ASCII letters as defined in Table 9-1. The 

record is terminated by a carriage return or carriage return and line 

feed when using RS-232-C. For the GPIB, the termination string could be 

CR, CR + EOI, CR/LF, or CR/LF + EOI. 

Several keycodes can be grouped together to form one record. In a 

group, however, only one identifier is required. For example, send 

K $C ~ ] 100 CR. The K informs the K101-D that it is a keystroke 

record. The $C displays Clock setup menu. The ~ activates the BEXT 

key, i.e., advances mode selection one step. For example, if Internal 

mode was selected before sending the record, the ~ will advance it to 

external single-phase. The] moves the cursor one step down. The 100 

sets the current cursor location, i.e., internal clock speed, to 100. 

Finally, CR terminates the record. 

Note 

Spaces may be entered anywhere in the 

record to enhance legibility. The K101-D 

will ignore the space characters. 

In software versions 4.0 and 4.1, the K101-D will process the record 

before receiving the termination character. The users, 

send the termination character to terminate the record. 

however, must 

Otherwise, the 

K101-D will wait for a termination character, and any new record sent by 

the user will be interpreted as an illegal command even if it is a legal 

record. Any time you are in the middle of a record and want to start 

again, press the EBTER (RETURB) key to terminate the record. 

Note 

In software versions 4.0 and 4.2, the users 

should avoid overflowing the K101-D buffer. 

The K101-D may be busy executing keystroke 

records and may not interrupt the communi-
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Description of Key 
on the KeYDOard 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G (shift 0) 
H (shift 1) 
I (shift 2) 
J (shift 3) 
K (shift 4) 
L (shift 5) 
M (shift 6) 
N (shift 7) 
0 (shift 8) 
P (shift 9) 
Q (shift A) 
R (shift B) 
S (shift C) 
T (shift D) 
U (shift E) 
V (shift F) 
W (shift <) 
X (shift =) 
Y (shift » 
Z (shift .) 

* -
Period 
Less than 
Greater than 
Equal to 
Space 

Table 9-1. Keycode Selection Table 
(Keystroke Record Only) 

Description of Key 
Keycode on the Keyboard 

0 SPECIFY Keys 
1 Interface 
2 Clock Select 
3 Input Mode 
4 Trace Control 
5 Logic Polarity 
6 Data Format 
7 
8 FIELD Keys 
9 Cursor left 
A Cursor right 
B Cursor up 
C Cursor down 
D Next 
E Previous 
F 
G DISPLAY Keys 
H Select A 
I Select B 
J Compare A/B 
K Search On/Off 
L Graph 
M A - B 
N Data 
0 Timing 
P 
Q ACQUIRE Keys 
R Arm 
S Advance 
T M - A 
U Stop 
V 
w ACTION Keys 
X Edit 
Y Insert 
Z Delete 

Save 
* Recall 
-

VIRTUAL Keys 
&. Blank Display 
&< Set Cursor 
&> Set Reference 
&= Shift Recall 
$; Shift Delete 
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Kevcode 

$Z 
$C 
$1 
$S 
$P 
F 

< 
> 
( 
) 

% 
41 

!3 
!4 
!6 
!7 
$G 
! 1 
$D 
$T 

!8 
!5 
!2 
!O 

/0 
/1 
/2 
/3 
/4 

.0 
/6 
17 
/5 
/8 
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cation once the buffer is filled. The 

number of keystroke records which can be 

sent in a group to the K101-D will depend 

upon the type of records. 

communications 

9.3.2.1 QUICK Keys and DIRECT Keys 

The BEXT and PREY keys help select the desired value of a parameter in 

the setup menus (see Table 9-2). In some cases, this requires pressing 

the keys several times to select a specific value. 

SET UP: 

RESULT: 

Rxamplee------------------------------

Select mixed multiphase inputs with NEXT key. 
CLOCK 
SELECT 

a. Press c===J to display Clock setup menu. 

CHOICE 

b. Press 8 four times to select mixed mul tiphase 

inputs. 

CHOICE 

User presses 8 
inputs. 

four times to select the desired 

---------------------------End Example~ ________________________ ___ 

The QUICK keys are provided to select a specific function in which the 

user presses only one key instead of repeatedly pressing the NEXT or 

PREY key. The QUICK keys are identified by numeric keys, Le., keys 0 

through 9 (see Section 4). 
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Table 9-20 DIRECT Keys and QUICK Keys (Keystroke Record Only) 

Interface Setup Menu 

GPm DDJUI'ACB 

Interface Mode 

Address 

Talk Only 
Listen Only 

Tel'll1natioD Characters 

CR 
CR or EOI 
CRoLF 
CRoLF or EOI 

Error Beep 

Off 
On 

1S-232-CIIITIRPACB 

Baud Rate (bps) 

110 
150 
300 
600 
1200 
1800 
2400 
4800 
9600 

Stop Bits 

1 bit 
2 bits 

Word Length 

7 bits 
8 bits 

Protocol 

XONXOFF 
RTS/CTS 

I{eycode 

o thru 30 
(direct keys) 

B 
C 

o 
1 
2 
3 

o 
1 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

o 
1 

o 
1 

o 
1 
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Clock Select Setup Menu Keycode 

Clock Mode 

Internal 
External Single-Phase 
External Mu1tiphase 
External Mixed Single-Phase 
External Mixed Mu1tiphase 
Internal Extended 

Internal Clock Period 

milliseconds 
microseconds 
nanoseconds 

C100ks 

xy (x = A, B, C) 
(y = J, K, R, S) 

xy as above 
xy as above 

Sallple Clocks 

Int 
Ext 
10 ns 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

o 
1 
2 

o 

1 
2 

o 
1 
2 

Input Setup Menu Keycode 

Mode 

Sample 
Glitch 
Latch 
Demux 

'l'hreshold 

TTL 
ECL 
VAR A 
VAR B 

C 
D 
E 
F 

8 
9 
A 
B 
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Table 9-2. DIRECT Keys and QUICK Keys (Keystroke Record Only) (Cont'd) 

Input Setup Menu (Cont'd) Keycode 

ArIa Mode 

Manual 0 
Auto 1 
Auto Stop if A = B 2 
Auto Stop if A ~ B 3 
Auto Stop if A = B 4 

wi thin limits 
Auto Stop if A ~ B 5 

within limits 

Trace Control Setup Menu Keycode 

Delay 

DEC D 
H~ F 
Clocks 0 
A Pattern 1 

eo.mand Conditions (see note) 

If data = D 0 
Always 1 
Never 2 
If data = D and 3 

sample count => Delay 
If data = D and 4 

sample count =< Delay 

Trace ContrQl Sety~ Mem~ Ke.,Ycode 

Command Conditions (Cont'd) 

If data = D and 5 
sample count = delay 

If data = D and 6 
sample count >= delay 

If data = D and 7 
sample count <= delay 

If data = D and 8 
sample count <> delay 

Logic Polarity Setup Menu 

True 
False 

Data Format Setup Menu 

Hex 
Octal 
Binary 
Mixed user sequence 
Mixed CF-AO sequence 
Device mnemonics 

Keycode 

+ 

Keycode 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Note: D = S, J, A, or T as determined by command type. 
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Note 

In the following examples, CR means that 

the user terminates the record by pressing 

RETURR/BITER key. 

communications 

----------------------------~Erauawple~ ________________________ ___ 

Select mixed multiphase inputs with QUICK keys 
CLOCK 

SET UP: a. Press o to display Clock setup menu. 

b. Press 
~ 
~ K to enter 4. mixed multiphase inputs 

are selected. 

RESULTS: User presses a single key to select the desired inputs. 

___________________________ EnDUd ~lee----------------------------

Like QUICK keys, the DIRECT keys also select the specific functions. The 

DIRECT keys .can be identified by functions labelled on the keys, e.g., 

the SAMPLE key. 
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______________________________ Exa~mpl.ee------------------------------

SET UP: 

RESULT: 

Demux.inputs BF-B8 and B7-BO with REXT key. 

a. 

b. 

CLOCK 
SELECT 

Press 0 
For K101-D: 

to display Input setup menu. 
4-

move cursor to BF-B8 with @]SET. 

Then press BEXT three times to Demux BF-B8 and 
B7-BO. 

User presses RElT three times to select the desired input 
mode. 

With DIRECT keys, user does not repeat entries. 

___________________________ EDd Exampl.ee----------------------------

----------------------------.~lee----------------------------

SET UP: 

RESULT: 

Demux inputs CF-C8 and C7-CO with DIRECT keys. 

a. 

CLOCK 
SELECT 

Press 0 to display Input setup menu. 

DEMUX 

b. Press W v. The CF-C8 and C7-CO inputs are now 
HEX 

in Demux mode. 

User presses one key to select the desired input mode. 

----------------------------End ExaBplee-----------------------------
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The DIRECT and QUICK keys can be transmitted over the GPIB or the RS-

232-C interface. These keys select a specific function and the user or 

a controller need not know the current state of the setup menus. If the 

DIRECT and QUICK keys are not available, a user or controller has to 

receive the current setup menu to check it. In such a case, the user 

moves the cursor to the desired field by transmitting the code for the 

arrow keys. Finally, the BEXT or PREY key is sent repeatedly in many 

situations to select the specific function. With DIRECT and QUICK keys, 

the user sends one keystroke record to the same parameter. 

----------------------------~le~--------------------------

SET UP: 

RESULT: 

Current state unknown. Select mixed multiphase 

inputs with BEXT key. 

a. Display Clock setup menu on the K101-D screen: send 

K $C CR (CR = return key). 

b. Bring Clock setup menu to your terminal: send CPS 

CR. 

c. Check the Clock setup menu for the current state 

(say, Internal mode). 

d. Change Internal mode to mixed multiphase: press the 

BEXT key four times. Send K%%%%CR. 

e. Bring the Clock setup menu to confirm the changes: 

send CPS CR. Review and ensure that mixed 

multiphase mode has been selected. 

Five steps are required to select and confirm the mixed 

multiphase inputs. 

End Example 
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With QUICK keys the above process will take only two steps as shown 

below. 

-----------------------------~le~----------------------------

SET UP: 

RESULT: 

Current state unknown. Select mixed multiphase 

inputs with QUICK keys. 

a. Select mixed multiphase mode. Send K $C 4 CR. 

b. Bring the Clock setup menu to your terminal and 

confirm the selection: send CPS CR. Review and 

ensure that mixed mul tiphase inputs have been 

selected. 

Two steps are needed to select and confirm the mixed multi

phase inputs. 

--------------------------~Enld ~l~e---------------------------

Like QUICK keys, DIRECT keys also reduce steps to select a specific 

parameter. 

----------------------------~le~----------------------------

Current state unknown. Demux inputs AF-A8 and A7-AO 

wi th NEXT key. 

SET UP: a. Display Input Mode menu on the K101-D screen: send 

K $1 CR. 
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RESULT: 

b. 

communications 

Bring Input Mode menu to your terminal to find the 

current state: send CPS CR. 

c. Change current state to Demux AF-A8. 

d. Assume that AF-A8 are set to Sample mode. 

e. Move the cursor four steps down, press the JEXT key 

three times to Demux AF-A8 inputs: send K»»%%%CR. 

f. Bring Input setup menu to confirm the change: send 

CPS CR. Review and ensure that AF-A8 and A7-AO 

inputs have been set to Demux. 

Five steps are required to change AF-A8 and A7-AO inputs 

to Demux from Sample mode. 

--------------------------BBd ~lee---------------------------

With DIRECT keys, the above selection requires only two steps (see 

example below). 

-----------------------------~l.ee-----------------------------

SET UP: 

Current state known. Demux inputs AF-A8 

and A7-AO with DIRECT keys. 

Display and demux AF-A8 inputs. Move cursor four steps 

down to select AF-A8 inputs. Send K$I») )FCR. 

____________________________ AUBBd Exampl.ee-----------------------------
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9.3.2.2 Keycode Error 

The K101-D may receive records with illegal keycodes. In that case, the 

instrument will cause a service request for GPIB or transmit a NAK (15 

hex) character on the RS-232-C interface. A GPIB controller can be 

programmed to interrupt and display any message whenever a service is 

requested by the instrument. In case of RS-232-C, NAK is not a display

able character. A CRT terminal that can display control characters 

should be able to display NAK on its screen. Also, an application 

program can retrieve NAK character from the instrument buffer. 

9.3.3 COMMAND RECORDS 

The command records transmit informa tion from the K1 0 1-D to another 

instrument, peripheral, or computer. For example, command records are 

used to transmit contents of memory A or B or setup screens to an 

external memory. The command record is also used to interrogate the 

K101-D status. All command records are summarized in Table 9-3. The 

command records format is shown in Figure9-4a. 

The record identifier is an ASCII C, followed by control informa tion, 

and a termination character. The command records, like keystroke 

records, cannot be grouped. All command records, and the actions 

initiated by them, are described in detail in the following paragraphs. 

9.3.3.1 Memory Trans:fer: CMA, CMB 

In several situations, the user may need to review, analyze, or edit the 

information in memory A or B. The memory transfer records CMA and CMB 

(Figure 9-4b) transfer the contents of memories A and B respectively, to 

an external storage device, a computer, or to a computer terminal. 

Thus, information can be reviewed by the user. The data between cursor 

locations C and R will only be transmitted by the K101-D. In case C is 

greater than R, the data between C and the memory location 514 will be 
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transferred. The data are transmitted in 70-character blocks, which 

have the format shown in Figure 9-4b. The K101-D inserts CR/LF at the 

end of each block for the RS-232-C interface. For the GPIB, the 

termination character is the same as that selected in the Interface 

setup menu. 

As shown in Figure 9- 4b, a sample is represented by 13, ASCII-encoded 

hex characters for the K101-D. Characters 1 through 4 represent section 

C; 5 through 8, section B; and 9 through 12, section A. The thirteenth 

character indicates trace level. In case of the K102-D, section C is 

not displayed, and nine characters represent a sample. The K101-D 

Table 9-3. Summary of K101-D Command Records 

Acquisition ParaJleters 

Send memory A, B within C and R cursor locations: 

Send device status: 

Sent time, date, and trace time of recording in A, B: 

Send voltmeter reading: 

Send current displayed image in ASCII (limited): 

Setup Information 

Send keystrokes to s~tup Interface screen: 

Clock select screen A, B, M: 

Input mode screen A, B, M: 

Trace control screen A, B, M: 

Logic polarity screen A, B, M: 

Data format screen: 

Cursors C and R positions: 
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CMA, CMB 

CSR 

CTA, CTB 

CVM 

CPS 

CZM 

CCA, CCB, 

CIA, CIB, 

CSA, CSB, 

CPA, CPB, 

CFM 

CCU 

CCM 

CIM 

CSM 

CPM 
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Record Terminator 

C 

i r 
Record Identifier Control Information RS-232-C: CR or CR & LF 

a. The Command Record Format. 

M x NNN 

Record 

Identifier 

Memory Type 

CCCC BBBB 

I 

AAAA 

I 

GPIB: CR, CR + EOI 

CR & LF, 

CR & LF + EOI 

M CCCCBBBBAAAAM I 1-----1 

Trace Level 

.. 0 through F 
__ Data from Section A 

A Or B--'" ------Data from Section B 

Beginning sample number 

(Control Cursor location) 

000 through 514 

___ Data from Section C 

b. The Memory Transfer Record Format. 

Figure 9-4. Record Formats. 
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transmits five samples in a block of data appearing as one line on a 

computer terminal. The maximum block length is 70 characters. 

The K101-D always transmits all samples between the Control and Refer

ence Cursors on all 48 inputs. It transmits zeros for the unselected 

inputs. For example, plug probe AF through A8 in the PROBE TEST 

connector, set AF through A8 clock inputs to ECL, select AF through A8 

in the data format, arm the instrument by pressing ARM, and display data 

by pressing the DATA key. On the instrument screen, the memory contents 

of channels AF through A8 are displayed. When sending CMA from a 

terminal, the K101-D transmits lines, each 70 characters wide. The data 

for sections C, B, and AO through A7 are all zeros in all the samples 

(as indicated by characters 1 through 8, 11, and 12). The ninth and 

tenth characters display data from inputs AF through A8. 

9.3.3.2 Device Status: CSR 

For controllers with no serial poll capabilities, and for the RS-232-C 

interface, an ASCII code representative of the serial poll status byte 

and record status is implemented. 

effect (i.e., clearing certain 

Sending the command CSR has the same 

bits in the device status byte) as 

performing a serial poll. Upon receiving CSR, the K101-D sends its 

status as a character string. The string is encoded in ASCII and 

defined as a status record (see paragraph 9.3.6). 

Ezamplee-------------------------------

Receive the K101-D current status. 

SEND: CSR 

RECEIVE: S01000000,0 RDY 

--------------------------.EDd ~lee---------------------------
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9.3.3.3 Acquisition Tille: CTA, C1'B 

The time, date, and total trace time of each recording are stored along 

with the recording, and can be reviewed by sending the CTA or CTB 

command to the K101-D. 

----------------------------Rnwple~ ________________________ __ 

Receive date and time of the last tracing 

in memory A (Talk record only). 

SEND: CTA 

RECEIVE: TA09:03:4208/27/8210.0uS 

Variable length string 

----------------~-------EDd ~lee--------------------------

The first 

type. All 

character of an acquisition time record is a T, the record 

characters in this record are ASCII. The next character 

indicates which memory the data represent, either A or B. The next 

eight charac~ers indicate the time at which the acquisition was taken 

(normally formatted HH:MM:SS). The next eight characters indicate the 

date (MM/DD/YY). The last ten characters indicate the trace time. 

9.3.3.4 Voltmeter Reading CVM 

The K101-D has a built-in, real-time voltmeter which can be read by 

sending a CVM command. 
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____________________________ ~BxaDAAaplee------------------------------

Receive current voltmeter reading from 

the K101-D (talk record only). 

SEND: CVM 

RECEIVE: V-00.01 The current voltmeter reading 

is 0.01 V 

Length of string is nine characters, including the CR/LF terminator 

--_________________________ RnDUd ~lee--~------------------------

The CPS command allows the user to obtain a hard copy of the current 

screen display. This command will have limited value in some situations 

because certain K101-D display characters have no equivalent ASCII code 

(e.g., timing diagrams). 
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-----------------------------Exaaplee-----------------------------

Receive clock select setup currently 

displayed on the screen. 

SEND: CPS 

RECEIVE: Clock = 0020 nsec GPIB = REMD V = 00.01 09:0956 MEM = M 

CLOCK SELECT 

MODE = INTERNAL 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = 0020 NANOSECONDS 

MASTER CLOCK = INTERNAL 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C = INT 0020 NANOSECONDS 

B = INT 0020 NANOSECONDS 

A = INT 0020 NANOSECONDS 

ENABLE -- (used only in Latch and Demux) 

C = EXT ( X X )+( + + -- -- ------
B = EXT ( X X )+( + + -- ---- ------
A = EXT ( X X )+( + + -- ------
C = R = (R-C) = ( ) CL = LEVEL RDY 

) 

) 

) 

--------------------------End Exaaplee ________________________ ___ 

The K101-D will send one record for each row of characters displayed on 
the screen. 
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9.3.3.6 SaY8 Setup Information in External ~ry 

The K101-D can be shared by several users. Since each user probably 

selects a different setup configuration, the instrument may often 

require reconfiguration. This process requires considerable time. The 

K101-D converts all setup screens into keystroke records and transmits 

them to an external memory, e.g., to a computer file. The transmitted 

information is actually several keycodes grouped together to form a 

keystroke record. 

The examples given below all start with K, indicating that the received 

data could be used as a keystroke record. In fact, the key codes 

transmitted by the K101-D are QUICK and DIRECT keys as given in Table 9-

3. The K101-D converts the setup screen into QUICK and DIRECT keys, 

groups them together to form a keystroke record, and transmits the 

record to an external memory. Later on, the record can be transmitted 

back to the K101-D, which will interpret it as a keystroke record and 

reconfigure the setup screen accordingly. 

In the following command records, A, B, and M refer to memory A, B, and 

M, respectively. 

Note 

The following screen codes apply: 

CZM Interface 

CCA, CCB, C~ Clock select 

CIA, CIB, CIM Input mode 

CSA, CSB, C~ Trace control 

CPA, CPB, CPM Logic polarity 

C~ Data format 

CCU Cursor location 
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Examplee-----------------------------

Receive interface setup menu (talk/listen record). 

SEND: CZM 

RECEIVE: K$ZA09)2)082682)1736)10)8)O)2)1)1 

Length of string is 35 characters, including the CR/LF terminators. 

-------------------------EDd Eamplae ________________________ __ 

SEND: CCA 

Examplee-----------------------------

Receive Clock Select setup menu of 

memory A (talk/listen record). 

RECEIVE: K$CO)0020)2)O)2)2)2)2)2«<)O)2)2)2)2)2«<)O)2)2)2)2)2<«) 

Length of string is 61 characters, including the CR/LF terminators. 

---------------------------ED~d Exampl~e __________________________ __ 
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----------------____________ ~l.ee----------------------------

SEND: CI~ 

Receive Input Mode setup menu of 

memory B (talk/listen record). 

RECEIVE: K$IC>8<)C>8<)C>8<)C>8<)C>8<)OOOOO!2!1 

Length of string is 44 characters, including the CR/LF terminators. 

------------------------~BDd ~l,ee--------------------------

____________________________ tnwplee----------------------------

Receive Trace Control setup menu of memory M (talk/listen record). 

SEND: CSM 

RECEIVE: 

K$F2$SO>F>0203>OF) 3) ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• • •••••••••••••••• ) 

KO»2 

K2)······ ......................................... ·.·) 
K1) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 

etc. 

Length of string is about 2133 characters including the CR/LF 

terminators 

-------------------------BDd ~lee------------------------__ 
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Note 

Whenever the Trace Control setup menu is 
I 

formatted with keystroke records, the user 

should also format the Data Format setup 

menu. The K101-D changes the Data Format 

setup menu to binary every time the Trace 

Control setup menu is formatted with key

stroke records. This is because a few 

characters in the Trace Control and Data 

Format menus are interrelated. In addition 

these characters cannot be represented by 

ASCII characters. For example, the DON'T 

CARE and SEMI-CARE characters have no 

equivalent simple ASCII characters. When

ever formatting the Trace Control menu, the 

user should also format the Data Format 

menu. 

The CSA, CSB,and CSM commands have no effect on Data Format menu. These 

commands fetch the corresponding Trace Control menu as formatted by the 

user. 

----------------------------Ezampl,ee----------------------------
Receive Logic Polarity setup menu of memory A (talk/listen record). 

SEND: CPA 

RECEIVE: 

K$P+++++++++++++++++)+++++++++++++++++)+++++++++++++++++)!2 

Length of string is 58 characters, including the CR/LF terminators. 

----------------------__ ~RDod ~lBe------------------------_ 
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Examplee-------------------------------

Receive Data Format setup menu of memory M (talk/listen record). 

SEND: CFM 

RECEIVE: 

K$F3) FCFCECDCCFCBCAC9C8C7C6C5C4C3C2C 1CO*FBFBEBDBFBBBAB 9B8FB7B6B5B4 
KFB3B2B1BO*FAFAEADACFABAAA9A8FA7A6A5A4FA3A2A1AO/8(»» »****)****)**** 
K)****)****)****)****)****)****)****)**** 

Length of string varies, depending on format selection. 

-------------------------End ~l.ee--------------------------

----------------------------__ Exa~mpl.ee~----------------------------

Receive locations of Control and Reference 
Cursors (talk/listen record). 

SEND: CCU 

RECEIVE: K$D/6000/7514 

The Control Cursor C is located at 000 and the Reference Cursor at 
514. 

In the above example the received record starts with K, and can be 
set as a keystroke record. Also, 16 sets the Control Cursor and 17 
sets the Reference Cursor. If the above record is transmitted back 
to the K101-D, the Control and Reference Cursors will be set to CRT 
locations 000 and 514, respectively. Thus, users can change 000 
and 514 to the desired locations in the above record and send them 
back to the K101-D. 
accordingly. 

The instrument will set the two cursors 

Length of string is 15 characters, including the CR/LF terminators. 

--------------------------~End Exampl.ee----------------------------
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9.3.4 MEMORY MODIFICATION RECORDS 

The memory modification records are used to send informa tion from an 

external storage device to the K101-D memory. The information can be 

saved in memory A or B. 

In several situations, the user may elect to change data in memory A or 

B. Initially, data should be transferred from memory A or B to an 

external storage device (e.g., a computer file). The data transfer can 

be accomplished by command records CMA or CMB. 

Once the data are transferred to a computer file, they can be edited 

with the help of the editor provided with the K101-D. The new data can 

then be transmitted back to the K101-D memory. This step is 

accomplished with memory modification records, which send data to 

locations 000 through 514 in memory A or B. The user must speci fy the 

beginning location of the record. 

The data transfer to the K1 01-D memory must conform to the format shown 

below. The format should begin with character M to indicate that it is 

a memory modi fication record (see Figure 9-5). 

The second character specifies the type of memory, ei ther A or B. The 

following three characters define the location of the beginning of the 

record, which can be selected from 000 through 514. The next 12 

characters are the hex-coded data. The first four are for section C; 

the next four, for section B; and the final four, for section A. The 

eighteen th character speci fie s trace Ie vel, and the last character is 

the termination character. The user can group samples in one record, in 

which case the format should be as shown below. When grouping records, 

data and trace level for each sample should be specified. The user 

should specify one record identifier, one memory type, and one beginning 

sample location for a group of records. 
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x NNN CCCC BBBB AAAA M 

1 1 
Record Identifier Record Terminator 

Memory Type A or B Trace Level 0 through 

Data from Section A 

Data from Section B 

Data from Section C 

Beginning Sample 

(Control Cursor) location 000 through 514 

a. Memory Modification Record Format (One Sample Only) 

R 

M 

B 

o 

M x NNN CCCCBBBBAAAAM I I 

I 
.. " 1 I , 11\ II' 

ecord Identifier Record Terminator 

emory Type A or B -Data for last sample 

eginning cursor location --Data for Sample NNN+1 

00 throu g h 514 Data for Sam Ie p NNN 

b. Memory Modification Record Format (Group Samples) 

Figure 9-5. Memory Modification Records. 
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SET UP: 

RESULT: 

communications 

EXamplee-------------------------------

Change data in sample locations 006 and 007 

in memory A (talk/listen record). 

Type data on your terminal as follows: 

MA006020202020202F0101010101001CR 

Sample locations 006 and 007 in memory A are changed to 

020202020202 and 010101010101, respectively. Also, the 

trace levels are changed to F and E for samples 006 and 

007, respectively. 

-------------------------End ~lce------------------------___ 

If the data are received from the K101-D using a CMA or CMS command 

record, the K101-D formats the transmitted data to conform to the memory 

modification record format. In this case, the user changes the sample 

data and sends the data back with no additional formatting. 

Note 

As shown in paragraph 9.3.3.1, the format 

of data received with the CMA or CMB 

command record is the same as the format of 

the memory modification record. 

For block transmission mode terminals, the K101-D can receive up to 240 

characters in a block. It can also receive 72 characters, including the 

termination character, in a line. 
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9.3.5 DISPLAY MESSAGE RECORD 

As an extension of the instrument commands, a message record allows user 

messages to be sent to the K101-D screen. This is especially useful in 

automatic test equipment (ATE) applications. 

This record displays a string of characters, starting at a desired 

location on the K101-D screen. The position of the message is given as 

row and column of numbers. There are 29 rows down the screen and 52 

columns across the screen. The topmost and bottommost rows (rows 1 and 

29, respectively) are used for the two lines of status information. 

These two lines are not accessible to the GPIB or the user. The message 

record format is shown in Figure 9-6a. 

NN MM Message 

1 
Record Identifier 

Row Number Message to be displayed 
= 2 through 28 

Column Number 
1 through 52 

Figure 9-6a. Display Record Format. 
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The first character of a display record must be a D, the record type. 

The next two pairs of characters are the row and column positions, 

respectively. Two ASCII-encoded decimal digits are used for the row, 

and two for the column. The range of row values is 2 through 28; the 

range for column values is 1 through 52. If the specified row is out of 

range, row position 2 is used. If the specified column is out of range, 

column position 1 is used. The remaining characters constitute the 

message to be displayed. The row and column positions will be automati

cally incremented until row 28, column 52 has been displayed. If there 

are still more characters to display, the remainder of the message will 

be printed starting at row 2, column 1. 

-----------------------------~lee-----------------------------

Send a message to the K101-D. 

SEND: D0502 This is a message in row 5, column 2. 

----------------------____ ~Bnld ~lee---------------------------

9.3.6 STATUS RECORD 

The status record is transmitted by the K101-D in response to the CSR 

command record. The status record gives status of the K101-D. Its 

format is shown in Figure 9-6b. 
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S 

1 
Record Identifier 

Status Byte ______ ~ 

8 bit wide 

, 

communications 

,I xxxx 

Lstatls Message 

Separation Character 

~----Status Code 

o through 3 
~----_____ Separation Character 

Figure 9-6b. Status Record Format. 

The first character of a status record is an S. The next eight charac

ters represents the status byte value. The value of each bit of the 

status byte is encoded as an ASCII 0 or ASCII 1. The value of the MSB 

(bit 8) is given first, down through the LSB (bit 1). The meaning of 

these bits can be found in Tables 9-4 and 9-5. 

A comma starts the next field, "K101-0 Recording Status." The recording 

status describes the current status of the K101-D recording cycle. The 

character in this field is the recording status Code, a number between 0 

and 3. The status code meanings are given in Table 9-6. This character 

is followed by a comma. 

status message, which 

K101-0 display. 

The next four characters comprise the recording 

is displayed in the lower right corner of the 
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Table 9-4. K101-D Status Byte Messages: GPIB Interface 

Item No. Bit Status 1 Message 

1 All 8 bits = zero No error 

2 Bits 1,7 = 1 Received illegal character2 

3 Bits 1,3,7 = 1 Keycode error (local or remote 

source) 3 

4 Bits 1,2,3,7, = 1 Received unrecognized character4 

5 Bits 5,7 = 1 Error in power up diagnostics 

6 Bits 6,7 = 1 SRQ key pressed on the K101-D 

keyboard 

7 Bit 7=1 Recording is complete and service 

is requested by the K101-D 
8 Bit 8=1 Recording in progress 

Notes: 

1. All bits that are not specified are set to zero. 

2. Illegal character means that the first letter of the character 

string received is an illegal record identifier, i.e., it is not K, 

C, M, or S. 

3. Keycode error means that an illegal keycode within the keystroke 

record has been received by the K101-D. 

4. Unrecognized character means that at least one character within a 

record (except a keystroke record) is illegal. 

will generate this error. 
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Table 9-5. K101-D Status Byte Message: RS-232-C Interface 

Item No. Bit Status Message 

1 All 8 bits = zeros No error 

2 Bits 1,3,7 = 1 Keycode error (local or remote 

source) 

3 Bit 7=1 Recording is complete and service 

is requested by the K101-D 

4 Bit 8=1 Recording In progress 

Note: The keycode error means that an illegal keycode within the key

stroke record has been received by the K101-D. 

Table 9-6. Recording Status Codes 

Status Code Message 

0 RDY 

1 BUSY 

2 CLK? 

3 xxxx (Pass Count) 
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9.4 USING A PRINTER WITH THE K101-D 

The user can transmit the setup screens, the displayed data and the 

memory contents of memories A and B to a printer terminal, via the GPIB 

or RS-232-C interface. 

9.4.1 PRINTER TERMINAL WITH A KEYBOARD 

A printer terminal with a keyboard can send a CMA or CMB command record 

to receive the contents of memory A or B, respectively. Send CPS to 

receive the currently displayed screen. The information on the screen 

is received as it is di splayed on the instrument's screen. The 

informa tion can be one of the setup menus or the data di splayed using 

DATA FORMAT key. The user cannot transmit timing diagrams, graphs, or 

memory M contents. The graphic characters transmitted by the K101-D may 

not match the printer terminal in use and therefore could be 

meaningles s. 

9.4.2 PRINTING BY USING THE K101-D KEYBOARD 

The user can print information from the K101-D by using the instrumen~s 

keyboard. This method is helpful when the printer does not have a 

keyboard (it may be used for a printer with a keyboard). 

9.4.3 SUMMARY -- USE OF GPIB INTERFACE AND PRINTER 

Proceed as follows: 

a. Connect the printer to the K101-D with a GPIB cable. A 

connector labelled IEEE-488 is provided in the back of the 

instrument. The K101-D conforms to the IEEE-488 GPIB 

protocols. 
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b. 

communications 

Set the K101-D to Talk Only mode. Press IRTERFACE to display 

the Interface setup menu. Press REXT to set the instrument to 

Talk Only mode. 

c. Display a setup screen of your choice by using one of the 

SPECIFY keys. Display data with DATA and or 

and keys. 

d. Press SERVICE to transmit the current screen to the printer. 

The printer should print the screen information as it is 

currently displayed on the screen. 

To transmit memory contents, move the cursor to the command field, using 

the RBFERERCE SET key. Enter eMA or CMB to transmit contents of memory 

A or B, respectively. The user can also enter any other command record 

to perform a desired activity. 

Press SHIFT and SPACE to initiate information transmission to the 

printer. 

Note 

The printer must be on and configured to 

accept data. 

9.4.4 SUMMARY -- USE OF RS-232-C INTERFACE AND PRINTER 

a. Connect the printer to the K101-D with a RS-232-C 

female connector, labelled "RS-232-C", is provided 

of the instrument. 

b. Display the Interface setup menu by pressing the 

key. 
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c. Select a communication speed 

printer. The speed can be 110, 

2400, 4800, or 5600 bps. 

to match the speed of the 

150, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 

d. Select the stop bit. 

e. Select parity (ODD, EVEN, or NONE) to match the printer. 

f. Select word size: 7 bits or 8 bits wide. 

The instrument is now configured to communicate with the printer. 

g. Display on the screen the information to be printed. 

h. Press SHIFT SERVICE to initiate information transmission to 

the printer. To print memory contents, see paragraph 9.3.4. 

i. Move the cursor to the command field. 

j. Enter CMA or CMB from the keyboard to print contents of 

memory A or B, respectively. Users can also enter any other 

command record to perform an activity of their choice. 

k. Press SHIFT and SPACE to initiate information transmission to 

the printer. 

Note 

The printer must be on and configured to 

accept data. 
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9.5 GERERAL PURPOSE IlITERFACE BUS (GPIB) 

9.5.1 DESCRIPTION 

The K101-D 

488-1978, 

GPIB communication interface is an implementation 

published 30 November 1978, under the title "IEEE 

of IEEE 

Standard 

Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation." The implementation 

supports the capabilities and electrical interface as defined by that 

standard. The GPIB Interface capabilities are listed in Table 9-7. 

9.5.2 GPIB INTERFACE CONNECTION 

A female connector labeled IEEE-488, is provided in the back of the 

K101-D, for connection to one end of the GPIB cable. Connect the other 

end of the GPIB cable to a controller or to another K101-D. The 

instrument can be operated locally or from a remote station. 

9.5.3 GPIB INTERFACE MESSAGES 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Interface Clear (IFC). The IFC message clears the GPIB 

interface (talker, listener, and serial poll states are set to 

idle). If the instrument is transmitting a talk record when 

an IFC occurs, the remainder of the record is output when the 

instrument is next addressed to talk. 

Group Execute Trigger (GET). A pulse is available on the 

rear panel GET BNC connector when this message is received 

during DAV = true. The K101-D does not respond internally to 

this signal. 

Device Clear or Selected Device Clear (DCL or SCD). 

command has the same effect as pressing D. 
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Table 9-7. GPIB Interface Capabilities 

Function K101-D Capability 

Source handshake (SH1) Complete capability 

Acceptor handshake (AH1) 

Talker function (T5) 

Talker function with 
address extension (TEO) 

Listener function (L3) 

Listener function with 
address extension (LEO) 

Service request (SR1) 

Remote local function (RL1) 

Parallel poll function (PP1) 

Device clear function (DC1) 

Device trigger function (DT1) 

Controller function (CO) 
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Complete capability 

Basic talker 
Talk only 
Unaddress if "MLA" 

No capability 

Basic listener 
Listen only 
Unaddress if "MLA" 

No capability 

Complete capability 

Complete capability 

Remote configuration 

Complete capability 

Complete capability 

No capability 
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Note 

The GPIB is inactive in Self-Test ,mode; 

Self-Test cannot be operated via the GPIB. 

9.5.4 GPIB STATUS INFORMATION PARALLEL POLL 

communications 

The K101-D supports parallel polling. This feature checks the K101-D 

status rapidly when multiple devices are attached to the bus. When 

parallel poll is used, a device requiring attention is identified by a 

controller. Then the controller conducts a serial poll with that 

device. Parallel polling expedites communication between the K101-D and 

the controller. 

The K101-D must be configured for parallel polling by a controller, 

using the following sequences: 

Am = TRUE 

LDA Listener address 

PPC Parallel poll configuration 

PPE Parallel poll enable 

U~ Unlisten 

Am = FALSE 

When the controller conducts a parallel poll, it asserts ATN and EOI to 

read the parallel poll response bits. 

The parallel poll response (PPR) state depends upon the sense bit (bit 

4) of the parallel poll enable message (PPE) and the current request to 

service (RQS) state. The RQS is indicated by bit 7 of the status byte. 

The possible combinations of sense bit and RQS bit and the resulting PPR 

states are given in Figure 9-7. 
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RQS Status Byte Status Byte 

PPE Bit 7 = 0 Bit 7 = 1 

Sense 0 1 

Bit = 0 

Sense 1 0 

Bit = 1 

Figure 9-7. PPR States. 

-----------------------------~l.ee-----------------------------

The K101-D receives the following: 

PPE = 01101000 

The sense bit (bit 4) = 1. 

If RQS is true (service requested), i.e., bit 7 of the status 

byte is set to 0, then from the above figure PPR = 00000001. 

If RQS is false (service not requested), i.e., bit 7 of the 

status byte is set to 1, then from the above figure 

PPR = 00000000. 

-------------------------End ~lee--------------------__ ----
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9.5.5 GPIB STATUS INFORMATION SERIAL POLL 

A parallel poll will not clear the service request of the K101-D. A 

serial poll should be conducted to identify the reason for the service 

request. When the serial poll is conducted, the K101-D will drop its 

service request. 

To conduct a serial poll, the controller uses the following sequence: 

ATN = TRUE 

UNL Unlisten for all addressed devices 

SPE Serial poll enable 

TAD Talker address 

ATN = FALSE 

SBN Status byte of device 

ATN = TRUE 

SPD Serial poll disabled 

ATN = FALSE 

The above sequences are performed automatically by many GPIB 

controllers (e.g., HP85) whenever a serial poll is requested by the user 

program. These sequences are transparent to the users. 

need not include the above sequences in their program. 

example of serial polling by the HP85. 

9.5.6 GPIB STATUS BYTE 

Thus, users 

Below is an 

Whenever the K101-D requests service from a controller, the RQS bit (bit 

7) of the status byte is set to one (1), as defined by the TPIB 

standards. The RQS bit remains set until the controller has performed a 

serial poll. Other bits of the status byte identify the reason for the 

service requested by the K101-D. 
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____________________________ ~Exa~wplee-------------------------------

User types. 

I = SPOLL (730) 

Note 

The K101-D address = 30 

The HP85 will serial poll the K101-D at address 30. It will 

go through the sequences 'outlined above. Display I to see the 

status byte in hex. (The status byte is explained in detail 

in the following section.) 

-------------------------GBDdaa ~le, ________________________ __ 

The K101-D service request can also be cleared by using the CSR command 

record. The following example is for the HP85. Note that the second 

step must be successfully executed and the status byte must be received 

by the controller to clear the status byte. 

----------------------------~lee-----------------------------

OUTPUT 730; "CSR" 

ENTER 730; A$ 

A$ 

OUTPUT 730; "CSR." 

Note 

The K101-D address = 30 

----~-------------------BDd ~lae-------------------------
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The above steps clear the K101-D service request, fetch the status byte, 

and display the status byte on the screen. The screen may display the 

following: 

SOOO00101,O,RDY 

The status byte indicates a keycode error. 

If the above three ·steps are repeated, the screen displays the 

following: 

SOOOOOOOO,0, RDY 

This indicates that the service request has been dropped by the K101-D. 

The K101-D requests service under the following conditions: 

a. End of Kl0l-D record cycle. 

status byte (bit 7 = 1). 

It is indicated by bit 7 of the 

b. SRQ pressed (Talk/Listen mode). The bit 6 of the status byte 

set to 1 indicates that the GPIB SERVICE key has been pressed 

on the K101-D keyboard. 

c. Error in power up diagnostics. Bit 5 of the status byte set 

to 1 indicates that an error has been found during power up 

diagnostics. 

d. GPIB listen record error. See Table 9-4 for complete details. 

9.5.7 GPIB REFERERCES 

a. "IEEE Standard Digital Interface for Programmable 

Instrumentation," (IEEE STD 488-1978). Osborne/McGraw-Hill 
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b. Pet and the IEEE-488 Bus, E. Fishel" & C. Jensen, 

Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1980. 

c. Articles in Microcomputing, July 1980: Electronic Test, April, 

1981. 

d. "IEEE-488: Its Impact on the Design, Building and Programming 

of Automatic Test and Measurement Systems," by David W. Ricci, 

Hewlett-Packard. Presented at ELECTRO '80, Session 3: IEEE-

488 User Fundamentals, May 13-15, 1980, Boston, MA. 

9.6 'l'BE RS-232-C nmmFACE 

This interface is provided for applications in which the K101-D is 

remotely controlled via modems and a telephone line 01" connected to a 

local peripheral. The transmission characteristics can be selected in 

the Interface setup menu. The K101-D is configuJ:"ed as data terminal 

equipment (DTE). 

9.6.1 PROTOCOLS 

The modem control lines are used to control an asynchronous modem. The 

RTS/CTS handshake is used to synchronize two devices with different 

processing speeds. This feature protects the internal buffer from 

overflowing with received characters. The K101-D uses the DTR (data 

terminal ready) signal to indicate imminent buffer overflow. When this 

signal occurs, the user must stop sending data until this signal is 

released. The K101-D will cease transmission if the CTS (clear to send) 

signal goes false. 

Many computers and peripheral equipment use XOFF/XON (DC3/DC1, control 

S/control Q in ASCII table) protocol to synchronize their data exchange. 

The K101-D/RS-232-C interface incorporates this software protocol. When 

the K101-D can only accept a few more characters, it will send an XOFF 
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character (control S) to signal that it needs some time to empty and 

process the input buffer. The XON character in turn indicates that the 

K101-D is ready to accept more data. If the K101-D receives an XOFF 

character, it will not transmit any information until it has received an 

XON character. 

Note 

The NAK/ACK protocol as used in software 

versions 4.0 and 4.2 does not work. 

transmit blocks no more than 250 characters 

long and include at least a 0.5 second wait 

between consecutive transmissions. The 

software versions also do not drop DTR 

during the imminent input buffer overflow. 

Since DTR controls the user's CTS signal, 

the hardware handshake cannot be used to 

secure proper data transmission. 

9.6.2 RS-232-C INTERFACE CONNECTION 

9.6.2.1 Connector 

A rear panel female connector, labeled RS-232, is provided. To access 

the K101-D from a remote location, connect it to a modem or an acoustic 

coupler with an RS-232-C cable. The cable should have male connectors 

on both ends. The instrument can also be connected to various computers 

and computer peripherals. Most computer peripherals operate as DTE, 

indicated by a female connector in the back. To connect the K101-D to 

the peripherals, the user needs an RS-232-C cable with male connectors 

on both ends. In addition, pins 2 and 3 have to be interchanged on one 

end to transfer proper signals. 

of the null modem. 

This is essentially an implementation 
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9 .6 .2 .2 'lbe lull Modem 

One way to connect a terminal is to use the simple circuit shown in 

Figure 9-8a. 'Ibis circuit does not provide handshake capabilities. 

An altemate configuration is shown in Figure 9-8b. This circuit allows 

logic handshaking using the DTR/DSR lines. 

The interconnection shown in Figure 9-9 is a complete arrangementior 

interconnecting the K101-D to any computer, using the earlier described 

hardware handshake. 

9.6.3 RS-232 REFERENCES 

a. EIA Standard, "Interface between DTE and DCE, RS-232-C, 

Electronic Industries Association, August 1969. 

b. EIA, Application Notes for RS-232-C .Standard (Bulletins 9 and 

12), Electronic Industries Association, May 1971 (Bulletin 9), 

and November 1977 (Bulletin 12). 

c. CCITT Series V Recommendations, International Telecom~ 

munications- Union, 1978. 

d. 8251 PCI da ta sheets and application notes of various Da ta 

Communications chips. 

e. Digital, Technical Aspects of Data Communication, J. McNamara, 

Digital Press, July 1979 (Original printing 1977). 

f. Data Communication Handbook, A. Weissberger, 1978. 
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TXD TXD 
2 2 

3 
RXD RXD 

3 

4 
RTS RTS 

4 

5 
CTS I I CTS 

5 

20 DTR DTR 
20 

6 DSR I I DSR 6 
7 GND GND 

7 

a. Simple Null Modem Wiring Diagram. 

2 TXD TXD 2 
3 RXD RXD 

3 
4 RTS RTS 

I I 
4 

CTS CTS 
5 5 

20 
DTR DTR 

20 
6 DSR DSR 

6 
7 GND GND 

7 

b. Null Modem Wiring Diagram with DTR/DSR. 

Figure 9-8. Null Modem Wiring Diagrams. 
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"2 
TXD TXD 

2 

3 RXD RXD 
3 

4 RTS RTS 

\ / 
4 

5 CTS CTS 

X 
5 

20 
DTR DTR 

20 

6 DSR J \ DSR 6 
GND GND 

7 7 

Figure 9-9. Complete Null Modem. 
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Section 10 

HBASUREMERT CORFIDERCE 

10.1 IRTRODUCTIOR 

The K101-D has three self-diagnostic routines to give you confidence 

that it is operating correctly: Probe Test, Power Up Test, and Self

Test. Successful completion of these tests ensures that your K101-D is 

operating correctly and that the measurements it makes are valid. If 

there is a problem in the analyzer, these tests help you to quickly 

identify the problem. 

a. Probe Test: The two clock and eight sample inputs of each 

probe can be quickly tested for correct detection of signal 

inputs by a built-in Probe Test socket which generates a known 

ring-counter pattern and clocking signals. Besides physically 

checking a probe's inputs, Probe Test can be used to explore 

and understand the operation of the K101-D itself. 

b. Power Up Test: When the K101-D is turned on, a series of 

tests is automatically performed. The unit's ROM, RAM, power 

supply, CMOS RAM, USARTs, and keyboard are checked for correct 

operation. 

c. Self-Test: For maximum confidence in the K101-D's operation, 

any of a series of detailed diagnostic tests may be performed. 

There are also troubleshooting test routines to help you debug 

any instrument error that may appear. Running Self-Test 

before calling the factory or shipping your instrument back 

for repair could save you a lot of time, trouble, and money. 
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10.2 PROBE TEST 

The Probe Test discussion is intended to familiarize you with the 

operation of the K101-D, and verify that the equipment is working 

properly. The examples in this section are related to the A section 

inputs, and are summarized in Table 10-1. These examples are designed 

to be performed sequentially. The directions for creating a specific 

setup assume you will only need to make changes from the preceeding 

setup. Where appropriate, setup guides and illustrations of the desired 

setup screens are included to help you check that your setup is correct. 

Turn the power on. Once the power up test sequence is complete, press 

SHIFT, RECALL to initialize all setups to their default values. 

Note 

If you make a mistake on a particular 

example you can start over by using the 

SHIFT/RECALL keys. 

10.2.1 PROBE CONNECTION 

Plug the SECTION A INPUTS CLK J, K, F ••• 8 probe cable into its front 

panel input and the pod into the Probe Test socket. The probe PC board 

key slot should be on your left and the pod labels facing up. To avoid 

getting noise on the other inputs, plug all the other probe cables into 

their appropriate front panel section inputs. 
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Table 10-1. Probe Test Exercises 

Topic Paragraph Number 

Probe Connection 10.2.1 

Polarity and Threshold: 

a. Fixed TTL 10.2.2.1 

b. Fixed ECL 

c. Stabilize pattern 

d. Variable threshold 

e. Negative polarity 

Data Format: 

a. Delete inputs 

b. Repeat inputs 

c. Fixed format 

Clock and Input: 

a. Sample internally 

b. Sample -- single external clock 

c. Sample -- multiple external clocks 

d. Latch (Enable) -- combination 

e. Demux single enable input 

f. Demux combination enable inputs 

Basic Trace Control: 

a. Fill HEM from anywhere 

b. Record immediately after event 

c. Record immediately before event 

d. Record around an event 

e. Record long after event 

f. Record from here to there 

g. Don't record from here to there 

10-3 

10.2.2.2 

10.2.2.3 

10.2.2.4 

10.2.2.5 

10.2.3.1 

10.2.3.2 

10.2.3.3 

10.2.4.1 

10.2.4.2 

10.2.4.3 

10.2.4.4 

10.2.4.5 

10.2.4.6 

10.2.5.1 

10.2.5.2 

10.2.5.3 

10.2.5.4 

10.2.5.5 

10.2.5.6 

10.2.5.7 
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Table 10-1. Probe Test Exercises (Cont'd) 

Topic Paragraph Number 

h. Selectively record -- n times 

i. Follow a path -- then record 

j. Record -- then follow a path 

k. Check for event 1 or 2 

1. Take same path ~- ignore events 

m. Check timing between two events 

n. Monitor for correct operation 

Advanced Trace Control: 

a. Continuous check -- path and timing 

b. Trace independent of execution path 

c. End level break point 

d. Segments, patterns, and total trace time 

Record: 

a. Manual arm 

b. Auto arm 

c. Limiting the count 

d. Stop if A -I. B 

e. Auto Stop if A = B 

f. Auto Stop if A -I. B within limits 
g. Auto Stop if A = B within limits 

10-4 

10.2.5.8 

10.2.5.9 

10.2.5.10 

10.2.5.11 

10.2.5.12 

10.2.5.13 

10.2.5.14 

10.2.6.1 

10.2.6.2 

10.2.6.3 

10.2.6.4 

10.2.7.1 

10.2.7.2 

10.2.7.3 

10.2.7.4 

10.2.7.5 

10.2.7.6 

10.2.7.7 
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10.2.2 POLARITY AND THRESHOLD 

10.2.2.1 Fixed TTL Threshold 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Figure 10-1. 

None required. Uses the default values. 

Press o. This will arm (enable) recording of data. 

Display timing data page 4. Press 

four times to reach page 4. 

~ 
~K 

You should see all zeros on all inputs (see Figure 10-1). 

This is because the Probe Test signals are generated by 

ECL logic, which typically uses a threshold of -1.30 

volts (well below the default TTL value of +1.4 volts). 

CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
PAGE 4 

V=-00.00 09: 57: 3Z MEM=A 
HX 01 

E'7+-i -----_____________ ...... i0 
L! ~ 

0012l-5 i 4 ~'l'!' i·'·!·!·! -I' I· I·! ·j·!·!·!·!.!·!·!·!·!.!·!·!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!·!.!.!.i -I' ~'I'I':i:~ 
Ff:.-i ---_______________ __<.'<1 

\i ~ 
~i ~ 
~i ~ 
~: a 
"'.+-i --------------------ii,e 
~! ~ 

TOTAL TRACE 
C= 0 R=514 

T I t-1E = 10. 5 .. ~S 
(R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Resulting Probe Test Recording Using a TTL Threshold. 
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10.2.2.2 Fixed BeL Threshold 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Figure 10-2. 

INPUT 

Press 
(ODE) 

Change the threshold for inputs AF through A8 to ECL by 

moving the blinking cursor to the AF-A8 line of the Input 

Mode display and change TTL to ECL. 

r EBCDIC 

Press ~ three times, W [[Jp. 
ECL 

ARM 

Press 0 
TIMING 

Press 0 
A staircase pattern of pulses should be seen (Figure 10-

2). This pattern may start anywhere on the screen 

because of the default trace control program, "Fill 

Memory wi th Samples from Anywhere in the Data Stream." 

Use the Control and Reference Cursors to measure the 

characteristic total trace time of 10.5 microseconds and 

pulse width of 0.9 microseconds. 

PAGE 4 
GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 09:58:31 MEM=A 

H:": 01 
::'-. ----------------;.~ 
:~i-; _____________ ---'~~ 

000-514 ~-, 

i''-.--~~·~· !L. ----------': 
\_. __ .~. ~. __________ ~0 

1\.,~ rl 
~i-' _____________ ---',,, 

\ ~~ 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 10.5PS 
c= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10. 28pS) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RD'/ 

Typical Probe Test Recording Using an ECL Threshold. 
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10.2.2.3 Stabilize Pattern 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Obtain one full pattern that starts in the same location 

every time. Change the S word recognizer to 

S = xxxx xxxx 01xx. 
TRACE 

Press U 
4- -4 

Move the cursor to S. Press @J SET twice, ~SET 

eight times, then 

ARM 

Press 0 
TIMING 

Press 0 . 

The display should look like Figure 10-3. The pattern 

will begin in the same location every recording through 

the use of the trace control command STOP IF DATA = SAND 

SAMPLE COUNT DELAY WHERE S = XXXX XXXX 01XX and 

DELAY = DEC 515 CLOCKS. Note that the total trace time 

is greater than 10.5 microseconds because of the extra 

time spent waiting for the specified trace control STOP 

condition to come true. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
PAGE 4 

~~i----------------------------------------------__ --~i0 
~! ~ 
~! ~ 
~! ~ 
p. ~ 

~i ~ 
%! ~ 
D: .~ 
'''i~i __________________________________________________ _<:~I 
R: ~ 
-0 ..... : ---------------------------------------------------!!~. 
H : ~ :~~ ... 
·F ..... :----------------------------------~, I~--------_ 
~ ..... ~----------------------------~~~i ______________ _<~0 

000-514 ~'! -!. i'':'!';':'!'!'!' i' i·!·.:· j.! . .:.!. i'!'::'!'!' i·!'!'!'!'!' Ii·::·!·:·!·!·!·!·!·!·!· ~.! .~~: 
~+_~--------------~r----~! ____________________________ ~:~ 
\+_~--------~r--s~, ___________________________________ :0 
A-... ~~ -;:::::::==:::::r----';...' ______________________________________ ~:!A ::::..= 
p.~: .. :: .. ·.1 ;; ~ __________________________________________ ~~l 

~ ..... ~--------------------------------------------------_<:0 
\ ..... ~--------------------------------------------------_<:0 
~ ..... i--------------------------------------------------_<~~ 
~+-i--------------------------------------------------_!i0 
\l ~ 
~i ~ 
\i ~ 
~i e 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 13.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10. 28~S) CL=8 LEVEL=~ RDY 

Figure 10-3. Fixed Location Pattern. 
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10.2.2.4 Variable Threshold 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Display the Input Mode screen. 
INPUT 

~ 
Press . L.J 

Change the threshold for inputs AF through A8 to VARA. 

r 
Press ~ three times, ~ 

ASCII 

0 0 • 
A 

Change the value to something other than -1.30 volts such 

as -1.00 volts. Move the cursor to the numerical value 

and enter the digits (which are entered sequentially). 

r FALSE Hx3 Hxl Hxl 

Press ~ G , OJH, (]]G , (]]G . 
ARM 

Press 0 . 
TIMING 

Press 0 
Look for any difference in the pattern such as missing or 

shortened «0.9 microsecond) pulses (check pulse width with 

the cursors), as shown in Figures 10-4 and 10-5, respectively. 

In Figure 10-4-note that the pulses that do not exceed the 

threshold will not be detected (threshold = 0.00 volts). In 

Figure 10-5 note that slow rise and fall times cause only that 

portion of the pulse that exceeds the threshold to be detected 

(threshold = +0.50 volts). If you see no irregularities, go 

back and change the threshold to some other value, record, and 

review again. Repeat this process until you perceive a 

noticeable change. 
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-=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 

"7 _____ " ______________ -.<0 
", _____ " ______________ __.;0 

~ ! E: _____ : ______________ __.;:10 

':;. _____ ,.---_______________ ------<:0 
Ei _____ ,.--------------____<:0 
B ~ 
'b _____ , _______________ __.;0 

~-----;--------~.~, -'0 ~ .~, ~-------<,.-, 
''E-----;----------' L..-_____ ---':~; 

~" L..-_______ ---'0 
~~,-----'""----'.---L.... _________ ---'0 

000-514 '.,.;-;.;-;., 
'\_____ ; L.; ___________ ----'0 

~----~----------------.; ~ j~ 
~ ~L.i ___ ~-----------~~-~~0 
~ _____ ,------------------<0 
,~ ...• : ~ ------,------------------<,"" 
~ ~0 

TOTAL TRACE TIME 15.5~S 
C=125 R=514 (R-C)=+389( 7.78~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-4. Pattern Changes with Threshold Changes. 

CLDCK=.0020 
PAGE 4 

rd::EC GPI B=LOCS V=-00.00 10:08:33 MEM=A 
HX 01 

B 0 
E~-------!--+-------------0 

~------+-_i__ ________ ~ ___ 0 
& 0 
~ II 0 
f;.: rl 0 
0\ .---, 0 
% ,-, 0 

i21i2!0-5 i 4 i·; .,- i· ; .,. ;-/-!.!.!.; -,- ~'I'! .~ -1-1-1-1·I·l· "1-1·1· i·'·; ·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·j·!·!·!·!-IR 

'\ ~~-------------
~! 0 
\ __ ~r-j 0 
,\...J----"1 [0 
~ 0 
,". ______ +--.-+-____________ ,0 
, 0 

~ 0 
~ 0 
~ 0 
~ i i 0 

TOTAL TRACE ~IME = 15.5~S 
C= 15B R=189 (R-C) =+ 3 i ( .620 .. 43) CL=0 LEVEL=0 BUSY 

Figure 10-5. Effect of Rise and Fall Time. 
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10.2.2.5 Begative Polarity 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

lOGIC 

Display logic polarity screen. Press 
r~ARITj • 

Change the polarity of inputs AF through A8 to nega ti vee 
4- FALSE 

Press ~ SET twice, G eight times. 

Return threshold to ECL. 
INPUT r-U, EBCDIC 

Press ~ three times, (kJ, [1JP". 
ECl 

ARM 

Press 0 . 
TIMING 

Press 0 
The trace level status will say LEVEL = 0 BUSY. (The 
displayed timing information is from the previous 
recording.) Trace control looks for 01 (hex) but never 
sees it because of the reversed polarity. Check what 

information is flowing from memory M" to memory A. 

The display shows what information was flowing into 
memory and through trace control (see Figure 10-6). With 
nega ti ve polarity, posi ti ve-going pulses are a logical 

"0." The total trace time reading reflects the time 

between your pressing of the ARM and M -> A keys. Move 
the Control or Reference Cursor through the pulses (by 
holding down the appropriate cursor keys) while watching 

the binary cursor readout. Stop when the cursor is at 
the A8 input pulse. Note that for inputs AF through A8, 
a positive-going pulse is detected and represented as a 

logical "0," which is the definition of negative 
polarity. 
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CLULK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 10:01:05 MEM=A 

c.?.;_~ ___________ -;.-__________ it'i 

:::·s.;_~ ------------;.-----------~ 
E:S.;_~ ___ ~--------;.-----------!f1 
:::.!.!.;-~ ---.,-----------;.-----------~ 
E~~:.;_j ___________ _;_.----------brl 

-.... .,....: ___________ _;_.----------it'i 
c : -
-·i.,....; ___________ _;_.----------1.4 
::: .. 
-;).,....: ------------;-.----------~. 

~.,....~----~.----~. ~----~-----------.--. 
c-: -_. ~-------__ ------------

Pt:~ ~------------------------~----------------~~ 
.•. .;-. ------------;.----------' _. ~ 

000 - 5 1 -4 ~.:.:. l . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . : . ; . ; . : . : . : .:. : . i -:! - : - ! . : . : . : . ! . ! . ! . : . ! . ! . :. . ! .: ;.!.! - ! . : 'l~' 

. .;-.------------;-.----~ '-----

·R.;_; -----------_;_.-----'. ~. ------
Ei-.: .---. 
:--------------~~~ ~-------------~ 

'\.,....: ------------------' '--------------
.+-.------------;-.-----------
.+-.------------;-.----------0 

~+-: --------------;.---------------~ 
~+_~ ___________ _;_.----------it'i 
~~:+_~ ___________ _;_.----------0 

.+-.------------;.-----------o 
Ai+-~-----------_;_.----------~ 
~~i+-~ ___________ -;-. __________ i#1 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 1.88 S 
L= 0 R=271 (R-C)=+271( 5.42~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 PDY 

Figure 10-6. Information Flow. 
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10.2.3 • DATA FORMAT 

10.2.3.1 Delete Inputs 

SET UP: See setup guide in Figure 10-7. Display Clock Select 

screen. 
CLOCK 
SELECT 

Press 0 
Hx3 

Select the first option. Press CIJ H • 

4-
Move to the master clock line. Press ~ SET twice. 

Hx6 

Select second option and move cursor. Press IT] I , 

~ 
(EJ twice. 

Select first option. Press 
LOGIC 

Select Logic Polarity display. Press U 
4-

Move cursor to A section. Press ~ SET twice.' 

TRUE 

Enter plus polarity for first eight inputs. Press ~ 
eight times. 

The Clock Select and Trace Control displays should now 

look like Figures 10-8 and 10-9. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGETSYSTEM PROBE TEST SETUP#lloF_ DATE 

QUICK KEY 
\Seebac~lor"otu) 

(3) DATA FORMAT NIXED USER ,5E'QN. "",,"~~~.cECONTROLNOTES 

RADIX: 

MSB 
I 6 

o N 5 
A P 4 

T U 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

TAACE 's rndependent 01 tl>e othar commands 
STOP ~asp"o"lyo.e, JUMP 
JUMP MS p"""ty over ADVANCE 

All lour maJor commands ,n each levBI can come 
trueonanYQln,necond,jiOOs 
Ou'c~ Key Command Cond,toon 

Always 
Never 
II DATA ~ Dand SampleCounl .Delay 
IIDATA'=oaMsampleCount. Delay 
IIDATA=OandSamplaCount "Delay 
If DATA .. o and Sample Count > .. O"ay 
IIOATA"Oand$ampleCounl' =Delay 
If DATA" o and SampleCounl •• Delay 

{D=S J A Or T,wh,eh "re assogned by command 
Iypel 

LEVEL DELAY = ~ ~ C.LOCKS END LEVEL -L COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX D-65 K CLOCKSJA PATTERNS O-F 

(~) STOP IF DATA = 5 ANt> SAMPLE: COUNT:> DELAY 

S=l_~_X_X ___ X_X_X_X ___ ~-X-~-~---------------------
(2.) JUMP TO ~ _-'-N"'E'---'VuE......,R"--____________ _ 

O·F 
J=~_X_X-X-__ X_X-x_X---~X_X-~ ____________________ _ 

( .. 2) ADVANCE_N'-'UE~V.JU,.E.._.lR.""'__ _______________ _ 

A=~X_X-X-__ ~X-X-X ___ ~~X_~---------------------
( .. L.) TRACE ---lA,..L .... W"""-"A"-Y....,S""'----________________ _ 

T=X_X_X_X ___ ~-~-X_~---~-~-~X---------------------
LEVEL _ DELAY END LEVEL COMMENTS 

QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX ()-65 K CLOCKSJA PATTERNS O-F 

._._) STOp ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
._ ... __ ) JUMPTO __ 

O-F J= _______________________________________________ _ 
._ ._ .. } ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = _____________________________________________ . __ _ 
) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QU/CK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

._ ..... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
( .. _ .. __ ) JUMPTO_ 

O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 
.... _. __ } ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
.) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

C-) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
(_) JUMPTO_ 

O-F J= _______________________________________________ _ 
... _} ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A~ ______________________________________________ _ 

} TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-7. Setup (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION 8 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION 8 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
8F - 88 
87 - 80 
AF - A8 
A7 - AD 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SET UP # 3..1 OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(. .. / ... .) MODE = EXTERNAl SINCu.E-PHA5ED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (2<>1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = ____ _ o MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 

D MILlISt::CQNDS (1.160) 
o INTERNAL 
III EXT ( ____ e ____ eA.l_,k) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT II SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) EXT 

Used only In Latch and Demux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

MODE 

SAMPLE. 

QUICK KEY 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EeL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

-\.30 

(0) ARM MODE: MANUAL 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP 8 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C:0-512 R:0-512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C 8 A 9 8 7 6 543 2 1 0 

±±±±±±±±--------

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

Figure 10-7. Setup (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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DATE 

QUICK ~EV 

QUICK KEY 

DIRECT 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

F,..ddls .. ,ombl.d"Pcodefo,m.t,on1v,fATEB16 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

f ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

~ ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

1- - -I NOTUSEO 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

tpoSITIVETRUE 

JNEGATIVETRUE 

1_ - -I NOT USED 

MODE I!! DESCRIPTIONS 

All ,.c"o",,,eoampledat<he In'e",.1cloc.r.'. 
S.c"o~ A - S"CM~ B· So<tlon C· In'.'""c'ock 
period 

/1,11 Seotlons a,e sampled., the M.,,",o,te,nal rdte 
5e""onA,S<cfIDnS'Sec,""nC 
l~xt.rn.1I 

INPUT NOTES 

ENTRY KEY MODE CHOICES 

THRESHOLOCHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY VALUE 

DIRECT 

-999TO +999VDC 

_999TO +999VDC 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A # B 

AUTOSTOPIFA = BWITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP I~ A # B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

DWS24·12.5183 
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CLOCK=EXT - SGl GPIB=lOCS V=-00.00 13:59:51 MEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

MODE EXTERNAL SINGLE-PHASED 

INT. CLOCK PERIOD 
t1ASTER CLOCl-{ = (_._.mnH (_+_+_) 
SAt-1PlE CLOCl-{ 

C SAt1E Ae .-J t1ASTER 

B SAt-1E AS i-lASTER 

A SAME AS t1ASTER 

ENABLE ( Ij S €! d 0 tl I ~ ,t1 La t c h 8, De m u x. ) 

C E:>-:T (~._._) + (_+_+_) 
B EXT (~._._) + (_+_+_) 
A Ern (~._._)+(_+_+ __ ) 

MASTER CLOCK = 1.00~S 

C= R= (R-() = ) Cl= lEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-8. Clock Select for Delete Example. 

CLOCK=EXT - SGl GPIB=lOCS V=-00.00 14:01:2~ MEM=M 

riSB 
6 
5 
4 

2 

LSB 

TRACE CONTROL 

HHHH HHHH HHHH 

IHI ~ [II_.,.A END LFVEL 

STOP .IF DATA=S AND SAMPLE COUNT )DELAY 
S= XXXX XXXX 01XX 

,JUt-1P TO i2i NEVER 
J= XXXX XXXX XXXX 

AD'· ... ANCE NEVER 
A= XXXX XXXX XXXX 

T F:ACE AL~IA'T' S 
T= XXXX XXXX XXXX 

F 

c= R= (R-C)= CL= LEVEL=0 RD'T' 

Figure 10-9. Trace Control for Delete Example. 
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RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

Press 

Display the synchronously recorded pattern. 

Press 

Display the data. Press u. 
The display should look like Figure 10-10 which is full 

data display for inputs AF through A8, probe test 

recording.. (If any columns are filled with Fs, it 

means that the probe is not plugged into the front 

panel.) 

Display the corresponding graph (see Figure 10-11) which 

is based on the original data format. Since the hex 

value of each 12-character word is close to zero, only a 

baseline can be seen. 
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C[OCV=Ei"n - SGL GPI B=LOC::; V=-00.00 10: i6:24 t1Erl=A 

HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH 
000C0000 0000 0000 024 0000 0000 0:=:00 
001 0000 0000 0100 0-,0:-.,..J 0000 0000 1000 
002 0000 0000 0200 026 0000 0000 2000 
003 0000 0000 0400 027 0000 0000 4000 
004 0000 0000 0::H;~0 028 0000 0000 :3000 
005 0000 0000 1000 029 0000 0000 0000 
006 0000 0000 2000 030 0000 0000 0000 
007 0000 0000 4iZ00 031 0000 0000 0100 
00:::: 0000 0000 ::::000 032 0000 0000 0200 
00'7' 0000 0000 0000 033 0000 0000 0400 
010 0000 0000 0000 034 0000 0000 0:=:00 
011 0000 0000 0100 0:35 0000 0000 1000 
012 0000 0000 0200 036 0000 0000 2000 
013 0000 0000 0400 037 0000 0000 4000 
014 0000 0000 0:::100 03:::: 0000 0000 ,:::000 
015 0000 0000 1000 039 0000 0000 0000 
016 0000 0000 2000 040 0000 0000 0000 
017 0000 0000 4000 041 0000 0000 0100 
01:=: 0000 0000 ::::000 042 0000 0000 0200 
01',' 0000 0000 0000 043 0000 0000 0400 
020 0000 0000 0000 044 0000 0000 0:300 
021 0000 0000 0100 045 0000 0000 1000 
022 0000 0000 0200 046 0000 0000 2000 
0·-'· ... " .,:.. 0000 0000 0400 047 0000 0000 4000 

C= 0 P=514 (p-C) =+ 514 ( ) CL=0 LEVEL=0 PD'r' 

Figure 10-10. Data Display, Probe Inputs AF through A8. 

CLOCV=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS 

HOP. I 
= :'"':01 ,:::CALE I",! 

'~:~E~~~~il 
I 

G~~APH 

000-514 

Ill, T H"lE . 

c= 
G uATA-0000 0000 

o R=514 (R-C)=+514( 

V=-00.00 14:06:46 MEM=A 

001t3P P 1.1ATA-0000 0000 0:300 
) CL=0 LEVEL=0 PDY 

Figure 10-11. Graph of Data of Figure 10-10. 
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Press 
DATA 

Display the data format. Press 0 
Delete all inputs except AF through AB. 

4- -r 
Press [7:J SET, ten times, W twice, 

twice. 

Check that the word recognizer formats have correspondin

gly changed. 
TRACE 

Press o (see Figure 10-12). Note that changing 

the data format also changes the trace control's word 

recognizer format. 

Press (see Figure 10-13). 

Check the new graph forma t. 

GRAPH 

Press 0 (see Figure 10-14). 

Note the number of channels selected and that changing 

the data format changes the input channels that are 

graphed. 
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CLOCK=EXT - b~L GPIB=LOCS 

r-1SB 
6 

4 

HH 

STJP .~ DATA=S AND SAMPLE ~u~~, }U~LHY 

"_.= ;2; ~ 

ADJ",IAN[:E NEi,iEP 
A= i'::'-': 

T FACE A U-1 A ',' '=; 

c:= F= (F-C)= 

measurement confidence 

Figure 10-12. Data Format/Word Recognizer Changes. 

CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS '.,1=-00. 00 10: 16: 24 t-1Et1=A 

HH HH HH HH HH HH 
000C00 024 08 048 80 072 02 0'7'6 20 120 00 
001 01 0"'" ..::., • ..J 10 049 00 0""--:' 

{ "-' 04 097 40 121 01 
002 02 026 20 050 00 074 08 098 80 1-:;'-:> 02 
003 04 027 40 051 01 12175 10 0':;:'9 i!.I0 123 04 
004 0 C' '-' 028 80 052 02 076 20 100 00 124 0° '-' 
005 10 02'7- 00 053 04 0"""" ,.. ,.' 40 101 01 1'-'E:' ... ":,,._1 10 
006 20 030 00 054 0:::: 07:::: 80 102 02 126 20 
007 40 031 01 055 10 079 00 103 04 127 40 
00:::: ::::0 0:32 02 056 20 0::::0 00 104 0'::-"-' 12:=: ;=;~ 

009 00 03:3 04 057 40 0::::1 01 105 10 ~ '-,,-, 
e.~ 1L7 

010 00 034 12!:3 05:::: ::::0 0::::2 02 106 20 ~ .-,,"'], 
l·':"i!.! 00 

01 i 01 035 10 0""-' ·_'7 00 0'-'~' 0·.:,· 04 107 40 131 01 
012 0--' !L 036 20 060 00 084 0'::-'-' 108 80 132 0'2 
013 04 0:37 40 061 01 085 10 109 00 133 04 
.-::it.; .i 08 038 80 062 02 086 20 1 10 00 134 0;::: 1!,.! 1 ""t 

015 10 039 00 063 04 087 40 i 1 1 01 135 10 
016 20 040 00 064 08 0::38 80 1 12 02 136 20 
017 40 041 01 065 10 089 00 i 1:3 04 1:37 40 
018 80 042 02 066 20 090 00 1 14 08 1:38 80 
019 00 043 04 067 40 091 01 1 15 10 139 00 
020 00 044 0° '-' 068 80 092 02 1 16 20 140 00 
021 01 045 10 06'7' 00 093 04 1 17 40 141 01 
022 02 046 20 070 00 094 08 1 18 80 142 02 
023 04 047 40 071 01 095 10 1 1 '7' 00 143 04 

C= 0 R=514 (R-c) =+514 ( ) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RD',.' 

Figure 10-13. New Data Display for Figure 10-12 Data Format. 
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._--_:.= 

--"-' 
~ ::....:: f"-j f--J ~ : -; :: -:: .,:....-:....-._:j 

.-,:--: :-- .-. -;- :-- -:-.: 

000-514 

measurement confidence 

- _.-'._: :_: L.. 

1- - -
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
t;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;;~;; 

= ~ P=514 (R-C)=+~14( ) LL=0 LEVEL=0 PDY 

Figure 10-14. Change of Input Channel Graphed. 
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10.2.3.2 Repeat Inputs 

REVIEW: Change the data format to look at inputs AF through 

binary as well as hex by the following procedure: 

A8 in 

Press 

DATA • r INSERT r o ' @JSET, ~ twice, 0, ~, 
ASCII 

00, 
A 

DEMUX ~NARY 

[Dv, [[)R, 
HEX B 

ASCII GLITCH 

00, [QJT, 
A DECIMAL 

ASCII 

00, 
A 

ASCII 

00, 
A 

BINARY 

[[)\ 
B 

EBCDIC WP, 
ECl 

ASCII LATCH 

00, Wu, 
A OCTAL 

ASCII 

00, 
A 

ASCII 

00, 
A 

ASCII 

00, 
A 

PAGE. 

Woo 
TTL 

The new data format should now look like Figure 10-15. 

The same inputs may be viewed in more than one radix. In 

Figure 10-15, AF through A8 are displayed in both hex and 

binary. 

Display the reformatted information. 

Press See Figure 10-16 which shows the 

corresponding data display for the data format of Figure 

10-15. The binary representation of each hex word is 

clearly seen. 
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CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS V=-00,00 10:25:02 MEM=M 

t-1SB 
Eo 
5 
4 

1 
LSB 1l!:: 

t-1SB 
6 
5 
4 

HH BBBBBBBB 
• t: ............ ..t:W, 

1 i<)-; 
LSB >-=:~i XX::-::~~~-::XXX 

DATA FORt-1Ar 
GFWUP= 

MIXED USER SEQN 

SEA.RCH ~WRD 

C= R= (R-c) = 

INPUT= 

CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-15. AF through A8 Displayed In Both Hex and Binary. 

HH BBBBBEBB 
1600C:00 
001 0 i 
002 02 

024 0::;:: 00001000 
025 10 00010000 
~..:::t:, 20 00100000 
~:.::/. 40 101000000 
02~=; ;:::0 10000000 

HH BBBBBBBB 
04:::: ::::0 10000000 
04'7' 00 00000000 
050 00 00000000 
051 01 00000i2l01 

02 00000010 ,-:;,t::'.-, 
it:.!·_!L 

005 10 00010000 029 00 00000000 053 04 00000100 
006 20 00100000 030 00 00000000 054 0:::: 00001000 
007 40 01000000 031 01 00000001 055 10 00010000 
00:::: 80 10000000 032 02 00000010 056 20 00100000 
009 00 00000000 033 04 00000100 057 40 01000000 
010 00 00000000 034 0:::: 00001000 05::::::::0 10000000 
011 01 00000001 035 10 00010000 059 00 00000000 
012 02 00000010 036 20 00100000 060 00 00000000 

014 0:::; 00001000 
015 10 00010000 
016 20 00100000 
017 40 01000000 04 i 0 i 

10000000 
0l2r000000 
00000000 
00000001 

062 02 
iZi6:3 04-
0f,4 0B 
065 10 

00001000 
00010000 

01:::: ::::0 10000000 042 02 00000010 066 20 00100000 

044 I~H:; 000010010 
045 10 00010000 
046 20 0101010000 
047 40 01000000 

(1=;'-'-'"' =+5 14 ( 

067 40 010000010 
06S ::::0 100001000 
069 00 00000000 
070 00 0ee00e00 
071 €II 0000e0el 

CL=0 LE\/EL==0 

Figure 10-16. Data Display for Figure 10-15. 
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10.2.3.3 Fixed For.at 

REVIEW: Display the fixed binary format. 
DATA 

Press 0, 
The display data should now look like Figure 10-17 which 

shows the same information viewed in a fixed binary 

format of all inputs CF through AO. Verify that only the 

first 14 binary columns (which are all zeros) are 

graphed. 

Press (see Figure 10-18) note that the graph of 

the first 14 columns of the fixed binary data display 

yields all zeros. 
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ClOCK=EXT ~ SGl GPIB=lOCS V=-00i00 10: 16:24 MEM=A 

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
000C0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000~0 
001 000000000000000000000000000000000000000100000000 
002 000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000 
003 000000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000 
004 000000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000 
005 000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000000 
006 000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000000 
007 000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000 
008 000000000000000000000000000000001000000000000000 
009 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000~00000 
010 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
011 00000000000000000000000000000000000000~100000000 
012 00000000000000000000000000000000000000'1000000000 
013 000000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000 
014 000000000000000000000000000000000000i00000000000 
015 000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000000 
016 000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000000 
017 000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000 
018 000000000000000000000000000000001000000000000000 
019 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
020 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
021 000000000000000000000000000000000000000100000000 
022 000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000 
023 000000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000 

c= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( ) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-17. Fixed Binary Format, All Inputs CF through AO. 

".i=-00.00 11: 13: 28t1EM=A 

TIME I l- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
L DATA-0000 R DATA-0000 

C-.- o R=514 (R-C)=+514( ) Cl=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-18. Graph First 14 Columns as Fixed Binary Data. 
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10.2.4 CLOCK AND INPUT 

The Probe Test pattern generator produces two clock signals in addition 

to its eight data signals. The first clock signal is an external J 

clock input for the high order (F through 8) probe of each section, or 

an R enable input for the low order (7 through 0) probe of each section. 

The second clock signal is an external K clock input for the high order 

probe of each section, or an S enable input for the low order probe of 

each section. The actual time relationship between the clock and data 

signals is shown in Figure 10-19. 

CLOCK=0020 ~SEC GPIB=LOCS --00.00 Id; 46:29 MEM=A 

-' j -' F.~ ~~ 
~ Ci F.~ :::; ,--, 

'------' 

-: C:H~~ r ;-:(.;-~ _______________ ----' 

c. ,-,p _ \.;.-: _____________ -lr---l-i ______ -;:0 
5 nq D ''s.;.-' ___________ ----"--i'---________ --;':.-4 
...,. C:::F C '\.;.-: _________ --' '--__________ ~~0 
_ Ur:: B :-:~'.;.-: ______ ----"--,'--____________ -----;y 

~ OF " :-:':; . .;.-' ____ --' '--_______________ ~:0 
_ OF '"i+-: _-lr---i,-__________________ ---::i:::.1 
o Uf"". ;::; ~~,: r---,-i ____________________ ---':to 
000-514 ~-:.:.!.:.:.: .. ;.: :- :-,-: ... ".:. ;.; ,-;.;.; ... 

7-:': 

-:=:-: 

-:::-: 
~ ~ :-_.;, 
i 1. 1 ! c.. 

C= 0 F=514 (F-C)=+514( 10. 28~S) CL=0 ~EVEL=0 FDY 

Figure 10-19. Time Relationship of Clock and Data Signals. 
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10.2.4.1 Sample Internally 

SET UP: Take several samples of each pulse. See setup guide in 

Figure 10-2 o. 
CLOCK 

Modify Clock Select screen. Press o 
4-
~SET , 

Hxl Hxl 

[Q]G, [Q]G. 
DATA 

Display da ta format. Press 0, 
-r 

CEJ [] twice, 

The Clock Select and Data Format displays should look 

like Figures 10-21 and 10-22. 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM PROB t: Te:5 T SETUP#UOF_ DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
I 6 

D N 5 
P 4 
u 3 

A T 2 
S 1 

LSB 

,':'U:'~:'O~;O;'" ( .. ) DATA FORMAT M I X£; u~e ~eo.N. 

~-~---------------------------------------------

RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
Fo'eachlevel-

TRACE IS independenlof the other commands 
STOP has Pf10",yove,JUMP 
JUMP has prior>ly over ADVANCE 

All lour malor commands '" e3ch level can come 
trueonanyolnlnecondltoons 
QUlch Key Command Con(j,hon 

Always 

(0 = S, J. A. or T, which are aSSigned by command 
typet 

LEVEL _1_ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

(~) STOP IF DATA = 5 AND SAMPLE COUNT > DELAY 
S=Q_L ____________________________________________ _ 

(~.) JUMPTO ~ -'--N""E"'-V-"-'-'E'-'.:R~ ____________ _ 
O·F 

J=~_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

(.~ .. ) ADVANCE-.LN~E."_'VL_E:""'_'_R._"'_ ______________ _ 

A~_K ____________________________________________ _ 
(L .) TRACE ALWAYS 

T=~~ ____________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0.£5 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS 

....... ) STOP _______________________ _ 

S= ___________________ ~ ___________________________ _ 
( ...... ) JUMPTO_ 

O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
...... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS· 
QUICK KEY O·F DECIHEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

( ....... .) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

........ ) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
( ..... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ 
QUICK KEY O·F -C;:CLO""CC:;;KSCC:/A-;O;PACO:TT""ER:O;;NSo-- END LEV EL COMMENTS 

DECIHEX 0-65 K 

...... ) STOP _______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
.... ) JUMPTO __ 

OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( .. ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 

A= ________________________________________________ _ 
..... j TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-20. Set Up Internal Sampling (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER = 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF-C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SET UP # 4.-1- OF ~ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(0.) MODE INTERNAL 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
• NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD - _-,-,I OOo..L>oooL-__ o MICROSECONDS (1-1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1-160) 
• INTERNAL 
o EXT { ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT • SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 { ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT • SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 { ____ e ____ e ----I + { ____ + ____ + ----I 

INT • SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 { ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

Used only In Latch and Oemux 

MODE 

!>AMPLE 

QUICK KEY 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EeL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

- 1.30 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

(.0 ... ) ARM MODE:---!M--><::A:u.N.,.,U""A=L:.....-__ 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS =~ TO __ ~~_ 
CURSORS C: ().512 R: ().512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

±.±±±±±.±±_-------

Figure 10-20. Set Up Internal Sampling (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

F;xedoc,allormat. CF-AD seq"",,,ce 

Anyr.d;.,o"y.equence 

4 MixeD CF_AO SEON 

QUICK KEY 

QUICK KEY 

Anyr.dl., fl.edCF-Atls"'Iuence . 

Fi •• ddi"",,mbl.d~Peod.lo,m.t,onIYIIRTE·818 
.uached 

0' 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
ClOCK CHorCES 

t ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

4 ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

(- - -) NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

, POSITIVE TRUE 

.L NEGATIVE TRUE 

1- - -I NOT useD 

MODE. DESCRIPTIONS 

, EXTERNAL MUlTI-PHASEP 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY ~ 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

VAlUE ----
-1.30VOC 

-9.99TO +9.99VDC 

-9.99TO +9.99VOC 

AUTO STOP IF A '" a 
AUTO STOP IF A ". a 
AUTO STOP IF A '" a WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A '" B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

POLARITY CHOICES 

DWS24·12.5183 
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CLOCK=0100 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 14:58:02 MEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

I NT. CLOCK PERIOD = ~ .~t!l2ID!1:11'''~'1J:!J 

MASTER CLOCK = INTERNAL 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C INT 0100 NANOSECONDS 

B INT 0100 NANOSECONDS 

A = INT 0100 NANOSECONDS 

ENABLE -- (used onl4 l n Latch 8, Demux. ) 

C= 

C EXT (~.~.~)+(~+~+~) 

B EXT (~.~.~)+(~+~+~) 

A EXT (a;g.~._) + <_+!!!I!!I!!I!!!I+ ___ > 

R= (R-C)= ) CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-21. Clock Select for Sample Internally. 

CLOCK=0100 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 14:59:51 MEM=M 

m 
I1SB 

Eo 
5 
4 
,-, 

fiF\ . .;; 

2 "',,'1. 
1 ~~f1:. 

LSB P~\ 

HH • i1SB 
is 
5 
4 
3 ~~:=-< 
2 XX 
1 XX 

LSB XX 

I~--,-

RADIX= 
DAT A FORt1AT 

GROUP= INPUT= 
MIXED USER SEON 

SEARCH WORD 

R= (R-c) = ) CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-22. Data Format for Sample Internally. 
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ARM 

RECORD: Press 0 
REVIEW: 

TIMING Hx1 

Display the timing screen. Press 0 CQJG , 

CfJ 4 K to page 4. 

The display should look like Figure 10-23. Each pulse is 

0.9 microseconds (nine samples) wide + 1 00 nS (one 

sample). Confirm this with the cursors. 

CLOCK=0100 nSEC GPIB=LOCS !·)=-00. 00 10: :36: 18 t1Et1=A 
HX 01 PAGE 4 

~~i __ --------__________________________________________ i0 
Bjji i0 
Bd i0 
~l • 
~3i . i0 
Bzl :0 
Btl l0 
~)'.j...i ____________________________ ---'-_____________________ ;0 

~.~~------~n~~------~r~!------~r~!------~n~.------~rLJ0 \:.j...l ____ ~n~, ________ ~n~ ______ ~n~ ______ ~!~i ______ ~n ~0 

fiYii n n r . n ~%!i 
f(:i n n n n n :0 

00121-514 ~.I.I.I.I. f"i -1° 10i"l- i_l_i_!o!_!·lo!ol;!o!ol .. ! 'I-i" i-I' i '1-1' i'f-I-I-I'!'I-I" i-I-! 'I'~C: 

!\L--J'l n n n n l0 
i\:tL-.i""1 n n n n l0 
f:3L_J"l n n n n l0 
'\Ul n n n n E0 
f?i l0 
~~i--------------------------------------------------__ l0 
f\l l0 
~i i0 
~:i i0 
\i i0 
f\i i0 
fbi i0 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 51.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 51.40~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-23. Pattern Asynchronously Sampled Every 100 ns. 
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10.2.4.2 Sample On A Single External Clock (AJf or AJ~) 

SET UP: The active sampling edge of AJ can be specified as either 

rising or falling. Since both edges of each AJ pulse 

occur well within each input pulse (Figure 24a and 24b), 

it doesn't matter which edge is selected; the resulting 

recordings will be identical. In each case, one sample 

of each pulse will be taken. See the setup guide in 

Figure 10-25. 

.;..;..:--. r-.::r-i-·-
: '-';: ..:....,' : :~:: 

: :',: lfi ~ 

J Pj0~ Q¢l 0 0 ~ ~ Q¢l 00 00 00 o-Q :~'; 
-1-1 I-I --I -I -I I-I -I -1 -I -I -I -1 II 1-·-
I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 I 1 I 1 1 I I 
I I 1 I I I I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 
1 I 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I I 1 I I I I 
1 I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I 

~ P",+-: --+--+II-t-+II-+II-+--t-I--;I_1 I 1 1 I I . 1 I I I 1 1 ,9i 
.-. . I I r I 1 1 ~.l==h I I I I 1 1 

~ ,,+-: -t---t-I -t-I -t-I ---j1r--r---jI-t-1 -t-I -t-I ~I ===!I:::::;-· 1 1 . I I 1 1 1 1 .~. 
,~: I 1 I I I I 1 1 I 1 I I I I 1 I I 1 .,~ 

~.:-: I I I I I 1 1 . I 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I . -

=. ".:-. -t\ -t\-t\-t\-t\-t--;::::t\:::::t~ \ I l-t-\ \ \ I I I :'~ 
.- . 1 1 1 1 I t--' 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 

~ .. I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 
1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I I 

• ·4 +-. +1 =t:1 ~ I I '-+1 -+-+-1 -+-+1 -+1 -..I1f--+-1 -+-1 -1-1 -+-1 -+-1 --If---IIf---1If--1f---;·~' 
,,: : 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I I 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I ,,~ 

~~~ __ ~ .. , .-.~ I I. '-+1-,+.1,-. -, .TI-i--TI-+--+I----ilf---rl-, .-+.1-. ,----il-+-I -1-1 -+-1 -+-1 -+-1 -1-1 -+--' ... ""'-' 

:=:-: 

-:=:-: 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 10=5~S 
:--.-:-.: : 

= r:. L: T 

Figure 10-24. Sample Clock = AJt. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SETUP,4.2.tOF DATE 

RADIX: 
MSB 
I 6 

o N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

S 1 
LSB 

OUiCK KEY 
ts-tt.cklcMnotNt (3) DATA FORMAT MI~e.t> U~~R S~o. .... 

ij-ij---------------------------------------------

A~Aa ___________________________________________ _ 
A~AA ___________________________________________ _ 
AoA~ ___________________________________________ _ 
~AA--------------------------------------------

RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
FOfe.chlltVlIl-

TRACE is independent olille other Gommends. 
STOP h811 p"orlly oyer JUMP. 
JUMP hBS prlollly O¥ilf ADVANCE. 

All tour I'n<IJOI comm.nds ,neach level can come 
'rueonanyoln,necondltlonl: 
Qurc~ Key Command Condlhon 

Alwaya 
Never 
It DATA = 0 and S.mple Counl .> Deley 
ItOATA .. O.nd SampleCounl •. Dalay 
II DATA = OandSampteCount.Oet.y 
II DATA" 0 and Sample Counl ~ = Delay 
II DATA,. 0 and Sample Count. = Delay 
II DATA = 0 af\d 8.mple Count." ·Delay 

(O=S.J.A.orT.wl'l,cha'e8lls'gnedbycommiJnd 
IYPilI 

Qu/CKKE;EVEL -B- DELAY = ~5E .~ CLO£>;'~~~RNS END LEVEL -t. COMMENTS 

( ... 3 .. ) STOP IF DATA· S AND SAMPLE C.CUt-li > DE..LAY 
S=D_J ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 2.) JUMPTO ~ ---.J.N.1JE .... V.:u..E..,R"---____________ _ 
O·F J=X_X_-__________________________________________ _ 

( ... Z.) ADVANCE_.L..:N .... E....;VuEB.-L:"--______________ _ 
A=l_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... 1...) TRACE _=A ... L...,Wu.t\ ..... V .... S""-_______________ _ 
T=X-X ____________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F OEC/HEX 1}-65 K CLOCKSJA PATIEANS Q.F 

( ......... ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ ) TRACE _____________________ _ 
T= _____________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX Q.65 K -"'CL:O:OC::::KSI"'"A-::CpA:=n:=:ER"'NS=-- END LEVEL COMMENTS 

Q.F 

( ......... ) STOP _____________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

t ......... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSJA PATIERNS Q.F 

( ........ ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

C ..... ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

(.. ....... ) TRACE ___________________ ~--
T= __________ ~ ____________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-25. Setup Sample, Single External Clock (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION 8 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION 8 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF- C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
87 - 80 
AF - A8 
A7 - AD 

measurement confidence 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TE5T SETUP#4..2q0F_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

«( .. .) MODE = EXTERNAL SIN&I E-PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = ____ _ o MICROSECONDS (1-1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1-160) 
o INTERNAL 
II EXT { ____ e ____ eA..L_t.l + {----+----+----l 

INT 

EXT 

INT 

EXl 

INT 

EXT 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS .. SAME AS MASTER 
0 { ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

GJ SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o { ____ e ____ e ____ l + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

Used only In Latch and Demux 

MODE 

5AMpL.E 

QUICK KEY 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

'{ ____ e ____ e ____ l + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ----l + {---- + ---- + ----l 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EeL. 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

-1.30 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

(0) ARM MODE: _J.:.MAlOlN:uUu:.AllIb"---__ _ 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP 8 
GROUP A 

~~~~~ = -C-:-~-1-2 - TO ----,R=-:-:'O'=-51-:'2-

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 321 0 

±..t±'1..t.tt.~ _______ _ 

DATE 

QUICK KEY 

~ 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

F"edblno,y formal flo CF_AOs.q~enc., , 

F,nd di ...... mbledpPcodelorm.t, only ,I RTE·S16 
att"olled 

0' 

CLOCKING NOTES 

ClO~~~~LJICES 
f ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

• ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

1- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

J NEGATIVE TRUE 

(- __ I NOT USED 

MODE & DESCRIPTIONS 

EXTEANALSINGl<: PHASED 

All 'ec"on •• r,samplod'l tho Mast., .".rn,I,.1< 
Section A • Sec1lonB· 50""00 ( _ M.".r 

INPUT NOTES 
DIRECT 

ENTRY KEY ~ 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

DIRECT 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

VALUE ----

_9.99 TO +9.99VOC 

_9.99 TO +9.99 VOC 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A" B 

AUTO STOP IF A"" 8 

AUTO STOP IF A " B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A "" 8 WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

~ POLARITY CHOICES 

DWS24·12_5183 

Figure 10-25. Setup Sample, Single External Clock (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

Change Clock Select display to show the following: 

MASTER CLOCK = < ___ AJf) + <_+_+_) 
CLOCK • 
SELECT Hx3 ~ 

Press 0 , CD H, ~ SET twice, twice, 

The Clock Select display should look like Figure 10-26 

which shows clock select for setup AJf. Each subsequent 
CLOCK 

push of o 
clock frequency. 

measures the external master sample 

Note that if you press CLOc[ SELECT 

a second time after setting it up, a reading of the 

external master clock frequency is displayed. Each press 

of CLOCK SELECT takes another frequency measurement. 

Press o. 
Display the Timing screen. 

TIMING 

Press o 
The display should look like Figure 10-27. Confirm that 

either active edge will create the same recording. 

Press 

twice, 
COMPARE 

o 

CLOCK 
SELECT o 

twice, 

4-
, change active edges ~SET 

U 

There should be no inequalities. Turn off the Comparison 
COMPARE 

mode. Press o. 
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CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 16:20:37 MEM=M 
CLOCV SELECT 

i-lODE EXTERNAL SINGLE-PHASED 

C SAME AS MASTER 

B SAME AS MASTER 

A SAME H~ MASTER 

ENABLE (used Oi'i i l..j !; L-3.tch g: Demlj::<.) 

C Ei·, , (~.W!I!!!l._> + <_+_+_> 

B D':T (MID._._) + (_+_+_;. 

A Dn (MID._._;. + (_+_+_;. 

MASTER CLOCV = 1.00~S 

C= R= (R-C)= CL= LE\lEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-26. Clock Select for AJf. 

CLOCV=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 10:37:33 MEM=A 
PAGE 4 H::-~ 12 

~'~i----------_______________________________ 0 
~i 0 

Bi~j _______________________________ -'-_______ iI! 
2;).~: ________________________________________ 0 
;~'----~~, L' _____ ~nL_ ____ ~n~ _____ ~n~. ___ 0 
~~'----~rLi ____ ~~L' ______ ~r~, _____ ~r_' __ 0 
P;~i ____ ~n n ! L' ____ --'1'-, ____ 0 
~~L_---'-L' ______ ~rL' ______ ~r'-l ______ ~nL_ ___ 0 

000-042 ~';'!'; "J"!.!';'!' i' i· i· i·; ;-1[: 
\~~L'------~nL---____ ~r~, ______ ~r~, _____ 0 
~~~L'----~r~, ______ ~r~, ______ ~rL' _______ ~ 
~~~L------~1~1 ___ --'r'-, _____ --', L' ______ --'10 
P~,iJ~L' _____ --',,'-, ____ --'n~ _____ _'r'-, ______ --'!L0 

~~,---------------------------------------~ 
H,;~' ________________________________________ 0 

~~:--------------------------------------~ ~~i--------______________________________ 0 
~:~; ______________________________________ 0 
~: 0 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 522.0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R~C)=+514( ;. CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-27. Recording for Sample Clock = AJf or AJ!. 
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10.2.4.3 Sample on a Pair or External Clocks (AJ! and AIr) 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

See setup guide in Figure 10-28. 

A sample will be taken at each rising edge of the 

resultant sample clock which is created by combining AJI 

and AKA into a logical OR expression (Figure 10-29). Each 

odd-numbered input pulse is sampled once. 

Change Clock Select display to the following: 

MASTER CLOCK = ( • AJ!) + ( + + AKf) ----

Change trace control to S = 02 
CLOCK 4- -r SELECT 

Press 0 , CYJ SET twice, W twice, 
TRACE 4-CONTROL Hx1 

0 CYJ SET twice, CQJG , 

Press o. 
TIMING 

Display timing screen. Press 0 

Hx6 

C[} . 

Hx3 

OJH, 

The display should look like Figure 10-30. See Figures 

10-31 and 10-32 for clocking with AJT + AK!. For Figure 

10-31, a sample is taken at each rising edge of the 

resultant sample clock. Each even numbered input pulse 

is sampled twice. See Figures 10-33 and 10-34 for 

clocking with AJ! and AK!. For Figure 10-33, a sample is 

taken at each rising edge of the resultant sample clock. 

Each even-numbered input pulse is sampled once. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SETUP#lt.2.bOF_ DATE 

,::'U:.~.K,,~~O:'" (3) DATA FORMAT MIX!::!:> U~ S~aN. 'm","~~~~ECONTROLNOTES 
TRACE 15 ,ndependen\ ollhe other cOillman05 

RADIX: Ii-ll--------------------------------------------- ~0~~~~~~~'i~~'t:~~~::~~=NCE 
MSB 
I 6 

o N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 

A~a ___________________________________________ _ 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

A~~4-------------------------------------------
A~~--------------------------------------------
A~A~ ___________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

LEVEL ..JL DELAY = ~ 515 C LOCKS END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K ClOCKSIA PATIERNS O-F 

(3.) STOP IF DATA = -5 AND SA.MPLE COUNT > DELA.Y 
S=O_2 ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 2.) JUMP TO -B- ----I-N_E-'V"-E"'"""'R..""--------------
J=X-X--__________________________________________ _ 

(.2 .. ) ADVANCE_+N,..E--s.V-'-E ..... R.""-_______________ _ 

A =X-X .. ----------------------------------_________ _ 
(.I. . .) TRACE AI WAys 

T=X-X-------------------------------------------~-
LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL 

QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

( ......... ) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( .......... ) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

(. .... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL 

QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O·F 

, ...... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ....... ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) ADVANCE ______________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
....... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

All lour major commands 01' eaCh level Can ~Orne 
lrueonanyotn,necDndl1ions 
QUIck !<.ey Command Cond,tlOn 

ID = 5. j, A. or T, which ale aSSigned by command 
1ypel 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

, ..... .) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

...... ) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

, ...... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = ________________________________________________ _ 
.... .) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-28. Setup Guide Sample on Pair of External Clocks 

(Sheet 1 of 2). 
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K101-D 

ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER = 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF- C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 
K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF'i-...2b 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

( ... 1 . .) MODE = EXTERNAL- 51N6Le! - PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = ____ _ o MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 
o INTERNAL 
• EXT ( ____ e ____ eA.J_-t..) + ( ____ + ____ +A.K._~) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT • SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT • SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ___ ~e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

Uaed only In Latch and Demux 

MODE 

SAMPL.E 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ of- ____ + ____ ) 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EeL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

- /.30 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

QUICK KEY 

(<:)) ARM MODE:--'I'I'--"-AN~UA'_'_"_L ___ _ 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

~~~~ = C:0-612 TO -~R=:-0-6-'-2-

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 765 4 3 2 1 0 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

F .. edbinltrylermatIloCF-AO fequence 

5 DEVICE MNEMONICS 

QUICK KEY 

QUICK KEY 

DIRECT 

Fi •• ddl •• soambJed"pcodelorm.'.onlyifRlE-816 
attaohed. 

0' 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

• ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

1- - -I NOT USED 

ENA8LE 
CLOCK CHQICI;S 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

4 NEGATIVE TRUE 

1- - -) NOT USED 

MODE. DESCRIPTIONS 

INPUT NOTES 

ENTRY KEY MODE CHOICES 

HIRESHOLD CHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY VALUE 

DIRECT 

-8.99TO +9,99I1OC 

-9.99TO +9.Q9YOC 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A = B 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ 8 

AUTO STOP IF A _ B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ 8 WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

DWS24·12.5183 

Figure 10-28. Setup Guide Sample on Pair of External Clocks 

(Sheet 2 of 2). 
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CLOCK 0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
PA E 6 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 10.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10:28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-29. Sample Clock = AJl + AKf. 

CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS 
PAGE 4 

V=-00.00 16:26:55 MEM=A 

000-042~p=~~~~~~~~ 

~A-~'_.~~: ~~~-,------,-,----_n_~ 
~. ___________________________________________ 0 

~I 0 
~; 0 
~l 0 
~; 0 
\1 0 
~: 0 
~: 0 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 1.03mS 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-30. Recording for Sample Clock = AJl + AKf. 
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r-"H ;- ;-. 

~::-' -, .-' -'_, __ 1 _i __ 1 

.:;:." 

*; 
TOTAL TRACE TIME = 10.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-31. Sample Clock = AJT + AK!. 

CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS 
PAGE 4 

V=-00.00 16:38:39 MEM=A 

E'7'i-i _____________________ ~ 

;i 0 

E'u;; ... , _____________________ '" 

E~,,;...~ _____________________ 0 
E".;..., _____________________ 0 
Ct.i-' _____________________ 0 
Ei:.+' __________________ 0 
H;...· ________ ~~---~~---~~-0 
{~~ __ ~ _1 __ 0 
"t,,-' __________ =-___ = __ 0 
~:l.-.---J! , L' ___ --' L ___ ~ 

000-042l·!·,·!·/o, .. ,.!.!. !.,.,.!. !.;-,-!-! 'i-;';'! .!-!-!-; "!'~F:: 

TOTAL 
C= 0 

'\.;....' ________________ ~ ____ S 

~.t:,: riL-__ ---',-, -L' ___ ~~L' ___ ~~L' ----
J;...., ___________________ -==0 
~:LJ-;'-, ___ --'i""""'L..' ___ -'!"l'--__ --', L..' ___ --' 0 

~;...j---------------------0 
H;;;; 0 
~;...i _____________________ 0 
FI'L!: 0 

TRACE 
R=514 

T I t-1E = 524. 0 .. L;S 
(R-C)=+514( CL=0 LE',:,'EL=0 PIlIT' 

Figure 10-32. Recording for Sample Clock = AJT + AK!. 
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CLOCK 0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 18:46:29 MEM=B 

,J DF f< ,\,t----Ls> LJ LJ U;;-----,L.§) ,i 
F )i I I I 1 ;--,'-----1 II----'\~ 

E :~' I I I :'-' -----1!-----<:~ 
';:: fL' I ~ ~L.' ----111----+-1 __ ---<:!O 
r, ",. I I '--L.' _!-I ___ -+1 ___ -+1 __ ---",0 

A ~, 1 r-+,'-----~l ~--_T!----+!-----':~ 
;~; ~:_L., II ;'-' ---1

1
----+1

1 
------1----!-------< 

000-514 G'" d,·,· ,. ,.,.,. ,.,.1;.,., ,., .,.,., ·,1·,·,·, ,.J ,., .,1..,.,.,. ,., .'~ 

*~ 
:( 
*[ 
*~ 

TDTAL TFACE TIME = i0.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-33. Sample Clock = AJ! + AK!. 

CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=~OCS V=-00.00 16:48:38 MEM=A 
PAGE 4 HI 12 

E<;.i 0 
B~i 0 
~, 0 
~l 0 
~i 0 
~i 0 
~~ 0 
\i 0 
~i 0 
~L--.JL-.J"""L--J L-..J~ f~' _~rL---J---'~' _~~_, _1 
~i 0 
ftL-.r''----.i-;~· _~r,~. _~. ~-~, _~r~. __ ,_, _~r_, __ 0 

0021-12142' ~'I'I' i-I' i-" !,,·I·I·I- i .,-; ·I~ i -I-! -,-!.; .,.; .,- i·,' i·!'!,,'!';'!'.!'!"'!';'!';'!'; .jp 
\i 0 
'1;L...~~L-S'L----Il_. __ ; L---J .'_. _~, ~, __ ,0 
\i 0 
ftj_r"1 ___ rL __ ~~L----l"" __ ' L-........S"'_. __ , L.............. L!<i 

~i 0 
~~ 0 
~i 0 
~i 0 
~, 0 
~: 0 
\1 ~ 
~i 0 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 1.03mS 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-34. Recording for Sample Clock = AJ! + AK!. 
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10.2.4.4 Latch (Enable) OD a SiD8le Input (aT, aU 

SET UP: See setup guide in Figure 10-35. Disconnect the 

AF through A8 probe from PROBE TEST connector and 
, 

connect the A7 through 'AO probe. Display page 6 of the 

Timing screen. 

Press 

TIMING 

0, ~ L!J K twice. 

Inputs are held at the levels that exist when the 

latch enable signal goes fals~, then are released 

to be able to change when the signal is true. All 

transitions occur while the inputs are latched and, 

therefore, change synchronously with ART going high. 

The latQhed inputs are then asynchronously sampled. 

The inputs are latched while ART is false (low) 

and released while it is true (high). Every 

transition is latched; therefore, all the inputs 

change synchronously with the rising edge of ART (see 

Figure 10-36). 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SETUP#~OF DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
6 

o N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

5 1 
LSB 

,.::.u:;~ .. ~~~. (.3.) DATA FORMAT MI)('I!D U5E.R ,5r':ntoJ 

~-~---------------------------------------------

~~A~--------------------------------------_____ _ 
A~A~ ___________________________________________ _ 
AaAL ___________________________________________ _ 
A .. AA ___________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL. (H) HEX. (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
FO ... cllle .... l_ 
~"CEI.indltP'nclenlolllltlothtrCo ... m.ndB 
STOP hu prlorlly OWl, JUMP, 
JUMP has prIOrity over ADVANCE. 

All Iou. major commands In each lavel can coma 
tru.on any 01 nina conditions: 

Qui" ~~ C~~~_n.~.£o_ncl~_~n 

Always 
Never 
"OATA = 0 and SIImpls Count'" Delay 
IfDATA_OandSamptaCount<Oelay 
II DATA = 0 and SImple Count = Delay 
It DATA. 0 Ind $ample Count> "O_ 
Il DATA .. Dand SamplaCount< • Del.,. 
ttDATA=OandSamplaCount< 'DelII)' 

(0. S. J. A. or T. whiCh ilre asSlllned by command 
type.) 

LEVEL -D.... DELAY =....DE.C-5J5 C I OCK5 END LEVEL ---E- COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ().65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

( ... ~.) STOP IF ()ATA - SAND SAMPI E COl/NT> DE' 4."· 
S =D_l _______________________________ · _____________ _ 

( ... 2..) JUMPTO....o...- -4->N ... e: ..... V ..... e:-IR._------------
C·F 

J=X_X~--------------------------------------_____ _ 
( ... 2..) ADVANCE---IN"'"-E_V,......E. .... R.""--______________ _ 

A=X_~_--------------------------------------------
( .. J ... ) TRACE AI \,jAYS 

T=X_~---------------------------------------------
LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ . _ 

QUICK KEY 0- F DEClHEX 0-65 K 
--,:::-==c:-==:__ END LEVEL 

CLOCKSIA PATTERNS 

( ......... ) STOP _____________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) JUMPTO_ 
C·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ 

QUICK KEY O-F DEClHEX Q.65 K -----:C:::-:LOC=KS/:::-A-;::PA-;:;TT~ER:;;;NS:-- END LEVEL OF 

( ........ ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

t·········) JUMP TO o:F 
J= _______________________________________________ _ 

t ......... ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) TRACE ____________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL 

QUICK KEY O-F DEClHEX 0-65 K ClOCKSJA PATTERNS 

( ........ ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

C ...... ) JUMPTO_ 
C·F J= ________________________ ------------------------

( ......... ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 
A= ____________________________________________ ----

( ........ ) TRACE ____________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

Figure 10-35. Setup Latch (Enable) on a Single Input (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORtGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER = 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TE5T SETUP#~OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

( .. 0 .. ) MODE = ~\N"I--l.T-,"e .... R>wN_Au.\_---

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
• NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD 

• INTERNAL 

4-0 o MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 

o EXT ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ___ + ____ + ____ ) 

tNT • SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e __ ~_) + ( ____ + ____ + ----I 

INT • SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER EXT 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

tNT • SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

o SAME AS MASTER 
o ( ____ e_~ __ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ----I EXT 

Ulld only In Latoh and Iiomux 

CR BR AR cs BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ----I 

SECTION B = ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ----I 

SECTION A = ( ____ e ____ e ALt.) + ( ____ + ____ + ----I 

INPUT 

CF- C8 
C7 - CO 
BF L B8 
B7 - BO 
AF-A8 
A7 - AO 

INPUT MODE 

MODE 
TYPE 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

SAMPLE EeL -1.30 
LATCH Eel.- -1.30 

QUICK KEY 

(0) 

INPUT 

GROUPC 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

ARM MODE: _ ..... M .... AL'-LN""U .... Au.oLL.-_ 
~~~~~s = e:N12 TO -~R~:"'().5-1-2-

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 321 0 

..t..±.t.:±.t..±.t.±±±.t±±±±± 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0·9999 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

FOf!MAT .. DESCRIPTION 

FI",dllexlofmIllIlCf-AOH<l\l,ncoo. 

Fi.ldbi_¥foi'_&CF-"'O .. qu.nce.~ 

Fi" ... di __ ....... ""/ormat.onlylfRTE-816 

.n.c"-d. o. 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 

~ CLOCK CHOICES 

QUICK KEY 

f ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

, ""CliVE FALLING EDGE 

(- ~ -I NOT USEe 

ENAIILE 
CLOCKCItOICES 

t~SITlVETRUE 

" NEGATIVE TRUE 

1- - -) NOT useD 

MODEIiOESCIlIPTIONS 

AU"CllonsareSBmpl.dot,holn,ern8Iclockr.,e. 
SOC"",,'" ·5""H",,8- Soel1onC -Inlernalclo<;k 

1 EXTERNALSINGLE.PHASED 
A~ MCMns .... sampled ., t~. M .... , e"l .. n" ro" 
SOC1lonA .Seclk>nB· S.cllone· MSSI., 

2 EXrEANALMULTIPHASEC 

Eacll """"onC8n b •• ampled., own e .. emel '.,. 0' 
MaSI.' ul.mal ,ale. s..:tlonA. SeolronB. SocilonC 
'MlSt",allcanbed'tI.r.n ... tornal •• ~"'''''no 

Mos,armuo,boe,'.<nol.EachoectK>l1canbo.ampledattt,e 
M •• 'or •• '.'n.,'.te.,n •• , .... ,o,ockperrod.o' IOn. Section 
A.S.ct""'B.andlo'SOc"onC.M .... ""' .... rn.Uo,''''.'mrl 
olock perrod or lOr,. 

I,4IXEOMUlTlPHASED 

DIRECT 

M •• termus, be e.te,nel Eacn.""t,oncanb."mpl"da' 
OW'H'.'.rn.I'.t •.• h.MB.'.r .... 'n.,'., •. lnle'n.,c!ock 

:~~~:; ~;.:~~:iIS:::,:,:~,~C;'~~.B. and,o, Sec,",n C • 

E.Ch .ecllon c.n be sa",pl.d., ,~. In,.,n.' clock ro'. 
o,tOnsSOc"onA.S.ctlo"B.andorSeClronC· 
Int.,nalck>ckperrodortOn. 

INPUT NOTES 

£NTRYKEY ~ 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

DIRECT 
'ENTRYKEY TYPE VALUE 

OIRECT 

-9.99 TO +9.9IIVOC 

-9.99 TO +9.99VOC 

ARM COMMAND CHOices 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A " B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B WITHiN LIMITS 

POLARrrY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

DW524·12.5183 

Figure 10-35. Setup Latch (Enable) on a Single Input (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
F:Ai3E 5 

V=-00.00 07:24:31 MEM=A 
H>< e 1 

" ~::,----, ....---..' r------!, I ,----, .------, rf,,, 
r:. -0';"'; '\----! Iii 'i I I ~'!.! 

*: I I I I 'I: 
I I I , I 1= 
I I I I I I ~ 

*: I I I I I 1= 
:::; ~i I I I " I li0 - . I I I I 1-0 

~ ;!: I!!!! ! ! ~~ 
P P~: I I I I I-=-=-j.! I L=\ .. /" 
- ,~:~ I I I i F I' Ij~ 
E ;-h ~ 1 I ; I I , I I ~i;'i 

D )~ I! l! ! I ! l!~ 
:~:: I I I I I . 

000-514 ~.,.,.,., I',',',', ,I·,·,·, .\.,.,.,., 1,·,·, .\.,.,.,., "I"'" ,'1.',',',', ,I·,·,·, '1""'" "I~i=: 
, H: I I 1 I L .. 
L '(: I I 1 I I~"" 
A M:; i I I I I I :it1 

I I I I k-_ 
II 1 I i:iti 

C: P'i ~ I I 1 J0 
H ~~:~~ -----TI-----rl----~l ========~ ____ _;:iI! 

I : ::"'J: 
'-------~---_i: ... , E P~r-~ -----tl =========:' Ii Mi~ '--_____________ -.;~Vi 

fL r-;: ,========~ ~v_, 
''!.;-J '---------------------_i 

*= 
*: 
*= 
*: 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 10.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 

Figure 10-36. Enable = ARi. 
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Set up the Clock Select screen. 
CLOCK ~ SELECT Hxl crJ Hxl 

Press 0 (]]G, C2J SET, 4 K (]]G , , , 

~ Hx6 r Hx 1 

C2J SET three times, WI, W twice, (]]G. 

Display the Input Mode screen. 
INPUT 

Press U twice, 

LATCH 

Wu, 
OCTAL 

Display the Data Format screen. 
DATA ~ FORMAT ASCII V6 

Press 0 C2J SET twice, (]]o , Q]N , 
A 

ASCII V12 ASCII V24 ASCII 

(]]o WM , (]]o , (}]L (]]o , 
A A A 

PAGE t ~ ASCII Hx12 ASCII 

[DK, C2J SET, (]]o , WJ (]]o 
A A 

Hx6 ASCII Hx3 ASCII Hxl 

WI, (]]o , OJH, (]]o , (]]G . 
A A 

Display Trace Control screen. 

Press 

TRACE ~ o ) C2J SET twice, cQ] G , 

Clock Select and Input Mode screens should look like 

Figures 10-37 and 10-38. 
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CLOCK=0040 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 14:39: 45 MEM=M 
CLOCK SELECT 

MODE 113j':iI:a,m. 
I NT, CLOCK PERIOD = tmIm Em~tI@I:iI •• '~Il@ 

MASTER CLOCK = INTERNAL 

SAMPLE CLOCK 

C INT 0040 NANOSECONDS 

B I NT 004.0 NANOSECONDS 

A INT 0040 NANOSECONDS 

ENABLE -- (used on! 1.1 in Latch :3.: Demux.) 

C EXT <am ... ·_) + <_+!!!!I!!!I!!!!!!+!!!!I!!!I!!!!!!) 

B EXT <am.!!!!I!!!I!!I!!!.!!!!I!!!I!!I!!!) + (!!!!I!!!I!!I!!!+!!!!I!!!I!!I!!!+!!!!I!!!I!!I!!!) 
A coon (~~E1i,g)+ (!!!!I!!!I!!I!!!+!!!!I!!!I!!I!!!+ ___ ) 

c= R= (R-O= CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-37. Clock Select for Enable = ART. 

CLOCK=0040 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 1,1=-00.00 14:40:21 MEM=M 
INPUT t10DE 

INPUT t-l0DE THRESHOLD 

r·t:"-,-,-, __ I ,-,,0 BjpLE -- + 1. 40 PAS:; COUNTER 

C7-C0 E!!I;I;a!!!l~ ... + 1~ 40 COUNT 0000 

BF -.tiC; 1:P-1E!iill::l! ~ + 1 a 40 

B7-B0 ~1.1~1::S! ... + :l: 40 

AF-AE; 1:P-UI:;.=- ~ - 1" 30 

Ai-AiO j~;lii=iill ~ - 1 = :30 

HNtJAL .... .. - ~ _ - --

Llt~~ITS = o Tel 514 

NOT E -- I n DEMUX, c h F -8 do rei do tc; h ed, 
ch 7 ....... 0 a.r·e sa.iilp!ed .. 

c= R= (R-C)= CL= LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-38.' Input Mode for Latch on Single Input. 
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K101-D 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confi4ence 

Press 

Display the Timing screen. Press 

The display should look like Figure 10-39. Note that 

all transitions now occur synchronously. 

When ARJ is used, the inputs 

is false (high) and released 

are latched while AR./... 

while it is true (low). 

Since the latching occurs totally within each pulse 

(i.e., no input signal transitions occur during the 

latch period), the latch signal has no effect on 

the inputs (see Figure 10-40). 

Change the Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT ( ____ • AR!) + ( __ + __ + __ ) 

Press 

Press 

Press 

CLOCK 
SELECT o 
ARM 

0 
TIMING 

0 

-t-
CYJ SET four times, 

. 

twice, 

When AR! is used this display should look like Figure 10-

41. Note that the transitions are asynchronous. 
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CLOCK=0040 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 14:40:52 MEM=A 
PAGE 6 HX 01 

~! ~1 
'R: : 1 
A;.! h 
'V :1 
"7: n ~0 
ft~i ,--, n :0 
"';.i n ,---; i0 
~t~:!'l r-i i0 
~3j i I r[ ;0 
1L--...;--: r-1 i0 
AiL-...fl f! i~ 
P!j;..l--; n i0 

01210-5 i 4 ~'i'!' i·!·;·!·!·!·; .,.! .,.!. i·!· ;-j- i·!·;· i·! .,.!. i·; .;.;. i'" I'!,! .j. i ·1·1· I·! .,.; '1'~C 

*[ i 

*i 
*: 
*l 
*[ 
*[ 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 28.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 20.56~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-39. Recording of Asynchronously Sampled Latched Inputs for 

Enable = AR f. 

t-1 fI,,: I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 r,0 
,p A-: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 '" 'c" 1 1 1 1 1 I! 'r----, W'<! 
LA' .1 1 1 ·1 1 1 I L=:::::I 1 ·1 i0 

E ~~i i I I i 'M ,I I i I ;0 
D Yi 1 I ,~ ! 1 I 1 1 I I . i0 

'h_J 1===:::11 I I 1 I I I I I I ;0 
i2J00-514 E·! 'II-I,'; ·,·1'1'1' ;'I!'I'I'; 'I~!';'! 'I! i·,· i· !I.; ·1· i·! '!"! 'i'I.~.j -j-; .J. i -I' i·! ~i ·1·; ·;r: 

L P7~ 10 
A !\;i ~0 
T to,;: i10 
C ff.oj; J0 
H it,i ,- iii'! 
E 1: iii'! 
D A.: i0 

tr :,:.0 

*j 
TOTAL TRACE TIME = 17.0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( CL=0 LEI,IEL=0 RD'-r' 

Figure 10-40. Function of Input Signal Transitions Latch Enable Signal. 
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CLOCK=0040 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 14:42:50 MEM=A 

f=~:+-~ ------------------------~ 1 
~+-I-------------------------------------!i 
1 M: : ~ 

'\~ < 
~:+-~ -------------------------J 
~+_i-------_----~i ~i ________ ~--------~i ~!--__ ie: 
H : .,' .,' ·,"---',1 : . .'~:", .. ';+-: ------------~ 
~+_~----------~i~ ~ __________________ ~i ~i ______ ~0 

~,~~------~ii ~ ____________ ~i ~i ______ ~~ 

\.~~------~i i ii ~ ___________ ~:~ 
F:~.+_~ ___ -'ii ~ _______________ ~i ~i __________ ~0 
~~ Li ___________ ~i ~; ____________ ~~0 

~~:~ i '-~ _~ ________ ___'i '-~ _______ ~ _____ ~0 

Ei ~ i:::j -::: 1 -4 ~':'::'':'::':;'::'::'!'!' ': . :: . i . .: . ! . :: . ! . i . i . ! . ! . :: . i . :: . =: • ! . :: . :: . ! . ! . ! . ! . ! . ! . ! . :: . ! . 1: • ! . ! . i . ! . i . ~C: 

*= 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 22. 5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 20.56~S) CL=0 LEVEL~0 RDY 

Figure 10-41. Recording for Enable = AR!. 
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SET UP: 

SET UP: 

measurement confidence 

When Asf is used the inputs are latched while Asf is 

false (low) and released while it is true (high). Every 

other transition is latched (see Figure 10-42). Note 

that every other input transition occurs during a latched 

period and, therefore, cannot change until enable returns 

to true. 

When AsT is used the Timing display should look like 

Figure 10-43. Note that every other transition is 

synchronous. 

When AS! is used the inputs are latched while AS! is 

false (high) and released while it is true (low). Every 

other transition is latched (see Figure 10-44) or every 

other input transition AS! occurs during a latched period 

and, therefore, cannot change until enable returns to 

true. 

When AS! is used the Timing display should look like 

Figure 10-45. 
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CLOCK 0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
PA E 5 

measurement confidence 

!'i=-00" 00 0:3: 17: 32 1~iEr-1=A 
H:,·,: 01 

E:.'!"'f-' ----f' ---f------f---!------l1~1 ;:j I " 
*,< I I' 

*d I I: 
::=; ~H I lie 
A "Ell I I:e 
~ :~:I I il~ 

''''~'''''~_.'-'-_;~1'';4 .. ~5,.i.il.'.,. :,'.,.,., II !i~ ~,'<.,,,, -. ,.,. '1"';';" ,.1.;.;.,.;.,.;.;.; ·1,·,·,·,·,·,·;·,.1,·;·,·,·,·,·,·,·, I:i~: 
L f?: I II :0, 
A 'i,;' I I ,0 

T ~t;========I~==============~1 ==r=~=========lr0 C: ~j I I G0 

H '8t'======~I==r============L~~;=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-~~: .. 0 E fk' I ;0 

D P:i::: =====ih_ '-'=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=-=--=--=--=--=-=-=-=-=-i:(ii Fed P 
*: 
*: 
*: 
*: 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 12.0,~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( CL=0 LEVEL=0 F.:DY 

Figure 10-42. Enable = ASj Every Other Transition Latched. 

CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
PAGE Eo 

V=-00.00 14:44: 32 NEN=A 
Hi{ 01 

p,.<--! ---------------------.;;1 
ii :1 

~" "L' ___________ --..;'0 

}; !0 
;;1: !""""",-' ------------------i;0 
L ~ 

000-514 ~.;.;. i·;·! -j"!'! 'I-!'! "I"!';'! 'j"I'! .,.! .,"! -I' I"! -'-I-! ·I";·!·j·! -'"1-; .,"; i'!'!'! ·,i.e 
:;:" 

*~ 
*~ 
*= 
*~ 
*= 
*~ 

*\ 
*~ 
~( 

*' TOTAL TRACE TIME = 11.0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

r 

Figure 10-43. Time Recording for Enable = ASj. 
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CLOCI-<=0020 r'.:::;EC GP I B=LOCS ".,'=-00. 00 08: 19: 26 t-lEt-i=A 
PAGE 5 HX 01 

'=; 81: I I I Hi 
*' I I I I' 

I I I I 

*~ 1 1 1 I 
:3 ~i I I 1 I )0 
A "Ei I I 1: '0 
t-l ~,i I I ! I i)~ 
P fbi I: I I LJiI! 
L 8.i I I I· : Ie. 

E "11: I~ \ \ ::.iO!,,~. 
Ii ~9~ 1-.J; I I .~l 

'h' ,I I I I I "" 
·a---' '\' I I I I c=:' 

01210.-514 E·;·! -I-! -'-'I-I-! -I-!'!'! -,-1·1-, 'I'!'! -'-'-'·I·l- i·!·! ·I-'-l· !1'·'·!-! -!.! -'-'-I I '! "-:L 

L 87 ) I : : )0 
A '\;: I I I ;0 
T FI~i t I I G0 
c ~c: : ~J0 

~ ~I! H ~~ 
I I H,' IF=;. I c,." : ~ ::.: 'b ..... ' ---' .><" 

*: 
.;a:.: 

*i 
*j 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 15.0?S 
c= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( CL=0 LE',..'EL=0 RD'T' 

Figure 10-44. Enable = AS!, Inputs Latched When AS! True. 

CLOCI-<=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS '.,1=-00. 00 14: 45: 11 t1Et-1=A 
PAGE 6 HX 01 

~~'-------------------------------~~~~:1 
~; :1 
\! 11 
~c ~ 

i'.i---~ ========:::::::r===~' ~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j"0 ~~ ~ 

\i---c=====s===~!_L!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ji@ ~~ ~ 

~"i-----: :s===~L...' ~' ================='0 "':L- '0 
f: .... : ;-',--____________________________________ ---'E0 

000-5 14 ~., ;-;-l-i-;-;-;-; ,-l-!-!-!-!-!-;-;-;-!-; l·t:: 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 12.0?:3 
L= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28?S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-45. Recording for Enable = AS!. 
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10.2.4.5 Latch (Enable) on a Coabination of" Inputs (ART + Asf, AR! + 

AST, ART + AJ!, Aft! + AJ!) 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

The latch enable signal is created by combining AR'" and 

ASI into a logical OR expression. The inputs are latched 

while the resultant signal is false and released while it 

is true. Every other transi tion is latched (see Figure 

10-46). Every other input transition occurs during a 

latched period and, therefore, cannot change until the 

enable expression becomes true. 

Change Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT • ART) + ( + + ASf) - --
CLOCK 4-SELECT 

Press 0 CYJ SET four times, 

Hxl r Hxl mG, CEJ three times, mG. 
ARM 

Press 0 
Display the Timing screen. 

TIMING 

Press 0 
The display should look like Figure 10-47. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 07:40:36 HEH=B 
PAGE 5 HX 01 

S B1~L ___ .s---"L ____ ...J--~L-...jl 
R Be.' ,0 

R OR :3 B8 ; : 1 
:3 "F: 1 1 d0 
A '\: I 1 1:0 

t-1 f\,: ;, h+-;N~0 
P i}: r 1 . ~0 

L \: b+Gl ~:0 
E "A: 1 I F+-1 1 1'0 
Df!,: ~. W I I I II 1 1'0 --r- I----=......J 1 1 1 1 I:. '\, r=="=i 1 1 1 1 1 1 r I! i 

12100-514 E-I-I'! '1''''I'I'I'II·I'I'I.dl'I'I'I'I'I'I'I~I'I'I'I·l'I'I.dl''1-' .,.,.,.,.,.,4.,.,.,.II:C 
L f7: 1 1 1:0 
A '\: 1 1 "0 
T t\! 1 ! ~0 
C ~i 1 1 ~0 
H 11,.' I j ",,-','I. . ,\::.I 

E '\: 1 ;0 
D '\: I :0 
~ 1 ~ 
*: 
*: 
*~ 
*: 

TOTAL TRACE T I tolE = 15.0 . .L!S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( CL=0 LEVEL=0 RD'r' 

Figure 10-46. Enable = ART + AsT. 

CLOCI{=0020 F,-SEC GPI B=LOCS \/=-00.00 13: :36: 50 r-iEt1==A 
PAGE 6 

~~1-------------------~!1 
1Ft! ~ 1 

HX 0i 

~~l======================~-r--i--~'! ___ '~~~_-~_-_-_~_l: 
~:~' _______________ ~'--'~ ____________ ~:0 
~~) _____________ ~~~; ___________________ :0 

~si r----l ~~ 
i1::·i r----l .~ 

i\~~ :~ 
fiu~ ~~ 

000-514 ~'I"'"-''''' -'-!-'-!-!-i-;-'-;'-'-!-; -! ,;,; -;.;:.;:.; .;.;-! -;-;-; -;-" .;.;. Eo; .;:.".;.;. ;·~C: 

*~ 
*~ 
*~ 
*~ 
*~ 

*' TOTAL TRACE TIME = 11.0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514C 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figu~e 10-47. Recording for Enable = ART + AsT. 
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SET UP: 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

When ARl + AsT is used, the latch enable signal is 
created by combining AR! and AS! into a logical OR 
expression. The inputs are latched while the resultant 
enable signal is false and released while it is true. 

Since latching occurs totally within every other pulse, 
the latch signal has no affect on the inputs (see Figure 

10-48). No input transitions occur during a latched 
period; therefore, the Enable expression has no affect on 

the inputs. 

When ARl + AsT is used, the Timing display should look 
like Figure 10-49. 

When ART + AS! is used the latch enable signal is created 

by combining ART and AS! into a logical OR expression. 

The inputs are latched while the resultant signal is 

false and released while it is true. Latching occurs at 
every other transition (see Figure 10-50). Note that 

every other input transition occurs during a latched 
period and, therefore, cannot change until enable becomes 

true. 

Change Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT ( • ART) + < __ + __ + AS!) 
CLOCK --- --. 
SELECT .,.. 

Press 0, @] SET four times, 

r 
ITJa, W 

Hxl 

Press U 
Press 0 

three times, 

twice, 

When ART + Asl is used, the Timing display should look 
like Figure 10-51. 
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V=-00.00 08:38:51 MFM=R 

E:. ~ : 1 
Ei~~_' _~'--L---1-' -~:_, __ ,--,_, _~' ~0 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 18.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( CL=0 LE"/EL=0 RD'r' 

Figure 10-48. Enable = AR! + AJ f. 

CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
nQ~~ c HX 01 
r, .!;;!:..,:. ;:~-'----------------------:,.1 

't:; 
~'.~~---------------------~J 

~::: 
~~: ______________ ~~'L ___ ~:0 

\~. _____________ '-_____ --'~0 
H '--_______ ~0 

~.~'--------~-, -~' __________ 0 
~_:~: _____ ---.J'-, ~L; __ -----------..;0 
;:: .... i--' -------' 

H:_~ __ '--________________ --ij0 
'--_____________ ~0 

~:,: ' '--_________________ ---'~0 
000-514 ~.;., ,.,,'. ,.;.;.! ;.;.; .J. ;.;. i Eo;,;,; .;. ;.j.;. i-i' i· j.;., •. ,".' , ,.,.:.,.,. ,. ;';1 __ 

.:;:.: 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 17.0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RD'r' 

Figure 10-49. Recording for Enable = AR! + ASi. 
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SL8S V 0020 n~~C GPIB=LUC~ V=-00.00 08:47:23 MEM=B 

*: 
f;' Df;: :~ ~H [I r-----t~ ;~~I-' --H----1~ 

A 8~: i /I I I II i I II ~"i.~.~, 
['1 't,: I II I I II I I II '<" 

:., -:.:t_:.",~.,., ~II~~II~II ~::jl~~I~~~1I ~~~~H~' ~. ~~I ~~H~G0 - .... I I II r-+=l II '0 
EA' I II ~ n I I II '0 

"'-5~JH "J, ,Li,,J,, '" "i,I"..!i ,J 
L ~~·~1 ________ 1~ __ · _____ ~1 __ ~:0 
u P.,. I I I ',0 

1;:1 iii 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 19. 0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( CL=0 LEVEL=0· RDY 

Figure 10-50. Enable = ART + AS!. 

CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 14:49:03 MEM=A 
PAGE 6 HX 01 

\<-: ---------------------;!, 
" i 1 'Ft: 
\~:--------------------~il 
,\ i1 
~~'-____________ ~,-' --~! ___ ~:0 

\+-: ___________ ____',-; -,-' ___ ~ _ __<:0 
"s. ,-: ---, ·0 
~+-. _______ ____',----. ;0 
!1-_+-' _____ ---' '--__________ ----..;0 

:=:'::-+-; ___ ---"----'-i -----------------;i~ 
Mi~-' ---1 ;0 
L ~ 

000-514 ~.; ;-,-J-;';-;-!-; i-i-,-!-!-!-!-; !·!·!·!-!·;·~C: 

*~ 

*~ 
*~ 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 17.0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (P-C)=+S14( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-51. Recording for Enable = ART + AS!. 
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SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

When ARJ + AS! is used the latch enable signal is created 

by combining AR! and AS! into a logical OR expression. 

The inputs are latched while the resultant signal is 

false and released while it is true. Since the latching 

occurs totally within every other pulse, the latch signal 

has no affect on the inputs <see Figure 10-52). Note 

that no input transitions occur during a latched period; 

therefore, latch enable has no affect on the inputs. 

Change Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT <_._. AR!) + <_+_+ 

Press 

Press 

Press 

CLOCK 
SELECT 

0, 

ARM 

0 . 
TIMING 

0 . 

4-
(3Z] SET four times, 

AS!) 

r 
(kJ five times, 

When AR! + AS! is used, the Timing display should look 

like Figure 10-53. 
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CLOCK 0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 

*: 
*: 
*~ 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 17.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 

measurement confidence 

V=-00.00 08:55:59 MEM=B 

) CL=0 LEVEl=0 RDY 

Figure 10-52. Enable = AR! + Asl. 

CLocr<=0020 
PAGE Eo 

n:3EC 13PIB=LDCE V=-00.00 14:49:59 MEM=A 
Hi-~ 01 

'\ ... 1---------------------~1 
'"'F,' j 1 

~.~I-------------~r--l~,----~ll \;~·-------------~~L'-----~j0 
}~'-----------------~L;------------~i0 
~i ~Li __________________ ~~0 

f;.".~' _______ ---"--L" ______________________ ----<:0 
~~ L-_____________ ~i~ 

!\~-,--i _________________ ~i0 

fbiJ~ 10 
000-5 i 4 ~.; !.! -j-; -J-!';'!'!'!'! -,-! 'l'! ;.;.; 'l-!';'!'!'! -j-! .J'!'! ;.! ·l·! -J-!.;.;.! ·l·!·; ':C: 

*1 *: 
*i 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 15.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-53. Recording for Enable = AR! + AS!. 
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10.2.4.6 Demultiplex on a Single Enable Input (ART, AR!, 1ST, IS!) 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

The inputs on A7 through AO are put in the Sample input 

mode. The inputs on A7 to AO are also sent to AF through 

AB and latched there by the enable signal ARt. 

Change Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT < __ • ART> + <_+_+_) 

Change Input mode for inputs AF through AB and A7 through 

AO to display DEMUX. 
CLOCK 
SELECT 

Display Clock Select screen. Press 0 , 
r H.l r 

four times, CB tWice, (]]G , CB 
times, 

Display Input Mode screen. Press 

DEMUX 

three times, W v • 
HEX 

Press 

TIMING 

Display Timing screen. Press 0 

INPUT 

[j 

4-
CYJ SET 

three 

The display should look like Figure 10-54. The same 

information is sampled on inputs A7 through AO and 

latched before sampling on AF through AB. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 14:57:39 MEM=A 

E:i .... i ________________________ ~0 
Eb~: ____________ ;:::=::=::;-__ ~,0 

~~~--------------_.===~ ~ ______ ~'0 
~~~~------------------~~ ~ ________ ~~0 
i"'i:" '--_______ ---;,0 
.~------~~ 
~.~~-------~==~ ~ ____________________ ~~0 
p~:+-~ ___ ---:;:::::::~ '--____________________ ---;~0 
F:~. ~ 

:~~~ ;~~~===~------------------;:0 
~~:[ i '--___________________ ---;:ti 

~ .... ~----------------~r---~i ________ ~~~ 
"G .... : _____________ ----'r----!....i ______ ---!~0 

000-514 ~.:.:.::.::.::.::.::.::.!.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.:,.::.::.::.::.!.::.!.::.::.!.!.!.!.::.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.! ·~C: 

F==s~ ~ ~0 

~ .... [---------~r----~i-----------~~0 
~~:~~ ___ ---;:==~r----!..-.i ____________ ~0 
~~ '-----------------~:~ ;-;i·~[ -----;;::::::::::::;''--_______________ ----.;:0 
~[ r----'-i ____________________ ~~0 

*: 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 19.0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-54. AF Through A8 Latched by ART. 
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SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

SET UP: 

measurement confidence 

When ARJ is used the A7 through AO inputs also sent to AF 

through A8 are 'latched there by the enable signal ARJ. 

Change Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT < __ • ARJ> + <_+_+_> 

Press 

CLOCK 

0, 4-
[3ZJ SET four times, twice, 

ARM 

Press 0 . 
TIMING 

Press 0 . 
When AR! is used, the Timing display should look like 

Figure 10-55. Demultiplexing the information on inputs 

A7 through AO also sends the same information to AF 

through A8, where it is latched by enable = ARl. 

When AS f is used, the A7 through AO inputs also sent to 

AF through A8 are latched there by the enable signal Asf. 

When Asf is used, the Timing display should look like 

Figure 10-56. Demultiplexing the information on inputs 

A7 through AO also sends the same information to AF 

through A8, where it is latched by enable = Asf. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS 
PAGE 5 

measurement confidence 

V=-00.00 09:05:26 MEM=A 
H:>( 01 

~! ~ <;;, ..... i --------------------';0 
~ ..... ·-__________________ ~.__.~ __ --<;0 

~ ...... -----------~~~------<;0 1\,.-; ___________ ----'~'_, ______ --0;0 
fb~' _______ ----',~, ~~, ________ --<;0 
'\~. _____ ----',~. -L' __________ ---<;,0 
~! t 
\~! __ ----',-. ---.~. ______________ ~;,0 
P,.: '---,-' ________________ ---;0 
~~. _______________ ~;---'-' ___ ~!0 
A._>-. _____________ ---',----, ;0 

000-514 ~.; ,.:.:.,.:.:.:.,.:." .. ;-;-;-;.;-; ";'i'i-;';-;-; ;';';'!"';'I.I'I'!';"':[: 

~~! __________ ---,,----,~, _______ ~0 
;':~; _______ ~,-; ~, ;0 
\ ..... ' _____ ~,-. ~; !0 

._.: .• _ ... ~. -------'.-, ~, i'" 

.. .-,~; ;0-
"b0----; ~0 

-iI=-: 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 17.5YS 
r= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28YS) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-55. AF Through AS Latched by AR!. 

E', ..... ' _____________________ ....;.0 
E'_ ...... ____________________ ....;.~ 

P~ j !,-i ______ -'110 

\:! ===============r===L=====0 P1:;~ ~ ;;'7; 

"bc! =============L,==========:f; 
""+-' =====r====;'~' =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=0 \~L- :0 
P?,""":! ====:i~=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=0 ~::0 ~0 
~>-~ ______________ ~'---'-, ______ ~:0 

A;:;: ,---! ~0 

000-514 '~.; :, :,',: '·:·:·:'·"·'·;-;-;-j·'l-; ;-1--;_: ,.,.,.",,;-! :.-" 

- '.?-~ \~--------~,---,~--------
\~. ________ -';----~' _______________ --<0 
\~. ______ -'.-, ~, !0 
~~. ______ -' L ______________________ -'0 
Co' '---______________ ---<0 
'1;,;.J----~, ____________________ ----iE0 
+' 

iUiHL 

G= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( ) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-56. AF Through A8 Latched by Asf. 
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SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

When AS! is used, the A7 through AO inputs also sent to 

AF through A8, are latched there by the enable signal 

AS!. 

Change Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT < ___ ) + <_+_+ AS!) 

Press 

Press 

Press 

CLOCK 
SELECT 

0, 
4-
~ SET four times, five times, 

When AS! is used, the Timing display should look like 

Figure 10-57. Demultiplexing the information on inputs 

A7 through AO also sends the same information to AF 

through A8, where it is latched by enable = AS!. 
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CLOCK=0020 ~~~L GPIB=LOCS 

E:i+-: ______________________ ---;'lfi 
-- l~ 
-0;-: ---------'----;:::======;--~ 

~+_:----------------~ ~ ____ ~:0 
~::-----------------~====~" ~ _______ ~:0 r'])+_: ___________ --' '--______ --<:0 
~~:~: ______ ;::::====:::;1 ,--1 _________ --i:lfi 
_.;-_-------~ '--___________ ~:0 
M::--~====~jj '--___________________ ~:0 
\+-'-~ ~------------------------~,~ 

_: __ : _, ,---________________________ ----;~!O 

~+_:-------------------~~~j ____ ~:0 -----
+-------------------' '---------------;:"'-' 

000-::::;"14 E-!-!-!-! "Eo!'-!'-! E-!.-!-:-!.-:-: ;-;-;-:-;-;-;-:-i.-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;-;":L. 

_-.;.-_____________ ~r--'-j ___________ ~,~ 

_.;-__________ --'- l----------------------i 
--:-____ --;:::==:::;' ,---' _______________ --<:0 

"::-:' ____ -.:::===: ~ ________________________ ~:0 
"_ '----__________________ -;:'t:i 

-C" r--,---! _________________________________ --i~0 

"?:": 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 16. 5~S 
C= ~ R=514 (R-C)=+514( 

Figure 10-57. AF Through AS Latched by Asl. 
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10.2.4.7 De.ultiplex on a Co.bination of Enable Signals (1Rt + 1St, 

ARl + 1St, ARt + ASl, ARl + AS!) 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

The A7 through AO inputs, also sent to AF through A8, are 

latched there by the enable signal ARt, ASt. Change 
Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT < ____ • ARt) + < __ + __ + 

Press 

H,' 

CLOCK 
SELECT 

D· r 
[QJG, (EJ 

Press 0 

4-
~SET four times, 

three times, 

TIMING 

Asf) 
-r 

(EJ 

Display the Timing screen. Press o 

twice, 

The display should look like Figure 10-58. 
Demultiplexing the information on inputs A7 through AO 
also sends the same information to AF through A8, where 

it is latched by enable = ARf + Asf. 

CLOCK=0020 .SEC GPIB=LOCS 
PAGE 5 

\1=-00.00 15:02:05 MEM=R 
H:-( 01 

',+-' _____________ ---',,0 
~ . 
"" r-l '0 ",' ,---, '0 
'Ii ,--, '0 
'h' r----, '0 
'Ii r-l '0 
'I.' r--, '0 

"~ii I\~ ;0 
~ ~ 
~: r-i:0 

000'1-514",'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·' '.'.' .•. ~'.'.'.'.'.'.' '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:~ 

';,,-' ___ ---==".J,---, '0 
~ . 
~: r----l ·0 
'I.~ '0 
'b~ ;0 
*~ 

*' 
*' 
*~ 
*~ 
*~ 

TOTRL TRRCE TIME = 11.0~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-c)=+514( 10.28,"S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-58. AF Through A8 Latched by ARf + Asf. 
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SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

When ARJ + Asf is used, the A7 through AO inputs, also 
sent to AF through A8, are latched there by the enable 

signal ARJ + Asf. 

Change Clock Select display to the following: 

ENABLE A = EXT • ARJ) + ( __ + __ + 
--~ 

@] SET four times, 

ASi) 

r 
W twice, Press 

CLOCK o 
Hx3 

[DH. 

Press 0 
Press o 
When AR~ + Asf is used, the display should look like 
Figure 10-59. Demultiplexing the information on inputs 
A7 through AO also sends the same information to AF 
through A8, where it is latched by enable = AR J + Asf. 

CLOCK=>l020 "SEC GP I B=LOCS V=-00. 00 15: 02: 47 rIEI1=A 
, PAGE 5 HX 01 '" ... ' =========~;:;:;;;;==='0 ~ . 

"F' II '0 
'f ,---, '0 
'V ,---, '0 

~; ,----, ,---, '~ 
'1;''---' '0 
il.L---.'----' '0 
";U--O 10 
1\; r--t:0 
A,' ,---, '0 

000~514,.J"""""""""""'" """"""""~,-" _____ "-,'~ 
Fi,' ,---, '0 
fI,',---, ;0 
".,''---' '0 
",~ '0 
'bU--O 10 
*, 
*' 
*~ 
*' 
*' *l 

TOTAL T~ACE TIME = 15.0MS 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514(1~28YS) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-59. AF Through A8 Latched by AR! + Asf. 
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SET UP: When AR T + AS! is used, the A 7 through AO inputs also 

sent to AF through A8, are latched there by the enable 

signal AR T + AS!. 

When ART + AS! is used, the Timing display should look 

like Figure 10-60. Demul tiplexing the information on 

inputs A7 through AO also sends the same information to 

AF through A8, where it is latched by enable = ART + AS!. 

SET UP: When AR! + AS!is used, the A7 through AO inputs also 

sent to AF through A8, are latched there by the enable 

signal AR! + AS!. 

When AR! + AS! is used, the Timing display should look 

like Figure 10-61. Demul tiplexing the information on 

inputs A7 through AO also sends the same information to 

AF through A8, where it is latched by enable = AR! + AS!. 

CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:03:33 MEM=A 
PAGE 5 HX 01 

E;1+-~ __________________ ---<:0 

~i ~ 
~~i--------------~,--.~, ____ ~i0 
\~i-----~------~-,----~'-. --~I _____ ~i0 
\i ~ 
P ... : j~-i ~~ 
~. .,i.:_;,·. Pf,;"'-: ________ -'r---l'--__________ ----i, ... 

~~ i0 
f':;~-;--, )0 
P,:.: !--, ~0 

~,~:-------------------~, !~ ____ ~i0 
R<;...-i ______________ ---'-, -',-----------i.~ 

000--514 "'~,j"" "-".,.;-;-!., !-j-!.!-!-,-!-; .. 

P"..: i--' ~~ 

~:: ===========._ .. ,==--==,,'==~'-i--~~~~----~----~---------~~0 ~. ~ 
-.~~; __ .-, -I :0 
"i_' ___ ! ! ~0 
~~,i.J-'-; _______________________ ---'~0 

... : 

*\ 
,U!HL iKHG~ TIME = 13.5~S 
- 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-60. AF Through AS Latched by ART + AS!. 
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CLOCK=0020 nSEC GPIB=LOCS V=-00.00 15:04:01 MEM=A 
PAGE 5 

c· : ~ol?: ~Oi+_j ______________________ --;~ 

Eb~ :0 
~+_i------------------~r--;~: ______ --;~0 
~+_i-----------------------~~~, _________ --;~0 
~,+_~ __________________ ____'r--~! _________ --!~0 

~~:+_: ______________ ____'r----'~i __________ --;~0 

Pt: ~ r___l ~0 
r------;:::=~ 

~~;~: _---;==-:::::::::: '--_____________ ___!~\::J 
~~:-~ ~--------------------------------~~~ 
p~:: ~~o _____________________________________ ---'~0 

~+_:------~------------------~r--!'--------___!:~ 
H : :------: :o'~-:;;, o Of-+_: _________________________ -', ,'__ __________ ---; 

000-~ 14 ~-!.:.!.!.!.:.:.:.:.!.:.!.!.!.! -!.:.!.!.!.!. i· i·!·!·!·!·:·:·!·!·:·!·!·!· i·!·!·!·!·!·! ":C: 
~+-:--------------------____'~~! ________ --!~\::J 
~+_~-----------------'~~! __________ --;~0 
~~: ______ ~==~r---l~------------------------;~~ 
f:,::o~: _---;==-:::::::::: '__ _____________ ___!~\::J 
Ai~: _----' 
~~,: ~'-! ____________________________ ---'~0 

TOTAL TRACE TIME = 12.5~S 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 10.28~S) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-61. AF Through A8 Latched by AR! + AS!. 
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10.2.5 TRACE CONTROL 

The following are specific examples of the basic building blocks of 

trace control. There are some minor variations in some of the commands. 

(For example, TRACE IF DATA = T is often substituted for TRACE NEVER to 

better illustrate the recording process.) You may also notice some 

difference between a figure and what is displayed on your screen. This 

is due to remaining values from previous trace control routines. 

Specifically, if a command is NEVER or ALWAYS, then the value of its 
associated word recognizer is ignored, as if it were "don~ care." 

Similarly, if DELAY is not used in any of a level's commands, then the 
specified delay value is ignored, as if it were "zero." 

10.2.5. 1 Pill Jaor,- with Suples rro. Anywhere in Data Streall 

SET UP: Unplug the A7 through AO probe and connect the AF through 

A8 probe to PROBE TEST. See setup guide in Figure 10-62. 

Display Clock Select screen. 

Press 

CLOCK 

o H·x3 4 
, [TI", ~SET twice, five 

Hx6 

times, CD I • 

Display Input Mode screen. 

Press 

INPUT 

[j, twice, 

SAMPLE 

@]s. 

Display Data Format screen. 
DATA , 

FORMAT Hx12 ~ ASCII OEMUX 

Press 0, WJ, ~SET twice, 0 0 , Wv, 
A HEX 

ASCII 

0 0 , 
A 

LATCH 

W u , 
OCTAL 

ASCII 

0 0 , 
A 

GLITCH 

[QJT, 
DECIMAL 

ASCII 

0 0 , 
A 

SAMPLE 

@]s, 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TE5T SET UP #5.1.1 OF_ DATE 

DATA FORMAT MIXED USE~ SEQN. ",,,,"T.~.cECONTROLNOTES 

RADIX: 
~JL ____________________________________________ _ 

MSB 
6 
5 

p 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

~~-------------------------------------------
~~-------------------------------------------
~~~-------------------------------------------
~~~--------------------------------------------

RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (Hl HEX, (Al ASCII. or (El EBCDiC 

TRACE CONTROL 

LEVEL --'L DELAY =~5l5.. CLOCk.::' END LEVEL __ 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX (}85 K CLOCK51A PATTERNS O·F 

( • .3) STOP IF DATA = S AND SAMPLE COUN,. > DELAY 
S=l_l ____________________________________________ _ 

.2. .• ) JUMPTO -B- ...;N'-"""E;..:yLJE~R"'____ ______________ _ 

J=l_~---------------------_______________________ _ 
(.2. .. ) ADVANCE --lNL3IoE-'VLJE-"'I:l. _________________ _ 

A=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. L .. ) TRACE ----ZA ... L--'W""~~y__'__"_SL_ _______________ _ 
T=X-X----------______________________________ ~ ___ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

( ......... ) STOP _____________________ _ 

s= ______________________ ~ ________________________ _ 
{ ......... -l JUMPTO _ 

OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ -l ADVANCE _____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

..... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= ____________________ ~ __________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

..... -l STOP _______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

{ ...... -l JUMPTO_ 
0·' J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
C ..... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = _____ _ END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O· F DEC/HEX Q.65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O·F 

..... J STOP _______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

(.) JUMPTO 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(. .... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _____________ ~ _________________________________ _ 
.J TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= __________________________________ _ 

TRACE,s independent 01 the other commands 
STOP hn Priority over JUMP 
JUMP has P""IIly over ADVANCE 

All lour malor commands in eaCh "w.,1 can come 
Irueonanyolninecor,dil1Ons 

~c!. __ ~.!!' ~~_~ Condit~n 

Always 
Naver 
I! DATA" 0 and Sample COUllt > Delay 
II DATA" 0 and Sample Count <: Delav 
If DATA" 0 and Sample Count = Delay 
If DATA" 0 and Sample Count:;> = Delay 
It DATA" 0 and Sample Count <- "Delay 
II DATA" 0 and Sample Counf< _'Dalay 

10 = S. J. A, Or T, whiCh ara assigned by command 
lype.1 

COMMENTS 

. $t5 ..• ?e:Q.I)El'ttlA,L 
SAMPLE5 'WILL. e.r. 
lttCORPE D .S(G-It-lN IN <;T 
A"T ... ~ .. AANOOM . 

.. LQC:ATION. 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

Figure 10-62. Setup Guide: Fill Memory with Samples from Anywhere in 

Data Stream (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER = 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF-C8 
C7-CO 
BF- B8 
B7- BO 
AF -A8 
A7-AO 

measurement confidence 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM PROSE TE5T SET UP II5.ll OF _ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICKK~ 

( ... 1..) MODE = ElI.T. SINGLE - PHA::)EP 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20·1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD _ 0 MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 
o MILLISECONDS (1-180) 

o INTERNAL 
• EXT < ____ e ____ eA.IoL~) + <---+----+----l 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 0 < ____ e ____ e ____ l + <----+----+----l 

INT 0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 < ____ e ____ e ____ l + <----+----+----l 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o < ___ -'-e ____ e ____ l + < ____ + ____ + ___ -> EXT 

UHd only In Latch and Oemux 

MODE 

5AMPL.E. 

QUICK KEY 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

< ____ e ___ -e----l + < ____ + ____ + ----l 

< ____ e ____ e ____ l + <----+----+----l 

< ____ e ____ e ____ l + <----+----+----l 

IIliPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EeL. 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

- 1.:S0 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
().9999 

( ... 1....) ARM MODE:_L..A ... U .... T .... O ____ _ 

INPUT 

GROUPC 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMIT$ = -===- TO _~_~_ 
CURSORS e:o.e12 II:C).512·· 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 765 432 1 0 

±.±±.±±.r±.± _______ _ 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NilTES 

Fl .... hex forlM! 8. CF-AO ..... nc •• 

Flqd i>Nfy formM. CF-AO _no.. J. 

Any ..... __ . 

A,wrf • .r,x,IIxedCF-AOuq ... nce. 

& DEVICE MNEMONICS 
FI .. d..--mbl..:l,l'cod.formIIt,onIylfRTEo8111 -. O. 

I> DEVICE NOT AVAILABLE 

OOICKKEV 

~ 

NoRTE·alB_lled. 

CLOCKING NOTES 

IAMPlE 
CLOCKCHCItC_ 

t ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

, ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

(---I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRue 

' NEGATIVE TRUE 
(- __ I NOT USED 

MODE " DESCIIPTlONI 

AIIH<:pon.are •• "'IIledalllMlln'amalck>ck, ... 
SecuonA.Sec,oonB·SectionC_lnt""alclcck 
"",lorI. 

All section. ",e 81rnp"",,et the M .. ,,,, 'Xletnlll ,., •. 
SeclionA • s.,c.,onB-SeclIonC • MIller 
lutem.1I 

EBchHcu"ncllnbeSlmpllldldoW"txlern",.,e". 
Ma"", ••• ern.lra". SecuMA,S •• lIIClnB. Sec'iClnC 
Ik Ma.,e, all can be differenl ,.'.,nala.p,essi"" •. 

Mo.,e,munbee.ltlm". Each .... honC .. bt .. ...,I8Cla' 'he 
Mas"" •• ItI,n"""e.ln'"nalclo<:kpe"CId.CI"Ons.Sec1lOn 
A.Sec1 .... B.andJorSec~DnC·M.o.,.'(e.,"'n .. lorlm"n., 
clClC~ "",indo, 10". 

4 MlllEDMUlTH'IiASEO 
M •• ""mu., be •• ,.,n". Each ... c"""canb, ..... pll<l81 
(lwn •• ,e,n.',.,e. 11>0 MaA, .... ' .. nal'.,8. Intem .. clack 

:~:~ :.:::.I;s;,c:::,~~,SCI~:~~$~. andlo' Sec .. "" C • 

hch ... ct!oncanbt ... mp1&dotlhelnl",,,,'c,,,",,k,ate 
orHI .... SeclionA.SectionB.er>d'ClrSec1'''''C-
Inletnalclockpa"CldClll0nl 

INPUT NOTES 
DIRECT 

ENTAYKEY ~ 

GLITCH 

LATCH 

OEM" 

DIRECT 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

ENTR'tKE't T'tPE 

DIRECT 

-1.30VDC 

_9 .• TO .UeVOO 

-g .• YO ....... 00 

AUTOSTOPIFA .. 8 

AUTO STOP IF A ". B 

AUTO STOP IF A = B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A '" B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

~ POLARIT'fCItOICES 

POSITIVE 

NEGATIVE 

DWS24·12.5183 

Figure 10-62. Setup Guide: Fill Memory with Samples from Anywhere in 

Data Stream (Sheet 2 ~f 2). 
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RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

ASCII Wa, 
A 

ASCII Wa, 
A 

~ 
'~o 

TTL 

Display Trace Control screen. 

Press 

twice. 

TRACE 

o -+ CyJ SET, 

measurement confidence 

ASCII ASCII Wa, Wa, 
A A 

-+ DON'T CARE 

@] SET , 8 SPACE 

The Trace Control screen should look like Figure 10-63. 

Press 

Display Timing screen. 

TIMING 

Press o You should be on page 4. 

Observe how the pattern starts in a different location 

for every recording. This is because no unique starting 

or stopping location is specified for capturing the 

information; it happens randomly. 

Stop. 

Press 
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) ... _,:.,...,_. i;::: -: .-:: .i:::; 
.:. :":: .l...::.:: .:.r._, 

HH 

,_, 
4-

.:-: :-: 

- ':-::':-:: 

TPACE ~! : ','-'.'-"=' 

: = p= {C,_,-· _ CL= L~V~L=0 Rry 

Figure 10-63. Fill Memory From Anywhere in the Data Stream. 
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10.2.5.2 Record What Happens :r.aedlately After an Event 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Change the trace control program to be as in Figures 10-

64 and 10-65. 

Press 

twice, 

Press 

TRACE 
o 
4-

@JSET , 

cQ]G , 
WL, 
o. 

4-
@JSET , 

Display Timing screen. Press 

4-
@JSET twice, 

4-
@JSET , 

Notice that the pattern consistently starts in the same 

location. 

Press to see the same thing in the Data Domain 

display. Stop. Press 

This display should look like Figure 10-66. Note that 

the event of interest is the word 01 at location 000; it 

was captured by the trace control conditions on level 0, 

as indicated by CL = O. 

r 
Press W (see Figure 10-67). 

Note that this and all subsequent words in memory were 

captured by trace control level 1. 
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V=-00" 00 16: 00: 3? MEM=M 

THACE CONTFDL 

r-iSB 
6 
5 
4 

HH 

:3 fo,!=F'~: 
2 F''E~1=i 
1 f/l)f:,:! 

L:= • .l:; t;e1: 

:::;T OF NE!'iE~~ 

~=;= ::.':::-:: 

ADVANCE IF DATA=A 
A= 01 

TPACE IF DATA=T 
T= 01 

c= R= (R-C)= 

F 

CL= LEVEL=0 RDY'~ 

Figure 10-64. First Level, Record Immediately After Event 01. 

!"!'-.1-: 

E, 
5 

c= 

..:. - .. -. -IF DATA=S AND ~HM~L~ COUNT 

R= 

.. i;-! ,r-!"'", 
!""!c..'='c..~. 

(P-c)= CL= LEVEL=l RDY 

Figure 10-65. Second Level, Record Immediately After Event 01. 
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HH HH 
000C0 i 024 112! 
·0101 02 025 20 
002 04 026 40 
00:~: 0::; 027 ;:::0 
0214 10 02:3 00 
005 20 029 00 
00E:, 40 0:~;0 2i i 
007 E0 031 02 
00:::; 00 0::::2 04 
009 !f.l!f.: 0:::::::: 0::; 
010 01 0:34 10 
o i i 02 12<35 20 
012 04 0::::6 ~~ 

014 10 0::::3 00 
015 20 0:3'7'" 00 
016"'i-1O 040 01 
01.? ;=:10 041. 02 
01E 00 042 ic,4 

020 L"'!; 044 10 
021.!?2 045 20 
022 04 1046 40 
,." -' -; 0;::; 164'7 ::::0 

measurement confidence 

,-." 'l' ,!,,", _! ,-, ,-. ,-. 
l~r 1 .D-L-U!_,·:' V=-00.00 16:08:06 MEM=A 

HH 
04E 00 
04'7' 00 
050 01 
05 i ~iL. 

052 04 

<:!=,=, 20 
056 40 

05'7' 00 
060 01 
061 02 
0E,2 04 
0E,3 0::; 
0E,4 10 
065 20 

067 ;::;0 
06;::; !.r-;~ 

0f,':;:' 0~ 

07 02 

HH 
072 04 
07:3 0E 
074 10 
075 20 

!!l/;:; 00 
107';: 00 
0:=:0 01 

0;::;6 4!!.'! 

0:::7 ;=;0 

0':;'::::: 0::; 
0':;:'4 i 0 
0':;:'5 20 

HH 
096 40 
0';:'7 E0 
09:::, 00 
09'7' 00 
100 01 
10 i 02 
i 01") 04 

105 210 
10t; 40 

i 0::; 00 
109 i!1iO 

i 10 01 
.; 1'; 02 
.l..!..i:... 04 
113 10:::: 
; '4 10 
115 20 
116 4121 
1. i 7 :::;121 
1. i ;::; 00 
:19 00 

Hlr1 
120 01 
121 02 
lLL 0.1 
12:3 0:=:; 
124 10 
i .-:';::: 20 
.. Lt:, 40 
iL / :-: .... 

oj .-,.; lr2 
l·..:;;L 04 

i .-:~..:i 10 
i .. -)t=: 20 
136 40 

140 01 
14 i iC2 
1 ~_ •• 04 

LL=0 LEVEL=1 KUl 

Figure 10-66. Event 01 Recorded by Trace Level O. 

003 0;::; 
004 10 
005 20 
1606 40 
007 ;:::0 
1608 00 

010 01 
011 02 

HH 
024 10 
025 20 
026 40 
027 ;30 
02:::; 00 
, ... -,,-, , .. , .. 
it:.'.,:. 7" 

0::30 01 
031 i!lL 

0:32 04 
0:::::::: 121;::: 

HH 
:;;"'."1"'_' 00 
04'7' 00 
050 01 
051 02 
052 04 

12154 10 
1055 2121 
056 40 

05;::: 00 
05'7' 00 

167:2 iZi4 
07J if~e 
074 1!~~ 
075 20 
, .. -:: .. - 40 
077 ;:::0 
07:::; 1612 

09::; !~31t' 
09';' 00 
100 01 

HH 
1.20 1;31 
1.2 1 02 
1"::::"::: 04 
.1.2·..::; !Zi8 
.l'::::'"'"7 10 
1.":'._' 20 

.; .-,'; 02 

012 04 036 40 060 01 084 10 108,00 ~22 04 
013 08 037 80 061 02 085 20 109 00 08 

015 20 039 00 06:3 08 087 80 111 02 iJ~ 20 

017 80 041 02 065 20 0~9 00 1.1~ 08 ~~ 80 
018 ~0 042 04 066 40 0'7'0 01 i~.::i 10 00 
019 00 04:3 08 067 80 091 02 .11~ 20 00 
020 01 i!l4.::t 10 06:::; 00 0';:'2 04 ; •.. - 40 140 01 
021 02 045 20 069 00 ~7~ 08 11./ 80 '''.-, 

1"'"71 

'_.L= 1. i-i-.,.:....:......= .. r::L'T' 

Figure 10-67. Words Recorded by Trace Level 1. 
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10.2.5.3 Record What Happens Imaediately Before an Event 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Change the arm mode to manual. 
INPUT 

Press U 
Change trace control. 

Press 

TRACE 

o 
4-

CYJ SET 

4- Hx' ~~ 
CYJ SET, m G, CYJ SET , 

Hx6 ~ 
twice, IT] I , CYJ SET twice, 

Press 

Show the Data display. Press 

Note that CL = F and that the data are all zeros. 

4-
@J SET, (vS) L, ( Ha' ] G , (0') G , Press 

Press until CL = 0 (see Figure 10-68). 

This is the first traced sample. Tracing continued until 
01 occurred and then stopped. Since the Probe Test 

pattern generator output is continuous and your press of 

is asynchronous with it, tracing can start at 

any point in the cycle. However, since the pattern 
repeats every ten sample clocks, a maximum of nine words 

can occur before the S = 01 condition is met. To see how 

the first word 
4-

then @JSET, 

sampled can 
T

or (E 

10-80 
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:"-.: '-';-'i:"_:--::""" '-
'-: : .:. .:".' - :..- '-' : .... ' '-' 

j .... H .. ..; 

502 00 

505 10 

507 4~ 

02 

C=50:~; F=514 ._ .... -: ':'.l. '" 

Figure 10-68. First Traced Sample. 
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This finds the first word captured on level 0 (indicated 

by CL = 0). Note that location 511 always holds the word 

01. Repeat this process several times. 

r 
Press ~ until C is at location P-2 (see Figure 

10-69). 

Note that CL =? These last three locations (also 

referred to as 512, 513, and 514) are the pipeline and 

sample register contents -- words not yet evaluated by 

the trace control circuitry. 

HH 
500 00 
501 00 

503 04 
::;10"4 0;::; 
505 10 
50E 20 
507 40 

--1 04 

=+ 2( 

Figure 10-69. Last Three Displayed Words Sampled. 
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10.2.5.4 Record What Happens Around an Event 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

The following will put an event of interest in the middle 

of memory. Specifically, to put word 01 in sample 

location 246, the stop of tracing must be delayed by 

265(511 - 246) sample clocks. Change the trace control 

program. 
TRACE -1- -1-CONTROL H,' 

Press 0 CYJ SET, CYJ SET twice, CQ]a , 
-1- H,3 -r- H,6 CYJ SET three times, [DH, (B twice, [[} , 

(82 1M , (VS4]L. 

Press 0 
SHIFT 

Press 0 
U 

-r-
Press (B until C is at location 246. 

The display will look similar to Figure 10-70. The 

event of interest, 01, has been placed at the specified 

mid-memory location 246. Note that 01 was recorded 

there by trace level O. The following 265 words were 

recorded by trace level 1. (Again, because of Probe 

Test's repeti ti ve pattern, only up to !line words could 

have been recorded on level 0 before 01 occurred.) 
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:-.; .-.. -.: 
-- - - "-.:-:' :.-': . 

240 10 
.::::.41 20 

40 
-,' 4. -; ~:~0 

244 00 

250 10 
251. 20 
252 40 
.-.;::::.-. ,-",,:!:: 
..::.,.._, . .::,; :=:~; 

.-.:::; . .; 210 

.-: ::::: ~ l? ;?; ...... _ .. _. It.,.'=t..' 

25E: 01 
257 02 
25;::; 04 
:25';;:' 0;:~ 

C=246 

270 10 
,::::,,.'.i. 20 

40 

274 00 

~: "_" 01 

.-,.::. A 00 

.-,:=:-=, 02 

~.' ~ 20 

:30:~; ;::;0 
304 00 
:305 00 
306 iZii 
307 02 

.. C'_l-'" =+ ':::;:::.:== ... 
". "'. ,-' ... 

-" .. 20 

,_, .:. ,_, itJ 1 

04 

._.~ .. 20 

-: -" -' ~=~ 0 

04 

.-.. -,.; '-::":1: 
"_"_'':' '::::'i:!:.l 

Figure 10-70. Event Placed at Location 246. 
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. .,:;4:.3 ;:::0 
'-' .~.~ 00 

01 

35.:. 20 

.-.;:::,.-. ;::;0 

'-';:::q 04 

"_"_'':' 20 

.-.. - C" 00 
,_, ,_, ,_, 0 1 

-.~ .. -. 04 

.::':,'.:. 20 

377 02 
-: /:-: 04 
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10.2.5.5 Record What Happens Long Atter an Event 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Use the setup guide of Figure 10-71. This will capture a 

memory full of information long after an event, as well 

as the event itself, yet without the intervening 

info rma tion • 
TRACE 

Press o 4-
, CYJ SET five times, (0') G , 

4-
CYJ SET, 

@JG , 

c!JL, 
c!JL, 
r 

CEJ 
c!JL. 

twice, 

Press 0 
Press 

4-
CYJ SET, 

Hx3 r 
OJH, CEJ twice, 

4- 4-
CYJ SET, CYJ SET twice, 

4- Hx6 

CYJ SET , IT} , 
4-

9 SET ~ , 

u. 
The display should look like Figure 10-72. Recording the 

words in locations 002 to 511 was delayed from recording 

the word at location 001 by 515 sample clocks. The 

intervening words were not recorded. 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM PROBE: TEST SET UP 1#5.I.lDOF_ DATE 

RADIX: 
MSB 

6 
D N 5 
• p 4 
T U 3 
• T 2 

5 1 
LSB 

,.':.U:;':,:;,'; .. " (.) DATA FORMAT III P USER' SEON. 
H_M ____________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, tA) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 
LEVEL _ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL __ 

QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ().65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

( ... ~ .. ) STOP ----'N-'-'E"'-V~E=R~ _______________ _ 
S=~_X ___________________________________________ ~_ 

( ... 7-.. ) JUMPTO ~ ---'N..=..E->.V-"'ER:!..:L ____________ _ 
J=~_X ___ ~~ _______________________________________ _ 

( ... Q .. j ADVANCE IF PA. TA. = A 
A=O_l ____________________________________________ _ 

(.9.. .. ) TRACE IF DATA." A 
T=Q_l ____________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL _ DELAY = C 0 END LEVEL ~ 

QUICK KEY O·F O-F 

, .. ~ .. ) STOP ---'-'N""E"..,V .... E,.,R."'--_________________ _ 
s=1_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. ~ .. ) JUMPTO ~ --'-N ... E.=V....,E""-'-.:R'---____________ _ 
O·F J=!_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. ~ .. ) ADVANCE IF t>ATA.· A AND MMPLE COUNT" DE.LA'! 
A=~_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

(..?,) TRACE ---LN.llJE~V ... E.""_R""_ ________________ ~ 
T=!_~ _________________ ~ __________________________ _ 
LEVEL _ DELAY = ~2ID CLOCKS END LEVEL ~ 

QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX ()"65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS ().F 

( .. ~ .. ) STOP IF DATA = 5 AND SAMPLE COUNT • DE.LA.Y 
S=~_X _____________________________________ ~ ______ _ 

(.7.: .. ) JUMP TO ~ ----LN ... E~VLE""_'_"R~ _____________ _ 
O·F J=X_! ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. '?") ADVANCE_N~E.'____'V'___"E"'_'R.~ _______________ _ 

A=1_X ____________________________________________ _ 
(J .. ..) TRACE N-WAY5 

T=X_X _______________________ 
7 

____________________ _ 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
Foreachlevel-

TRACE Isindependenl 01 lhe other commands 
STOP has proorlty ove, JUMP. 
JUMP has P'IO"ty over AQVANCE 

All lour maJOl' commen<ls in each le.el Can come 
trueonenyofnlnecond,tlons 
QlJicl< K.~ comma~o~t~n 

Always 
Never 
If DATA ~ o and SampleCounl ;>Delay 
II DATA = o end Sample Coynl < Oelay 
II DATA: Qand SarnpleCounl: Delay 
If DATA = DandSampleCount> = Delay 
UQATA"OandS.mpleCoynl< "Delay 
It DATA" 0 ancl SampleCounl< -Delay 

ID=S,J,A.orT whICh are us.gned b)' command 
Iype.) 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL __ COMMENTS 
OUiCK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O·F 

( ..... J STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

..... j JUMPTO 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ....... ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 

A~ ______________________________________________ _ 

.... .) TRACE ___________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-71. Setup Guide: Record What Happens Around an Event 

(Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 

K1.01·D SET UP GUIDE 5./.l P 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 
(hI) MODE = EXTERN*'L SING-LE-PHASEt> 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD o MICROSECONDS (1-1600) 

o MILLlSECQNDS (1-160) 
o INTERNAL ' 
• EXT { ____ e ____ eA.J._~> + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

FORMAT. DESCRIPTION 

1 OCTAL 
FI~1t<I ~t" 100mIII'. CF-AO __ 

Any,odix,fi.edCf-AO_". 

5 DEVICE MNEMONICS 
FI.e<ldl ....... bllrd,Pcode lormlt, only if RTE-816 
IItI-.:hed. o. 

S DEVICE ~T AVAILAB!.E 

CLOCKING NOTES 

EXT 
o SAME AS MASTER ~ 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

o ~ ____ e ____ e ____ ) + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o { ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
• SAME AS MASTER 
o { ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

Used only In Latch and Demux 

MODE 

SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 

QUICK KEY 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

( ____ e ____ e _____ ) + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EC.L 
EeL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

-1.30 
-1·3Q 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

(Q) ARM MODE:_LM.u:A~N_"_"'_U!:lA""L'--__ 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

~~~~~~s = -C-;-0--51-2 - TO --=R-=; 0--=5-:12:--

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 321 0 

t ACTIVE AISING EDGE 

, ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

I~ - -I NOT USED 

QUICK KEY~ 
ENABLE 

CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

l NEGATIVE TRUE 

1- - -I NOT USED 

AlIse<,i"M ... sampled., ",~ Int.rnal c'<>ok,.,. 

S&eMnA -Sect1onS -Sec,ianC ·Inlernalclock 

EXTfRNAl SINGLE PHASW 
AII.Betlon. aresampl.d at I~e Mute< eXlernal ,.t. 
SectlonA· Section B" Sec"on C" M."e, 

2 EXTERNAL MULHPHASED 

DIRECT 

Eac" .. cttonc8nbe""'pledOlown.,,e,nal,.,eo, 
M .... , .",ernal r.'e SeeMn A, SBc"on B. SeC100nC 
& Ma"~fall can b.d,l1e,e,.,l e<!ernal.'presslon. 

INPUT NOTES 

~~ 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

DIRECT 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

-9,99 TO +9.99YDC 

-9,9\1 TO +9.9\lYDC 

AUTO STOP IF A = 6 

AU-TO STOP IF A • B 

AUTO STOP IF A = a WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ a'WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

DWS24-12_5183 

Figure 10-71. Setup Guide: Record What Happens Around an Even t 

(Sheet 2 of 2). 
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:20 10 
.1. ~ 1 "-'Lf: 

,-:: ~ .-:: .. 
:;:..:.~ ~:::..: 

::: ,'-. :;::.'.:..r 

057 22 :::.-' ...:::.:;::.' 

..:.'::'" . -
."-,:::: 9. ~ 

.~ "-' '-' ., .-:,-: 

.:. "-'" ='::"'::::' 

022 40 046 ~l 070 10 094 00 .l.:_' 1214 .L.::t.::::: 40 

:' c:_,-' 

Figure 10-72. Recording of Selected Words. 
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r 
Press ~ Note that CL = F ohanges to CL = 0; 01 

r 
was recorded by trace level O. Press ~ again. 

Note that CL = 2; the next reoorded sample was traced by 

level 2. Nothing was reoorded during level 1. Although 

515 samples (1 memoryful) flowed through the analyzer 

between trace control levels 0 and 2, none of them were 

stored in memory. 

1 O. 2. 5. 6 capture a Sepent of Sallples: Record trc:J. Bere to '!'here 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

Only a part of one oycle of the Probe Test pattern (the 

word sequence 01, 02, 04, 08, 10, 20, 40, 80) will be 

captured. See setup guide in Figure 10-13. Change the 

trace control program. 
TRACE 4-
U 

Hkl Hk3 

Press , ~SET four times, [QJG , OJH, 
4- Hkl Hk3 4- Hk3 

~SET twice, [QJo , OJH, ~SET, OJH, 
4- Hkl 4- [[) ~SET three times, [QJG , ~SET , 8 0 , 
Hkl 4- Hk3 4- Hk6 

TTL ...t-
[QJG, ~SET, OJH, ~SET, W' , ~SET , 

Hk3 4- Hk6 

OJH , ~SET four times, W'· 
ARM 

Press 0 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SETUf>#~OF DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
I 6 

D N 5 
A 4 

T 3 
A T 2 

S 1 
LSB 

,::'U!~':;:"" (~.) DATA FORMAT HIY,ED USER SEaN. 
~_H-___________________________________________ _ 

AfAa============================================ 

~li============================================ RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL (HI HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
Fo.uchlevel

TAACEls,ndependentoftheolhercommands 
STOP has pr,only OVflr JUMP, 
JUMP lin jlI,o"t~ over AOVANCE 

A!I lour maJOt commanda In e8ch level can come 
trueonanvolnlOecond,l,ons 
Ou,cA /(.~ Command CondItion 

Always 
Neve. 
II DATA = o and Sample Count ·Oelay 
ItOATA=DandSampleCOunt· De Illy 
If DATA: o and Sample Count = Delay 
II DATA = DaMSiomplaCount . =Detay 
1I0ATA=OandSampleCount· =Delay 
ItOATA=DandS.mpleCount .. Delay 

(0 = S J, A. Or 1 whIch are "sIgned by command 
type,1 

Qu/CKKE~EVEL -S- DELAY = ~~ -C=CLO""C"'KSI""'A"""'PA=n=ER""NS'-- END LEVEL +. COMMENTS 

( ... ? .. ) 

( .. ~ .. ) 

( ... Q .. ~ 

,.9. .. ~ 

STOP NEVER 
S=l_l ____________________________________________ _ 

JUMPTO ~ ...JNI..3>oEL.l" ... Eo.JR~ ______________ _ 
O·F J=!_X ____________________________________________ _ 

ADVANCE IE DATA '" A 
A=O_l ____________________________________________ _ 

TRACE I F DATA'" T 
T=O_l ____________________________________________ _ 

· .TRN:E .. CO.N TIC:!OL.··· 
WAIT'5FOR .01. TO 

· .O.cc.UR.,. THEN 
... TRACES .. IT. AND .. 
... N>VA.N.cr.S •........ 

LEVEL _,_ DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ().65 K CLOCKSIA PAlTERNS O-F 

( .. ~ ... ) STOP ---1N::uE. ... V ... E""R""-_________________ _ 
S=~_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(.~) JUMPTO ~ ..IN..,..,,Ec.1V..,,E''''R'''--_____________ _ 
J=~_X ___ ~~ _______________________________________ _ 

, .. 9.. .. ) ADVANCE IF t?A"TA '" A 
A =8_9 __________________________________________ . __ _ 

( . ..1. .... ) TRACE ALWAYS 
T=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL ~ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL ~ 

QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX Q..65 K CLOCKSIA PAlTERNS O-F 

, .. .L...~ STOP ALWAYS 
S=!_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

, .. ?: ... ) JUMPTO ~ --1..:N .... E--'V .... E..,R""'-_____________ _ 
O·F 

J=X_X ____ ~----------------------------------------
( .. ~ .... ) ADVANCE~N".E"'_V ......... E""R~ ________________ _ 

A=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

, .. ?: .. ~ iRACE --<.:N .... E"'-":L:E""-"'R ___________________ _ 
T=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

EVEf:.YTH/Nc:rIS 
· TRACE.D UP .. UNTIL. 
.80 .. Qs:CURS ,'THEN .. 
.. :TRACE ... COtJ TROL. 
ADVAt-.1CES, . 

COMMENTS 

.NO~RE.5A.MPLE.S 

.. ~li:.E.1RAC~D AND . 

.llIE . RECORDING-.... 
.PROC.E5~ .. STO~, ... 

.. 51NCE .-:tHE . "DESIRED ... 
· .5EC7ME..N.T·· HA.S ... 

BEEN RECoRDEl>. 

LEVEL _ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL __ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX Q..65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

, ........ ~ STOP _____________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

C ....... ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _____________ ~ _________________________________ _ 

( ...... J ADVANCE ___________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ J TRACE ____________________ _ 
T= ______________________________________________ ~_ 

Figure 10-73. Setup Guide: Capture a Segment of Samples: Record from 

Here to There (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF- C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 

K101-D SET UP GUIDE 5.1.3 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

Q~IJK)EY MODE = EXTERNAL SINGi-E - PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
D NANOSECONDS 120-16001 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD =------ ~ ~:~:~=~~~~~~,I~-~~1 
o INTERNAL 
• EXT ( ____ e ____ eAJ_,b + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 

EXT 

INT 

EXT 

INT 

EXT 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

o SAME AS MASTER 
El 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

Used only In Latch and Demux 

MODE 

SA. MPLE 
SAMPLE. 

QUICK KEY 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ----) + (---- + -c:--- + ----) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e _____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EeL 
ECL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

1.30 
1.30 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

(0) ARM MODE: ---JM,-,-"A.cuN'-1-""V .... A ... L=-__ 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C: 0-512 R: 0-512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 321 0 

±1:t.±t..t:±.t _______ _ 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

FORMAT a DESCRIPTION 

Flx.dlle. 'OI'mft& CF-AO oequence 

1 OCTAL 
Flxedoc ... torml,aCf'-AO~ •. 

2 BINARY 
Fix&dblrnl,vIOfmft&CF-AOseq_. 

AnVtao;ll.,ftxedCF-AOnquence 

S DEVICE MNEMONICS 

QUICK KEY 

QUICK KEY 

f, •• dd' ..... mbl&dtJ'code ''''m''.onlv'IRTE·8H~ 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t ACTIVER,S'NG EOOE 

'ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

(- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCKCHOI(;ES 

t POSITIVETAUE 

JNEGATIVETRUE 

{- - -J NQTUSEO 

All _eOt.M, Sle ~.mpl.~ at '~e l~te'MI ol<le' ,a,~ 

Secu"nA·SecHonB·SeCilonC -Intemalclock 

EXTEANALSINGlE·PHASEO 
A,lIsec"of'1Sa,es.mpl..ctatlheM3.t.,ox,ernal,ate 
SecMnA·Sec"onB-SeClIOnC ·M ... e, 

2 EXTERNAL MULTI·PHASEO 
Each.ect1onoanbe.ompleda,,,w,,a.tern.,,a'eo, 
Ma",~, ""e,nal '.,. 5..",0" A. Soo,"on8 SeC1IOn C 
& lIIIaste,."conbOd,U",en'external up'eo .. ons 

lIII"lO, muS' be~.'.mal e!IC~ """'''''' can l>e • ....,pled a, ,,,., 
M.ste,e.ternal,a,. 'nlo'nolclock,pe"od ,,'IOns SeChon 
A.SecllonB.and'O,!iecllonC·M,sle,le"e,noll""n,e,nal 

MIXED IIIIULTI PHA$ED 

DIRECT 

lIIIaSle,muSibe e.wnol tech.eC1lOn c.n be s.mplod a, 
ow" •• te,,,al ra' •. Ihe lIIIosl., ... e",.' role. In'ernal clock 

~O~~:, ~;':~'~:IIS:,C:~~:'~~ISo~C:'~~sB .• nd,o' SOCHOI1 C • 

INPUT NOTES 

ENTRV KEV MODE CHOICES 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRVKEY TYPE 

DIRECT 

+ 1.40 VDc 

-9.99 TO +9.99VDC 

-9.99TO +999VOC 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ BWITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

~ POLARiTVCHOICES 

NEGATIVE 

DWS24-12.5183 

Figure 10-73. Setup Guide: Capture a Segment of Samples: Record from 

Here to There (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

4 
Press ~SET , 

The display should look like Figure 10-74. The first 

word of the pattern segment was captured by level 0 and 

the following nine by level 1. 

r 
Press ~ to location 511 (see Figure 10-75). 

The segment was captured on levels 0 and 1; recording 

stopped on level 2 (as indicated by LEVEL = 2 RDY). 

TIMING 4 
Press o and move the Control Cursor ~ SET to 

verify that only one pattern was recorded. 
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"'-,-_.-. .-....... 
::i~._> ;C~ 

5164C01 
50S ~~ 
S0f, 04 

50::;: 2? 
5~~ 40 

1-'- _ 01Z 
,- 01 

C=504 F:'=t::; i 4 i .. r::-L." =+ i 10 <:: 

measurement confidence 

Figure 10-74. First Word (01) Recorded by Level O. 

'- -" . .. _'-. -- .:.... 

Figure 10-75. Words of Segment Recorded by Level 1. 
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10.2.5.7 Exclude Recording a Seg.ent or Sa.ples: Don't Record tro. 

Here to 'ftlere 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

To exclude capturing all the words between the first (01) 

and last (80) words of one cycle of the pattern, see 

setup guide in Figure 10-76. 

-t-
~ SET five times, Press 

Hx3 

OJH, 
-t-
~SET, 

TRACE 

o 
-t-
~SET, 

-t-
~ SET five times, 

~ Wa, 
-t- TTL 

~SET , twice, 

-t-
~SET five 

times, 

Press 

4-
Press r:(fl SET , L.:::::!...J , 

This display should look like Figure 10-77. The six 

pulses between the first and last pulse of the pattern 

were not recorded in memory, although they were sampled 

into the analyzer. Notice the six missing pulses in the 

first cycle. They correspond to the excluded data words 

02, 04, 08, 10, 20, and 40. Move the Control Cursor to 

verify the trace level on which each word was recorded. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE "TE5T SETUP#~OF_ DATE 

,~U:':~"~;O;"'. (3) DATA FORMAT MIXED USER SEaN. 
RArn~ ~_H ____________________________________________ _ 

MSB 
I 6 

D N 5 
A P 4 
T U 

A T 

S 1 
LSB I~l!============================================ t~t~============================================ RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (Al ASCII, or (El EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

Always 

10 = s. j A or T, which are assigned by command 
IYDel 

LEVEL --'L DELAY =_____ END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY a-·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

(uZ.) STOP _Nuu..E ..... VuE .... R.""-_________________ _ 
S=X_l ____________________________________________ _ 

(u'?" .. ) JUMPTO ~ --LN"'E .... v.uE.-...-,R.~ _____________ _ 
OF J=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(.uQu) ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=Q~l ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 1 .. ) TRACE --L>A .... L ..... WouAe>.V ....... S'--________________ _ 
T=~_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

E.VERYTHING:- 15 
TRACED UNTIL 01 
OCCUR.S.WHEN 

. TRACE .. CONTRoL. THEN 
ADVANCES 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = _____ -~=;;:_;;c=;:;;_- END LEVEL ---f- COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

(4. .. ) STOP --'-N,.,E'-V~E"'R~ __________________ _ 
S=X_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

(.2.) JUMPTO ~ _Nl"-J.E'-"VC1.E .... R.""---_____________ _ 
OF J=l_l ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 9.) ADVANCE IF DATA .. A 
A=8_0 ____________________________________________ _ 

(.Q.l TRACE IE DATA'" T 
T=8_0 ____________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL ~ DELAY = ~~ CLOCKS END LEVEL ---E-

QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O-F 

(.,3q STOP IE OKrA = 5 AND SAMPLE. CO\lNT > DELAY 
S=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... 2. ... ) JUMPTO -8- -JON .. E...:\)..,E. ... R"""-_______________ _ 
J=X_l ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 2.. .. ) ADVANCE --'-'N ... E...,VuE-JRL>.-_________________ _ 
A=X_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

C.l ... J TRACE -'-A ..... L....,W~Au.Y~S"'___ ________________ _ 
T=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

nus LEVELW'AITS 
FOR. .. OO. TO. OCC.UR, 
.TRACING- NOTHINfr 
. UNTIL IT . DoE5 .. 
. ANP"TH E.N ADVANCIN&. 

COMMENTS 

FULL .TRACIN& Of. 
,t>..LL .sAMPLE.S 
RE5UM~5 .FoR 
5OO.MQRECLOCKS. 

QUICK KE;-EVEL -O-.F DELAY = -D-'C-'H-'X- -O.65-K -C"'"LO"'CC:-;KS:::-'A-;;'PA""nC=:.R::-:Ns:--- END LEVEL -O-.F- COMMENTS 

c ...... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

c ... J JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
c ...... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-76. Setup Guide: Exclude Recording a Segment of Samples: 

Don't Record from Here to There (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF-A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 5. I.'#-
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(I ... ) MODE = EXTE.RNAL SlNCrL6'-PHASE[> 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20·1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD ------- ~ ~:~~~:~~~~~~1~~·~:)0Q) 
D INTERNAL 
• EXT ( ____ e ____ eAJ_4l.) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 

EXT 

INT 

EXT 

INT 

EXT 

D SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

D SAME AS MASTER 
D { ____ e ____ e ____ l + { ____ +-'-___ + ____ l 

D SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

D SAME AS MASTER 
D { ____ e ____ e ___ -l + {----+----+----l 

D SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
D { ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

Used only In Latch and Oemux 

MODE 

SAMPLE 

QUICK KEY 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

{ ____ e ____ e __ . __ l + { ____ + ____ + ----l 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EeL 
EC.L 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

-I. ~O 
- 1.30 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0·9999 

(.9 .. .) ARM MODE: MANUAL 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

~~~~~~S = -C-: 0-.51-2- TO --::R--:: 0.-:-51-2-

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

FORMAT'DIElK:RIPTlON 

Fixed O<:tIIllormltl& CF-AO~. 

F,xedblnlOrylo",,1tI &CF-AO"quence. 

Anv fa~x. Ii.ed Cf-AO lequene. 

F'_dil.l....,bi.d~Pcodl'o'mltt.onIVif~TE·816 

_niched 
0' 

5 DEVICE NOT AVAILABLE 

~ 

aOlel': KEY 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

I ACTIVE f!lSING EDGE 

~ ACTIVE FALLING EOOE 

(- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

l NEGATIVE TRUE 

(- - -) NOT USED 

MODE .. DESCRIPTIONS 

All s.c'"" .... ar. 5amplad at In. In,.rnal cloc.,ata 
SectIOn'" - SeeMn II· SeCi'onC· In,emaldac' 

eXTERNAL SINGLE PHASEO 

All secMnS a,e samPled at the Mast8r .. '&rnalraTe 
SeCT,onA· SeCT,one· SeclionC· M&"Ier 

2 EXTERNAl MUlTI-PHASED 

hCh ,ecl,on can be so,.,pled al own exlern.' r.Te or 
Ma.,.re.,e",.'r.te_s"cT,onA,SeclIOnB,Sec"".,C 
& Ma.,er.11 Can be d,UerenT Ulemale,press,ons 

MU'ftrmu", bee"8rnal, £""~S,cT,oncanbe ... ,.,plodat I~e 
M ..... e.,.rnal rate, In.ern.tcIOC~I'.hOd, Or 10n. Ser;hQn 
A,s",ctoonB,andlorSecT,onC·Masrerle.ternal'orln •• rnal 

MIXED MUlTI-PHASEO 

DIRECT 

M.STermu.tbeexl.rnal Each seOUOncen be sampled al 
Qwn •• tarnalrale, 'MMas'er .. 'ern.',at.,lntarnalcloc~ 
pe"od,orlQn.SeoloonA,$ec"onB.and,orSoct",nC. 
Mos,", I&Xler"ollo, Intornal or IOn. 

Eacn sec""" can be sampled at the Int.",al clock '''te 
o. lOns, Sec,""n A, S@ctoonB, and 0' s,,~t1O" C • 

INPUT NOTES 

~ MODE CHOICES 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY TYPE 

OIRECT 

-e.99 10 +e,99 VDC 

-e.99 TO +9.99 VDC 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A '" B 

AUTO STOP IF II • B 

AUTO STOP IF II " B WITHIN lIMllS 

AUTO STOP IF II ~ B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

~ POLARITY CHOICES 

posITIve 

DWS24·12.5183 

Figure 10-76. Setup Guide: Exclude Recording a Segment of Samples: 

Don't Record from Here to There (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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:,: i i; 't·:' =i- ...... : _ ._.;~: ... '-,_, : .l..l...' - i-. ,_, ,_, ,_, '= =-00= 04 : .. n -.,... '-:4 :-.-:C':-.';- .... 

E:,: _________________ ~---0 
E::;'~ lfj 

E:s+_i _________________ ~ .. ___ 0 
E:4 : if1 
E:::+-: _____________________ 0 
t;_.: ~ 

E:i+-~ _____________________ 1t1 
Eb+_~ _________________ - __ --0 
;+_: ____ ~, L' ___ ~~L' ___ ~!L' ___ ~!L0 
~+_:-----------~--~Ii Li ____ ~!L' ___ ~!~0 
Pt,+_: ________________ --.J!'L ___ ~r-''_: ___ ~,~, _0 
~~:+-: ________ --'~'-, -------', , L ___ ~r_, _0 

000-!C4'::::: ~.;.;.; ;-i'; ;.;.; ;,;.;.;-;.;-!-;.;,;.;.;.;." i';';'; ,',.; ; ·n:=: 
'"'!::i-: _______ ~, ;....' ___ ----'!L' ___ ~n,---__ ;;;: 
~_: ____________ ~!'_,~--~!'L ___ ~!L' ___ 0 
\+-: ________ ~ __ ~n'---___ --'n'---___ --'!L' ___ 0 
P::+-: ____ --', ---.J-;.....' ___ ---'!L' ___ ~n,---___ ;;;: 
~+_: _____________________ 0 

'\+-: ---,----------------------0 
~+_:-----_________________ 0 
~+_:-----------------_____ 0 
1:i-~ ________________________________ -,---'--__ 0 
A-.: i2i 

~',+_:-------______________________________ 0 
TOTAL TRACE TIME = 503. 5~S 
,-',-,- o p= 74 (P-C)=+ "".-!: .... ,.. ~ \ CL=F LEVEL=2 RDY' 

Figure 10-77. Six Pulses Sampled and Not Recorded. 
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10.2.5.8 Selectively Record Only One Kind o~ Sample ~or a Certain 

"ber o~ Tilles 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

To record only one memoryful of the word 01, change trace 

control. 
TRACE r 4 CONTROL Hx3 

Press 0, (EJ three times, OJH, C7J SET, 

V24 4 Hx6 4 CIJL , C7J SET three times, W' , C7J SET twice, 

0 G • 

Press 0 
Press 

The display should look like Figure 10-78. Only 01s were 

recorded. P-2, P-1, and SAM show some of the other 

sampled words that flowed through the analyzer but did 

not meet the trace control TRACE conditions. 

10.2.5.8 Follow a Path, Then Record 

SET UP: Fill memory only after confirming that four words of the 

pattern occur in their proper sequence: 02, 08, 20, then 

80. See setup guide in Figure 10-79. 
TRACE 4 4 CONTROL Hx6 

Press 0 C7J SET, W' , C7J SET twice, 

Hxl 4 Hxl Hx6 4 
[QJG, C7J SET, [QJG , WI, C7J SET twice, 

Hxl Hx6 4 Hx3 4 
[QJG , W' , C7J SET, OJH , C7J SET four 

Hxl PAGEt 4 Hxl PAGEt 

times, [QJG, (IJo, C7J SET twice, [QJG, (IJo, 
TTL TTL 
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.H~'_H ._._ 

- : = ': •.• ," ~ ~ . -"-' '-: '-- :-: , .:.~: - :....... '-: '-" "-" 

401 01 _" Q; i "-r-; ." 

01 402 01 --~ ~l 450 01 -(- ~l -,~ ~l 
379 01 403 01 4~t 01 01 

"_, '_'.l. it:} 1. 405 0 1. -'+ .::::. :::- ~; 1. - -. H' 0 1. -4.... ," 0 1. 5 0 1. E1 I 
~~, 01 406 01 4~~ ~l 454 01 -, ~ ~l 502 01 

-4.,'..,. __ 

504 21 
,_, ,_, .~: 0 1. 505 ::;"'':' 

390 ~l 414 01 -

l--'- i. :;:.:, 

_ . -,. it:.; 1 

420 01 
. ..:: ::'",.. 2\ 1 0 1. ._. 0 1 - "_. " 0 1 -:-. _ 0 1. 

__ i..:i - . --
-: .:. '-"-' ". 

Figure 10-78. Word 01 Selected to be Recorded. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR __ TARGETf)XST!=~PR9BS ::n:::?T SET UP ~.I.b OF DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
6 

D N 5 
A P 4 

T U 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

I::'U!:"~;:"'. (..3_) DATA FORMAT MIXED \J~R 5f:QN. 

~~---------------------------------------------

A~Aa-------------------------------------------
A~A~----------------------------~---------------A~A1 ___________________________________________ _ 
A~A~--------------------------------------------

AADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX. (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCOIC 

TRACE CONTROL 
LEVEL -D- DELAY - _____ END LEVEL ~ 

QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ().85 K CLOCKSJA PATIERNS O-F 

( .. 2..) STOP ---"'N ... E .... VuE-lg. __ ---------------~--

S=X_~----------------------------------__________ _ 
( . .2..:) JUMP TO ~ -PNu.E~VIUE;;.j&I'!!o_ _________ ~ __ _ 

O·F 

J=X-X--------------------------------------______ _ 
( .. 0.) ADVANCE I F DATA s A 

A =0_2 ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 0 .. ) TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=0_2 ____________________________________________ _ 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
Forelchlevel_ 

TRACE'aindtpe...-n'o11h.olhareommands 
STOP tqa priorlly oVtlr JUMP, 
JUMP has p"ofity ov., ADVANCE 

All foul majo. commallds In etch level Can come 
!.ueon any 01 nine conditions' 
~~~~ ~_~,:"andCondrt,on 

ALWays 
NayIII' 
II DATA" 0 and Sample Counl ~ Delay 
,fOATA .. OandSampleCounl. Delay 
If DATA = o and Sample Counl ",Delay 
If DATA .. 0 Ind Sample Counl ~ = O_ 
Il DATA = 0 and Sample Oounl. '"' Delay 
IIDATA=DandSampleCounl. ·Delay 

10", S. J. A. or T. WhIch are aSSIgned by command 
Iypal 

COMMENTS 

LEVEL -L DELAY = __ -_. _ END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DECJHEX ().65 K CLOCKSJA PATIERNS ().F 

( .. 2. .. ) STOP--IN.>UE""'V-1U-El!O,R~----------------
S=X-X----________________________________________ _ 

( .. .2..~ JUMPTO -D- ...-llN!QF;;..\~l+f:..JRs..._------------~ 
O·F 

J=X-X---------------------------------------------
, .. 0 .. ) ADVANCE IF DATA" A 

A=D_B ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... 0.) TRACE If DATA" T 

T=D a-
LEVEL i DELAY = ~.~ ___ . END LEVEL ~ 

QUICK KEY O-F DEClHEX ().65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS ().F 

( .. ,.z.~ STOP-PoNu:E:..-\Vt-lE::.lR~-----------------

S=~-X--~------------------------------------------
( .. .2..) JUMPTO -R- ~N"E:..-V¥<E~R"'-.---------------

J=~~---------------------------------------------
( .. 0.) ADVANCE IF DATA .. A 

A=~(L--------------------------------------------
,-.OJ TRACE I E DATA = T 

T=2-OL-------------- ---------------------

.\#.itA\!·. fOR •• 08.· .•......... 
TRACE.IT . 

.. AND .. ~YANCE:.. .... 

COMMENTS 

WA\t"F"OR20, .. 
TRACEJT . 
AND ADVANCE .. 

LEVEL -3- DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL --E- COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEClHEX ().65 K CLOCKSJA PATTERNS O-F 

( ... .2J STOP---IN~E~"'l:E:.l'Rs._----------------

S=~~-------------------------------------------~ 
t--.2,) JUMP TO --$ _Npou:E~">l_EI:.l'R:'__--------------

J=~~--------------------------------------------
(,..0) ADVANCE IE DAJ"A." A-

A=~~--------------------------------------------
( ... 0) TRACE IF DATA" T 

T=~~--------------------------------------------

Figure 10-79. Setup Guide: Follow a Path, Then Record (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
5.1." (c.ont.) 

TARGET SYSTEM PROBE. 'IE5T SET UP #_ OF _ DATE ORIGINATOR 

,,~u.:.~;,,7~o;,,' (3) DATA FORMAT MI~EP USER SEQN. ,,,.,,"!~~~E CONTROL NOTES 

RADIX, 

MSB 

TRACE IS rndependent of the othef commands I:l_l:t_____________________________________________ ;3~~~~~~::~'r::~~::;~~~~NCE 

6 
D N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 

AEA~ ___________________________________________ _ 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB t~t~============================================ AkAs ___________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

LEVel ~ DELAY = ~2QO. CLOCKS END LEVEL ~ 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLQCKS/A PATTERNS O·F 

(.u3.) STOP IE DhTA = 5 AND SAMPLE COUN i > DElAY 
S=l_l ____________________________________________ _ 

(Z) JUMPTO ~ ---'-N.nE~VlLJE........"R~ ____________ _ 
OF 

J=~_X ____________________________________________ _ 
( ... ;4) ADVANCE---'-N~E""_V_'_"E""R'_"___ _______________ _ 

A=1_X ____________________________________________ _ 
( .... 1.) TRACE ----'.A:2L"'"\M~A_'_;y'__'S=_ ________________ _ 

T=~X-___________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY OF DEC/HEX 0-65 K ClOCKSJA PATTERNS 

....... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) JUMPTO __ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

...... .) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = _____________________________________________ . __ _ 

... .) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY OF DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

, ....... ) STOP-,-______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ ) JUMPTO __ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(...... ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
.... .) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

All four major commands In each level c",n Come 
trueonanyofnmecondltlOIlS 

~~~ C~_~r;'and Con~llcn 

(0" S J, A. Of T, which are aSSIgned by command 
type) 

COMMENTS 

tRAcE. All. tHE. .. 
FOLLO'WING-'5cx:> . 
SA.MPI...E.5 . AND .. 

.. ~TQP, .. 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

LEVEL _ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

...... ) STOP-c-______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

C .. ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = ________________________________________________ _ 
..... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= ________________________ ~ ______________________ _ 

Figure 10-79. Setup Guide: Follow a Path, Then Record (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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K101-D 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

+ Hx6 + Hx6 + (YJ SET, WI , (YJ SET, WI , (YJ SET twice, 

Hxl + Hx6 Hxl 4- Hxl 

(]Jo, (YJSET, WI, (]Jo , (YJ SET, (]Jo , 
4- Hx6 Hxl + Hx12 

(YJSET , WI , (]Jo (YJ SET , WJ 
+ Hx6 4- Hxl + (YJ SET , WI, (YJ SET twice, (]Jo , (YJ SET, 

m Hxl -F cD r 
8 0 (]Jo , (YJ SET, 4 K W twice, , 
TTL 
V24 Hxl Hxl ffiL, (]Jo , (]Jo . 

ARM 

Press 0 
Press 

The display should look like Figure 10-80. The first 

four pulses had to occur in their proper sequence before 

the following pulses could be recorded. 

r 
Press , then press W slowly ten times, 

noting the cursor level of each word (see Figure 10-81). 

The words 02, 08, 20, and 80 were traced on levels 0, 1, 

2, and 3, respectively, before the following data could 

be recorded by level 4. 
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LLULK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LuL~ 
j-'f-ii.:it. 4 i-{:-; 12 

E',;....' ______ ..,-_____________ 0 
E:~i-~ ____________________ 0 

8~~ 0 

E~;i-'; _______________ --,-____ 0 

Ei~ 0 

Ebi-' ____________________ 0 
~i-. ___ ~; '~, ___ ~, ~' ___ ~, ,~ __ ~'L_0 
\_. __________ ~!~, ___ ~,~, ___ ~n ___ 0 
'ti-' ___ -','-, __ --','-, ___ ~!;L.. ___ ,_" , __ 0 
Pt,;..... _______ -', ~, ___ --',L-, ___ ~r_, __ 0 

00~-042 ~.,., 
p'i-; __ --','--, __ -"Ll ___ ~, ,'__ __ __',~, __ 0 
~i_, ______ ~r'__, ___ --"L..' ___ --',~, ___ 0 
~~. __ ~,~, __ --'r'__, ___ ~,~, ___ --'n'__, ___ 0 
\ ...... ______ ~n'__ __ __'rL.., ___ --'''L..' ____ 0 

~~.----------------------~ H;:;<:--' ___________________ 0 
~ ..... ~ ~ ___________________ 0 
~_: ______________________ 0 

P,,' 0 

'0 R=514 (R-C~=+514( CL=F LEVEL=4 RDY 

Figure 10-80. Four Pulses Sequence for R~cording. 

LLULK=~X! - SGL GPIB=LOCS 

!-iH 
000 00 
001 00 
002 010 
0i2l3 00 
004 010 
005 00 

''',""lL 
~,~,:_, !t:;!t:! 

0107 ,.,"-, 

!!Ii!l"7" 20 
010C::::0 

014 02 
!!II::; 04-
016 !li;=; 

01B 20 
019 40 
02121 80 
021 010 
022 00 
023 01 

HH HH 
024 02 04:3 20 
025 04 049 40 
!2!26 08 050:30 
it:d / i 0 051 00 
02;::: 20 052 00 
02'7' 40 105:3 0.1 
iO·..:;ro 80 054 02 
;.., -:; 00 055 104 
032 0,10 056 0:3 
03:;: 01 057 10 

~:~;5 ~4 05'7' 40 
036 08 10610 Bili 
037 10 061 i2i1Z! 
0:3B 20 i2iE,2 00 
0:39 40 0E,3 01 
040 B0 064 i2i2 

042 00 1066 10:3 
12143 01 1067 10 
044 02 !2IGB 20 
12!45 04 0~"q 40 
046 08 070 80 
047 10 071 00 

HH 
072 00 
073 0i 
074 02 
075 04 

077 10 
078 20 
079 40 
080 80 
0:31 00 
0::::2 00 
083 01 
084 02 
085 i2i4 

0:37 10 
088 20 
08'7' 40 
090 Be 
0'7'1 0i7! 
092 016 
09:3 01 
121':;'4 ~2 
0~'5 04 

c= 10 R=514 (R-C)=+504( 

HH 
096 08 
097 10 
09:3 20 
0'7"7' 40 
100 80 
101 ~0 

104 02 
1!2i5 ~4 
106 0::::: 
107 i 0 
10;::: 20 
109 40 

i 12 00 

i 14 02 
i i5 04 
116 108 
i 17 10 
I1B 20 
119 40 

HH 
120 80 
121 00 
122 00 
123 01 
124 02 
125 04 
126 08 
127 10 
12:::: 210 

130 80 
131 00 
1:32 00 
13:] 0 i 
1:34 02 
1:35 04 
.I. "..:;t:, 0S 

1:38 20 
i3'7' 40 
i4'0 BiZ! 
141 00 
i42 00 
143 01 

) CL=3 LEVEL=4 RDY 

Figure 10-81. Trace on Four Levels Before Recording. 
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10.2.5.10 Record, then Follow a Path 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

After capturing a memoryful o~ information, confirm that 

several subsequent words of the pattern occur in their 

proper sequence, i.e., 08, 20, then 80. See setup guide 

in Figure 10-82. 
TRACE -r- V24 CONTROL Hx3 V24 

Press 0, W twice, (}]L , OJH, (}]L, 
-r- Hx1 4- Hx12 4-

W , [[]o, @]SET three ti mes, (]]J, @]SET , 

DON'T CARE 4- Hx3 4- Hx12 8 SPACE twice, @]SET , OJH , @]SET , (]]J, 
4- Hx1 4- PAGEt Hx1 4-

@]SET , [[]G , @]SET , (]]o, [[]G , @]SET 

TTL 

Hx6 

twice, IT} . 
ARM 

Press 0 
SHIFT 4- ED EBCDIC V12 

~ress 0 @JSET , 4 K WP, (]]M , , 
ECl 

DATA 

0 
-r-

Press W slowly. 

Note the cursor level at each location; this verifies the 

sequence of events that occurred after the main 

information was recorded (see Figure 10-83). After the 

information was recorded, subsequent words were checked 

to verify that the expected execution path occurred. 
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K101·D SET UP'GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TE5T SETUP/l~OF DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
I 6 

D N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

M_y ____________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAl., (H) HEX, (AI ASCII, or (El EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
Foreachlevel-

TI'IACE '$ Independent 01 the olher commends 
STOPhaapr,oritY0ll8,JUMP, 
JUMPhasprlofllyove,AOVANCE 

All tourmllJ(lrCommilnds In each leVBI can come 
t.ullonanvolninecondlllons 
~~~~_~ c.~~an~.~?n~nl~m 

Always 
Never 
II DATA = Dand Sumple Counl > Delay 
II DATAm Qend Sample Counl .. Delay 
II DATA = Dand Sample Counl = DeliilV 
If DATA = Dand Sample Counl > "Delay 
IIDATA"OanaSampleCounl< = Delay 
II DATA = 0 and SarnpteCount<- ·Delav 

(0 = S. J, A. or T. whl~h lire asslgniKI by command 
type.) 

LEVEL ~ DELAY =~~ C.LOCKS END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ().65 K CLOCKSIA PATIEANS O-F 

(..~.) STOP _DN"'E...,VuE--"'R _________________ _ 
S=l_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. ~ ... ) JUMPTO ~ .... N""-E""-V..,E.oER"'--______________ _ 
O·F J=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... 3. .. ) ADVANCE IF DA.TA" A AND SAMPLE COUNT > DELAY 
A=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... 1 ..... ) TRACE ---lA~L!.LWIl!l.t:!AYu. ..... 5!.._. ______________ _ 
T=X-X ____________________ ~ _______________________ _ 

LEVEL -.-L DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL ~ 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSJA PATIERNS O·F 

,$-. ... ) STOP ---1N~E"'_"~e.bR ________________ _ 
, S=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 
( ... ~.) JUMPTO ~ ~NlIE'--Vlf....loE.&::R"'__ ______ __'__ _____ --

O·F 
J=K_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

( . .Q .. ) ADVANCE IF DATA '" A 
A=0_8 ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. Q .. ) TRACE IF DK[A ... T 
T=0_6 ____________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL ~ 
QUICK KEY O-F DEClI;iEX 0-65 K CLOCKSJA PATTERNS O-F 

( ... :?) STOP ~N'-'Ij;;E..ljVw;E:;,JR"'_ ______________ ~-____,..___ 
S=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. .1., ... ) JUMPTO -'L --'N.JlJE .... "-'J-IOoE..."R~ _____________ . 
O·F J=X-X ________________________________ ~------------

( .. 9.) ADVANCE IE DA"TA ': A 
A =2_0 ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 0. .. ) TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=2_0 _____________ _ 

LEVEL i DELAY = _____ END ·LEVEL ~ 
QUICK KEY O-F qECJHEX ' Q.65 K CLOCKSJA PATTERNS O-F 

(..o. . .} STOP IF DATA = 5 
s=B_O ____________________________________________ ~ 

(..2. .. ) JUMPTO cr _..L:N ... E_""-E...."R."--_~------------
O-F . J=!_X _______________________________________ ------

(..2., .. ) ADVANCE_.DN .... E...:YuE ... R.~~----'-------------
A=~_X ________________________________ -------------

(.OJ TRACE-· IF 17A."TA":r 
T =8_0 ______________ ._.,-_____________ ~ ______________ _ 

. :TAAc;E' E.VER:friliNeT.:: 

.FOK ... 515 ... 5A.MPLES ... 
THEN ADVAACE. .. 

COMMENTS 

:: wAfi::' FOR.: .. 08 .• 
T'RACEIT ... . 
ANt:> ... A.Dv.mCE. .. . 

COMMENTS 

'V;iAiiFOi(z.o, 
TP-ACEJT AND .. 

.ADVANCE. ..... 

COMMENTS 

:~EfJ>f.~.: ••••••• 
.. ~TOP .. ~E<=.oRPIN<:r. 

Figure 10-82. Setup Guide: Record, Then Follow a Path (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF- C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 5.1.7 
TARG ET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

O~ly)EY MODE = EXTERNAL SINGLE -PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD -______ ~ ~:~:~:~~~~~~1~~~~)OO) 
o INTERNAL 
• EXT ( ____ e ____ eAJ_~> + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o ( ___ -e--__ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > EXT 

Used only In Latch and Demux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

( ____ e ____ e _____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INPUT MODE 

MODE THRESHOLD 
TYPE , VALUE 

SAMP!..E EeL. -\.30 
SAMPLE EeL. -1.30 

QUICK KEY 

(..9",> ARM MODE: MANUAL. 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C: 0-512 R: 0-512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 432 1 0 

±±t.±±±±.:t: _______ _ 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0·9999 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

Fi .... binaryla,meI' CF-AOHq""ncl 

Any.adix, any oequence. 

Any ,1oCI1 •• fixed CF- 01.0 .~ ... nc. 

Fixeddl'.I .. mbl.cl~Pcodefo, ...... onlVif Rre·8111 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAM"LE 

~ CLOCK CHOICES 

~ 

I ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

, ACTIVE FALUNG EDGE 

1- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

~ NEGATIVE TRUE 

1- - -) NOT USED 

MODE .. DESCRIPTIONS 

AII.e~"on.a'e.ampledallhe Inlomolclock,.,e 
SeeMnA • SeCHMB·SeCllonC ·Inwnolclock 

I HTERNAl SINGlE·PHASH> 
AII .. ct>on •• ,e sample<l., IheM.",., •• ,.tnol 'a,. 
Sec""",,· Se<;I.onB - SectoonC· Muter 

2 E~TeRNAl MULTI PHASED 

E.chseC1>on~anboo.ampl.da'"wn •• wn"' •• eo' 
Maste, .. ,emal .. ,e SeCtIOn A, S.CHon S, SocHonC 
iii M •• le'alicanb.d,If.'en' .... rn.le.j>f .... on$ 

M ... ",mUSlb" •• ,.,nal Each •• ct'oncanboo ....... pl.da'the 
M •• !e,.".m"'.te ,lnl.meICloc kp."cd,<»10ns,See"on 
A, SeeMn 5, amllo' SectoM C - M.s,.,I".,",nall 0' Intemal 

4 MIXED MUlHPI-lASW 

DIRECT 

M~,,", mu" 1>0 &.1eroal, E.c" .ee,;on can b ••• mple<l~' 
own."em.I,.te,\heM .. t., ",!.,nal,.,e,lntemalclock 

~e;~;:; ~;':~~:lIs:,c:~~:';~ISo~C:'~~.5, and,cr Section C -

Each,eCl,onc.nbe •• mpIM.lth.lntern.'cloe~,"I. 
0' IOn. Sec'ionA. Soc'.en e, .nd 0< SecttonC
in,emalciockperoodo' IOns 

INPUT NOTES 

~ MODE CHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

DIRECT 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

- 9.99 TO + 11.1111 VDC 

-9.99TO +9,99VDC 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A • B 

AUTO STOP IF A " B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ 8 WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

NEGATIVE 

DWS24-12.5183 

Figure 10-82. Setup Guide: Record, Then Follow a Path (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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.. -'._":-. "-" "-";". '--:;. 

-+" "_. 20 
40 

502 00 

505 lQ4 

507 l~ 

510 20 

; :: .:
:-' : .:..,;,..: - '- :-' :-" '-; 

; io-:-'-: 

Figure 10-83. Verify Expected Execution Path. 
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10.2.5.11 Check ~or Event 1 or Event 2 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

The place in the pattern cycle where the analyzer will 

begin sampling will vary with each recording. For 

example, if the first word sampled is 01, the next will 

be 02, the next 04, and so on; if the first word is 10, 

the next will be 20, the next 40, and so on. Therefore, 

one cannot predict whether 01 will appear before 10 or 

vice versa. The trace control program will end on level 

1 if 10 occurs first and level 8 if 01 occurs first, 

thereby indicating exactly 

guide in Figure 10-84). 

which happened when (see setup 

4-
~SET Press 

TRACE 
rNTRO) 

twice, 

4-
~SET, 

rna, twice, 

4-
~ SET twice, 

4-
twice, ~SET , 

Press 

Observe the trace level status field. It indicates which 

path was taken and therefore, which word occurred first. 

LEVEL = 1 RDY means 10 happened first. LEVEL = 8 RDY 

means 01 happened first. 

Press 

Press 

levels. 

to verify. 

several times to see the varying end 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
5J..3A 

TARGET SYSTEM PRQ5E; ]'EST SETUP#_OF_ DATE ORIGINATOR 

,;'.u~~:.~~;"'\ () DATA FORMAT MIXED U~ SEQN. ,,, .. ,,J.~~ECONTROLNOTES 

RADIX: 
TRACE is mdependent 01 Ihe other commands H_tl_____________________________________________ ~~~:~::~;:~:~:~~~::~~~:NCE 

MSB 

6 ------------------------------------------------
D N 5 
A 4 
T 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

A~Ai============================================ 

l~l~============================================ RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, {OJ OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 
LEVEL ..0.. DELAY = ___ __ EN D LEVEL __ 

QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ().65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

(...l.) STOP --'N~EC!..V.."E"_'R"---_______________ _ 
s=I_X ______________________________________ ~ _____ _ 

(.Q) JUMPTO .-a.. _=IF---"P=A"-'T.c-<=A .... • ..... J""----__________ _ 
O·F J=O_l ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. Q) ADVANCE IF DATA .. A 
A=i_O ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... 1.) TRACE --'-A=L,...,W=~""Y.......,.5'__ _______________ _ 
T=I_X ____________________________________________ _ 

All fo"r malor commandS ,n each level Can come 
trueonany 01 n,necondllions 
O~"-~_~ C~o:.mand C~mdltmn , 

If DATA" 0 end Sample Count > Delay 
If DATA", 0 end Sample Counl" Delay 
If DATA", Dand SampleCounl = Delay 
II DATA", 0 and Semple Count:> '" Delay 
It DATA", 0 and Sample Count ~ '" Delay 
It DATA: Dand Sample Counl •. ,Delay 

(0" S, J, A, or T, wnl~r, ~'e aSSIgned by command 
type) 

COMMENTS 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCK51A PATTERNS O-F 

( .. 1...) STOP ALWAYS 
S=~_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(..Z .. ) JUMPTO....o.. --'.N"-JE .... V..1LlooE....:R"'--____________ _ 
J =.x_X ___ ~·~ _______________________________ ~ _______ _ 

( .. Z .. ) ADVANCE--'N-'l..IooE...."VuE.....,R'>--_______________ _ 
A=.x_X ________________________________________ ~ ___ _ 

(..L) TRACE ALWAys 
T=I_I ____________________________________________ _ 

. WISL..E:VEt...I';> 
. QNl,.Y .. ENTERED 

·IFIOOCC,\Jf<:.ED 
~FO«:e, 01., .IT 

. TRAces. ONE 
<;'AM 'PI,.E AN t> .• S-rops.. .. . .. 

QUICK KEY O·F 
DELAY = _____ ---;;C=:c-:7.==-- END LEVEL ---.E... COMMENTS 

DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCK?IA PATTERNS O-F 
LEVEL· 

( .. ,1.) STOP ALWAYS 
S=l_) ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. z.) JUMPTO ~ -->.N"'E .... V-"--'-Eo£R."-__________ ~ __ _ 
O·F 

J=l~~ ____________________________________________ _ 
(.z. .. ) ADVANCE ---lNI.1J;:E-.>VuE.""'R""-________________ _ 

A=~_~ ___________________________________________ _ 
(.L) TRACE A.LWAYS 

T=~~ ___________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL _ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL __ COMMENTS 

OUiCK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

..... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
c .. ) JUMPTO 

O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 
.... j ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = ___________________________________________ . ____ _ 

.j TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-84. Setup Guide: Check for Event 1 or Event 2 

(Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE S.LI!> A 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(I .... ) MODE = E¥.TEWAL SING-LE.- 'PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (2Q.1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = 0 MICROSECONDS (1-1600) 
o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 

o INTERNAL 
• EXT < ____ e ____ eAJ_~b + < ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 < ____ e ____ e ____ ) + < ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 < ___ ~e ____ e ____ ) + < ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o < ____ e ____ e ____ ) + < ____ + ____ + ____ ) EXT 

Used only in Latch and Demux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

< ____ e ____ e ____ ) + < ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

< ____ e ____ e ____ ) + < ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

< ____ e ____ e __ . __ ) + < ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INPUT MODE 

MODE THRESHOLD 
VALUE TYPE 

SAMPLIa EeL. - f. 30 
SAMPLE EeL 1.30 

QUICK KEY 

(0) 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

ARM MODE: _.L:MA.lOIN~Vr.Au.L ____ _ 

~~~~J~s = -C:-0-.S-12- TO ---"R:-:Q.-:S-12'---

LOGIC POLARITY 

~ E D C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

±±±±±±±±--------

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0·9999 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

o HEX 
fiudl>IKtormll &CF_AO .. quence 

Fl .... b,n.ry forrn.," CF-AOlequenc' 

Any ,ecI, •. fi_od CF-AO .... UI1l«. 

5 DEVICE M~MONICS 

QUICK KEY 

QUICK KEY 

F,xtd dil,.HmbJed,.f' code formit. on/yilRTE·816 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

, ACTIVE FALUNG EDGE 

(- - -I NOT USED 

ENA8lE 
CLOCK CHOiCeS 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

l NEGATIVE TRUE 

1_ - -) NOT USED 

All ~"C"ons.,e •• mple" a' I~e iole",.' e'o<~ ,ote 
Section A • Sec"on B _ SecMn C _ Int.,~aI CloO' 

1 EXTERNAL SINGle PHASED 
AII.ee.ioM., ... mpleda.,heM .. ,erexternal,OIe 
Sec,""n'" - SeCtIOnS· SectlonC, Mas.e, 

2 EXTERNAL MULTI-PHASED 

OIRECT 

EKhsectoOnc.~be5.mpl.d.town.".'nal'ateot 

Mast.re,wnal,,,. Sectron .... SectronB,SactronC 
& Ma"e, all can be,;Mferen, .... rnal exp,,,sroos 

Mos'''' must beo,,,.mal EaChS<!Ot'O",""be •• mp'.d., the 
M •• !.' •• !ernaf'",e, Inte",alc!ockp."od,o' 10ns Sec!.on 
.... Secl<>nB,.ndiorSe<t'onC.MaoterlexterMHor!nternal 

INPUT NOTES 

ENTRY KEY MODE CHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

D1RECT 

THRESHOlD CHOICES 

VAlUE ----

-9.99 TO +9,99 voc 
-9,99 TO ;.9,99VOC 

ARM COMMANO CHOICES 

"'UTOSTOPIF ... = B 

"'UTO$TOP IF .... B 

"'UTO STOP IF A = B WITHIN LIMITS 

"'UTO $TOP IF ... ~ e WITHIN liMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

~ POlAR1TY CHOICES 

DWS24-12.5183 

Figure 10-84. Setup Guide: Check for Event 1 or Event 2 

(Sheet 2 of 2). 
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10.2.5.12 take the sa.e Path Regardless ot Which Event Occurred 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

As in paragraph 10.2.5.11, either 10 or 01 may be sampled 

first. Regardless, trace control goes to level 1 and 

stops. See setup guide in Figure 10-85. 
TRACE 4-
U 

HK3 

Press ~ SET twice, OJH. 
ARM 

Press 0 
SHIFT -4 V24 HK1 HK12 

Press 0 ~SET , ITJL, [[]o, U]J, 

(ATA) 
r 

CB seven times. 

Your display should look like either Figure 10-86 or 

10-87. 

Press repeatedly and observe the word in 

location 510. It may be 01 or 10, but tracing always 

stops at level 1. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
5.J.U 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SETUP#_OF_ DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
6 

o N .5 
A P 4 

T U 3 
A T 2 

S 1 
LSB 

I,;:U:~~'O~~;dll (3) DATA FORMAT MIXED USflt SE:ClN. 'o,"."r~~~ECONTROLNOTES 
TRACE.smdependenl 01 the olher commands 

1:::1-.. --------------------------------------------- ;~~:~:~~;:~;::~~::;~~~:NCE 

AEAi============================================ A~AA ___________________________________________ _ 
A~A~ ___________________________________________ _ 
A~~a ___________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAl, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

All tour ma,orcommand. ,neach level can come 
I,ue on any 01 mMcond'Uons 
Q!!'_C~_K!! C~mman6 COndillOn 

Always 
Never 
110ATA=DandSampleCount -Delay 
11 DATA '" OandSample Counl" Delay 
If DATA: Dand SampleCounl = Delay 
II DATA = 0 and Sample Gounl ,> ~ Delay 
It DATA=O aM Sample Counl , =Oelay 
110,0,1,0,=0 and SampleCounl~ .Delay 

[0= S. J. A. O. T which are aSSIgned by ~ommand 
type.) 

QUICK KE,LEVEL --B- DELAY = -D-EC-'H-EX- -Q.65-K --=CCL-=O"'CK=S/"-A p"'A=n=ER""Ns"-
END LEVEL -.E..- COMMENTS 

O·F 

(.7...) STOP_Nl3IoioE..,.V ... E"'R'"--__________________ _ 
S=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... Q..) JUMPTO l _llIF=---D~A.T..l~AL-"'_-..... ,.Ll ____________ _ 
O·F J=D_l ____________________________________________ _ 

(P.) ADVANCE IF DATA '" A 
A=l_D ____________________________________________ _ 

{.J ... ) TRACE -I.AlIL_Wwz.AuYuS-"-_____________ . ___ _ 

T=l_~~--------------------------------------------
LEVEL i DELAY = _____ END LEVEL ~ 

QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0.65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O-F 

C.L.) STOP ALWAYS 
S=X_1 ____________________________________________ _ 

{Zu) JUMPTO Q.. --.lN~E~V_E:E..!"iR~ _____________ _ 
O·F J=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

{ .. Z ... ) ADVANCE _N..,...E..,,\/u;E. ... R""--_________________ _ 
A =JCX __________________________________________ . __ _ 

(.J) TRACE --'A"'L ... W""'-l:A'-'y~S~ ________________ _ 
T=X_~ ___________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ 

QUICK KEY 0- F DEC/HEX 0-65 K -"'CL70C"'K"'s/A""p"'An=E=R"'NSC- END LEVEL OF 

....... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

.) JUMPTO_ 
aF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

{ ....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 

........ ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

QUICK KE~EVEL -a-oF DELAY = -O-EC-'H-EX- -0-65-K --=CCL-=O"'CK""S'CCA p"'A=n=ER""NsO--
END LEVEL 

( ... ) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

.. J JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

..... ) ADVANCE ______________________ _ 

A = ________________________________________________ _ 

... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

EVERYTHINfr 1.5 
TRACE.D WHILE 
LOOKlN.fr. FO.R .E.VE.NT. 
OLO.R .. IO .-:to ....... . 
OCCUR _~GARDl.E55 
.OF.WHICI-{ HAPPf:.NS . 
I 'Sot ,GO. To.~VE.L 1, 

COMMENTS 

TRACE. ONE 
SAMPLE: AND STOP. 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

Figure 10-85. Setup Guide: Take the Same Path Regardless of Which 

Event Occurred (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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K101-D 

ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C 

SECTION 8 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
8F - 88 
B7 - 80 
AF-A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 5.1.8S 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(..L) MODE = EXTERNAL SIN6LEi- PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20·1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = 0 MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 
o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 

o INTERNAL 
• EXT { ____ e ____ eAJ_.J.:.l + {----+----+----l 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 { ____ e ____ e ____ l + { ____ + ____ + ----l 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 { ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o { ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l EXT 

Used only In Latch and Demux 

MODE 

SAMPl.E 
SAMPLE 
QUICK KEY 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

( ____ e ____ e --.--l + { ____ + ____ + ----l 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

EeL 
EeL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

-1.30 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0·9999 

(0) ARM MODE: MANUAL 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP 8 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C: 1).512 R: 0·512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C 8 A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

FORMAT. DESCRIPTION 

Fix .... gc!.1 fann8t .. CF-A,Osequence 

"'nyred •• , !ixedCF-AOOO<lu""e, 

5 DEVICE MNEMONICS 

QUICK KEY 

QUICK KEV 

F;xeddl •• _mI>led~Pcodefofm".onIv~RTE-816 
",ached 

O. 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

, ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

1- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

l NEGATIVE TRUE 

1- - -I NOT useD 

MODe .. DESCRIPTIONS 

All 'Ocltons or. sampled ., IhoInt.rnalctock '"t. 
Sec"onA·Sec"onB-SOCllonC·'nt.,nalclock 

eXTERNAL SINGLE-PHAS<D 

All secIIOCl •• 'e s.mpled.t ,he M.'W .. ,.tnal,.,. 
Soc,""nA· Sec1Iona· SecllonC· Mast .. 

2 EXTERNAL MULTI·PtlASEO 
Each.ectooncanl>o •• mpled01 owneOle,na""eO! 

M."e,."."'.".'" Sec"onA.SectoooB.SEclionC 
& Ma.waUooot>edIfIO!en,e".m.'.'o, •••• ons 

Ma,'e,muS1beeolem&1 Each sec"on can be •• mQled a, ,he 
M~",e,e.'.<n~1 ,a'~_ 'olomal C'OCO 0.,,0(1, 0' IOns, Sewon 
A Sec"ona,and'o,Secl.cnC ·Ma"~'I ... e'nallo,lnle'na' 

4 MIXED MULTI PHASED 

DIRECT 

Ma .. a, mus' be e".,n.' Eachsoct,oncan be.ampled., 
owne"emal'.' •. lheMa" ••• ".,n.'f.'e,lnle,oBloioc" 
p • .,od,ml0ns,SeOMnA,SeCI.on B .• nO,orSecl.on C· 

M&""'e.,e'nailo,'n' .. naIO! IOns 

EachSOChoncanb.s.mpl.d.,lhel",emalc'oek,a,e 
0' Ian. SeeMnA S.CtlOnS ando. SecuonC· 
Inle,n.I clo~~ pe"o~ o. 10M 

INPUT NOTES 

ENTFlYI(EY ~ 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

DIRECT 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

-9.99TO +9,99 VOC 

-9.99 TO +i.99VOC 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A , B 

AUTO STOP IF A " B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO SlOP IF A • B WITHIN LlMllS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

DW524·12.5183 

Figure 10-85. Setup Guide: Take the Same Path Regardless of Which 

Event Occurred (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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;....l ~,-:-. 

Figure 10-86. Sometimes 10 will occur on level O. 

0.=: 1.3~?: 

'r...'- 01,.? 

_ .: L'='-'_',_,·:' " ... " ."-. 
.:. ,. " "-'.:. = '-'"-' 

Figure 10-87. Sometimes 01 will occur on level o. 
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10. 2 • 5. 13 Oleck tor Correct 1'D1D8 Between 'l'IIO Events 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

According to the Probe Test pattern there should be 
exactly four samples, or "ticks" of the master sample 

clock, between words 01 and 10. See setup guide in 
Figure 10-88 to verify this time interval. 

TRACE' * • CONTROL ~ t Hx6 ~ 

Press o , @JSET twice, CB , W', @JSET 
Hxl H.3 4-

twice, 0 0, OJ H, @JSET twice, 

J; ~ ~ Lf::J twice, W J , L:lJ SET, 

0 0 cfJ cD, · 
TTL • 
H.l ~ Hx12 

0 0 , @J SET , WJ, 

Hx6 

W' , 
4-

@JseT , 

4-
@JSET , 

Hx3 

OJH , 
4-

@JSET , 

Hxl 4- . Hx6 

rolo, @JSET twice, W', :r Hx6 4-
@JsETtwice, W', @JSET twice, 

4-
@JSET , 

Press 

Note that in the status field, tracing stopped at level 2 

(2 RDY), indicating the time interval was correct (four 

or more sample clock pulses apart). There is no way to 

vary the actual time between the pulses; to simulate an 
incorrect time interval, change the delay on level 1 to 
four clocks. 

TRACE 

Press U, H.3 

OJH, 
-r 

CB twice, 
mAGE 

4 K , o. 
Now notice that tracing stopped on level 8 because 10 

came true at SAMPLE COUNT = 4 CLOCKS and therefore 
satisfied the JUMP condition of level 1. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PRoBE TE5T SET UP tI5..J.1.. OF DATE 

RADIX: 
MSB 
, 6 

D N 5 
A P 4 

T U 3 

A T 2 
s 1 
LSB 

,;;.u,:;:,:;,;;",, ( . .;;)..) DATA FORMAT I\lXfl'> lJ5E1tSEGN. 
H_H ____________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINAR'I'. (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX. (AI ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 
LEVEL 12, DELAY -___ END LEVEL ~ 

QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX Q.65 K CLOCKSJA PATTERNS ()'F 

( .. ~ .. ) STOP---LNJI.IE....;V!l..lE ... R"'"-________________ _ 
S=X_l ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. b.) JUMPTO ~ --DNE-..:VI[JE....."R~ ____________ _ 
o·F 

J=~_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 9 .. ) ADVANCE IF DA.TA '" A 
A~_i ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... ! ..... ) TRACE --L.."""'L'-"W"-'iA\-->.':'(-'-'.5""---___________ ~. ___ _ 
T=K_X ____________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = ~ ~ C.LOC,tc..5 END LEVEL -E-
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS ().F 

~ .. c2." .. ) STOP --'-N,..E"-V!..JE" ..... ~"""'___ _______________ _ 
S=X_K _________________________________________ ~ __ _ 

(1. ... ) JUMPTO ~ IE [:lb..TA =.J AND SAMPLE COUNT < " DELAY 
o·F J=i_Q ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. ~ ... ) ADVANCE IE DATA = A AND SAMPLE COllNT :> DELAY 
A=i_Q ____________________________________________ _ 

( ... 1 ..... ) TRACE _AL:.lL .... Wl!lU:lAL..l.Y~S<__ ______________ _ 
T=)LX _______________ ..<.~.~---------------------------
LEVEL ~ DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL -L 

QUICK KEY O·F DEGIHEX 0-65 K CLOCKSJA PATTERNS ().F 

( . .1.. .... ) STOP ~AL;""""W"'A~YL..S"'__ ________________ _ 

S=X_l ____________ ---------------------------------
( .. k ... ) JUMPTO 0. -'N...,...E .... Vl.loE ... R""-______________ _ 

O·F J=l_l ____________________________________________ _ 

t .. ? ... ) ADVANCE_"'NE"'"""V"'E: .... R""-________________ _ 
A=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

( . .!.. ... ) TRACE ---"A.l;,-..w.""t\::1.y'-'S-'--________________ _ 

T=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
ForHchtevel-

TRACE la Il\Itependanl 01 lhaotha. commands: 
STOPhaepriOl',lyOlle.JUUP, 
JUMP h .. priority over ADVANCe 

All four major command. ,n each level can come 
IrLMI on eny 01 nine CWndllions: 

~~~! ~~~O~_d!tI~n 

Alweye 
Ne ••• 
ItOATA=OandSampleCounl>Deley 
It DATA" 0 .. nd Sample COunt < Delay 
U DATA = 0 and SImple Cotint .. Dilley 
If DATA .. O.nd Sample Counl > = Delay 
If DATA =0 end Semple Count < .. Delay 
If DATA .. 0 and Sample Count .. 'Dell\)' 

(D=S,J, A. or T. WhIch arB a&8lgned by commiilnd 
type.1 

COMMENTS 

.. TRACE .E.VEf<;.Y.:rHING • 

. WHI.LE ... LOO.Ic;.ING.. . 
. fOR ... 01 .... ADVANCE. 
WHENITJ~L 

.. FOUND ... 

COMMENTS 

· .EVENT 10 .5I,lOULD ... 
OCCU.R..EXACTLY . 
.4 .Cl...(X.J<;.S. AfTER ..... . 
· . E.NTE.NN6 .. u:.VE.L.. .1 .. . 
· AND .. TRACE .. COt-lTROL 
. 11lERE.FOKE .. MJVAtU5 
· TO .. LEVEl....z ... 

COMMENTS 

.. IE. THE TIME .. 
... re TWEEN. Ql .. AND .1.0. 
· .WAS .. CORRECT t·· ....... . 

.. TRACING. ADVANCE5 
.To.HERE.AND .. 

.. STOPS .... 

LEVEL ..a DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-ti5 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O-F 

( .. I ..... ) STOP ALWAys 
S=~_X ________________________________________ ~ ___ _ 

(..2. .. ) JUMP TO ~ -L'N ... E .... VL>=E."'R _____ :---__________ _ 

J =X_)( _____________________________ .,----------------
(.b .. ) ADVANCE----"N""E .... y.I.JOE .... R""-_______________ ~ __ 

A=X-X ______ ~ ______________________________________ _ 
( ... 1.,. .. ) TRACE ---'-A.>=L=.!W~A"_':y'"'_"'S'--_______________ _ 

T~-X ____________________________________________ _ 

IF.THETIME .. 
&ETw.EEN.OI.AND.IO .. 

· .WAS .. INCoRRECT .. 
.. TRACE .. CONTROL .... 
· .JUMPS. TO ... HERE. .. 
.. AND .!:ITOP!>. 

Figure 10-88. Setup Guide: Check Correct Timing Between Two Events 

(Sheet 1 of 2). 
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K101-D 

ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE S.I.q 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

eLl MODE = UTERNAL. SIN(:rLE-PffASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20·1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD =------ ~ ~:~:~:~~~~~~1~~~~ 
o INTERNAL 
• EXT ( ____ e ____ eAJ._:J...) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) EXT 

Used only in Latch and Oemux 

MODE 

SAMPU;: 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e __ . __ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

eeL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

-\·30 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0--

SAMPLE" EeL -1.30 

QUICK KEY 

(¢) ARM MODE: MANUAL.. 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C: 0-512 R: 0-512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

fORMAt' DESCRIPTION 

F,.edoctall,,".Wlt.CF-AOMq\lefle' 

F,xedb""'v'o,,,,,n&CF-ADuquenca 

AAvradl.,h.edCF-A,O,,_nca 

'1I",,"-d O. 
I> DEVICE NOT AVAllA,BLE 

QU1CKKEv 

~ 

NoME-818attacl>ed 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

, AcnVE FALLING EDGE 

1- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

.L NEGATIVETRlJE 

1_ - -I NOT USED 

MODE. DESCRIPTIONS 

All seOtions a,. sampled 3! the Internal clock ,.,. 
Sec"on""··Sect1OnB·Sec,,onC·ln,ernolclock 

EXTERIIIAlSINGlEPHASEO 

Allsect..,"s.,e.ampleda"heM •• ,., """mol ,.te 
Sec\.onA • SectIon 6 - Sec',onC _Maste, 

2 EXTERNAL MULTI PHASED 
hCh oec"on can be umr"ed •• own u,e,nBI ,.'e or 
M .... ' •• ,.'nal'.I. Se<;.,onA,SeCloOnB,Soc"""C 
& Maot.,all can be d,fte'ente>.ernolexor ••• ",ns 

M.s' .. mu .. t>e •• le< .... , Each..,c.,onc.nbesampled.,lho 
Ma ... , •• ,.,n",., •. lnlem"Clool,pe"Od,o,'Ons.Soc"on 
A,Sect",n6,ond l orSec,oonC-M.st.rle .. e,nol1orIMe!nal 

4 MIXEDMUlTtPliASED 

DIRECT 

Mu'e, mY •• be .'1.",.1 heh seCilon con be .am~t!'d .' 
Own."Omal,.,e.,heMa".'."Blnal,.,e.ln\ernalclock 
~e"od 0' IOns Secuon A, 50<1'00 6 .• r>dIOf Se<:"on C -

~'Ch.eCloOnc.nbe •• mpled 81 IhO In'ern.1 clock ,a,. 
pr10M Sec"onA.Sec"onB.ando,SeclIOnC-

INPUT NOTES 

~ MODE CHOICES 

GLITCH 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

DIRECT 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

VALUE ----

-U8TO +9.aeVOC 

-8,nTO +9.nVOC 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A ,,8 

AUTOSTOPIFA • B 

AUTO STOP IF A " 8 WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP Ie A s SWITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

POSITIVE 

DWS24·12.5183 

Figure 10-88. Setup Guide: Check Correct Timing Between Two Events 

(Sheet 2 of 2). 
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10.2.5.14 Continuously Monitor tor Correct Operation 

a. Word 02 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

To repeatedly check that word 02 occurs immediately after 

word 01, see setup guide in Figure 10-89. 

Press 
Hx6 4-

eD I , CYJ SET twice, 

4- 4- Hxl 

CYJ SET twice, CYJSET, 0 G , 

4-
CYJ SET, 

Hx3 

CDH twice, 

Hxl 4- Hxl 

0 G , CYJ SET, 0 G , 

4- DON'T CARE 

CYJ SET , c:J SPACE twice. 

Press 

Hx3 

CDH, 
r 

W 
0 G , 

Watch the trace level status field; it should alternate 

between 0 BUSY and 1 BUSY (the changing of the 0 and 1 

may be difficult to detect). If and when an error 

occurs, it will go to 2 RDY. When it does, 

SHIFT -4 V24 Hxl Hxl 

Press 0 , @]SET , (}]L, 0 G , 0 G , 

DATA 

0 
See Figure 10-90 for an example. In Figure 10-90 the word 

02 should have occurred after word 01. Since it did not, 

tracing was halted. (The exact erroneous word will vary 

for each machine and recording, as well as the amount of 

elapsed time before an error occurs.) 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
5. u;:>(lj 

TARGET SYSTEM Pf\OBE TEST SETUP#_·_OF_ DATE ORIGINATOR 

("~u;:;:(:~.; .. (. (3) DATA FORMAT MIXED USER SEQN. ,.,"."T.~~~E CONTROL NOTES 

RADIX: Ii_M______________________ _______________________ ~J~~h~'~~~~,!{~::; !~S=:::' commands 

MSB 
I 6 

o N 5 
A P 

T U 

A T 2 
s 1 
LSB tiii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

RADIX CHOICES. (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

All lour ma.,or commanos In each I~"el can come 
I'u~ on aoy 01 nine conditIons 
Owe/< Key CommandCond,l,on 

ID = S J A Or T. whlc~ are aSSlgned!>y command 
tvpel 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = ____ . _ END LEVEL __ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOGKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

(?) STOP---"'N""E...,VuE""R""-_________________ _ 

S=X_~ ____________________________________________ _ 
(7:.) JUMPTO ~ ....IN-"'E""-..1V .... EnR~ ______________ _ 

O·F 
J=X_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

(9.) ADVANCE IF PATA "A 
A=D_L ____________________________________________ _ 

(9) TRACE IF DATA = T 
T=Q_l ____________________________________________ _ 

WAIT. FOR 0 I -
TRACE .IT .. 
AND. ~VANC.E. 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATIEANS O·F 

('?".) STOP ---1..:N~E...JYu.E~R"'__ ________________ _ 
S=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(0) JUMP TO -.0... _1u..F---,<Da:A"-lIu:A"\.--: ..... J'---__________ _ 
0' 

J=X~X ____________________________________________ _ 
(Q) ADVANCE IF DATA = A 

A =X-X------------------------------------------.---
(1..) TRACE ---L::AL::>Io.>W.""'An.Y-'-'S""--_______ --'--_______ _ 

T=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

EVENT 02, SHOUI-D 
Oc.cuRIMMED\ATE-l.Y 
UfbN .. .E:NTERIN.6 
w::.VEI.,. J. I FSO I 
JlJMP .BACI". .. .IF 
1'>l.OT •. ADVANCE., 
TRACE. -rHE .. cVEN.T 
THAT .. DOES .. OCCLR.. 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0..t35 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O-F 

( .... 1) STOP -.-1A""L'--Ww.c.AuY_S"--________________ _ 
S=~_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(oZ..) JUMP TO -8- ---l.N.3JEV~ .... E""R"---_____________ _ 

J=~-~---------------------------------------------
(.2..) ADVANCE--....IN-'lJE""-'lV .... E,..,R _____________________ _ 

A=~-X---------------------------------------_-----
( ... 1 .. ) TRACE -'=A .... L ..... Wou-A:u'X .... S-L-. _______________ _ 

T=~-A---------------------------------------------
LEVEL END LEVEL __ 

0·' DELA Y = -O-'C-'H-'X- -065-K -~CL~OC=KS='A~PA=n='R~N~S-QUICK KEY O·F 

( .. ) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
C) JUMPTO_ 

0' J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(.j ADVANCE ____________________ _ 

A = ________________________________ . ________________ _ 
.. ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

TRACE. CONTROl... 
COt-"'.es HERe. AND 
5TOPS. ONLY IF 
02... DU;" I'!OT 
OCCUR RI6HT 
AfTEK 01. 

COMMENTS 

Figure 10-89. Setup Guide:Continuously Monitor for Correct 

Operation (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF- C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF- A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidence 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 5././0 (I) 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(L) MODE = E)(T~~NAL 'S./1'lC:TLE- 'f'AA~D 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = ____ _ o MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 
o INTERNAL 
• EXT ( ____ e ____ eAJ._..t:) + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 { ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 

10 NANOSECONDS 0 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 { ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o { ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ___ -> EXT 

Used only in Latch and Oemux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

{ ____ e ____ e _____ l + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INPUT MODE 

MODE THRESHOLD 
VALUE TYPE 

EeL 
EeL 1.30 

QUICK KEY 

(0) 

INPUT 

GROUPC 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

ARM MODE: _..:.M ..... AOL:N .... U ..... A.""L.=-__ 
LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C:()'512 R:().512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

±±±±±±±±--------

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0·9999 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

o .. , 
Fixed .... lor...-l. CF-AO--"". 

Fi>ced OCt. lor ..... CF-AO Mq_. 

2 BINARY 
FI.edbi<>.ryl&.n.t.CF-AO ......... 

Any redjll.li .... CF-AO __ 

5 OEVICE MNEMONICS 
Fixltddl ... HlflblMl"pcodefot'mll.on!yIfRTE·818 ......... 

OR 
15 DEVICE HOT AVNLAEIlE 

NoRTE·B18m..:hecI 

~ 

~ 

CLOCKING NOTEs 

SAMPLE 
CLOCkCHOICU 

t ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

, ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

1- - -I NOT useo 

EMAlLE 
CLOCItCItOlCES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

~ NEGATIVE TRUE 

(- - -) NOT USED 

MODE'DESCfIIPTlONI 

AR ••• ;t,on.", ••• mpled.IIMlnl.,nlldock'.1 
Sec.ion" - Se<:,,.,n8· Se<:lionC. IntltnllcJQck 

1 eXTERNAL SINGLE·PHASED 

"" •• c,ions.tr ••• mJ)led", .... M .. ' .... te'nal '.,. 
Section" -S&ctoona-SocloonC. MMM< 

2 EXTERNAL MULTI-PHASED 
Each ~ecllon e ... be •• mpled., own •• te,n" '"II Of 

M.s'" •• wntl '''e, S"""ion A. Sacl~ B. Seclion C 
oIiM •• t ... aHc ... bed,flOIfll<lt .. '.'n .... pr •• siona. 

Ma., ... mU.,be." .. naI,ElCh.""'''onc .... be .. mplod .. 1tIe 

Ma.,e< ..... "'naI'al*, 1",ernolcloc~perO>d.Of 'Ono, Sec, .... 
A.SectionB."""'or!k<;tH)nC·MII.,erl .... fn .. \OIlnl ...... 

.. MIXED MUllf·PHASED 

DIAECT 

M •• '.'muOlbe .. ,.rnal,Each ... c'lOnC.nbe ..... pied .. 
owna".'nal,.'e.theM.OIa,U'.mel,., •. ln .. ,netcl<><:. 
p."o<L "r 10nl, S.c"onA. StoCllonB.and/ot$echonC, 
MoI, ... I .. ,.rnBIIOf In'''MIOIlO", 

Each seclron CO""".omP\o<I a' ,h.lnt ..... ",_ •• ,. 
0' 10no_ SeCh"nA. Sec"on B. ar>dor $ec,oonC, 

INPUT NOTES 

ENTAY KEY MODE CHDtCEI 

DIAECT 

~ 

DIAECT 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

TYPE VAlUE 

-UOVoc 

_I..TO +UIVOC 

-uno +t .• voc 

ARM COMMANO CttOtCEI 

AUTOSTOPIFA = B 

AUTO STOP IF A • B 

AUTO STOP IF A = B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF It • B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

~ POLAAITY CHOICES 

NEGATIVE 

DWS24-12.5183 

Figure 10-89. Setup Guide:Continuously Monitor for Correct 

Operation (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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~ -:....:, . 

50:::: 01 
504 02 
505 0i 
506 02 
507 01 
50;::; 02 
50';:' 01 
510C21 
:::1.1. 02 
F-2 04 

C=510 -:',-

- '-':~' ._,,-,:..,.. ,-, ,. "\" ...... .-: ,-. :=: 
'-' : ~ ...... - :.- '-' '-' '-' 

" =+ 

Figure 10-90. Tracing Halted. 
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b. Word 80 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

To repeatedly check that word 80 occurs within the proper 

time interval (seven clocks) from the occurrence of 01, 

see setup guide in Figure 10-91. 

Press 

TRACE 

U, V6 + 
twice, W N, (YJ SET 

V6 + WN, (YJ SET , 
mAGE 

8 0 , twice, 
TTL 

Press 

Watch the trace level status field. Again, it should 

toggle between 0 BUSY and 1 BUSY. If and when an error 

occurs, it will go to 2 RDY. 

Press to see the cause of the error, as in 

Figure 10-92. Because an extra sample (40) occurred 

between 01 and 80, the time interval between them was in 

error and tracing stopped. 
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Kt01·D SET UP GUIDE 
5.1. J() (2) 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SETUP#_OF_ DATE 

RADIX: I:I_I:L ___________________________________________ _ 

MSB 
I 6 

o N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 

A T 2 
S 1 
LSB 

AEA~===============================:============ 
t~t~============================================ A~A~ ___________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES. (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

LEVEL Q DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DECIHEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

(.z.) STOP---'N-"'~ .... V.1JE""_RD..._ ________________ _ 

S=~_~ ____________________________________________ _ 
(~) JUMP TO ~ _Nt="E....,Vu.E..rR"---_____________ _ 

0·' J=X_i ____________________________________________ _ 
(9) ADVANCE \E DATA " A 

A=D_l ____________________________________________ _ 

(9) TRACE I E DATA: T 
T=Q_l ____________________________________________ _ 

WAIT FOR 01, 
TRACE-IT 
AND .. ADVANCE. 
WHEN IT OCCUR5. 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = J2E.L ~ ClaCKS END LEVEL -E.- COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY 0·' DECIHEX 0·65 K CLaCKSIA PATIERNS Q., EVENT 80 .. SH.OULD 
(l) STOP NEVFR OCC.URE:AACT·L.Y7 

S =LL_____________ _______________________________ CLO.C KSAFTE~EVENT 

(7) JUMPTO -.0-. IF DATA ,. d AND SAMPLE COIINT< =DELAY 01. .. .\F..50,,jUMP. 
J =8_0 ___ ~~________________________________________ ~~Ndr .~~CE 

(~) ADVANCE IE DATA'" A AND SAMP! E Ca'NT > DEI b\i E'IERY"THINe- THAT 
HAPPE:NS BE: T\NE.EN A=LL____________________________________________ 01 ANt> 80 

(L) TRACE ALWAYS . .. .. . 
T=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

QUiCK KEY DECIH EX 0-65 K ----;C~La~C::;;KS-::-,A-;;:PA""TI~ER::;NS:-- END LEVEL +, COMMENTS LEVEL ~ DELAY = ____ _ 

(I) STOP ALWAYS 
S=~_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(b..) JUMP TO -'l _N'-300E~y~E'_"&"___ _____________ _ 
0' J=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(,4) ADVANCE ---'-N-'!EY ........ Cl.E ... & __ -_---------------
A=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(L) TRACE ~A=L;"-'W"'_'_'A'_'Y~S""_ _______________ _ 
T=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

IF THIS L.bV~ L. 
ISRE:ACliED • A 
TIMING· ERROR 
CX:CURED. 

STOP. 

LEVEL _ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL _._ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0·65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

(.) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
C) JUMPTO_ 

0·' J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(.) ADVANCE ____________________ ~_ 

A~ ______________________________________________ _ 

.) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-91. Setup Guide: Repeatedly Check Word 80 (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTIONB 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTIONB 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF-CS 
C7-CO 
BF- B8 
B7- eo 
AF-A8 
A.,..-AO 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 5.I.IO(Z.) 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

( ... L.) MODE = E)l.TERNAI.. S'NE7LE- 'PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD _ 0 MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 
o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 

o INTERNAL 
• EXT ( ____ e ____ eAJ._'*-> + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

SAME AS MASTER EXT 0 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ___ -> 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ----I 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER o ( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ___ -> EXT 

Uaod only In Lalch and Demox 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ___ -> 

( ____ e ____ e ___ -> + ( ____ + ____ + ___ -> 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INPUT MODE 

MODE 
TYPE 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

SAMPLE Eel.. -1.'30 
Ec.1.. /.30 

QUICK KEY 

~.Q .. > ARM MODE: MANUAl. 

INPUT 

GROUPC 
GROUPB 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C: C)./j12 R:1J.512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 8 5 4 3 2 1 0 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT =_ 
().9999 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

FOIUlAT'DaClUPTION 

o "'" Fl ............ m.t.Cf'-AO.....-. 

1 OCTAL 
FlxItdOC1 .. '-':.CF-AO....-. 

2 BINARY 
Findbir..,ylonNrlaCF-Ao_. 

3 MlXEDUSERSEQN ""' ..... ....,........-. 

5 DEVICEMNEMQMlCS 
FII"'dlu~"c ... fanMt.~IfRTE."a 
MlMhecI. 

OR 
5 DEV1CE NQT AVAlLA8t.E 

NoRTE·.,llacI ........ 

CLOCKING NOTES 

....... 
~ CLOCK CHOICES 

t ACTIVE RISING EDOE 

, ACTIVE FALLING EDGe 

(- - -) NDrUSED 

lNAILIE 

~ CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

' NEGATIVE TAUE 

(- - -) NOT USED 

MODE a DlICllPTJDro 

".oecuon ........ pIo" III thtl 1n1 ..... 1 clock "'1. 
SeeltOtlA,·SecI ..... B.SectlonC·lnt"n.lckdc 
~., 

1 EXTEANAlSlNGLE·PIoIASED 
...... clO ...... e ......... .,atlheMH1 •• .,,\iI ..... ,at. 
SecltclnA·s.c" .... a·s.c:,lOnC .M .. Ie. 

I.~"~II. 

Each nction canbo oampled a, own e'l"n,1 ""or 
MII."r •• Ullnll'.II. Se<:lion .... SecuonB. S.cllonC 
a Mall., 'nc.nbldlll ..... I.OI .. n.l .. preUkl ... 

3 MllCEOSlNGU·PHASED 
M." .. muslbe •• mn.t.E""'IeCIIDncenbl..npled",he 
M .. ' .... "mllrlht.tntemlllclockptl'iod .... lan. Sec:I,on 
A.SecllonB . ....:eIOl'SecllonC-Mas!erI •• Mlnllllorlm ...... 
cbck ptI,lod or 10111. 

~ MllCEOMULTI·!'HASED 

DIIIICT 

M •• 'lImUl,,,,, .. ,.rnol.hehMr:loone.nbellmpltrd,,, 
.... n •• ' .... I'1."' ....... Maltet •• hII'n.I."' •. ln' .. nalclock 
p .. iod.orl0n •. SeclionA.SeclionB ....... 0I's.cllonC· 

""" ..... "" .. al101'lnll'Mlo, IOns 

Each Me"on can ... umpled IIIlh .... ' ...... I_ rille 
01' lOnI. Sec:loon A. Seclion B. and 01' Sec~Dn C • 
In'8fn.lclockpe"odorl(ln.a. 

INPUT NOTES 

~ ~ 
SAMPLE 

GUTCH 

LATCH 

OEMUX 

OtRECT 
ENTRY kEY 

"' lCI. 

DIRECT 

SAMPlE 

GLITCH 

""OH 
OEMUX 

THRESMOLD CHOICES 

~ VALUII! 

"' -UDVOC 

VARA -UITO .".VOC 

VA'" -uno .... voc 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTOSTOPIFA = 8 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ 8 

AUTO STOP IF A = B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A .. B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

~ POLARITY CHOICU 

POSITIVE 

NEGATIVE 

DWS24·12.5183 

Figure 10-91. Setup Guide: Repeatedly Check Word 80 (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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j .... H .. ..j 

504 02 
505 04 

5217 121 
521:::: 221 
50'7' 40 
510C40 

F-2 00 
F-l 00 

- ..... - -::-.,=. 
'_"_'i.... :_, : ':'.i..' - '-- :_, ' .... " "_, 

C=512i R=514 ~K-~,= 4( 

measurement confidence 

~: = 
1. ,: :- . .:., ""7 = "_, 1. 

Figure 10-92. Time Interval Error, Tracing Stopped. 
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10.2.6 ADVANCED TRACE CONTROL 

Combining and varying the basic building blocks let you create more 

complex and powerful trace control programs. The following examples 

will illustrate some of the more advanced trace control capabilities. 

10.2.6.'1 Continuously Check Execution Path and Timing 

SET UP: To check that certain words occur in their expected 

sequence as well as within their expected time interval, 

see setup guide in Figure 10-93. 
TRACE 

Press 0, 
4-CYJ SET 

-t-
CYJ SET, 

Hx6 

WI, 

0 L 

-t
CYJ SE; 

twice, 

-t-
CYJ SET, 

twice, 

PAGet 

(]Jo 
-t- TTL 

CYJ SET, 

HxJ i
CE) twice, CD H 

Hx6 4-
WI, CYJ SET, 

Hx6 -t-
WI , CYJ SET, 

4-
CYJ SET, 

-t-
CYJ SET, 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE TEST SETUP#54..l0F_ DATE 

DATA FORMAT MIXED USER SEaN. "".,,~~!~E CONTROL NOTES 

RADIX: ~~--------------------------------------------
MSB 
I 6 ------------------------------------------------

o N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB ~l!============================================ _~A3 ___________________________________________ _ 

~Aa ___________________________________________ _ 
RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY. (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (Al ASCII, or (El EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

TRACE IS mdependent of Ihe aiM, commands 
STOP hasp"o"ty O.e' JUMP 
JUMP has p',only OW" ADVANCE 

All lour mal'" commands '" eaCh level Can come 
trueonanyoln,neccmdlllMs 
Qu,c~ Key Command CoM,lmn 

Always 

LEVEL ------'l DELAY = ___ __ END LEVEL ---£- COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0·65 K ClOCKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

(2) STOP _---'N--"-E'---LV ..... Eo.-"R'-----__________________ _ 
S=~_~ ___________________________________________ _ 

(:4.) JUMP TO _ --uN~E_"V.J.E...,g"'--_____________ _ 
OF J=)LX ____________________________________________ _ 

(uQ) ADVANCE IE DATA" A 
A=J)_J_~ __________________________________________ _ 

(0) TRACE IF DATA" T 
T=~_j ___________________________________________ _ 

BEGIN AT KNOWN 
. 5TAKTIN6f'D!NT. 

LEVEL _, DELAY =~-.lL c.LaC KS END LEVEL -------E- COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O-F 

,Z) STOP ------1N...ll..E'---'V"'E'-'-R."'---_________________ _ 
S=~_~ ___________________________________________ _ 

(.,?,) JUMPTO ~ ----'-NE."""-'YLJER~ ______________ _ 
O·F 

J=~_~ ___________________________________________ _ 

(2) ADVANCE IF DATA'" A AND SAMPLE C.OUNT = DELAY 
A=J)_2-- ___________________________________________ _ 

(uu2) TRACE IE DATA'" T AND SAMPI E COl/NT:::' DELA'{ 
T=J)_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

02. . SHOULD OCCUR 
I CYCLE. AND 

. WORD LATER. 

LEV E L ---Z- D ELA Y = ----t::1eC- ..2.1.- C,LOCK5 END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

( __ .. Z . .) STOP _--'--'N ... E~VIUE'__"'R~ _________________ _ 
S=JLX ____________________________________________ _ 

(.2..) JUMPTO --e- ---I--'N""E_V-"-'-E...,B"'"-______________ _ 

J=)(-X---------------------------------------------
(.:2.) ADVANCE IF DATA -= A AND $AMP! E Cf)IINT " OF' Ay 

A=O_~----------~----------------------------------
(!1) TRACE IF DATA:: T AND SAMPLE CO,I/>.IT = DELAY 

T=O_~---------------------------------------------
LEVEL -----3. DELAY = ---PE.-C.-- --,--L n OCt< S END LEVEL -----E--

QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O-F 

( __ 2.) STOP _-'-'N""E.;...V~F""&~ __________________ _ 

S=~~---------------------------------------------
(2) JUMP TO ---9- -N~c..__>l'>t'-'-E...,R'-r----------______ _ 

J=~~--------------------------------------------
( . ..5-) ADVANCE IF DATA:::. A I\ND SAMPLE COIINT" DEI Av 

A =---0--8----------------------------------------------
(.5,) TRACE IF DATA. - .fl, ANt> SAMe E Cal INT -= DEI AY 

T=1L-8-___________________________________________ _ 

04 SI-IOULD.OC.c.UR 
.. Z C'<CLE.S 

AND \ WORD 
. LATER. 

COMMENTS 

OS I';:,. NEXT 
IMMEDIATE WORD. 

Figure 10-93. Setup Guide: Continuously Check Execution Path and 

Timing (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
(C~ 

TARGET SYSTEM PJ?QBE TesT SETUP#5.2JOF_ DATE ORIGINATOR 

,::.u:~:,o~:o~ .. " (3) DATA FORMAT MiXED U5ER SEQN. ,,,,","~~~~CONTROLNOTES 

RADIX: 
TRACE IS ,ndependenl 01 the other commands H_y ___________________________________________ ..... _ ~~~:~:~~;:~;::~~::~~~~=NCE 

MSB 

o N 

P 4 
u 3 

A T 2 
S 1 
LSB 

AfAi============================================ A~AA ___________________________________________ _ 

t~tj============================================ RADIX CHOICES. (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL. (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

All four major commands In each level can come 
trueOnanyofmnecQndlllons 
QUiCk Key CommandCond,toon 

Always 
Never 
IIDATA=-Oaf1dSampleCounl > Delay 
If DATA", Dand Sample Cou~1 <Delay 
If DATA "Oand Sample Counl ",Delay 
11 DATA ",Oand Sample Counl > = Delay 
II DATA .. Dand SltmpleCounl< ",Delay 
If OATA"'Da~d Sample Count < -Delay 

10 .. S J A orT wtllchareasslgned by command 
lype) 

LEVEL ~ DELAY =~.....L CLOCKS END LEVEL -E- COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ().65 K CLOCKSJA PATIERNS O·F 

( .. ~.u) STOP NEVE.R. 80TH JlJMPANI> AD.,. 
S =LL____________________________________________ VANCE. AAE TRUE 

(~.) JUMPTO J2 IF WA = • J ANt> SAMPI E C<UJT-DEI A.'( 5lMULTANEOUSLY L. 
OF BUT ,JUMP ·HA·f'PE,N:,· 

J =LO_____________________________________________\ '5.t I 501 T 
(2) ADVANCE IF DATA = J AND SAMPLE COllNT = DELAY CONTINUOUSLY 

A=LL____________________________________________~:50BfT~~~. 
(Pu.) TRACE IE DATA " T I , r I 

T=1_0 ____________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL ~ DELAY =~.5l.2 CLOCKS END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DECIHEX 0.<35 K CLOCKS/A PATIERNS O·F 

(~) STOP IF DATA = 5 AND SAMPI E COUNT > DELA.Y 
S=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(~.) JUMP TO ~ ---1N""'E ... V-Y.J,.;E..."R"--____________ _ 
J=LX ___ ~~ _______________________________________ _ 

(~) ADVANCE ---LN""'E'---'-V-'-E..,R _____ ----------------
A =X_X __________________________________________ . __ _ 

(L) TRACE -'-'A""-LW=.cA:u.y~5"__ ______________ _ 
T=~_X ____________________________________________ _ 

Tl-tISLEVEL 
5HQUU> NE\JER 
13£::.. ·REACHE.D. 

LEVEL _ DELAY =_____ END LEVEL __ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ()'65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

... u.) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
( ........ ) JUMPTO_ 

OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 
....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
.u) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 
LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ 

QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0·65 K ---'C:::-LO""CC::OKSC:-'A-":PA"'rr"'ER;:;:NS'-- END LEVEL -O-.F- COMMENTS 

uu.) STOP _______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
(..) JUMPTO 

OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 
(. u •• ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = ________________________________ .. _________ u. ____ _ 

.. ) TRACE ______________ ~-------

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 10-93. Setup Guide: Continuously Check Execution Path and 

Timing (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

4- Hx3 Hxl 4- (!) 4-
@JSE~ OJH, [TIG , @JSET , 5 L , @JSET 

Hxl 4- H.3 H,l 

twice, [TI0 , @JSET , OJH, [TIG . 
ARM 

Press 0 
Watch the trace level status field continuously sequence 

through LEVEL = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 BUSY as the conditions on 

each level are satisfied and the commands executed. 

Note 

If an error occurs in the generation or 

clocking of the Probe Test pattern, the 

trace program will get hung up (as 

indicated by a steady LEVEL = n BUSY) 

because the expected word on that level 

did not happen when it should have. 

The recording will most likely stop on level 2 since more 

time is spent in that level than the others. 

Press 0, 4-
~SET , 

u. 
Your display should look like Figure 10-94. The trace 

program repeatedly captures only one word on each of five 

levels until manually stopped. 
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CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS 

500C~1 
501 02 
502 04 

504 10 
505 01 
506 02 
507 04 

509 10 
510 01 
511 02 
1==-2 00 

C=500 p=514 (P-C) =+ 14 ( CL=0 LE'· ... EL=2 PD'r' 

Figure 10-94. Capture One Word on Each Level until Stopped. 
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r 
Press W slowly and 

notice that 01 is captured by level 0; one cycle (ten 

sample clocks) and one sample later 02 is captured by 

level 1; two cycles and one sample later 04 is captured 

by level 2; one sample later 08 is captured by level 3; 

one sample later 10 is captured by level 4; then the 

whole process repeats. Figure 10-95 shows the exact 

words that were traced by this program out of all the 

words that were sampled. Note that of all the samples 

being evaluated by trace control, only certain samples 

will be transferred into memory. 

10.2.6.2 Trace Independently o~ the Execution Path 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Change the trace control setup on level 2. 
TRACE 4-Hx6 

Press LJ WI, ~ SET five times, 

4-
~SET, 

Hx1 rna . PAGd rn o , 
TTL 

Press o 
Press 

4 
@JSET , 

[DAGE 

4 K , 

Your display will look similar to Figure 10-96. Taking 

the same execution path as before, different samples are 

selected to be recorded. 
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024 0 248 00 072 0~ 096 40 120 
o ~~ ~~~ 20 049 00 073 ~~ 097 80 I~I 02 
2 - 04 028 40 050 01 074 10 098 00 04 

~ - ~~ ~~~ _t ~~, 80 081 02 105 20 - 00 
o ~ _. ~~~:0 ~CR 00 ~Q7 04 06 40 :30~, 

Figure 10-95. Transfer Certain Samples into Memory. 

,_, i .:. L' - '- .:: ::: :::" "-" = 
" --

".=.::= "-""':-

500 "-'"--

505 .=. ~ 

.- i 0 

Figure 10-96. Changing Sample Selection. 
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-r 
Press ~ until CL = 2. 

Level 2 still checks for and a'dvances on the second 
occurrence of 04, but it now traces the two oQcurrences 

of 80 that happen while waiting for ADVANCE to come true 
(see Figure 10-97). While waiting for the level 2 

ADVANCE condition to come true, two occurrences of 80 are 
traced. The TRACE command and its T word recognizer do 

not have to be the same as any of the other commands and 
their word recognizers. The words you choose to record 
don't have to be the same as the words that define the 
execution path to be followed. 

1 O. 2 .• 6 • 3 EIld Level Breakpoint 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

Change the trace control program end level to 3. 
TRACE -4 CONTROL Hx12 

Press q @)SET WJ . , , 
CHOICE 

Press CB ' then 8 repeatedly to verify that 

the end level you set applies to all 16 levels. 

Press 

Press 

O. 
(ATA) 

, and use 

-r 
~ to move the Control Cursor 

to location 511 (Figure 10-98). Note that though the 

last sample traced occurred in level 3, end level 3 
forces an advance to level 4 and stops the recording 
there. 

Note that the last word was-- traced by level 3 (CL = 3) 
and the recording stopped on level 4 (LEVEL = 4 RDY), 
although none of the level 4 commands were performed. 
Setting end level to n (where n is a level used in the 
current program) causes trace control to advance to level 
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4 ':;:' :~; ;::: 0 
494C:::::0 
495 10;::; 

",' "_' 02 

500 ;:::0 
501 0.;::; 
5102 10 

5104 02 

507 0;::; 
50;::; 10 
50':;:' 01 
510 02 
5 i 1 ;:::0 
ro, .-, 
r-.;:;, !;;J4 

F'- i ~;:j 

~=;Ar-1F: 10 

- '_'f..,-

i '=4':;:'4 f;~=5 14 < P-C) =+ Lit'!::. 

Figure 10-97. Record While Waiting. 

4ft:: 00. 
...:;.- 00 
- '_' 00 
499 00 
5010 00 
501 00 
502 00 

·505 0.0 

507 01 
50:::; 02 
509 ;:::0 
5112. ::::0 

P-2 10 
F-l 20 
SAi"iF.~40 

C>=511 P=5i4 (~:-C)=+ J( 

Figure 10-98. End Level 3 Forces. 

measurement confidence 

1. / ~ ~,:. 

CL=2 LEVEL=2 RDY 

~L=3 LEVEL=4 ~Uy 
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n + 1, regardless of the commands on level n, and stop on 
level n + 1 without performing any of the commands on n + 

1. In this way, end level can be used as a breakpoint to 

check out segments of your trace control program. 

10.2.6.4 Segaents, Patterns, and Total Trace Tille 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

See setup guide in 

Press 

DEMUX 

Wv, 
HEX 

cQJG, 
Hx12 

QJJ, 

Press 0 

Figure 10-99. 

i
CE) twice, 

i-
~, 

CE) twice, 

Notice that the trace level status word remains at 1 BUSY 

for a moment before going to 3 RDY. 

SHIFT -+ V24 Hxl V24 

Press 0, ~SET, . CIJ L , [QJG, CIJL, 
Hx3 ~ 

CD", CE) six times. 

Your display should look like Figure 10-100. 
TIMING 

Press 0 and note the total trace time of 2 micro-

seconds. This is because trace control was only enabled 

to record one word on levels 0, 1, and 2. Change trace 
control to trace every occurrence of the level 2 A 

pattern. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM PROBE. TEST SETUPllmOF DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
6 

o N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

M_H-___________________________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

TRACE CCNTROL NOTES 
Foreachleval- -- - -.-

TRACE is ondependent of the other commands 
STOP has priority over JUMP, 
JUMP hiU pri'mly over ADVANCE 

Atllou. maio. commands In each level can come 
trueon;myoinonecondilions 
Qu'c~ I(e~ Command Cond,tlon 

Always 

If OATA = 0 and Sample Counl '" Delay 
If DATA = 0 and SampJe Count" Delay 
It DATA = 0 and Sample Count" Delay 
If DATA = 0 and Sam,:>ltI Count" = Delay 
It DATA = 0 and Sample Counl" = Delay 
II DATA = 0 and Sample Count <: :> Delay 

ID = S. J, A. Or T. which .r. aSSIgned by command 
type.) 

LEVEL·~ DELAY = END LEVEL --E- COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

( .... ~ .. ) 

( ... 1...) 

( ... 9..) 

( .. 9..) 

STOP NEVER 
S=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

JUMP TO --'L --'N,.,.,.,Ewo\/'-"E. ... R""--_____________ _ 
O·F 

J=~_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

ADVANCE If DA"TA'" A 
A =0_1 ____________________________________________ _ 

TRACE I F DATA = T 

T ={2""1----~--.-~------_,---------~-------------------
.- LEVEL·..L DELAY = [)~t: ~ A PA' 'TE:R~5-END LEVEL ---E-

QUICK KEY O-F DECIHEX 0-65 K ClOCKSlA PATIERNS O-F 

( .. 1., ... ) STOP ...JNL3.IooEc.IV .... E!.L~"'---_______ ~ ________ _ 
S=X_X ____________________________________________ _ 

(.~ ... ) JUMPTO ...Q.... ---'.:N,..,E"-'V!LJE'-'R~ _____________ _ 
J =X_}{ ___ ~·~ _______________________________________ _ 

, .. ~ ... ) ADVANCE IF DATA ""A AND 5A.MPLE: COUNT = DELAY 

A:Q~---------------------------------------------
t.~, .. ) TRACE IF DATA = T A.ND SAMPLE C.OUNT = DELAY 

T =O_~ ____________________ .-------------------------
LEVEL ~ DELAY·", ~l2L CLOCKS· ··"END LEVEL ...L-

QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATIERNS O-F 

(.,~.) STOP ---'-N""E __ V.1..looE""R"---_______________ _ 
s=~_l ____________________________________________ _ 

, .. + .. ) JUMP TO () --'-N,..E"'-V1.JE......".R~ ____________ _ 
J =K_l ___ ~·~ _______________________________________ _ 

, .. ~ .. ) ADVANCE IF DATA. = A. AND SAMPLE COUNT = OE.LAY 

. A=O_~ ________________________ ---------------------
, .. ~.,,) TRACE ---'-N:DE"'-V.!.JE.R~ ________________ _ 

T=O'_~ ____ ----------_-------_--_-------------~-----
LEVEL ~ DELAY = DE'C: .- CLOOCKS' END LEVEL ~ 

QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX Q-65 K ClOCKSiA PATIERNS O·F 

, .. .L .. ) STOP AL.WAYS 
S~_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

t.~ .. ) JUMPTO....Q... --'-N.,.,E"-V'--'E.""R""--____________ _ 
J =}{_X ___ ~·~ _______________________________________ _ 

( .. 2 .. ) ADVANCE \F DATA = A AND SAMPLE COUNT -:: DEL.AY 
A=Q_~ ____________________________________________ _ 

( .. 2 .. ) TRACE I F DATA "T AN D SA M PLE ComJT = DELI\Y 
T=O_B _________________________ ~-----------------~-

· WAIT FOR 0.1, 
TRACE. IT AND 

.. ADVANCE. .. WHEN 

.. IT .. Q.CC.URS, . 

COMMENTS 

· WAIT FOR THE. 
.. 65QQOTH. 
OCcuAANCEOF 
EVENT 02. 

.. TRACE .. ONLY. 
THA TLA.5T . . .... . .. 

.OCC.URANCE:ANO . 

. THEN. ADVA~CE' .. 

COMMENTS 

DON'" TRACE. 
ANYTHIN G- W t{1 Le:. . 
C.HECKING-. FOR 
E'JENT04-WH.ICH .. 
!lHQUI.D .. OCc.uR. .. 
. E.V.C'TLy ... IOICLOCICS 
.Af1:ERLEAV1NC!1 ... 
~ELASTLEVEL. 

COMMENTS 
CHECK"rHAT£Vt!NT oeocc.UR~· 
.IMM.PII!.Te:L.~ ... \Jl'ON. ItNTEIlIN<iI" 
'Till!. .L£VltL., .. IF .. ITI)OI!:~. ~E 
.IT •.. ~~PREC~DI""&,.TI-IE·· 
· AClVANCe:. .. c.otoIH~\) .. 
~HOULI> "lOT ,1: EXECUNP 
WHENITCOM£STltUE' 
t.SS"rOP TA.lC.e: s 
PRIORITY •.. 

Figure 10-99. Setup Guide: Segments, Patterns, and Total Trace Time 

(Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

measurement confidehce 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 5.2. .'#-
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

CUICKKEY 

(I) MODE = EXTEgNAL SIN6L.~ - 'PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD _ 0 MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 
o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 

o INTERNAL 
• EXT { ____ e ____ eAJ_~> + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 { ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 { ____ e ____ e ____ >·+ ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

• SAME AS MASTER 
o { ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ____ + ____ + ____ > EXT 

Used only In latch and Demux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ > + { ___ ~+ ____ + ____ > 

{ ____ e ____ e _____ > + ( ____ + ____ + ____ > 

INPUT MODE 

MODE THRESHOLD 
VALUE TYPE 

EeL -/.30 
SA MPLt;: ECL -1.30 

QUICK KEY 

CO) 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

ARM MODE:_J:.M.uA",N",-"V,-"A:>JL __ _ 

~~~i~~s = -C-:-0--5-12- TO ---::-R-: 0.-5-12:--

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 321 0 

.±.±.±.±±i.±:.± _______ _ 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

Fixed ~ex forma, .. Cf-AO I"'"".n~e. 

Fixed bInary fo.ma! & CF-AO ""quen ••. 

AnY'M,", f,xedCF_AOsequence 

5 DEVICE MNEMONICS 

QUICK KEY 

QUICK KEY 

Fixed d'"8 .. embled pPoode format, onlyil FlTE·816 
"I",ched 

0' 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

I ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

l ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

1- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

.t NEGATIVE TRUE 

1_ - -) NOT USED 

MODE" DESCRIPTIONS 

AII •• Clion. are sampled.r 'he 'ol@'rlal <'o~. ,.,~ 
SecMn/\· Seo"onB· SeotoonC -In,ern.lcloc~ 

E~TERN""L SINGLE·PHASW 
AII.ectoOn •• r •• ampleda"haM.s,.,e.lemal,.,. 
Sec,iOfl A - SeeMn B • S.e'io~ C • Mas,.' 

2 EXTERNAL MULTI-PHASED 

Each ,ac,'onoao besampled.1 own a',emal 'a,a or 
M8.tere"em.".t. SeehOoA, SectronB.Sec,ronC 
110 M"'.r all c.n baddle,"nt.".rnat.<pfe • .,ons 

3 Mt~ED SINGLE ,PHASED 

S INTEANAL£XTENOEO 

DIRECT 
ENTlW KEY 

~.ch ,.ctoon CBn be .ampled at the 'n'e,n.' clock ra'. 
o,IOosSecuonA,See"onB .• ndorSectionC
In,.,nol ctoo~ p."od Or IOns 

INPUT NOTES 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

DHIECT 
ENTRY KEY 

DIRECT 

_9.99TO .t_99VOC 

-t.99TO .UtVOC 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A • B 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ 9 WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A # B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

DWS24·12.5183 

Figure 10-99. Setup Guide: Segments, Patterns, and Total Trace Time 

(Sheet 2 of 2). 
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HH 
505 00 
5126 1212 
5127 1212 
5e.f;; 120 
509 01 
::: 1 iO 02 
5 i lC0~=: 
P-2 10 
F-1 20 
:::;At-1P40 

- :_',";, 
'-::-''--

C=511 R=514 (R-C)=+ 3( 

measurement confidence 

Figure 10-100. Only Three Words are Traced into Memory. 
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10.2.7 RECORD 

measurement confidence 

Press 

TRACE 

lONTRO) 
4-

(3ZJ SET fi ve times, ,. {:O' ) G • 

Press 

Note that the total trace time is now (typically) 
65.26 milliseconds. 

10.2.7.1 Manual Ira 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

See setup guide 
TRACE 

Press TNTRO), 

in Figure 

4-
(3ZJ SET, 

10-101. 

OJ -+ Hxl 

3 J, (3ZJ SET , CQJo, 
4- Hx3 Hx6 

twice, IT}, (3ZJ SET twice, CDH, Hx3 ..f-CD H, (3ZJ SET 

T- m twice, W , 8 o. 
TTL 

INPUT 

u,(A) 
Press 0 
The instrument makes a single recording for each manual 

press of o. This allows you to take all the tim-e 

you need to review and analyze each recording. 

SHIFT 

Press 0 
C4Et) K or 

4 
, @J SET , ( 0' ) 0 , 

as necessary to be on Page 4). 

(and 

Your display should look like Figure 10-102 which is a 
timing display of a Probe Test recording. Manual 
recording allows unlimited time to review and analyze a 
display. 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM PROBE IES! SET up#.i:l OF_ DATE 

,~U:;;:.~~;", ( .. ) DATA FORMAT Mf)<'E:D VSER SEGN. 

RADIX: ~~--------------------------------------------
MSB 

6 
o N 5 
• P 4 
T U 3 ~~=========================================== • T 2 

S 1 
LSB 

JUJUL-----------------------------------------__ 

~jGt=========================================== RADIX CHOICES; (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (El EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

LEVEL DELAY = ~;uS CI.OCK5 END LEVEL ~ 
QUICK KEY 0- F DEC/HEX Q.65 K ClOCKSJA PA TIERNS O·F 

( .. .3.) STOP IF DATA.".5 AND SAMPLE COUNT '> DELAY 
S=JL~----------__________________________________ _ 

( ... :l.) JUMP TO ----'L ---'Nc3Jo,.E.."V ..... E ... R~ _____________ _ 
O·F J=JlJL ___________________________________________ _ 

( ... 2.) ADVANCE_.l-'N,..E~V.L.E_.cR"__ _______________ _ 

A=JLJL ___________________________________________ _ 

( .. J.) TRACE _A.....-LW""'-"'t:.:1JY'-"S"'--_______________ _ 
T=JlJL ___________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY 
---'C::'-LO;::'C""KSI"".-:CpA::::n;=:ER"'NS;C-- EN D LEV EL QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX ().65 K O·F 

( ......•. ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

..... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
.) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K -C::'-LO;::'C"'KS"",.-:Cp.::::n;=:ER"'NS;C-- END LEV E L 
( .. , ...... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ....... ) JUMPTO o:F 
J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( .•.... ) ADVANCE ____________________ _ 

A= ________________________________________________ . 
.... ~ TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0·65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS 0·' 

...... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

.... ) JUMPTO __ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

..... ) ADVANCE ______________________ _ 

A = ________________________________ . ________________ _ 

.... .) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
ForeacMluoel-

TRACE Is ,ndependent ollhe other commaMS 
STOP nas pfromv o"er JUMP 
JUMP has D"orily over ADVANCE 

All lou, malor commands In each level C9n come 
true On any 01 nonl!conc\U,ons 
~':~ ~~y Command Cond,lIon 

Always 
Ne.er 
11 DATA ~ 0 and Sample Count, Delay 
II DATA = 0 and Sample Count < Delay 
If DATA _ 0 and Sample Count"' Delay 
If DATA = 0 and Sample Count" = Delay 
If DATA", 0 and Sample Count <' '" Oelav 
If DATA", o ano;l S"mple COUn1 < 'Delay 

(0 = $. J. A, Of T, Which are ass'gned by command 
tYP"_1 

COMMENTS 

. FlU. ME-MORY 
.AND>JOP "'IlIE: 

NEXTTIME. .... 
.. OJOc:c:.VR~. 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

Figure 10-101. Setup Guide: Manual Arm (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

K101·D SI:TUP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#k.!OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

aUICKKEY 

(. ... J) MODE = r")C.T SINGLe - ?HAS.e:p 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD - _____ _ o MICROSECONDS (H600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1-160) 
D INTERNAL 
• EXT ( ____ e ____ eAJ._.k) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
D SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT D SAME AS MASTER 
D ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
D SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

D SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

D ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
D SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT • SAME AS MASTER 
D ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

Used only In Latch and Demux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( __ -'_ e-'--___ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INPUT MODE 

MODE 
TYPE 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

SAMPLe:. EeL -1.30 

QUICK KEY 

(9) ARM MODE: MANUAl. 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ____ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C: 0-512 R: 1).512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 321 a 

t±tttttt _______ _ 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

Figure 1 0- 1 01 • Setup Guide: Manual Arm (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

FQi'lMAT. DE$CFll~ON 

Fixed """ 'ormal & Cf-AO B"",uonce 

Fixed binary lormot & CF-AD .equence. J. 

Anv,adix. fixa<lCF_AO •• quance. 

5 DEVICE MNEMONICS 
FI •• ddi ••••• mbl.d~Pcod.form.l. only if RTE-alB 
onacMd 

O. 
5 DEVICE NOT AVAILABLE 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
QUICK KEY CLOCK CHOICES 

t ACTIVE AISING EDGE 

l ACTIVE FALliNG EDGE 

(~ - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
QUICK KEY CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

~ NEGATIVE TRUE 

1- - -I NOT USED 

MODE a. DESCRIPTIONS 

INPUT NOTES 
DIRECT 

ENTRV KEY MODE CHOICES 

D!FIECT 
ENTRY KEY 

DIFiECT 

THRESHOLIl CIiOICES 

-9.99 TO +9.99VDC 

-9.99 TO +9.99VDC 

AUTO STOP IF A " B 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO STOP IF A " 8 WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENTRY KEY POLARITY CHOICES 

DWS24-12.5183 
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Figure 10-102. Probe Test Timing Display. 
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10.2.7.2 Auto Arm 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

To avoid repeatedly pressing by hand when you 
need to make multiple recordings, change the arm mode to 

Auto. 
INPUT 
MODE 

Press 0 
ARM 

Press 0 
Watch the trace control level and status words. LEVEL = 
al ternates between * and O. The current trace level and 

number of the current recording are indicated in the 
bottom status field. A cumulative count of completed 
recordings is displayed in the upper right of the Input 

Mode screen (see Figure 10-103). While this automatic 

rearming and recording process is going on you can press 
any DISPLAY or SPECIFY key at any time. 

Press 

Note 

It is possible to change a setup parameter of 

Specify screen during auto recordings. 

However, to ensure tha t the change is 

accepted, press , make the change, 

then press D. 
0,0 

Observe several recording cycles in each display mode. 

Press the other DISPLAY keys to see their effect. 

This process can continue indefinitely as long as the 

trace control conditions of each recording are satisfied. 
If an expected STOP, JUMP, or ADVANCE command condition 
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,-.:-- .-.. -. 
i- -L,;:j 

"'-.:-- ..-,.-. .t:;t- -i-::-: 

B7-B0 

A7-A0 

r-1,-lnc:
! ! '_'J.,.'i-

;'Mi 1-;:; C"" = 
; ;'_'.l-':.-: 

Llr-i:TC = 

;:: ~:-,=. ,-' = 

oS '-::-:l: 
- 1= . .:.:~! 

Figure 10-103. Status Field Display. 
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REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

is not met, the process stops. The level message 

displays the number of the "stuck" trace level and the 

count stays at the count of the current hung up 

recording. If and when the condition comes true, the 

auto arming and count resume where they left off. 

Similarly, loss of an external clock input causes a halt. 

To simulate such an error, unplug the probe from the test 

socket. Note that the trace status says F CLK? because 

the expected external sample clock is absent. Plug the 

probe back in. The recordings and count will resume. 

To completely halt the process you must press or 

Press 

Notice that the trace status word has gone to RDY. The 

total number of recordings you made can be seen by 

pressing I.PUT MODE (see Figure 10-104). The trace status 

word RDY indicates the completion of an auto arming 

recording cycle. The total number of recordings made is 

held until a new arm cycle is begun. If you press ARM 

again, the count initializes to zero and the process 

begins again. 

10.2.7.3 Lt.iting the Count 

SET UP: Set a limit of 100 cycles. 

-r-
C8 twice, twice. Press 

INPUT 

U, 
Setting a limit on the pass counter stops automatic 

recordings when that limit is reached. If all 100 

recordings are successful (Le., do not fail or get hung 

up) then you can be reasonably confident your system will 

not fail more than 1 time out of 100. Confidence that 
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CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS V=-00.04 17:52: 29 MEM=M 
INPUT t-1DDE 

INPUT T HPE:=;HDLD 

+ 1.412 

o Ie) 514 

NOTE I f"! DEt-1U::-::.: (: h F -E; -3. r =:: 1 a. t (: h e d.: 
(: h 7-0 a. r· e ::: a.m p ! E: d = 

p= (P-c)= 

Figure 10-104. Completion of Auto A~ng Recording Cycle. 
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RECORD: 

measurement confidence 

your system is truly operational and debugged comes from 

obtaining successful test results over numerous 

recordings. 

Press and observe the count. 

It continues until 100 recordings have been made and then 

stops (see Figure 10-104a and 10-104b) as long as each 

test is successful. Remove the count limit. 
INPUT 

Press LJ 
Hxl 

twice, [QJ G • 

10.2.7.4 Stop it A ~ B 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

INPUT 

Press LJ 
.. 

To load memory B with a known "good" recording, press 

Press 

New recordings are continually compared to the contents 

of B in search of any unknown or intermittent errors. 

This process is sometimes referred to as "baby-sitting." 

Observe the count. To create an "error" or difference 

between the current and stored recording, edit the B 

memory. 

Press 0, -+ 
@JSET , 

The process stops since A and B are now unequal. 
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REVIEW: 

ALTERNATE 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

measurement confidence 

COMPARE 

Press o. 
The display should look like Figure 10-105. Any 

difference between the current and reference recording 

will stop the automatic arming process. To see the 

number of recordings and comparisons made before the 

"error" occurred, 
INPUT 

press U 

An alternate method of comparing recordings is to change 

Clock Select display to the following: 

MODE = INTERNAL 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD = 40 NANOSECONDS 

Press 

CLOCK ~ 

0, (01
) G , @] SET, C4d) K , (01

) G • 

Press o 
The instrument will make one recording and stop. Press 

to load memory B. 

Press again. 

Even though the trace control routine is identical, 

samples are now being taken asynchronously. It is 

therefore unlikely that every sample will be taken at 

exactly the same place in the pattern as in the previous 

recording. Therefore, auto arming will probably stop 

after only one recording. 
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CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS 

iii! nn 
1211210C:lr0 
001#11 
002 02 
00:::: 04 
12Ii2i4 !2!E; 
!:iI!!~C:: .:!'1! 
=t,.:It.,I,_' '" 11:..1 

i006 ::;:,.~ 

1007 40 
00:::; ::::0 
iA!:ii!==: l"'lIi'J: ""It,.'." 1t:,!if:.i 

o i 1 01 
~i2 ~2 
01:3 04 
014 ~B 
015 l!C: 
i!i it:. 20 
017 40 
01S E:0 
01':;:' 01l 
020 00 
02 i 0 i 
022 02 
023 04 

HH 

025 i0 
026 20 
12127 40 
02:::: ::::0 

!-,; .-:; .-:: !Ji'-:: 
ILI._:~ 11:.,.';;" 

0:3:3 104 

035 10 

~37 40 
~3;=~ BiO 
~:3171 00 
li40 0~ 
04 i 0 i 
042 02 
043 04 
044 0i3 
045 10 
046 20 
047 40 

LJU 
: ii; 

050 0i2i 
05 i l2i 1 
GiilC:;'::' 02 
053 04 
05Li. 0;=~ 

055 10 

057 40 

059 00 
0610 0~ 
eEl i 01 
1062 ~2 
063 04 
~64' iO;=i 

065 Ie 
i2!66 20 
067 40 
0E.S S0 
0F.9 00 
070 00 
0? 1 01 

HH 
072 02 

074 0;::; 
075 ,""-' 
lZi7E. 20 
077 40 
07:::; ;::;0 
107':;:' 00 

0:=:7 40 
0E:S :30 

090 00 
09 1 01 
092 02 
093 04 
0':;:'4 0E: 
095 10 

TOTAL t = 1 FIRST t = 
C= 0 R=514 (R-C)=+514( 

measurement confidence 

HH 

0':;:'7 40 
0':;:':::: S0 
0'7'9 00 
ii2i0 010 
101 01 
102 02 

104 0;::; 
10'5 10 
106 20 
107 40 
10;::; ;::;ft. 
110':;' ~0 
110 i2!0 
iii 0 i 
112 02 
113 104 
114 0S 
i 15 10 
liE, 20 
i1740 
1 is SI2! 
11';;' 00 

HH 

121 0 1 

122 02 

125 10 
126 20 
l~"" 40 
12::;; ;:;0 
12':;' 00 

131 101 

1 :33 04 
134 0:::; 
135 10 
i 3E. 2'0 

13:3 B0 
139 00 
140 00 
141 01 
142 02 
143 04 

LAST '# = 
) CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-105. Automatic Arming Process Stopped. 
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REVIEW: 

measurement confidence 

Press to see the specific differences. 

There may be a few differences (see Figure 10-106) or 

many (see Figure 10-107). Figure 10-106 shows that even 

similarly traced asynchronous recordings usually differ 

due to the one sample uncertainty of plus or minus one. 

Figure 10-107 shows that similarly traced asynchronous 

recordings may differ significantly depending on the 

specified sample rate and trace condition. 

Press several times. 

10.2.7.5 Auto Stop it A = B 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

To check for a specific suspected error, or to check if 

and when a system will perform as specifically desired, 

change the arm mode to look for equality. 
INPUT 

(ODE) Hx6 

Press ~ WI . 
ARM 

Press 0 
Watch the count. Because of the asynchronous sampling, 

each new recording will most likely be different from the 

stored recording. However, the odds are good that 

eventually an exact match will occur and therefore halt 

the process. In Figure 10-108 267 asynchronous 

recordings were taken and compared before a match 

occurred. 

When rearming stops, press 

Note that the memory contents are identical. In Figure 

10-109 every sample of the 267th recording is identical 

to the previously stored recording. 
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CLOCI.{=0i214i21 f'.SEC GPIB=LOCS ')=-1210. 0':' 16: '-I~. ...:ro= 51 MEH=i4 

HH HH HH HH HH HH 
000C00 024 01 048 02 072 04 096 08 120 10 
001 00 045 01 049 02 073 04 12197 08 121 10 
01212 00 026 01 050 02 074 04 098 08 122 1121 
003 00 0~'''' J:..' 01 051 02 075 04 099 08 123 10 
004 00 028 01 12152 02 076 04 100 08 124 10 
01215 1210 0-")9 01 053 02 077 04 101 08 i .-,c: 

J, ..:.,,_1 10 
01216 1210 030 01 054 0" 'J:.. 078 04 102 "',=' _'.J 126 10 
007 00 0·...,· .~1 1. 01 055 02 079 04 1~3 0B 1'-'''' "-, 10 
008 1210 121:'::::2 1211 056 02 080 04 104 08 12S 10 
121121'7' 1210 12!~:3 00 057 02 081 04 105 08 12'"7' 10 
010 121121 034 02 058 1210 082 04 106 08 '130 10 
"'i 1 01 035 02 05'9 00 083 00 107 08 131 10 
012 1211 036 02 060 104 1084 0'=' '-' 108 1210 '!-"')..-} 

.L '_''':'' 10 
0i3 01 12137 1212 12161 1214 085 1210::' '-' 11219 121121 133:t10 
~H4 01 12138 1212 12162 1214 12186 1218 1 10 1210 134 2121 
12115 1'Ji; 03'"7' 1212 1216:3 1214 12187 0° 1 i 1 1121 135 2121 I!,IJ. '-' 

016 1211 1214121 02 12164 04 121°0::' 1218 1 ;'-:. 10 136 20 '_'I.-I ."-
12117 01 12141 ~2 12165 1214 08';:' 121'=' '.J 1 13 10 1"37 20 
12118 ~i ". 042 1212 066 1214 0'7'0 121'"' ,:;, 1 14 10 1:38 20 
121 1 '7' 1211 12143 1212 i21E,7 04 12191 08 1 15 1121 139 2121 
12120 1211 12144 1212 068 1214 121';;0'2 0E} 1 16 1121 140 20 
02i 01 12145 1212 06';;0' 1214 093 1218 117 1121 141 20 
12122 1211 12146 1212 1217121 1214 12194 1218 1 18 1121 142 20 
12123 1211 121'''' .. " 1212 121"" l 1 04 0'"7'5 121:::: 1 1 '7' 1121 143 20 

TDTAL ;<:. = 2 i- 1 b:~:=;T ~ - i·':',':" L.A:::;T ;j. =:..:::::::.:: 
c= 121 R=514 (F.~-C) =+514 ( 2121. 5E.pE;) CL=0 LE',.IEL=i21 RD',.' 

Figure 10-106. Asynchronous Recordings Differences. 
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004~~i 
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.-............. ,',-. ~ 
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1 :30,.;2121 
1:3 1,.;20 
1 :32;i2l2i 
13:3~21Z1 
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135 20 
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1 :37,.;1?e. 
13:3;<1210 
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c= 121 P=514 .( p-c::. =+ 5 i 4':: 20. 56p::;) CL=0 LEVEL='0 PD'T' 

Figure 10-107. Effect of Specified Sample Rate and Trace Condition. 
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CLOCK=0040 nSEC GPIB=Luu~ V=-00. 04 16: 55: 02 MEM=M 

T H~~E~;HCLD 

+ 1. 40 

C 7 - C 0 §t;1Qliili::il iIJJII ,';:'., , 
"l! 

B F - B 3 $f~l;i:aIl::il ~ 

.t:;,' - b;;:; \=f:1;liili::il ~ 

AF -A3 §J!!ilij.::iI ~ 

A7-A0 ,.3IiJ:_ ~ 

~-~ ,-, T; C" : 
!L'.l...''-= SmP !E~- --- _ ---

LIt-1IT3 = 2! TO 514 

NOTE -- It'l DEt-1U::-::.: (:h F-B a.re 1.3.tehed .. 
eh 7-0 are saml=·led. 

,-:;,.-",- """:' 
;;S!Le,..-

c= F.:= (R-C)= CL= LE\/EL=0 

Figure I 10-108. 267 Recordings Compared Before Match. 
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Figure 10-109. Identical Recordings. 
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10.2.7.6 Auto Stop i~ A ~ B Within Liaits 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

Once the problem area has been narrowed down, it often 

isn't necessary to compare the entire recording, only 

portions of it. To do this, change the arm mode. 
INPUT 

U 
V24 

Press ~ CIJL , then go back to 

synchronous clocking. 
CLOCK 

Press o 
Press o to load memory Band 

initiate the auto arming. 

4-
Press r:(fl SET ,L.:::::!..J , , twice to 

set the cursors to frame the area of comparison. 
INPUT 

Press U to check the cursors' locations (see 

Figure 10-11 0). 

Press 

Rearming does not stop because the inequality is outside 

the area defined by the cursors (see Figure 10-111). 

4-
Press CYJ SET twice t 
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--22. 04 1~. 26: 07 MEM=M 
... r-=:ir _' i :... 

+ i ~ 40 

01655 

.;- 1. 42 

- - ri·= ~;!;!;cl:::l ~ 

A 7 - A 0 :1.:1111:. ~ 

Figure 10-110. Comparison Between Location 500 and 514. 

502 02 

505 10 

22 
;-"- i 04 

;:;: ::i: = . ··-··c= ;;a: =5210 

1 :~: '. 

Figure 10-111. Inequality Outside Window. 
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The auto stop condition is now satisfied as the change is 

within the cursor limits. 

The display should look like Figure 10-112 which shows 

that an inequality within the limited comparison window 

stops auto arming. 

10.2.7.7 Auto Stop lr 1 = B Within Liaits 

SET UP: 

RECORD: 

REVIEW: 

A check for equality similarly may be focused on a 

smaller area of the recording. Change the arm mode. 
INPUT 

Press U, CfJAGE 

4 K , u,o. 
Press o to start the recording process. 

Since the memories were made unequal in the previous 

exercise, the rearming could continue indefinitely. 

Press 0 . (;) "'. (0').. 0 
Recording will stop. 

Between the Control Cursor and the Reference Cursor, 

memories A and B are now identical (see Figure 10-113), 

which satisfied the auto stop condition. Figure 10-113 

shows that arming stops when the samples in the windowed 

area become the same. 
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CLOCK=EXT - SGL GPIB=LOCS 

HH 
500;iFF 
501C01 
502~12 
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5 0:3 8 ~ 
5 0 '"7' 

,"'],,-:;. 
!f.l!i!.; 

5 1 0 0 0 
5 1 1 '" , <C' ! 

p- 2 0 2 
F - 1 0 4 

measurement confidence 

V=-00.03 15:35:32 MEM=B 

TOTAL # = 2 FIRST;i =500 LAST ~ =502 
C=501 R=514 (R-C)=+ 13( CL=0 LEVEL=0 RDY 

Figure 10-112. Inequality Within Window. 
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TOTa~ ~ = 1 ~ =500 
C=501 F=514 (P-C.:'=+ 1:~:(. 

.- - - .--
.:. ,_.:" '_"_': ,_:.::., i it::..i i .:-' 

Figure 10-113. Samples in Window Same Arming Stops. 
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10.3 POWER UP TEST 

As soon as the power is turned on, the K101-D will beep and start 

executing an automatic diagnostic routine of six tests. As each test is 

completed, the next test is automatically run. When all tests are 

successfully completed, the analyzer beeps again and displays the Clock 

Select setup screen. 

If an error is detected in any of the tests, the name of the failed test 

is displayed and further testing halted. To run the rest of the power 

up tests, or to attempt to operate the instrument despite the error, 

press .EXT to continue. When the last test (successful or not) is 

completed, the Clock Select setup screen is displayed. At this pOint, 

since an error has been detected, you should run the appropriate Self

Test diagnostic routine (see paragraph 10.4, Self Test). Table 10-2 

lists the power up error messages and the action you should take to 

respond to these messages. The following paragraphs briefly describe 

the six power up tests. 

10.3.1 K101-D ROM TEST 

A total of 16 EPROMs are individually tested against known check sums. 

The failure display uses an 8 x 2 grid to indicate the physical location 

of the bad ROM on the K101-D MPU PC board (see Figure 10-114). Any 

failure can cause incorrect operation of the unit. 

10.3.2 K101-D RAM TEST 

A total of sixteen 64K RAMs are tested and any failures are displayed in 

a grid indicating the faulty RAM location on the K101-D MPU PC board 

(see Figure 10-115). Any failure can cause incorrect operation of the 

unit. 
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Table 10-2. Power Up Test Error Messages 

Error Message Appropriate Response 

1. ROM: see Figure 10-114 

2. RAM: see Figure 10-115 

3. Power supply: see Figure 10-116 

4. CMOS RAM checks in error 

5. USART: see Figure 10-117 

6. Stuck key 

10-158 

Advise Gould repair facility 

Advise Gould repair facility 

Run indicated Self-Test and 

advise Gould repair 

See paragraph 10.3.4. Advise 

Gould repair facility if error 

does not clear 

See paragraph 10.3.6. Advise 

Gould repair facility as to 

which key is stuck 
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ROM CHECKSUM ERROR: 

MAP OF ROMS ON MPU BOARD (G=GOOD.X=BAD) 

COL ... 2 
ROW+ 

A G G 
B G G 
C G G 
D G G 
E G G 
F G G 
G G G 
H G :>< 

PRESS "NEXT" TO CONTINUE 

Figure 10-114. ROM Test Grid. 

II 

Figure 10-115. RAM Test Grid. 
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10.3.3 POWER SUPPLY TEST 

Each of the power supply's voltage outputs is tested on a pass/fail 

basis. If any supply is out of tolerance, the testing stops and a 

message is displayed indicating which power supply failed (see Figure 

10-116). Power supply tolerances are discussed in paragraph 10.4. A 

failure mayor may not cause improper operation of the unit, depending on 

the nature of the failure. 

10.3.4 CMOS RAM TEST 

The stored data are tested against a check sum also stored in the CMOS 

RAM. (This is not the same as the CMOS RAM Self-Test.) A failure 

causes an error message (CMOS RAM CHECKSUM ERROR) to be displayed. An 

error indicates that the unit will not properly recall the recording 

setup parameters previously stored, nor correctly save new ones. 

The appearance of the error message does not necessarily mean a 

component has failed. The source could be an intermittent, "soft" 

error. The following procedure will clear such a soft error: 

CHOICE 

Press 8. Wait for Clock Select to be displayed. 

Press 0, RECALL SAVE 

0, and o. 
This loads the default setups from ROM into the CMOS RAM. If the 

original error was not caused by a component failure, the CMOS RAM 

CHECKSUM ERROR should not appear on the next power up and the CMOS 

memory should operate correctly. You can test this by changing any 

parameter from its default value, pressing SAVE, then RECALL, and seeing 

if the changed parameter is still there as it should be. 
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10.3.5 USART ERRORS 

The status of the communication I/O USART is checked for failures. 

USART failures may cause incorrect operation of the unit. See Figure 

10-117 for US ART error messages. 

10.3.6 KEYBOARD TEST 

Each one of the keys on the front panel keyboard is tested for a NOT 

PRESSED condi tion. If a pressed key is observed, the unit displays an 

error message: STUCK KEY. Press one key at a time; keys that are not 

stuck cause the unit to beep when pressed. Stuck keys must be repaired 

in order to continue operation of the unit. 

10.4 SELF-TEST 

Self-Test is selected by pressing SHIFT, then SELF TEST. The screen 

will display a menu of the various tests that can be run (see Figure 10-

118). To run a specific test, move the cursor up or down (field up or 

field down) to the desired test then press REXT. Depending on the test, 

the unit either starts an actual test or displays a more detailed 

submenu. To run a specific submenu test, again move the cursor to th~ 

desired test and press REXT. To exi t a submenu and return to the main 

menu, press PREY. To exit Self-Test altogether, press PREY while in the 

main Self-Test menu. 

A confidence test generally runs all the specific tests listed beneath 

it. At the completion of a confidence test, the display says only 

whether the tests passed or failed; no detailed failure information is 

given. At the completion of the confidence tests (there is no screen 

indication showing that a test is being run while it is executing) END 

OF TEST and test PASSED, or FAILED are displayed. Have patience. Some 

tests (such as trace control) take several minutes to complete. Also, 

failures will extend the testing time. 
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POWER SUPPLY FAILURE +05. 0 

Figure 10-116. Power Supply Error Messages. 

232 USART ERROR -- PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE. STAT= FF 

Figure 10-117. USART Error Messages. 
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!EY 0 RETURN TO MAIN MENU. 
KEY 0 RUN SELECTED TEST. 

Figure 10-118. Main Menu When First Entering Self-Test. 

PRESS ·PREV· KEY TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU. 
PRESS "NEXT" KEY TO RUN SELECTED TEST. 
USE CURSORS 1U SELECT i~~l. 

_. C:-·~ 

Figure 10-119. MPU RAM/ROM Test Submenu. 
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Running the specific diagnostic tests individually results in an error 

summary listing of the type and number of failures as well as specific 

failure information. The format of this detailed error information is 

specified in the Parameters screen (discussed later in this section). 

10.4.1 CONFIDENCE TEST 

Runs all tests in the main menu except for Keyboard, CRT alignment, and 

Parameters. 

10.4.2 K101-D MPU RAM/ROM 

When this test is selected, the submenu appears as shown in Figure 10-

119. 

10.4.2.1 HPU RAM (64K) 

This test checks the first half of the memory RAM on the MPU board. 

Failures are displayed on a grid showing faulty RAM locations on the MPU 

board. This test is also run during power up testing. Failures mayor 

may not affect system operation. Failures can be listed by each bad 

memory location when using the scroll selection of the Parameter screen. 

Note that upon completion of this test, Self-Test mode is automatically 

exited. 

10.4.2.2 MPU RAM (128[) 

This test checks all of memory RAM on the MPU board. It operates 

identically to the MPU RAM (64K) test. 
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10.4.2.3 R<M 

This test verifies the check sum of all 16 EPROMs on the MPU board. Any 

failures are displayed on a grid, to show the location of the faulty 

ROM. This test is also run during power up testing. 

10.4.2.4 CMOS RAM 

This test checks the ability of the CMOS RAMs to store new data. 

Failures are listed as specified by the Parameter screen. A failure 

indicates the unit will fail the CMOS RAM test (of the power up tests), 

and that the unit will power up with unwanted recording setups. Refer 

to paragraph 10.3.4 for instructions to clear CMOS RAM errors. 

10.4.3 DATA BOARDS 

When this test is selected, the submenu shown in Figure 10-120 is 

displayed. 

10.4.3.1 Conridence 

This test runs all three data board tests. 

10.4.3.2 Data Board A 

When this test is selected, the submenu shown in Figure 10-121 is 

displayed. 

10.4.3.3 Conridence Test 

Runs all of the tests on the specific data board. 
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~=; E,:-:, E'r' i ,_, C'i!~ ~=;ELE::::::T C"T'! T r:'='T 

1 iP ,-,p T ~=;ELECT 

Figure 10-120. Data Board Tests Submenus. 

DATA BOARD A TEST 

PRESS n R ~. KEY TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU. 
PRESS" E Tn KEY TO RUN SELECTED TEST. 

Note: The Menus for boards Band C are identical. 

Figure 10-121. Data Board A Submenu. 
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10.4.3.4 Pipeline Registers 

This test checks the pipeline register circuitry on the data board. A 

failure indicates which of that section's 16 inputs will not record 

properly. Failures are displayed to show the data expected and data 

actually recorded in hex words. 

10.4.3.5 Glitch Input MOde 

This test checks the ability of all the inputs to detect glitches while 

in the glitch mode. Failures are displayed to show hex data words that 

indicate which inputs are not detecting properly. If this is the only 

test that failed, the only operation that should be affected is that of 

gli tch capture. 

10.4.3.6 Latch Input MOde 

All of the latch inputs are tested for proper operation. For failures, 

readings similar to those for other data board tests are displayed. 

Typically, if the unit fails this test, an input is not sampled. 

10.4.3.7 ~ry RIMs 

This test checks the ability of the high-speed memory RAMs to store 

information. Note that if there are failures in the previous data board 

test, the memory RAMs appear to be bad but may not be. Failures are 

displayed in hex as in previous tests. Typically, if the memory RAMs 

fail, recorded information is incorrect. 

10.4.3.8 Recirculate Slow 

This is a slow-speed test of the capabili ty of the data board to feed 

information out of the memory RAM and then back into RAM. A failure in 
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this process may not be apparent when making a normal recording unless 

certain functions are performed with the logic analyzer. Failures are 

displayed in· hex. 

10.4.3.9 Recirculate 33 MHz 

This is the same test as Recirculate Slow, except the test runs at 

33 MHz. 

10.4.3.10 Recirculate 50 MHz 

This is the same test as Recirculate Slow, except the test runs at 

50 MHz. 

1 0.4. 3. 11 Force Functions 

This test checks the recording control of the data board. If failures 

are observed, more than one channel may be inoperative. (Test mnemonics 

require a technical description from the factory.) 

10.4.3.12 ~ Trace Control 

This test checks trace control functions within the data board for 

errors. (Error descriptions require further technical information from 

the factory.) Failures mayor may not cause improper operation of the 

unit, depending upon the failure and nature of the trace control 

functions being performed. 

10.4.3.13 Confidence 

This test runs all tests except for DVM and Calibrate. Note that the 

probes must be connected before running this test. 
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10.4.3.14 IDe Calibration 

This test checks the voltage measurement circuits by measuring the 

+10.00 V reference. An error here may indicate the DVM circuitry is 

faulty or out of calibration. A DVM fault oan cause incorrect failures 

to be displayed on any voltage test. Another cause could be t}(e +10.00 

V reference being out of tolerance. Refer to paragraph 1 0.4.3.22 for 

information on the reference supply. 

10.4.3.15 Power Supply Test 

This test checks that each power supply is within set tolerances. Refer 

to paragraph 10.4.3.21 for power supply tolerances. Each failed power 

supply is displayed. The tested power supplies are the +15, -15, -10, -

5.2, and -2 V battery and the +10 V reference supply. 

10.4.3.16 threshold Source 

There are four different threshold selections available. The circuitry 

that generates the four voltages (TTL, ECL, VARA, VAR B) is tested for 

accuracy. Any failures displayed indicate that the threshold voltage is 

not accurate on any probes that are trying to use that threshold. 

10.4.3.17!breshold Selection 

This test verifies that each probe can be operated on TTL, ECL, VAR A, 

or VAR B. A failure is displayed if any threshold selector does not put 

out the correct vol tage. This test may fail if there was a failure in 

the Threshold Source test. 
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10.4.3.18 Probe Loading 

This test verifies the accuracy of the load the input probe has on the 

threshold voltage. If there is no connection to a probe, the voltage 

measures too high and is indicated as a failure. Also, if the probe is 

bad, it may short the voltage such that it measures too low, and so 

indicates a failure. The probes must be connected to run this test. 

10.4.3.19 Variable AlB 

This test checks the linearity of the variable threshold voltages. This 

test measures linearity at the output going to the input probe. A 

failure indicates the variable voltages are bad or out of tolerance. 

Recordings are not affected, unless the threshold that failed is 

selected. The probes must be connected before running this test. 

10.4.3.20 DVM 

This test requires the installation of DVM cables to the input probe 

connector. Without jumpers, this test will fail. Install a jumper from 

the +DVM input to pin 14 of the A8 section input probe connector (lower 

right hand pin). Install a jumper from the -DVM (ground) to pin 14 of 

the AO section input probe connector. The jumpers connect the threshold 

vol tages to the DVM inputs. The external DVM circuitry is tested for 

accuracy and linearity. If there are threshold failures, the DVM test 

may fail. Specific voltage measurement failures are displayed. 

10.4.3.21 Calibrate 

This test displays the voltages actually measured and the acceptable 

tolerances. The display is continually updated every few seconds. 

Power supply voltages can be adjusted by monitoring this display, but it 

is recommended that you adjust power supplies by the calibration 
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procedure. The display that is observed while in the Calibrate mode is 

shown in Figure 10-122. 

The following is a list of the various power supply voltages and the 

associated circuitry to which they provide power: 

a. ~15 V -- Display and threshold circuitry 

b. ~10 V -- Threshold voltage generation circuitry 

c. -5.2 V -- ECL circuitry within the unit 

d. +5 V --, TTL circuitry within the unit 

e. -2 V -- Many ECL pull-down resistors 

f. Battery -- CMOS RAMs 

10.4.4 VOLTAGE TEST 

When this test is selected, the submenu shown in Figure 10-123 is 

displayed. 

10.4.5 CLOCK 

When this test is selected, the submenu shown in Figure 10-124 is 

displayed. 

10.4.5.1 Confidence 

This test runs both the Clock Frequency and the Level Memory tests. 

10.4.5.2 Clock Frequency 

This test checks the various internal clock frequencies on which the 

unit operates. The multiplier frequencies and actual measurements are 

displayed if a failure is noted. 
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::;;UPPL'T' 
NOt"1I NAL 

+ 15,00 ',,I 

CALI BF.:ATE 

ACCEPTABLE 
t1 I N I t1Ut1 t1Ai-': I t-1Ut-l 

+14.40 +15.60 

-15 .. 60 -14,,40 

+9. ':';'6 + 10.04 

USE "PREVO TO RETURN TO MENU 

measurement confidence 

t1EASUF.:ED 
AVERAGE P-P 

+15.02 +0. 0:3 

+0,,04 

+0. 00 

+10 .. 00 +0. 00 

Figure 10-122. Typical Calibrate Display. 

\/OL rAGE TESTS 

PRESS "PREVO KEY TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU. 
PRESS "NEXT" KEY TO RUN SELECTED TEST. 
USE CURSORS TO SELECT TEST. 

ROBES MUST BE INSTALLED FOR CONFIDENCE TEST AND 
OR PROBE LOADING AND '..lAP AlB TESTS, 
'..1M TEST FIXTURE IS REQUIRED FOR DVM TEST, 

Figure 10-123. Voltage Test Submenu. 
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CLOCK BOARD TESTS 

USE CURSORS TO SELECT TEST. 

Figure 10-124. Clock Test Submenu. 
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10.4.5.3 Level HeBory 

This test checks the ability of the level memory RAMs to store the level 

at which trace control samples were recorded. Failures are displayed by 

memory location. A failure here indicates the memory will not be 

accurate. 

10.4.6 TRACE CONTROL 

When this test is selected, the submenu shown in Figure 10-125 is 

displayed. 

10.4.6.1 Trace Confidence 

This test runs all of the tests in the menu. 

10.4.6.2 Force Conditions 

This test checks the ability of the unit to perform basic trace control 

functions. A failure indicates the unit may not perform trace control 

functions, depending upon the failure. 
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TRACE CONTROL TESTS 

PRESS "PREV" KE9 TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU. 
PRESS "NEXT" KEY TO RUN SELECTED TEST. 
USE CURSORS TO SELECT TEST~ 

~RRDE €DNFIDENCE TEST 

Qen SELECTION 

ORn SELECTION RAMS 

Figure 10-125. Trace Control Test Submenu. 
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10.4.6.3 1d..aDC8 and ~ 

This test checks the ability of the unit to ADVANCE and JUMP to the 

various levels of trace control. A failure indicates the unit may not 

record properly, depending upon the failure and the functions the logic 

analyzer is trying to perform. 

10.4.6.4 WOrd Detectloa RIMS 

This test checks the RAMs' capability to store data that control the 

word detection circuitry. A failure indicates the unit may not 

recognize the S, J, A, and T word recognizers used in the trace control 

commands. This test takes several minutes to run. 

10.4.6.5 Delay Coatrol RIM 

This test checks the RAMs' capability to store data that control the 

delay control circuitry. A failure indicates the unit will not perform 

delay functions, depending on the failure. 

10.4.6.6 Delay RIMs 

This test checks the ability of the RAMs to store data that control the 

amount of delay in tracing functions. A failure indicates the unit may 

not delay by the proper amount of clocks or events, depending on the 

failure. 

10.4.6.7 Delay Counters 

This test checks the ability of the unit to count the correct number of 

clocks or events. A failure indicates the unit may not delay by the 

proper amount when tracing, depending upon the failure. 
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10.4.6.8 Word Selection 

This test checks the abili ty of the uni t to recognize each S, J, A, and 

T word. A failure indicates the word selection circuitry may not tell 

the word detection RAMs when a condition is satisfied. 

10.4.6.9 Word Selection RAMs 

This test checks the ability of the RAMs to store data that control the 

word selection circuitry. A failure indicates the unit may not 

recognize S, J, A, and T words in the trace control commands. 

10.4.7 KEYBOARD 

When this test is selected, the keyboard test routine is automatically 

entered and a display appears as in Figure 10-126. The unit is 

prompting you to press DATA. After you press DATA, the display changes 

and prompts you to press GRAPH. To complete the test (and exit the test 

routine) you must press each key in the proper sequence as prompted by 

the display (by columms, left to right, going up from bottom row to top 

row). A BAD KEY error message appears if a key is pressed out of 

sequence or if the key immediately preceeding the one just pressed i's 

actually bad. (In other words, an actual bad key is not indicated until 

the next key is pressed.) All 56 keys must be pressed before you can 

exit the test: there is no way to abort the test. 

10.4.8 CRT ALIGNMENT 

CRT alignment simply provides a test grid on the CRT in order to 

adjust it for proper visual linearity (see Figure 10-127). 
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Figure 10-126. First Keyboard Test Display. 
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Figure 10-127. Alignment Test Grid. 
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10.4.9 PARAMETERS 

The submenu that is shown when parameters is selected is shown in Figure 

10-128. Parameters enhances all of the Self-Test diagnostics. The 

lower section of the display provides a cumulative total of errors 

detected during the Self-Test diagnostics. (The totals are reset to 

zero upon entering Self-Test.) The first field allows you to choose 

three types of error display modes, which are selectable by the JID'l 

key. The selections are as follows: 

a. Page. If a failure occurs in a chosen diagnostic test, the 

unit displays one page (display) of errors only. 

b. Scroll. If a failure occurs, the display scrolls through the 

entire list of errors. 

c. No Print. No errors are displayed even if a failure occurs. 

LOOP ON 'rEST may be selected as YES or NO. If YES is selected the unit 

continuously performs one Self-Test after another. Once it is looping, 

the only way to exit Self-Test is to turn off the unit. This allows the 

instrument to be checked for correct performance over extended use. NO 

stops after one Self-Test cycle. 
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Figure 10-128. Parameters Display Screen. 
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Section 13 

GLOSSIBY 

This glossary contains terms in general use in the disciplines of 

hardware am software development am use, and terms specific to the use 

of the K 10 1-D. '!he general terms are provided because many users of the 

K101-Dwill have experience in either hardware or software, but not 

both. 

The K101-D terms given in this glossary are identified with an asterisk 

(*) preceding the entry. They are defined for one or more of the 

following reasons: 

a. For special meaning. A term in general use may have a special 

meaning when used in this manual. For example, "alignment" 

refers to displaying data events. 

b. For convenience, so that terms are available in one location 

for easy reference. 

c. For compariso~ Some terms become clearer when compared with 

others. Al though ei ther "trace" or "recording" would be 

understood in context when reading the manual, comparing the 

two entries helps in understanding the concepts underlying the 

functions of the logic analyzer. 

Glossary entries are listed below in alphabetic order. Table 13-1 show s 

the logical relationships of many K 1 0 1-D speci fic glossary entries. By 

looking up groups of entries related in the figure, and reading those 

associated entries, you can get a quick overview of concepts useful for 

understanding the logic analyzer. 
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Table 13-1. Logical Relationships of Selected K101-D Terms 

Probe Connection Recording 

Input Signals 

Input Data 

Clock Signals 

Specification 

Threshold 

Logic Polarity 

Input Modes 

Sample Mode 

Glitch Mode 

Latch Mode 

Demux Mode 

Data Format 

Clocking Modes 

Trace Control 

Advance 

Jump 

stop 

Trace 

Recording Cycle 

Recording Process 

Arm Mode 

Recording Analysis 

Data Display 

Graph Display 

Timing Di splay 
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ACCURACY 

The degree of freedom from error, that is, the degree of conformi ty 

to truth or to a rule. Accuracy is contrasted with precision. For 

example, four-place numerals are less precise than six-place 

numerals; nevertheless a properly computed four-place numeral might 

be more accurate than an improperly computed six-place numeral. 

ADDRESS 

A group of bits that identify a specific memory location or I/O 

device. An 8080 microcomputer uses 16 bits to identify a specific 

memory location and 8 bits to identify an I/O device. 

ADDRESS BUS 

A unidirectional bus over which digi tal information appear for 

identification of ei ther a particular memory location or a 

particular I/O device. The 8080 address bus is a group of 16 

lines. See also Bus, Contro1 Bus. 

• ADVANCE 

One of four Trace Control commands. It advances you to the next 

level of trace control, for example, from level three to level 

four • 

• ALIGNMEHT 

Thi s term has a special meaning when referring to trace recording. 

Alignment refers to the process of grouping related events into a 

single record item for later di splay, although those events 

happened at different times. See Latch Mode and Demultiplex. 

ALPHARUHERIC 

A character set comprised of both letters and digits. 
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ALPIWWMERIC CODE 

A code whose set consists Of letters, digits, and associated 

special characters. 

BALOG 

Data in the form of continuously variable physical quantities, such 

as voltage. Compare to Dig! tal. 

BALTZER (GaERAL) 

Evaluates and/or measures one or more specific parameters (e.g., 

voltage, current, frequency, logic level, bit time, distortion, 

etc. ) • 

BALYZER, LOGIC 

See logic analyzer. 

• OJ) 

1. An operation in Boolean algebra. When two or more terms are 

ANDed together (combined using the AND operation), the result 

is true if and only if all terms are true. 

* 2. One of the two operations used in speci fying clocking modes. 

The other, also defined, is OR. 

ARD GATE 

A binary circui t with two or more input s and a single output, in 

which the output is logic 1 only when all inputs are logic 1, and 

the output is logic 0 if anyone of the inputs is logic O. 

• ARM 
The act of initializing a recording cycle in a logic analyzer. 

See also Arm Mode. 
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• ARM MODE 
The K 1 0 1-D has two basic arm mod es, manual and automatic. Arm 

modes control the recording process. In manual mode, the recording 

process stops after one complete cycle of tracing based on the set 

of trace control instructions and the conditions in the system 

under test at the time of recording. (This cycle is called a 

recording cycle.) In the automatic modes, recording cycles may be 

repeated under the control of user-speci fied conditions. 

• ASCII 

1 • American Standard Code for Information Interchange. A national 

standard, ASCII is seven-bit code, now usually seen in eight

bit form (the eighth bit can be forced to 1 or 0, or can be a 

parity bit), specifying letters, numbers, and certain control 

functions. See Code and EBCDIC. 

* 2. One of the K101-D data formats. It decodes seven bits. 

ASSEMBLER 

A program that translates symbolic operation codes into machine 

language and symbolic addresses to memory addresses. Assigns 

values to all program symbols and translates source programs to 

object programs. 

ASSEMBLY LAIIGUAGE 

A collection of symbolic labels, mnemonics, and data which are 

translated into binary machine codes by the assembler. 

ASYNCHRONOUS 

Not occurring at the same time or not bearing a fixed relationship 

in time. Not synchronous. 
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ASYBCHROROUS DEVICE 

A device in which the operation is not related to any in the system 

to which it is cohnected. 

• ASYBCBR<BOUS RECORDING 

A recording in which the data are sampled by a clock that is not 

synchroni zed to the data, for exam pie, as when using a logi c 

analyzer's internal clock. See also synchronous recording. 

• AUTOMATIC ARMING 

See Ant Mode. 

BASE 

Also called the radix. The total number of distinct symbols used 

in anum bering system. For example, since the decimal num bering 

system uses ten symbols, the radix is 10. In the octal numbering 

system, the radix is 8. In the binary numbering system, the radix 

is 2 because there are only two symbols (0 and 1). 

• BDlARY 

1. The base 2 number system. All numbers are expressed as powers 

of 2. As a consequence, only two sym bois (0 and 1) are 

required. 

* 2. One of the K101-D data formats. 

BIRARY CODE 

A code in which each code element is one of two distinct states, 

usually symbolized as 0 and 1. See also logic polarity. 
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BIHARY COURTER 

BIT 

An interconnection of flip-flops having a single input and so 

arranged to permit binary counting. Each time a pulse appears at 

the input, the counter changes state and tabulates the num be r of 

input pulses for readout in binary form. It has 2n possible 

counts, where n is the number of flip-flops or stages. 

The smallest unit of information which can be represented. A bit 

may be in one of two states, represented by the binary digits 0 

and 1. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

A simplified functional diagram of a system or assembly. 

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

A system of mathematical logic dealing with classes, propositions, 

on-off circuit elements, and so on, associated by operators such as 

AND, OR, NOT, XOR, ••• etc., thereby permitting computations and 

demonstration, as in any mathematical system. Named after George 

Boole, English mathematician and logician, who introduced it in 

1847. 

• BOOLEAN ElPRESSIORS 

Used to define combinations of external clocks or latch enables for 

describing sample events evaluated by K101-D. 

BOOLEAN SYMBOL 

A symbol used to represent a specific Boolean operation. 
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BRANCH INSTRUCTION 

An instruction that causes a program to jump to a specified address 

and execute the instruction at that address, may be conditional or 

uncondi tional. During the execution of the branch instruction, 

the central processor replaces the contents of the program counter 

with the speci fied address. 

BRANCmNG, COIIDITIONAL 

A method of selecting, on the basis of results, the next operation 

for a computer program to execute. 

BREAKPOINT 

BUS 

BYTE 

Pertains to a type of instruction, instruction digit, or other 

condition used to interrupt or stop a computer at a particular 

place in a program. Allows outside examination of the system state 

at that point. A place in a program where such an interruption 

occurs or can be made to occur. 

A path over which digital information is transferred, from any of 

several sources to any of several destinations. Only one transfer 

of information can take place at anyone time. While such transfer 

of information is taking place, all other sources that are tied to 

the bus must be disabled. See also Address Bus, Control Bus. 

A sequence of adjacent binary digits operated on as a unit and 

usually eight bits long. 
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CALL OR SUBROUTIRE 

A special type of jump in which the central processor is required 

to "remember" the contents of the program counter at the time that 

the jump occurs. This allows the processor to later resume 

execution of the main program, when it is finished with the last 

instruction of the subroutine. 

CBJDEL 

1. A path along which signals can be sent, e.g., data channel, 

output channel. 

2. The portion of a storage medium that is accessible to a given 

reading or writing station, e.g., track, band. 

CHARACTER 

A letter, digit, or other symbol that is used as part of the 

organi zation, con trol, or representation of data. 

CHARACTER CODE 

See Code. 

• CHOICE KEYS 

Provide review and selection of all available choices for each 

parameter field. 

CIRCUIT 

A conductor or system of conductors through which an electric 

current can flow. 
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CLOCK 

A pulse generator that controls the timing of clocked logic devices 

and regulates the speed at which such devices operate. It serves 

to synchronize all operations in a digital system. 

• CLOCK INPUT 

1. That terminal on a flip-flop whose condition or change of 

condition controls the admission of data into a flip-flop 

through the synchronous inputs, and thereby controls the 

output state of the flip-flop. The clock signals performs two 

functions: (1) permit data signals to enter the flip-flop and 

(2) after entry, direct the flip-flop to change state 

accordingly. 

* 2. Where an external clock signal enters the K101-D. 

CLOCK PULSE 

A complete logic cycle from logic 0 to logic 1 and back to logic 0 

(positive clock pulse), or from logic 1 to logic 0 and back to 

logic 1 (negative clock pulse). 

• CLOCK SIGNALS 

The 12 input signals (probes) that carry clocking information. See 

Input Signals. 

• CLOCKING MODES 

Speci fication of the clocking source or sources to be used by the 

K 10 1-D for sampling da ta and for clocking it in to memory. The re 

are six clocking mod es, based on the abi 11 ty to speci fy Sample 

clocks, or Master clocks, or both, as having an internal clock 

source, external clock source, or mixed internal and external clock 

source. The setup menu for clocking allows the specification of 

clock source combinations using Boolean algebra. 
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CODE (1) 

1. A set of unam biguous rules speci fying the way in which da ta 

may be represented, e.g., the set of correspondences in the 

standard code for information interchange. Synonymous with 

coding scheme. 

2. In telecommunications, a system of rules and conventions 

according to which the signals representing data can be 

formed, transmitted, received, and processed. 

3. In data processing, to represent data or a computer program in 

a symbolic form that can be accepted by a data processor. 

• CODE (2) 

In this manual, refers to a standard for information interchange, 

such as ASCII or EBCDIC. In these codes, letters, numbers, special 

characters, and certain control functions have a standard bit

pattern form. The Data Display mode of the Kl0l-D can decode those 

ASCII and EBCDIC patterns that can be displayed. 

CODE CONVERSION 

The changing of the bit grouping for a character in one code into 

the corresponding bit grouping in another code. 

C(Mf(JRICATION 

The act of imparting, conveying, or exchanging ideas, knowledge, 

information, etc., whether by speech, writing, or signals. 
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• C<MPREBERSIVE SAMPLE 

Refers to the ability of the K101-D to make one sample word contain 

events that happened at different times. This allows, for example, 

a single sample to contain several events (up to six) for 

simultaneous trace evaluation even though the events are valid at 

different times. A specific example would be moni toring system 

acti vi ty at the machine cycle level so that each sample includes 

all address, data, status, and flag signals in their valid states 

for that machine cycle. For further information, see Latch Mode 

and Deaux Mode. 

C<MPUTER WORD 

A sequence of bits or characters treated as a unit and capable of 

being stored in one computer location. 

CONDITIORAL 

Subject to the result of a comparison made during computation. 

CONDITIORAL JUMP 

Also called conditional transfer of control. An instruction to a 

computer to use the proper one of two (or more) addresses in 

obtaining the next instruction, depending on some property of one 

or more numerical expressions or other conditions. 

COHIIECTOR 

A coupling devi ce employed to connect conductors of one ci rcui t 

with those of another circuit. 

CONTROL 

Those parts of a computer which carry out instructions in proper 

sequence, interpret instructions, and apply proper signals. 
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CORTROL BUS 

CPU 

A set of signals that regulate the operation of the 

microcomputer system, including I/O devices and memory. They 

function much like "traffic" signals or commands. They may also 

originate in the I/O devices, generally to transfer signals to or 

recei ve signals from the CPU. See also Bus, Addrss Bus. 

Central Processing Uni t. The computer module that fetches, 

decodes, and executes instructions, consisting of a control unit, 

an arithmetic and logic uni t, and related facili ties such as 

registers and clocks. 

CYCLE 

DATA 

1. A time interval in which one set of events or phenomena is 

completed. 

2. Any set of operations that is repeated regularly in the same 

sequence. The operations may be subject to variations on each 

repeti tion. 

1. A representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a 

formalized manner suitable for communication, interpretation, 

or processing by humans or mechanical devices. 

2. Any representations such as characters or analog quantities to 

which meaning is or might be assigned. 

3. Information. 
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DATA BUS 

A multiline, parallel path over which digital data are transferred 

from any of several destinations. Only one transfer of information 

can take place at any ona time. While such transfer is taking 

place, all other sources that are tied to the bus must be disabled. 

• DATA DISPLAY 
One of three display modes for the K101-D, it displays the recorded 

information in the form specified by the Data Format. It gives 

exact information about the state of events in the system under 

test as specified by the conditions for each trace recording, and 

is sometimes called the state display. Functions are available for 

searching this display for particular patterns and comparing the 

current di splay and a reference di splay. The other di splay modes, 

also defined, are Graph Display and Timing Display. 

DATA DOMAIN 

See Data Display. 

• DATA FORHAT 
Specification interpreting input data. Individual inputs are 

recorded as 1 or o. They can be displayed as binary numbers or 

grouped and displayed as octal numbers, hexadecimal numbers, ASCII 

codes, or EBCDIC codes. The data format specification controls the 

data display and the possibilities available for trace control and 

for search patterns. The data format is independent of actual data 

capture. Not all data inputs need to be spe ci fied in the format; 

inputs can be captured even if not specified. The data format can 

be changed after data capture. 

DATA, RAW 

Unprocessed, unanalyzed information, from which you wish to extract 

more meaningful, useful information. 
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DATA REDUCTION 

The conversion of raw data into more concise, meaningful 

information. 

De HORGAN'S THEOREM 

A theorem which states that the inversion of a series of AND 

implications is equal to the same series of inverted OR 

implications, or the inversion of a series of OR implications is 

equal to the same series of inverted AND implications. In symbols: 

A • B • C = A + B + C = AND + = OR 

A + B + C = A • B • C 

DEBUG 

Detect, locate, and correct problems in a program or hardware. 

DECIMAL 

1. Pertaining to a characteristic or property involving a 

selection, choice, or condition in which there are ten 

possi bili ties. 

2. Pertaining to the number representation system with a radix of 

ten. 

• DELAY TIME 

1. The time by which a signal is retarded. 

* 2. A time interval specified in master clock periods that can be 

speci fied in each trace control level for com pari son to that 

level's sample count. 
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DBMULTIPLElER 

A digital device that directs information from a single input to 

one of several outputs. Information for output channel selection 

usually is presented to the device in binary-weighted form and is 

decoded internally. The device also acts as a single-pole 

multiposi tional swi tch that passes digi tal information in a 

direction opposite to that of a multiplexer. See also 

Multiplexing. 

• DEMUX MODE 

An Input Mode, used to demultiplex data available on the same 

signal inputs at different times. For example, address information 

and the related data available on a shared bus. Operates on eight 

input lines. See also Input Modes, and especially Latch Mode. 

DIAGNOSTICS 

Methods used for detecting and isola ting faults in a uni t under 

test. 

DIAGNOSTIC TEST 
A test performed for the purpose of isolating a malfunction in the 

uni t under test. 

DIGIT 
A symbol that represents one of the non-negative integers smaller 

than the radix. For example, in decimal notation, a digit is one 

of the characters from 0 to 9. Synonymous wi th numeric character. 

DIGITAL 

Data in the form of discrete states. In binary logic there are two 

states (represented as 1 or 0, ON or OFF, etc.). Compare to 

Analog. 
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DIGITAL CLOCK 

A series of synchronized pulses that determines the bit times (data 

rate) of a digital pattern. 

• DIGITAL WAVEFORM 

1. A graphi cal representation of a di gi tal signal, showing the 

variations in logic state as a function of time. This type of 

representation is also known as a timing diagram. 

* 2. The timing display of the K101-D shows digital waveforms. 

DIGITIZE 

DIP 

To translate analog data into digital form. 

Dual In-line Package. A standard integrated circuit (IC) package 

in rectangular form with two rows of pins at opposite edges. 

• DISPLAY (noun) 

1. A device, such as a CRT monitor, that provides a visual 

presentation of an electronic signal. 

* 2. A specific screen or mode used to present various menus and to 

review recordings. 

DISPLAY (verb) 

To visually present or exhibit; to show. 
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DUMP 

1. To copy the contents of all or part of a storage, usually from 

an internal storage to an external storage. 

2. A process as in definition 1 above. 

3. The data resulting from the process as in definition 1 above. 

• EBCDIC 

1 • The Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code, a digital 

code primarily used by IBM. It is eight-bi t code for 

speci fying letters, numbers, and certain control functions. 

See Code and ASCII. 

* 2. One of the K101-D data formats. It decodes eight bits. 

• ECL 
One of the threshold choices for the K101-D. 

EeL CIRCUITS 

EDGE 

Bipolar emi tter-coupled logic circuits, also called current-mode 

logic circuits. 

The transition from logic 0 to logic 1, or from logic 1 to logic 0, 

in a clock pulse. When a sample is taken. 

EDGE TRIGGERING 

Activation of a circui t at the edge of the pulse as it begins its 

change. Circuits then trigger at the beginning or end of the input 

pulse rather than sensing a level. 
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• EDIT 
1. To insert, delete, or modi fy the form or format of data. 

* 2. To rearrange, reformat, or change the K101-D data and/or 

displays. 

IMULATB 

To imitate one system with another such that the imitating system 

accepts the same data, executes the same programs, and achieves the 

same results as the imitated system. The results will be the same 

in form and function, but not necessarily in the same time. 

to ERIBLE 

To permit the passage of a digital signal into or through a digital 

device or circuit. 

to ENCODE 

To use a code, frequently one composed of binary numbers, to 

represent individual characters or groups of characters in a 

message. For example, given positional information about the 

location of keys on a keyboard, to encode character codes for those 

keys. To change from one digi tal code to another. If the codes 

are greatly different, the process is called code conversion. 

ERASE 

To obliterate information from a storage medium, e.g., to clear, to 

overwrite. 

ERROR 

Any discrepancy between a computed, observed, or measured quantity 

and the true, speci fied, or theoretically correct value or 

condition. 
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BlECU'fIVE 

That portion of a computer cycle during which a selected control 

word or instruction is accomplished. 

FALL TIME 

The time required for the negative trailing edge of a pulse to 

decrease from 90% to 10% of its initial value. In digital 

electronics, the measured length of time required for an output 

voltage of a digi tal circui t to change from a high voltage level 

(logic 1) to a low voltage level (logic 0). 

FAULT ISOLATION 

The process of identifying and locating failures in a unit under 

test. 

• FIELD 
1. In a record, a specified area used for a particular category 

of data, e.g., a group of card columns used to represent a 

wage rate, a set of bi t locations in a computer word used to 

express the address of the operand, etc. 

* 2. For the K 1 0 1-D, refers to areas on the setup screens where 

specifications are entered. 

FIXED LOGIC LEVELS 

Digital data with high and low levels that are not programmable or 

adjustable. 

FLOW CHART 

A symbolic representation of the algorithm required to solve a 

problem. 
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FORMAT 

The arrangement of data. 

FR~UENCY 

The num ber of recurrences of a periodic phenomenon in a uni t of 

time. Electrical frequency is specified as cycles per second 

(hertz). 

FULL DUPLEX 

A data transmission mode which provides simultaneous and 

independent transmission and reception. Compare to Half Duplex. 

GATE (GATING DEVICE) 

A circui t that regulates the passage of data inputs. A gate has 

two or more inputs and one output. One of the inputs can be 

clearly identified as a data input, with the remaining inputs being 

gating inputs. The logic state of the gating inputs determines 

whether or not the input data appear at the output. 

to GATE 

To control the passage of a digital signal through a digital 

circuit. 

GATE PULSE 

A pulse that enables a gate circuit to pass data signal. The gate 

pulse generally has a longer duration than the signal to ensure 

time coincidence. 

GATE SIGNAL 

Same as gate pulse. 
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GLITCH 

An unwanted pulse or logic state, usually caused by poor design 

and/or propagation delays. A spurious event not necessarily 

synchronous with the system under test. 

• GLITCH MODE 
A spe'cial mode in the logic analyzer for detecting gli tches. A 

glitch is detected when it crosses a threshold measurement of 

energy, that is a combination of time and voltage-level. It can be 

short and intense or long and barely above the threshold voltage. 

Either case can be detected. 

• GPIB 
1. General Purpose Interface Bus. An interface bus standard, 

also known as the IEEE-488 standard, and in Europe as the lEe 

Bus. 

* 2. One of two communications options for the K101-D. 

• GRAPH DISPLAY 
One of three display modes ,of the K 1 0 1-D, it displays a graph of 

data over time showing general relationships. It is the only 

display which can show the entire recording on one screen. The 

graph display can be expanded vertically or horizontally, and can 

be clipped to emphasis a particular region. The other displays, 

also defined, are Data Display and T1~ng Display. 

GROUND 

A conducting connection by which an electric circuit or equipment 

connects to the earth, or to some conducting body that serves in 

place of the earth. 
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HALF DUPLEI 

A data transmission mode which provides both transmission and 

reception, though not simultaneously. Compare to Full Duplex. 

JWmSIIAD 

Interactive communication between two system components, such as 

between the CPU and a peripheral; often required to prevent loss of 

data. The two system components "agree" that one will send and the 

other receive data, and also exchange information about the success 

of the transfer. 

BARDVARE 

Physical equipment: mechanical, electrical, or electronic devices. 

BERTZ 

The uni t of frequency, one cycle pe r second (Hz). 

• BElADECIMAL 

1. A number system based upon the radix 16, in which the decimal 

numbers 0 through 9 and the letters A through F represent the 

sixteen distinct states in the code. A four-bit binary code, 

sometimes called base 16. 

* 2. One of the K101-D data formats. 

HIGH ADDRESS BYTE 

The eight most signi ficant bi ts in the memory address word for a 

microprocessor chip. Abbreviated H or HI. 

• IEEE-488 

1. An interface bus standard, also known as the GPIB standard, 

and in Europe as the IEC Bus. 

* 2. One of two communications options for the K101-D. 
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• INPUT 
1 • Electrical currents or signals sent to a machine. The data 

conveyed by these signals. 

* 2. Physical connectors where current or signals enter the K101-D. 

• IRPUT DATA 

Input data comes into the K 1 01-D from probes. Each input data 

line is interpreted as a binary 0 or 1, depending on the threshold 

vol tage and the logic polari ty assigned to that probe. There are 

48 data inputs. 

IRPUT/OUTPUT 

General term for the equipment used to communicate with a computer, 

the data involved in the communication, and the process of 

communication. Abbreviated I/O. 

• IRPUT SIGBAL 

General K101-D term for the 60 probe inputs; 48 of these carry data 

and 12 carry clocking information. 

• IRPUT tmDES 

Possible modes of sampling input signals to the K101-D. Four modes 

are available. See Sample Mode, Glitch Mode, Latch Mode, and DeJDUX 

Mode. 

INCREMENT 

To increase the value of a binary word by one. 
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IBITnLIZE 

To es ta blish an ini tial condi ti on or starting sta te; for exam pIe, 

to set logic elements in a digital circuit or the contents of a 

storage location to a known state so that subsequent application of 

digital test patterns will drive the logic elements to another 

known state. 

IRSTRUCTIOR 

In programming, a statement that speci fies an opera tion and the 

values or locations of its operands. 

IRSTRUCTIOR CODE 

A unique binary number that encodes an operation that the 

microprocessor chip can perform. 

DfSTRUCTIOR CYCLE 

A successive group of machine cycles, which together perform a 

single microprocessor instruction within the microprocessor chip. 

IRTERFACE 

A shared boundary. An interface might be a hardware component to 

link two devices or it might be a portion of storage or registers 

accessed by two or more computer programs. Typically describes 

connection of a peripheral device to a computer system. 

IliTERPACING 

The joining of members of a group, such as people, instruments, 

etc., so they can function in a compatible and coordinated fashion. 
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HtDROPT 

In a computer, a break in the normal flow of a system or routine 

such that the flow can be resumed from that point at a later time. 

The source of the interrupt may be internal or external. 

1/0 DEVICE 

Input/output device. Any digital device, including a single 

integrated circuit chip, that transmits data or strobe pulses to a 

computer or receives data or strobe pulses from a computer. 

• Ja» 
1. To cause the next instruction to be selected from a speci tied 

storage location in a computer. 

2. A devia tion from the normal sequence of exec ution of 

instructions in a computer. 

• 3. One of four trace control commands. Causes a jump from one 

level of trace to a new level, for example from level three to 

level seven. 

See also Branch. 

• LABEL 
1. One or more characters used to identify a statement or an item 

of data in a computer program. 

• 2. For the K101-D, refers to user-supplied labels that identify 

data inputs on the timing display. 

LATCH 

A simple logic storage element. A feedback loop used in a 

symmetrical digital Circuit, such as a flip-flop, to retain a logic 

state. 
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• LATCH ENABLE INPUTS 

The location where latch signals enter the K101-D. 

• LATCH HODE 

An input mode used to align two events separate in time so that 

they will be available for simultaneous evaluation. Latched 

information is captured at one time and sampled at a later time. 

Latch mode uses the latch enable expression to control when 

information is held and when it is released. When the latch enable 

expression moves from true to false, information is held, and when 

the latch enable expression goes true again, the latched 

information is available as a sample. For other input modes, see 

Input Hodes. 

• LEVEL 
1 • 

* 2. 

The degree of subordination in a hierarchy. 

One of 16 programmable elements of K101-D's trace control. 

LEVEL-TRIGGERED 

The state of the logic input, being either logic 0 or logic 1, 

carries out a transfer of information or completes an action 

without requiring any change in the state. 

LISTENER 

Device that inputs data from a data bus (as defined specifically 

for the IEEE-488 bus). An output port is a listener. See also 

Talker. 
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LOGIC 

1. The science dealing with the basic principles and applications 

of truth tables, switching, gating, etc. 

2. Symbolic logic: A ma thema tical approach to the solution of 

complex situations by the use of symbols to define basic 

concepts. The three basic logic symbols are AND, OR, and NOT. 

When used in Boolean algebra, these symbols are somewhat 

analogous to addition and multiplication. 

3. In computers and information processing networks, the 

systema tic method that governs the ope ra tions pe rformed on 

information, usually with each step influencing the one that 

follows. 

4. The systematic plan that defines the interactions of signals 

in the design of a system for automatic data processing. 

LOGIC AHALYZER 

A test system speci fically designed to record and/or analyze the 

operation of logic systems. Logic analyzers typically have 16 or 

more input lines and can store sequences of records showing the 

logical states of all inputs at consecutive moments in time. 

LOGICAL DECISIOIf 

The ability of a computer to make a choice between two 

alternatives; basically, the ability to answer "yes" or "no" to 

certain fundamental questions concerning equality and relative 

magnitude. 
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• LOOIC POLARITY 
1. Defines the usage of the logic symbols 0 (zero) and 1 (one). 

May be either positive or negative logic polarity. Positive 

logic polari ty defi nes as 1 a voltage that is more posi ti ve 

than the threshold voltage. Negative logic polarity defines 

as 1 a voltage that is more negative than the threshold 

voltage. 

* 2. Polarity can be set for all K101-D data inputs. 

LOOP 

A sequence of instructions that is repeated. 

LOW ADDRESS BYTE 

The eight least significant bits in the memory address word for an 

microprocessor chip. Abbreviated L or LO. 

LSD (LEAST SIGRIFICANT BIT) 

The digit with the lowest weighting in a binary number. 

MACHIIIE CODE 

A binary code that a computer decodes to execute a speci fic 

function. 

MACHINE CYCLE 

A subdivision of an instruction cycle during which time a related 

group of actions occur within the microprocessor chip. In the 8080 

microprocessor, there are nine di fferent machine cycles. All 

instructions are combinations of one or more of these machine 

cycles. 
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HACHIRE LANGUAGE 

Binary language (often represented in hex) that is directly 

understood by the processor. All other programming languages must 

be translated into binary code before they can be entered into the 

processor. 

• HARUAL ARMIBG 

See ArID Modes. 

ImfORY 

Part of a computer system into which information can be inserted 

and held for future use. Storage and memory are interchangeable 

terms. Common memory types are core, disk, tape, and semiconductor 

(which includes ROM and RAM). 

• MEMORY A, MEMORY B, MEMORY M 

The three K101-D memories: each consists of 515 words of 52 bits. 

512 words contain recorded events. The first three words are part 

of the sampling logic of the K101D; the sample register and 

pipelines 1 and 2, which are used for delay during evaluation of 

the contents. 

Memory M is the basic high-speed memory of the device. It is used 

for information capture. (Information capture is dependent on trace 

control.) Memory A is display memory; after the capture of 

information, a copy of memory M contents is transferred to memory A 

for display. Memory B is the reference memory, used for comparison 

with memory A. It may contain prior memory A information, or 

reference information entered by hand or by communication from a 

computer. See also Word. 

MEMORY ADDRESS 

A binary num be r that speci fies the preci se memory location of a 

memory word among the different possible memory locations. 
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MICBOCOfPUTER 

A fully operational digital computer that is based upon a 

microprocessor chip or microprocessor chip family. A complete 

system, including CPU, memory, and IIO interfaces. 

MICROPROCESSOR 

Central processing unit (CPU) fabricated on one or two chips. The 

processor consists of the arithmetic and logic unit, control block 

and registers. 

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMERT AID 

Aids a design engineer in simulating or analyzing a logic circuit 

with one or more microprocessors. 

MICROPROCESSOR E2mLATOR 

Imitates the functions of a speCific microprocessor; a software 

routine or a device. 

MtfEtI)IfIC CODE 

Codes designed to assist the human memory. The microprocessor 

language consists of binary words, which are a series of O's and 

1's, making it di fficul t for the programmer to remember the 

instructions corresponding to a given operation. To assist the 

human memory, the binary numbered codes are assigned groups of 

letters (or mnemonic sym boIs) that suggest the defini tion of the 

instruction. For example, the code A9 might mean load accumulator 

and be represented by the mnemonic LDA. 

MlIEMOIiIC LANGUAGE 

A programming language that is based upon easily remembered symbols 

and that can be assembled into machine code by a computer. 
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MREMONIC INSTRUCTION 

Computer instructions that are wri tten in a meaningful notation, 

e.g., ADD, SUB, MOV, MPY, DIV, and STO. 

HNEHONIC SYMBOL 

A symbol chosen so that it assists the human memory; e.g., the 

abbreviation MPY used for "multiply." 

MODEJf 

From MOdulator-DEModulator. A device that modulates and demodulates 

signals transmitted over communication facilities. 

MSB (HOST SIGNIFICANT BIT) 

Bit in the leftmost position of a word, which has the greatest 

numerical weight. 

MULTIPLEXING 

Process of transmi tting more than one signal via a single link. 

The most common technique used in microprocessor systems is time 

division multiplexing, in which one signal lihe is used for 

different information at different times. See also Demultiplexer. 

NAND GATE 

A combination of a NOT function and an AND function in a binary 

circuit that has two or more inputs and one output. The output is 

logic 0 only if all inputs are logic 1; it is logic 1 if any input 

is logic O. 

NEGATIVE EDGE 

The transition from logic 1 to logic 0 in a clock pulse. 

NEGATIVE-EDGE TRIGGERED 

Transfer of information occurs on the negative edge of the clock 

pulse. 
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IEGATIVE LOGIC 

The logic false state is represented by the more positive voltage 

in the system, and the logic true state is represented by the more 

negative voltage in the system. For TTL, 0 becomes +2.4 volts or 

greater, and 1 becomes +.4 volts or less. 

~TED 

A subroutine that is called by another subroutine or a loop within 

a larger loop is said to be nested. 

NOISE 

Unwanted disturbances superimposed upon a useful signal that tend 

to obscure the signal's information content. 

NOR GATE 

An OR gate followed by an inverter to form a binary circuit in 

which the output is logic 0 if any of the inputs is logic 1 and is 

logic 1 only if all the inputs are logic O. 

NOT GATE 

A binary circuit with a single output that is alw"l.Ys the opposite 

of the single input. Also called an inverter circuit. 

• OCTAL 
1. A number system based upon the radix 8, in which the decimal 

numbers a through 7 represent the eight distinct states. Also 

called base 8. Decodes the three-bit patterns 000 through 111 

as 0 through 7. 

* 2. One of the K101-D data formats. 

OPERATION 
Moving or manipulating_data in the CPU or between the CPU and 

peripherals. 
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• OR 
1. An operation in Boolean algebra. When two or more terms are 

ORed together (combined using the OR operation), the result is 

true if at least one of the terms is true. 

* 2. One of the two operations used in specifying clocking modes. 

The other, also defined, is ARD. 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
An instrument which repetitively displays the instantaneous value 

of one or more varying electrical quantities as a function of time. 

OUTPUT PORT 

Circuit that allows the microprocessor system to output signals to 

other devices. 

OVERFLOW 

Result s when an ari thmetic operation generates a quantity beyond 

the capacity of the register. An overflow status bi t (the carry) 

in the flag register is set if an operation causes an overflow. 

• PAGE 
A unit of displayed information. In Timing display, each page 

displays six inputs. In Data display, it is a single column of 

information. 

PARALLEL 

Simultaneous processing, transmission, or storage of data bits. 

Compare to Serial. 

PARAMETER 

A variable that is given a constant value for a specific purpose or 

process. 
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• PASS COURT 

1. A variable that is used to count the number of occurrences of 

some particular event. 

* 2. For the K 1 0 1-D, a pass counter can be used to speci fy the 

number of recording processes to be done automatically. 

PERIPIIEIW. EQUIPMBI1' 

Uni ts which work in conjunction with a computer but are not part of 

it. 

• POD 
An external device containing the actual probe circui try used to 

monitor the target system. Eight sample inputs plus two clock or 

latch enable inputs are contained in each pod. Six pods are used 

wi th the K 10 1-D. 

• POLABIT! 
See Logic Polarity. 

POLLING 

PORT 

Determing something by the process of sequential inquiry. One 

method used to identify the source of interrupt request. !he CPU 

must poll (read) the devices to determine which one caused the 

interrupt. 

Point at which the I/O devices are connected- to the computer. 

POSITIVE EDGE 

The transition from logic 0 to logic 1. 
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POSITIVE-EDGE TRIGGERED 

Transfer of information occurs on the positive edge of the clock 

pulse. 

POSITIVE LOGIC 

A form of logic in which the more positive voltage level represents 

logic 1 and the more negative level represents logic O. 

P,RECISIOR 

Number of digits. Contrasts with Accuracy. 

PRIORITY 
Number assigned to an event or device that determines the order in 

which it will receive service if more than one request is made 

simultaneously. 

• PROBE CORRECTION 

Process of speci fying and connecting the probes between the K101-D 

and the system under test. Of the 60 probe lines, 48 carry data 

and 12 carry clocking information. The probe information is 

referred to as "input signals", further divided into "input data" 

and "clock signals." 

• PROBES 
The connections between the K101-D and the system under test. See 

Probe Connection for further information. See also Pod. 

PROGRAM 

Procedure for solving a problem, coded into a form suitable for use 

by a computer. Frequently referred to as software. 
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PROPAGATION DELAY 

A measure of the time required for a logic signal to travel through 

a logic device or a series of logic devices. It occurs as the 

resul t of four types of ci rcui t delays: storage, ri se, fall, and 

turn on. It is the time between the input signal crossing the 

threshold voltage point and the responding vol tage at the output 

crossing the same voltage point. 

• RADIX, RADICES 

1. Also called the base. The total num ber of di stinct marks or 

symbols used in a numbering system. For example, since the 

decimal numbering system uses ten symbols, the radix is 10. 

In the binary numbering system, the radix is 2, because there 

are only two marks or symbols (0 and 1). In the octal 

numbering system, the radix is 8, and in the hexadecimal 

numbering system, the radix is 16. 

* 2. Radix is used on the K101-D setup screens to refer to any of 

the three number bases used in Data display: binary, octal, or 

hexadecimal, and also to the ASCII and EDCDIC codes. See 

also, Code. 

READ 

To retreive or acquire data that have been stored. In 

semiconductors: To transmit data from a semiconductor memory to 

some other di gi tal electronic device. The term "read" also applies 

to computers and other types of memory devices. To READ is to 

recall. 
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REAL-TIME CLOCK 

Refers to a device that provides interrupts at regular time 

intervals, frequently twice the AC line frequency. It allows 

maintenance of an accurate time-of-day clock and the measurement of 

elapsed time. 

• BECOlmING 

The result of the tracing process in the K101-D. More information 

may be traced than can be recorded, because when memory fills prior 

data is replaced by newly traced data. 

• RECORDING ANALYSIS 

The process of analyzing the recording obtained by the K 1 0 1-D to 

see whether a solution has been obtained, or when necessary to 

record again, what changes might be made in the conditions for 

recording. Three modes of displaying data are available to aid in 

recording analysis, with many other functions available for 

manipulating and analyzing these displays. See also Data Display, 

Graph D1 splay , and Timing D1splay. 

• RECOlmING CYCLE 

A complete cycle of tracing based on the set of trace control 

instructions and the conditions in the system under test at the 

time of recording. Depending on the Arm Mode, the recording cycle 

may end the recording process or may be repeated. See Arm Mode. 

• BECOlmING PROCESS 

Depending on the Arm mode set for the K 1 01-D, the process of making 

a recording may end with one recording cycle or may be repeated. 

The recording process consists of one or more recording cycles. 

See Recording Cycle. 
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RETURN 

A special type of jump in which the CPU resumes execution of the 

main program by returning to the location of the instruction which 

had previously caused the main program to be interrupted. See also 

Subroutine. 

RISE TIME 

The time required for the positive edge of a pulse to rise from 10% 

to 90% of its final value. It is a measure of the steepness of the 

wavefront. In digi tal electronics, the measured length of time 

required for an output voltage of a digital circuit to change from 

a low voltage level (logic 0) to a high voltage level (logic 1). 

ROUTlME 

A group of instructions that causes the computer to perform a 

specified function. 

• RS232-C 

1. An Electronic Industries Association standard for connecting 

computer components or peripherals to the main computer. 

* 2. One of two communications options for the K101-D. 

SAMPLE-AND-HOLD CIRCUIT 

A circuit that monitors a voltage level during a short time period 

and accurately stores that voltage level for a much longer time 

period. 

• SAMPLE COUNT 
A variable which counts the number of times that the inputs to the 

logic analyzer have been sampled. The number of master clock (or A 

pattern) occurrences since entering a trace level. Sample count is 

reset to zero on each level entry; the resulting count is then used 

for compari son to that level's speci fied delay value. 
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• SAMPLE INPUTS 

Where data enter the K101-D, 48 sample inputs are provided. 

• SAMPLE HODE 

Inputs are sampled only at each active edge of the specified sample 

clock. See Input Hodes. 

• SELF-TEST 

1. Test performed by a product on itself. 

* 2. One of the K101-D diagnostic routines. 

SEQUENCING 

Control method for placing a set of steps in a particular order or 

occurrence. 

SERIAL 

Transmitting data bits one at a time over a single wire instead of 

using one wire for each bit. Compare to Parallel. 

SERIAL OPERATIOII 

The organization of data manipulation within circuitry wherein the 

digits of a word are transmitted one at a time along a single line. 

The serial mode of operation is slower than parallel operation, but 

utilizes fewer lines. 

• SETUP 

The parameters specified for a particular recording. 
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• SETUP SCREERS 

Di splay screens used for speci fying recording condi tions for the 

K101-D. The screens have fields where choices may be selected from 

preset options or may be entered. The screens are interactive, and 

change their presentation of possi bili ties according to the 

information entered. 

SETUP TIME 

The minimum amount of time that data must be present at an input to 

ensure data acceptance when the device is clocked. 

SHIFT 

To move the characters of a unit of information right or left. For 

a binary number, this is equivalent to multiplying or dividing by 

two for each shift. 

SOF'l'WABE 

The totality of programs and routines used to extend the 

capabilities of computers, including compilers, assemblers, linker

loaders, narrators, translators, and subroutines. 

• SPECIFICATION 

In the K 1 01-D, the process of speci fying condi tions for making a 

recording of acti vi ty in the system under test. Specification is 

done by selecting or entering information in the Setup Menus (Setup 

Screens) • 

SPIKE 

A distortion in the form of a pulse waveform of relatively short 

duration superimposed on an otherwise regular or desired pulse 

waveform. See also Glitch. 
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STATE 

The logic condi tion of an input or output of a circui t, ei ther 

logic 1 or a logic O. The state of a circui t (gate or flip-flop) 

refers to its output. A flip-flop is said to be in the logic 1 

state when its output is 1. A gate is in the logic 1 state when 

its output is 1. 

• STATE DISPLAY 

See Data Display. 

STATUS 

Present condition of the device. Usually indicated by registers. 

• STOP 

One of four trace control commands. Causes trace control to stop; 

transfers traced samples from memory M to display memory, memory A. 

SUBROUTDIE 

SUT 

SYNC 

A routine that causes the execution of a specified function and 

which also provides for transfer of control back to the calling 

routine upon completion of the function. Also known as Call. 

System under test; the device being studied. Also referred to as 

the target system. 

Short for synchronous, synchronization, synchronizing, etc. 

to SYNCHRONIZE 

To lock one element of a system in step with another. 
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SYNCHRONOUS 

Operation of a switching network by a clock pulse generator. All 

circui ts in the network swi tch in a fixed relation to the clock 

signal. 

SYNCHRONOUS CIRCUIT 

A circuit in which all ordinary operations are controlled by 

signals from a master clock. 

SYHCHROROUS LOGIC 

The type of digi tal logic used in a system in which logical 

operations take place synchronously with clock pulses. 

SYRCHROROUS OPERlTIOR 

Operation of a system under the control of clock pulses. 

• SYNCHRONOUS RECORDING 
A recording in which the data are sampled by a clock that is 

synchronous wi th the data. Usually the case when using external 

clock. See also Asynchronous Recording. 

SYSTEM 

1. An assem bly of methods, procedures, or techni ques uni ted by 

regulated interaction to form an organized whole. 

2. An organized collection of people, machines, and methods 

required to accomplish a set of specific functions. 

TALKER 

A device that outputs data to the data bus (as defined specifically 

for IEEE-488 bus). See also Listener. 

TARGET SYSTEM 

See SUT. 
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• TERM 

In Boolean algebra, an element of the Boolean expression. In the 

K101-D, terms are clock signals being combined to specify clocking 

modes. 

• THRESHOLD 
1. In digital logic, a voltage limit above or below which a 

signal is recognized as defined value, usually the binary 

digi t of 1 or O. See Logic Polarity. 

* 2. One of the specifications for the K101-D. 

TIME DCIUIN 

Information that is a direct function of time. An oscilloscope 

displays information in the time domain. 

• TIMING DISPLAY 
One of three display modes of the K 1 0 1-D, it displays indi vidual 

data inputs over time, showing their rise and fall based on the 

underlying value of 1 or 0 recorded for each line. The display 

allows comparison of events in time, and can be manipulated to make 

these relationships clearer. The other displays, also defined, are 

Data Display and Graph Display. 

TIMING LOOP 

A software loop that requires a precise period of time for its 

execution. 

• TRACE 
1. One of four commands in trace control. Controls whether or 

not events are entered into memory M. 

* 2. To put a sample into memory M. 
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• TRACE CONTROL 

A sophi sticated digital recording process that can condi tionally 

trace precisely defined, distinct segments qf data or program flow. 

Each segment may be separated by an indefinite time period or 

number of samples from the other captured segments. The user 

specifies a chain of unique interactions of time and data patterns 

to define the desired information capture. 

As implemented in the K101-D, this process is accomplished by 

providing 16 identical levels, each wi th four concurrently 

evaluated major commands: STOP, JUMP, ADVANCE, and TRACE. 

Specification of trace events is independent of event monitoring; 

the events may be the same or di fferent. STOP, JUMP, and ADV ANCE 

are used to control the monitoring of events in the target system; 

TRACE controls whether or not the events are entered into memory M. 

A delay may be associated with each command and level. 

TRANSITION 

The instance of changing from one state to a second state. 

TRIGGER 

TTL 

A pulse, often defined by a combination of states, used to initiate 

or stop some function, for example, a triggered sweep or delay 

ramp. 

Bipolar semiconductor transistor-transistor coupled logic circuits. 
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ooT (UNIT UNDER TEST) 

Any system, set, subsystem, assembly or subassembly undergoing 

testing. 

VARIABLE 

A quantity that can assume any of a given set of values. 

• WORD 

The maximum number of binary digits that can be stored in a single 

addressable mem9ry location of a given computer system. The basic 

unit for storing events in memory. The K101-D has 48 bits for data 

and four bits for trace level value (O-F). Each data bit 

corresponds to one input signal. 

WRITE 

In semiconductors and other types of memory devices, to transmit 

data into a memory device from some other digital electronic 

device. To WRITE is to STORE. 
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Section 14 

DlPUT CORRECTION GUmE AID SETUP GUmE 

14.1 INTRODUCTION 

Two forms have been created to help you determine how to set up the 

K 101-D to sample your target system, implement that set up, and maintain 

a permanent record of it for future reference. The Input Connection 

Guide shows the interconnection between target system signals and K101-D 

inputs. The Setup Guide shows the specific setup parameters selected 

for a recording. The Setup Guide interacts wi th and makes use of the 

Input Connection Guide information. 

A small supply of blank forms is included with this section. If 

additional forms are needed, photocopying or reprinting them is 

permitted and recommended. You may obtain additional copies from: 

Communication Department 
Gould Instrument Division 

4600 Old Ironsides Drive 
Santa Clara, CA 95050-1279 

Please request forms by name and number: 

K101-D Input Connection Guide 
K101-D Setup Guide 

DWS 45 
DWS 24 

The following is a description of each form with instructions and 

examples of how to use it. One method of using the form is suggested 

here. Afte r some use you wi 11 likely develop your own method and 

shorthand notation, especially with the Setup Guide. 

For your convenience, suggested connection guides for popular 

microprocessors are presented after the explanation of each form. 
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14.2 INPUT CORRECTION GUIDES 

Before filling out a connection guide form, it is a good idea to spend 

some time analyzing the system you want to probe. Determine what 

information you need to observe. Define what you need to do to obtain a 

comprehensive sample. Consider the polarity and threshold of each 

signal, the information contained therein, how the signal relates to 

other signals, and how you want to sample it. In many cases, you may 

suspect that a certain area or set of signals or data, and so on, is the 

source of the problem you are investigating. If you happen to choose 

the wrong test points or recording analysis, the results obtained with 

the K 1 0 1-D will assis t you in refining your problem definition. The 

inherent flexibility of the K 10 1-D allows you to quickly change your 

test approach, setup, clocking sequences, and so on. The K101-D's 

ability to easily rearrange the inputs of its Timing Data and Graph 

displays as well as clocking expressions, however, allows you a lot of 

flexibility in making your connection selections. You can change your 

mind without changing connections. 

Refer to the front panel of the K101-D (see Figure 14-1). The clock and 

data inputs of each section (A, B, C) are identical. Therefore, the 

left side of the form lists the type of K101-D input (clock, 

data/sample, or ground), an identifying input number or name (O-F, J, K, 

R, S, GND), and the color of the associated flying lead wire. These are 

the same for sections A, B, and C. In the target system area of the 

form, you assign each desired target system signal and precisely 

identify the target system signal by engineering drawing reference 

designation, IC type, pin number, and signal name. 

14.2.1 SN74L192 DECADE COUNTER 

Assume you need to asynchronously observe all input and output signals 

of an SN74L192 decade counter. The pinout and timing diagrams are shown 
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in Figure 14-2.1 The K101-D Input Connection Guide for this example is 

shown in Figure 14-3. 

14.2.2 8085A MICROPROCESSOR 

Assume you need to synchronously observe the operation and bus activity 

of an 8085A microprocessor. The pinout connections of the 8085A are 

shown in Figure 14-4. A study of the basic system timing indicated 

that the connections as shown in Figure 14-5 should be made. 

14.3 SETUP GUIDES 

Each form contains one block for each of the five recording setup menus: 

Clock Select, Input Mode, Trace Control, Logic Polarity, and Data 

Format. They are organized in the order you are most likely to think of 

them when setting up a recording. Even setup menus that actually 

consist of multiple screens (Clock Select, Data Format, and Trace 

Control) are accommodated by this single form. Blanks exist for any 

possible parameter or group of parameters you may wish to select. There 

are numerous notes throughout the form to help remind you of the 

possible parameter choice. The format resembles but does not exactly 

duplica te the format you see on the CRT screen. There are also blanks 

for a parameter's QUICK key number (to speed up keyboard entry). Often, 

you only need to fill in the blanks for those parameters you are using. 

For example, if you are not using a particular section, the parameter 

associated with that section may be ignored. 

a. Clock Select: Refer back to your Input Connection Guide for 

the signals of a specific section to determine how you want to 

sample that section's inputs. Specify the exact internal 

clock period or external expression needed and mark the 

1. Reprinted by permission of Texas Instruments from the TTL Date 
Book, Second Edition. 
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TYPES SN54192, SN54L 192, SN54LS192, SN74192, SN74L 192, SN74LS192 
SYNCHRONOUS 4·81T UP/DOWN COUNTERS (DUAL CLOCK WITH CLEAR) 

'192, 'L 192, 'LS192 DECADE COUNTERS 

Typical clear, load, and count sequences 

Illustrated below I. the following sequence: 

DATA 

CLEAR 

LOAD 

r 
D 

COUNT 
UP 

COUNT 
DOWN 

QS 
OUTPUTS I QA 

QC 

CARRY 

BORROW 

SEQUENCE 
ILLUSTRATED 

1. Clear outputs to zero. 
2. Load (preset) to BCD seven. 
3. Count up to eight, nine, carry, zero, one, and two. 
4. Count down to one, zero, borrow, nine, eight, and seven. 

lOIlI<'l.OW'''P'JI,ol""" .... O.,-A 
a. ~B, Oc .C, and 0 0 =0 

--1l~ ________________________________ ___ 
I I 

-.J 
U 
I 

I 
L
I 

--1.----.....,c 
I 

I~ 
r-
I 

I 
I I I I 

~: : 
=l 
~ 

I I I I 

10
' 

1 71 

-- --CLEAR PRESET 

I 

: ~ ~ 
I I 

~ 

~ 
I 

U 

U 
~9 o~ COUNT UP ~o 9 ~ COUNT DOWN 

NOTES: A. Clear overrides load, data, and count Inputs. 
B. When counting up, count·down Input must be high; when counting down, count-up Input must be high. 

Reprinted by permission of Texas Instruments from the TTL Data Book, 

Second Edition. 

Figure 14-2. Types SN54192, SN54L192, SN54LS192, SN74192, SN74L192, and 

SN74LS 192 Synchronous 4-Bit Up/Down Counters 

(Dual Clock with Clear). 
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X1 1 40 Vee 
X2 2 39 HOLD 

RESET OUT 3 38 HlDA 

SOD 4 37 elK (OUT) 

SID 5 36 RESET IN 

TRAP 6 35 READY 

RST 7.5 7 34 101M 

RST 6.5 8 33 S1 
-

RST 5.5 9 32 RD 

INTR 10 BOB5A 31 WR 

INTA 11 30 ALE 

ADo 12 29 So 

AD1 13 28 A1S 

AD2 14 27 A14 

AD3 15 26 A13 

AD4 16 25 A12 

ADs 17 24 A11 

AD6 18 23 A10 

AD? 19 22 Ag 

Vss 20 21 As 

Figure 14-4. 8085A Pinout Diagram. 
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appropriate box. Do this for each section. When you are 

finished, refer to the clocking notes to determine what mode 

you need. For example, if you chose the same internal rate 

for each section, then you should select Internal mode. If 

section C is an external expression, section A internally 

clocked, and section B a different external expression, then 

you must select Mixed Mul tiphase mode. If you are using an 

internal clock, fill in the desired internal clock period and 

check off the appropriate unit's box. If you are externally 

clocking any section, the master clock expression must be 

defined. Regardless, a master clock must always be specified 

as either an external expression or an internal clock period. 

If you are going to be latching or demultiplexing any section, 

then you must specify the enable expression for that section. 

Notice that above the dotted blank lines of the external 

sample clock expressions is the name of the specific section 

clock input that is associated with that blank. Similarly, 

the name of each specific section enable clock input is listed 

above its associated dotted blank line in the enable 

expression. When creating a Boolean expression, you can 

either fill in the name of the K101-D clock input or the name 

of your target system signal. In this manual, the clock input 

name is used. For each clock input used, you must also select 

i ts active edge or logic polarity. Remember that resul tant 

clocks are always active on their rising edge and resultant 

enable expressions use positive logic. 

b. Input Mode: For every group of section inputs you are using, 

you need to specify an input mode and threshold type. If the 

threshold is variable, then you must specify a value. 

You must select one of the six arm modes. If you want to 

limit the number of automatic recordings or set cursor 
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boundary limits on autocomparing, then you must specify those 

values. The input notes list all possible choices. 

c. Logic Polari ty: For each data input use, put a + or - in the 

appropriate blank in the table of input names vs. section 

letter. (If all inputs are posi ti ve, you may just want to put 

one large plus sign in the middle of the table rather than 

fill in each blank individually.) 

d. Data Format: Refer back to your Input Connection Guide when 

choosing and filling out your desired data format. For mi xed 

modes, put on the top line the letter representing the radi x 

chosen for a group of inputs. The specific signal identifiers 

(CF-AO) comprising that character go in the column beneath the 

radix letter. The most significant bit of each character is 

always at the top of the column. The "height" of the column 

depends on the num ber of characters in the chosen radi x or 

code. For the fixed formats, the instrument determines the 

radix and inputs for you. Simply copy the fixed format onto 

the form. There are 48 columns available. If you display no 

more than 24 characters, you will find it easier to use two 

columns per character rather than one. You may want to write 

the name of your selected data format in the space to the 

right of the DATA FORMAT heading and fill in the associated 

QUICK key number. 

e. Trace Control: Each form has space for four level s of trace 

control. There is a space for comments about the purpose and 

acti vi ty of each level. If your trace program requi res more 

than four levels, simply use more forms. Beginning with level 

0, fill in the particular STOP, JUMP, ADVANCE, and TRACE 

commands you need. Since TRACE is independent of the other 

three commands, it is easiest to think first about what 

samples you want traced into memory. Second, determine the 
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event you want to occur in order to advance out of the level 

you are currently in. Third, any exception to the order of 

trace control flow or branching should be implemented as a 

JUMP command. Finally, decide the conditions you want to stop 

the entire recording. If you select NEVER or ALWAYS for a 

command, there is no need to fill in the associated word 

recognizer. For the other seven commands, the word recognizer 

must be specified. 

To speed up your final program entry, refer to the trace 

control notes and write down the QUICK key value of each 

command. If delay is used in any command, you must then 

specify its type and value. If not, that field may be left 

blank. However, if you are delaying by A PATTERNS, the A word 

recognizer must be specified even if its command is ALWAYS or 

NEVER. Remember that each space on the word recognizer line 

corresponds to the data format column aligned above it, as it 

does on the actual Trace Control screen. If you are using an 

end level other than F, then it must be filled in. 

1 4 • 3. 1 D EF AUL T MENU 

If the default menu setups were translated into a completely filled out 

setup form, they would appear as in Figure 14-6. Press SHIFT, RECALL to 

call up the default menus so you can compare them to the form. A 

shorthand version of the same form would look like that shown in Figure 

14-7. 

14.3.2 SN74L102 SETUP 

Refer back to the input connection example shown in Figure 14-3. 

Asynchronously sampling all inputs and outputs of the SN74L192 requires 

that section A be internally sampled. The clock period is selected from 

studying the chips' timing characteristics (not shown here). The input 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM SET UP # LailOF_ DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
I 6 

o N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

TRACE CONTROL 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
Foreachlevel __ 

TRACE IS Independenl 01 th"ot~er commands 
STOP has pflolily over JUMP 
JUMP MS p"only o,er ADVANCE 

1\11 lour ma,ot GQmmands,n each level can come 
lrueon any of n,ne cond"lons 
QUJckKey CommandCundlllOrl 

Always 

ID = S J. A O( T which are assigned by comma~d 
Iype) 

LEVEL _ DELAY = DEC 21.2 CLOCKS END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K ClOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

C!» STOP IF DATA ~ 5 AND SAMPLE COUNT:> DeLAY 
S=X_~_~_~ ___ A_A_~_~ ___ ~_~_~_A ____________________ _ 

(~) JUMPTO ~ --,N~E,-,,"~E.~R,,--____________ _ 
O·F 

J=~_~_~_~ ___ ~_A_X_X ___ A_A_A_X ____________________ _ 
(.?) ADVANCE_.....,N .... E=V-'L!ooE"'R"--_______________ _ 

A~~_~_X ___ ~_A_X_A ___ X_A_A_X ____________________ _ 
(.! ... ) TRACE _'-'A~L~W~A~Y~5"-L--____________ . ___ _ 

T=A~~_A ___ A~_X_~ ___ ~_~~~ ____________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY DEC/HEX Q.65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS OF 

....... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

...... ) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

........ ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 

) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = _____ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O-F 

....... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) JUMPTO __ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

...... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( .... ) TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATIERNS 

( .. ) STOP _____________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

c.) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

... ) ADVANCE ______________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 

) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= ___________________________________ _ 

Figure 14-6. Default Setup (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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Figure 14-1. K101-D Front Panel. 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTIONC 

SECTION 8 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION 8 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
8F - 88 
87 - 80 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM DEFAULT SET UP #Z.OctOF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(.9 .. .) MODE INTERNAL. 

CJ BJ AJ 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD - ---'2=0'--__ 
iii INTERNAL 
D EXT 

INT • D 

D 

SAME AS MASTER 
10 NANOSECONDS 

SAME AS MASTER 

CK BK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

o MICROSECONDS (1-1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1-160) 

AK 

EXT 
D ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT • SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

D SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

D ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT • SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

D SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

D ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

Used only In Latch and D9mux 

CR BR AR CS 

INPUT MODE 

MODE THRESHOLD 
TYPE VALUE 

.:2AMeLE. TTL +1.4-0 
SA MeL.e: ITL + 1·40 
SAl'1eLE TIL + /.40 
,SA 1'1 PL E: TTL "I- 1·40 
58MeLE, IIL + 1.'tO 
58MeLE. TTL + 1.40 

QUICK KEY 

(0.) ARM MODE: MANUAL 
LIMITS =~ TO 51't-

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP 8 
GROUP A 

CURSORS C:0-512 R:0-512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C 8 A 9 8 7 654 3 2 1 0 

.±.±.±_Lr.±..t..t.±_:L±..±..:tJ:.±J: 

..:t..t..±..:t..t..t..t..t..±.±..±..t.±..:t..:t.i" 
~~'±J:J:'±jii'±'±jjJ:jj 

BS AS 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = 0000 
0·9999 

Figure 14-6. Default Setup (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

F ... dd"as"mbled"Poodaform."only,fRHBlb 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
QUICK KEY CLOCK CHOICES 

t I\CTlIIE RISING EDGE 

'ACTIVEFALLINGEDGE 

1- - -I NOTUSEO 

aUICKKEY CLO~~~~L5ICES 

I POSITIVE TRUE 

( __ .) NOTUSEO 

MODE ~ DESCRIPTIONS 

, EXTERNAL MULTI PflASEO 

INPUT NOTES 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY VALUE 

DIRECT 

AUTOSTOPIFA M B 

AlJTOSTOPIFA t B 

AUTOSTOf' IF A r BWiTHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A ,. B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

~~ 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM DEFAULT SETUP#Z.Ol.OF_ DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
I 6 

D N 5 
A P 

T U 

A T 2 

S 1 
,",SB 

~_~~~ __ Ji_~~_~ __ ~JiJiJi ____________________ _ 

c~c~Lci==i~iiiLai==~~A~iAi==================== ~~~~~~~~ __ &~a~a~5~ __ ~~A~~~ ___________________ _ 
~~~~C~~L __ ~~a~5~aL __ A~~A~AL ___________________ _ 
~~CLc~c~ __ a~a~a~a~_~~~A~A~ ___________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES. (8) BINARY, (OJ OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII. or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

ID=S J A.o,T w~,ch areass'9ned bycomm.nd 

type) 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = ~S12 CLOCKS END LEVEL ~ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O·F 

(3) STOP IF DATA = 5 AND SAMPLE" COUNT > DE::LAY 
S~_X._X._ll __ ~iJ.J. __ J_x._~_~ ____________________ _ 

(Z) JUMPTO ~ _--'N'-""'E'-'V...,E""R."----____________ _ 
OF 

J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(.2.) ADVANCE ~N'-='E'-''''"''E''_'R"''_ ________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

(I.) TRACE ---L:.A,.,L=..!W"'-"'AcLy..",S'-----____________ . ___ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX Q.65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

........ ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

(. ....... ) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

........ ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 
A= ________________________________________________ i 

... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL _ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0·65 K ClOCKSIA PATTERNS O·F 

....... ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F 

J= _______________________________________________ _ 

........ ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
( .... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL END LEVEL __ COMMENTS 
QUICK KEY O·F DELAY = -D-EC-'H-EX- -0.6-5-K --CCCL"'O""'CK"'"S'C-A "'PA=n=ER"'NSO---

.) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

C.) JUMPTO_ 
O·F 

J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = ________________________________ . __________ . _____ _ 
... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 14-7. "Shorthand" Version of Default Setup (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AD 

input connection guide and setup guide 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM DEFAULT SET UP ~.ObOF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

INTER.NAL (0) MODE 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
~ NANOSECONDS (20·1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD _--=Z=O=--__ _ o MICROSECONDS (H600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 

III INTERNAL 
o EXT ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
III SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
III SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT • SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

Used only In Latch and D'9mux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

MODE 

5AMPU;: 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 
SAMPLe 
SAMPLE 
SAMPl-E 

QUICK KEY 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 
TTL 
TTL 
TTL 
TTL 
TTL 
TTL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

1" 1·4-0 
-t1·q..O 
-t 1.q..O 
+ 1.£rO 
+ I. /fO 
.,. /. Lj-O 

(0) ARM MODE:_-,-M-,-,A..=.N~U=A,-,-L=-__ 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C: 0-512 R:0-512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

..:t_:L± ... :L±"± ... L±..±.l'.l'...t...±...±...±.l" 
-1: ... t..,±...±.±..±...±...±...±...t...±...t...:!'j...±J: 
...t...t...t...±J:...±...±..±...:t...± ... :L!...:!".l"j"...!' 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0-9999 

DATE 

QUICK KEY 

QUICK KEY 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

Any rod",hed CF_AO.8QUenCe 

Fi •• dd .. a .. emhl<ld~Pcod.lo'm.t, only,j RTE_816 
attachod 

" 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

I ACTIVE RISING EDGE 

J ACTIVE FALliNG EDGE 

(- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

1- - -I Nor USED 

MOOE & DESCRIPTIONS 

EXTERNAL SINGLE PHASED 

, EXTERNAL MULTI PHASED 

INPUT NOTES 
DIRECT 

ENTRY KEY MODE CHOICES 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY VALliE 

DIRECT 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A • B 

AUTO STOP IF A t B 

AUTO STOP IF A _ B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A , B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

ENT/1YKEY ~ 

DWS24·12.5183 

Figure 14-7. "Shorthand" Version of Default Setup (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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mode should be Sample or Glitch and the arm mode Manual. Positive logic 

should be used. The most important signals to observe in the data 

domain are the four output bits. Therefore, display them as individual 

bits and as a single hex character for easier recognition of the 

"decimal" output. The CLEAR signal is included in the format only to 

serve as a trigger bit. To recreate the previously illustrated timing 

diagram, the trace control program needs to record what happens after 

the CLEAR signal. The simple two-level program shown in Figure 14-8 

will do that. 

14.3.3 8085A SETUP 

Refer back to the input connection example shown in Figure 14-5. The 

DATA, ADDRESS, and CONTROL signals should be sampled synchronously with 

the 8085A clock output (see Figure 14-9). A comprehensive master sample 

should then be taken by the ANDed combination of the three control lines 

READ, WRITE, and INTA. Since the data and low order address bits are 

multiplexed, inputs A7 through AO need to be in Demux mode; ALE is used 

to enable the Demux latching. A TTL threshold level is required and 

arming should be manual. Polarity is all positive. For the data format 

it is most logical to group the address, then data, and then status 

bits. Remember that even though inputs AF through A8 are not connected, 

they contain the low order address bits latched and sampled off of 

inputs A7 through AO. For the first run, the trace control program 

should simply fill memory from anywhere in the program stream. 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM DECADE COUNTE~ SETUP#b!OF_ DATE 

RADIX: 1L1LD_IL ____ H ____ IL ____________________________ _ 

MSB 
I 6 

o N 5 
A P 4 

T U 3 
A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

============A~================================== ____________ A2 _________________________________ _ 
_____________ A~ _________________________________ _ 
A~A~A~A2 ____ A~ ___ AQ ____________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (S) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (Hi HEX, (A) ASCII. or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

Always 

ID = S J A, or T w~'c~ ale ass'gned by command 
lype,1 

LEVEL ....a.. DELAY = _____ END LEVEL _F_ COMMENTS 
OUiCK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K ClOGKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

c2.) STOP _L'N"'E'--'V'----'E"--'f':.-"------_______________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

(_2._) JUMPTO...Q. ------'--N.."E"'-V-'-'E=-'---'IS'----____________ _ 
D-F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(_0) ADVANCE IF DATA = A 
A=~_X_X_X _____ ~ ____ ~ _____________________________ _ 

(J __ ) TRACE ------'--A.uL .... W"'-=A----'-Y-"'S'--_______________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL --.L DELAY = ~5QQ LOCKS END LEVEL _F_ 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/HEX 0-65 K ClOCKSIA PATIERNS O·F 

(_3.) STOP IF l2ATA =.5 AND SAMPLE C.OUNT > DELAY 
S=~_X_X_x _____ ~ ____ ~ _____________________________ _ 

(_:2.:) JUMPTO ...Q. ----'N...=,E'-'Y .... E .... R-"-----_____________ _ 
D-F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(.~) ADVANCE_'---'N=E'---'V'----'E=R'---"-________________ _ 

AbVANC.t ON 
ClEA_K _ PllL.~E., _ 

COMMENTS 

_ FIL.LMEMORY _ 
AND _STOP. 

A =__________________________________________________ 1--

(I.) TRACE _'--'A'""L...:W"-A'--'Y'---'S-<--_______________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL 
-CO"CLD=C=KS---,-'A=PA=rr=ERC"CNs,----- END LEVEL -a--F-

COMMENTS DELAY = ____ _ 
QUICK KEY D-F DEC/HEX ().65 K 

________ ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 
( ________ ) JUMPTO_ 

OF 
J=_~ _____________________________________________ _ 

_______ ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 
______ ) TRACE _______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL DELAY = -O-EC-'H-EX- -0-65-K -C=L=OC=KSCC'A--=CpA=rr=ERC"CNsC-- EN D LEVEL -D--F-
COMMENTS 

QUICK KEY D-F 

____ oj STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

----l JUMPTO __ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

______ ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = _________________________________________________ _ 
___ oj TRACE _____________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 14-8. Decade Counter Setup (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER = 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM DeCADE COUNTE.~SETUP#b.LOF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(.0 .. ) MODE = .--J1u:NL.T.u..E~R.nlN~A .. L~ ___ _ 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
• NANOSECONDS (20.1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD - _---'!2.;:,:O~ __ o MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 
• INTERNAL 
o EXT ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 { ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

INT 
0 SAME AS MASTER 
0 10 NANOSECONDS 

0 SAME AS MASTER 
EXT 

0 { ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

INT 
• SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

o SAME AS MASTER o ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) EXT 

Used onlY in Latch and Demux 

MODE 

SAMPLE 
SAMPLE 

QUICK KEY 

CR BR AR cs BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + {----+----+----l 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

TTL. 
TTL. 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

+ 1.4-0 
+ 1.4-0 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
0.9999 

(.0..) ARM MODE: MANUAL 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS ,, ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C: Q.612 R: Q.612 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 321 0 

Figure 14-8. Decade Counter Setup (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

1 OCTAL 
Fixodocoal\ormatillCF-AOnqllllnce 

FlJUldblnlfYlorrnlll&CF-AOseq ... nce,I . 

Any.ldl_._""que"" •. 

... nyr .... fl_CF-AO.~UtlnC9 . 

::::h:.-..-d ~Pcodefor_. only W ATE·IIS 

O. 
5 OEVICENOTAVAILABLe 

CLOCKING NCITES 

SAMPLE 

~ CLOCK CHOICES 

QUICK KEY 

t ACTNE RISING EDGE 

~ ACTIVE FALUNG EDGE 

(- - -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSlTNETRUE 

4NEGATIYETRUE 

(- - _I NOT USED 

MODE aDESCAlI'TlONS 

Ailsec"on ........ mpl.datll>el"ter".,cla<:kr.re. 
Sect,onA-s.,cllonB-Sect,onC"",.rnolcl<><k 
period 

All HCllOn •• ", •• mpledallheMaote, •• w"el, ... 
Sec",,""', SI"'on8 ,S..,IIonC. M."., 
le.tllm.n, 

Each,a<;lIoncan bonmpJedBlawnG'lomol,.teo, 
MOSl .... te'n.1 "'e. Sec,"""A. S"',"crr8. SectoanC 
& Ma"., oil ~.n boo d,He'ent eot~msl •• p'e .. ,arr. 

Mast ........ ,b .... omoieachsect,oncanbe..",pIBdollhe 
Maste' .... ",.IW •• 'nte'nal cl<>c~ pe"od. a' IOns Secl,a" 
A.Sec"an8.and'''' Soct"",C· M • .,.,I .. to",.U a' In'.,""1 
cl<>c~ P8"cd 0' 10". 

4 MixeD MULTI PIlASEO 

DIRECT 

M.a.,.,mu., """"ornol. Eoch..,ct,oncanbe.amplede, 
own"XI.m.I'~t •. "'. M .... ' •• lo ..... 1 '.,. h>1."'elclock 
p."od.<><'O".s..ct'onA.Sec',cnB •• "do'Stoc"cnC. 
M • .,erl •• ,.rnallo,ln •• ,nsta. ,Ons 

e.Ch.""hcncan"".ampled", ",el"'.rnalclack 'H,e 
c,IOn.S.c"anA.SocuanS.arrdo,S.ctoonC· 

INPUT NOTES 

~ MODE CHOICES 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

_9.119 TO +9.I19VDC 

-1.119 TO +9.99VDC 

AUTOSTOPIFA = 8 

AUTO STOPIFA ~ 8 

AUTO STOP IF A = 8 WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A • B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTES 

E~:~C:EY POLARITV CHOICES 
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K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM 8085 A SETUP#2.2oF_ DATE 

RADIX: ~-~-~-~---~-~--_Q_------------------------------
MSB 
I 6 

D N 5 
p 4 
u 3 

A T 2 

s 1 
LSB 

l~:~:~t!==~~t~==iA============================== B3B~AQA~ __ A~A~ __ ~~ _____________________________ _ 
&~&~A~Aa __ A~Aa __ B~ _____________________________ _ 

RADIX CHOICES: (8) BINARY, (0) OCTAL. (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or (E) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

LEVEL --D- DELAY =~.2!2 CLOCKS END LEVEL _F~ 
QUICK KEY O-F DEC/HEX 0-65 K CLOCKSIA PATTERNS O-F 

(3) STOP IF [)ATA = 5 AND ,sAMPLE CO UN, "7 Dr;LAY 
S=~_X_X_X ___ X_X ___ X ______________________________ _ 

(Z.) JUMPTO O~ --.IN'-'UooE'-''V'''E''-'-R'''----_____________ _ 
J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(:?:) ADVANCE _-LN"'-JE. ... V-"-E:""-'-'R'---________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( •. 1.) TRACE _Ao.o.L""W""AuV'-'S"--________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY OF DEC/HEX 0·65 K CLOCKS/A PATIERNS O·F 

........ ) STOP ______________________ ~ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

....... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( .. ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = ____ _ 
QUICK KEY o· F DEC/HEX Q.65 K ---'C;;'-LO;o;;C""KSC:-'A -;O:PA~n"'ER::C:NS'---- END LEV E L O·F 

...... ) STOP ______________________ ~ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

(.. ...... ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

........ ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ... ) TRACE _______________________ _ 

T= _______________________ ~----------_____________ _ 

LEVEL ~ DELAY = ____ _ END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O·F DECIHEX ()..65 K CLOCKS/A PATTERNS O·F 

.. ) STOP ______________________ _ 

S= _________ ~ _____________________________________ _ 
() JUMPTO_ 

OF 
J= _______________________________________________ _ 

.) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 

A = ________________________________________________ _ 

.) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

Figure 14-9. 8085A Setup Guide (Sheet 1 of 2). 
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TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
Foreochle"e'-

TRACE IS lndependenl of the atMr commands 
STOPha, p"omyover JUMP 
JUMP has p"orlty over ADVANCE 

All tour ma,or comman<ls In each leyel can coone 
Iruc on any 01 '""e cono",ons 
OUIC~ /ley Command Condilion 

Always 

ID =5. J, A orT Which are ass10ned by command 
lype,1 

COMMENTS 

FILL MI::MOR '( 
AND $TOP. 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 



K101-D input conndction guide and setup guide 

ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER = 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTIONC 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF- C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF -A8 
A7 - AO 

K101·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM 8085 A SETUP#2.20F_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(.6 .. ') MODE = EXT. M\JLTI- PHASED 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD - ____ _ o MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1-160) 
D INTERNAL 
• EXT {~...!._~eB.ll_:t.eAM._~l + {----+----+----l 

INT 
D SAME.AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

D SAME AS MASTER EXT 
D { ____ e ____ e ____ l + { ____ + ____ + ----l 

INT 
D SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

D SAME AS MASTER EXT • { ____ e ____ e ____ l + { ____ + ____ + ~.K_.:!!l 

INT 
D SAME AS MASTER 
D 10 NANOSECONDS 

EXT 
D SAME AS MASTER 
• { ____ e ____ e ____ l + { ____ + ____ +AJL~ 

Used only In Latch and Oemux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ l + {----+----+----l 

{ ____ e ____ e ____ l + { ____ + ____ + ____ l 

{ ____ e ____ eAK_~l + {----+----+----l 

MODE 

SAMPL£ 
5AMPL£ 
DEMUX 
DEMUX 

QUICK KEY 

INPUT MODE 

TYPE 

TTL 
TTL 
IT I.. 
TTL 

THRESHOLD 
VALUE 

+ ,.40 
i" ,.'to 
of I. to 

(..0.) ARM MODE: ~ANUAL 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ___ _ 
CURSORS C:1J.512 R:1J.512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

t±±±±±±±IIIIIIII 
t.tt.t±..t.t.t.t.t.t.t!..!t.:t. 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = __ 
(J.9999 

Figure 14-9. BOB5A Setup Guide (Sheet 2 of 2). 
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DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

F,xed_Iofm.t.CF-AO .... uenl;:<t, 

Fi""doctltformel&CF-AOMljUel1cl. 

2 BINARY 
~1I'ed bin.rlo,,"" " CF_AO$O(l.,lence. L 

4 MIXEDCF-AO&EQN 
Any rldlx,flxodCF-AO .. quence, 

FilQlddl ..... mbled,.F'codofofm.t.onlynRTE·81B 
IrIlecl>od . . ,. 

S DEVICE NOT AVAILABlE 

QUICK KEY 

~ 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t ACTIVE RISrNG EOGE 

! ACTIVE FALLING EDGE 

(- _ -I NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICes 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

~ NEGATIVE TRUE 

(- - -I NOT USED 

M0DE60EIICRIPTIONS 

AII •• Cllon • • r. sampjad o! ,'''' In,e,~al clock cola 
Sact'OOIA-SacloonB-Sec"""C·lnternalclcck 

"""od 

AII •• C\lM •• tlnmpledattheMaete,eXl",nal,., •. 
Sect""'''' • Section 8 • SootlonC • MUter 
leuern~1I 

E8C~"'C1lonc.nllol.ompled.townuternat' •• eo' 
Mast ..... "rn.I, ••• SectlDnA.Sec'.,..,S.SecllonC 
& Mas .... U can be <I,lte,enl e., .. nal •• p,e ... O"5. 

Ma.,.,mu.,booe.te,,,,,I.Eachsect,onc,,,,be.ample,,a, the 
M&sta,e.larnal".",lnle.nolclockp,,,,od.Ofl0n.SItCI'O", 
A.S8c"""S.ond'o,Se.;ttonC·Mo.t.,le .. omollo,lnt.",.1 
cloc~ l'<I"od 0' 10" •. 

4 MIXED MULTI PHASED 

DIRECT 

Maote, must tHlo,,",nal Eac:h.ltCllDncanbe.amplo"al 
ow",.", .. nolr.le.llleM'"'."'I.,,,"lr.te.ln'ern.lcl"c~ 

:~~; :;.:~~:IIS:;:'~,~~ISo~";~~.S . ..,d '" Sec"m' C' 

E.choecttoncBn"" •• mpl&dallhelnwnolclock,.te 
Of IOns Seci"",A.Sectl""B.and,,,So<:t,,,,,C· 
Inte",alclo!:kl'<l"odm 10no 

INPUT NOTES 

THAESHOLDCHOICES 

~ VALUE 

D1RECT 

-9.98 TO +9.98VDC 

-9.98TO +9.98VDC 

ARM COMMAND CHOICES 

AUTO STOP IF A = B 

AUTO STOP IF A ~ B 

AUTO SlOP IF A "BWITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP IF A .. B WITHIN LIMITS 

POLARITY NOTes 

~ POLARITY CHOICES 

DWS24·12.5183 



K101-D input connection guide and setup guide 

14.4 SUGGESTED CODECTIOR FOR POPULAR MICROPROCESSORS 

The remainder of this section suggests ways to connect a K101-D to 

various popular microprocessors. These are by no means the only ways to 

probe these microprocessors. Especially with a K101-D, you will likely 

want to probe more and different signals. The following microprocessors 

are covered: 

a. 8080 family (Figure 14-10) 

b. 8085 family (Figure 14-11) 

c. NSC 800 (Figure 14-12) 

d. 8086 (Figure 14-13) 

e. 8088 (Figure 14-14) 

f. 280 family (Figure 14-15) 

g. 68000 (Figure 14-16) 

h. 6502 (Figure 14-17) 

i. 6512 (Figure 14-18) 

j. 6800/6802 (Figure 14-19) 

k. 6809 (Figure 14-20) 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D 

TYPE COLOR 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEl 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEl 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

INPUT 

J 

K 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

9 

8 

GND 

R 

S 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

GND 

K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM 808018080AJ8080A·118080A·2 SET UP # 

TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC 
PIN # PIN # 

18 WR 8080 

36 A15 8080 

39 A14 8080 

38 A13 8080 

37 A12 8080 

40 A11 8080 

1 A10 8080 

35 A9 8080 

34 A8 8080 

2 GNO 8080 

33 A7 8080 

32 A6 8080 

31 AS 8080 

30 A4 8080 

29 A3 8080 

27 A2 8080 

26 A1 8080 

25 AO 8080 

2 GNO 8080 

OF DATE 

SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL PIN # 

17 OBIN 

22 </>1 

2 GNO 

19 SYNC 

6 07 

5 06 

4 05 

3 04 

7 03 

8 02 

9 01 

10 00 

2 GNO 

IC 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

8080 

DWS45·12.5183 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D 

TYPE COLOR 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA VEL 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA VEL 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

INPUT 

J 

K 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

9 

8 

GND 

R 

S 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

GND 

K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM 8085A18085A·2 SET UP # OF DATE 

TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC 
PIN # PIN # PIN # 

11 INTA 8085A 31 WR 8085A 32 RD 8085A 

37 CLK(OUn 8085A 

37 CLK(OUn 8085A 6 TRAP 8085A 

30 ALE 8085A 7 R5T 7.5 8085A 

32 iiD 8085A 6 R5T6.5 8085A 

31 Viii 8085A 9 R5T 5.5 8085A 

11 iNrA 8085A 10 INTR 8085A 

34 101M 8085A 34 101M 8085A 

33 51 8065A 33 51 8085A 

29 so 8065A 29 50 8085A 

20 Vss 8085A 20 Vss 8085A 20 Vss 8085A 

30 ALE 8085A 

28 A15 8085A 19 AD7 8085A 

27 A14 8085A 18 AD6 8085A 

26 A13 B085A 17 AD5 8085A 

25 A12 8085A 16 AD4 8085A 

24 A11 8065A 15 AD3 8085A 

23 A10 8065A 14 AD2 8085A 

22 A9 8065A 13 AD1 8085A 

21 AS 8065A 12 ADO 8085A 

20 Vss 8065A 20 Vss 8085A 
DWS45·12.5183 
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K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR __________ _ TARGETSYSTEM __ ~NS~C~~~ _______ _ SET UP # __ OF __ DATE _______ _ 

K101·D TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! DESIGNATION! DESIGNATION! 
, 

TYPE COLOR INPUT PIN # 
SIGNAL Ie 

PIN # SIGNAL IC 
PIN # SIGNAL IC 

ClK WHT J 31 WR ~ 32 RD 800 
i---- --f------ f--

ClK GRY K 9 ClK 800 

DATA VIO F 21 NMI ~ 
r-

DATA BlU E 24 RSTC 800 
f-------

DATA GRN 0 23 RSTB 800 

DATA YEl C 22 RSTA 800 

DATA ORG B 25 INTR ~ 
f------

DATA RED A 
f--

34 loiM ~ 

DATA BRN 9 27 S1 800 

DATA BlK B 29 SO 800 

GND LT. BRN GND 20 GND 800 20 GND 800 

ClK WHT R 30 ALE ~ 
~. 

ClK GRY S 

DATA VIO 7 8 A15 800 19 AD7 ~ 

DATA BlU 6 7 A14 800 18 AD8 ~ 
_. 

DATA GRN 5 6 A13 800 17 AD5 800 

DATA YEl 4 5 A12 800 16 AD4 ~ 

DATA ORG 3 4 A11 800 15 AD3 800 

DATA RED 2 3 A10 800 14 AD2 800 

DATA BRN 1 2 A9 800 13 AD1 ~ 

DATA BlK 0 1 A8 800 12 ADO 800 

GND LT. BRN GND 20 GND 800 20 GND ~ 

DWS45-12.5183 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D 

TYPE COLOR 

ClK WHT 
-

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 
,-

DATA GRN 

DATA VEL 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BR"I 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA VEL 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

INPUT 

J 

K 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

9 

8 

GND 

R 

S 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

GND 

K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTE M 808618086.218086-4 SET UP # OF DATE 

TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B SECTION A 

I 
DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC PIN # PIN # PIN # 

24 iNTA(Q51) 8086 29 WR(lOCK) 8086 32 RD 8086 

19 ClK 8086 

29 WR(lOCK) 8086 

32 AD 8086 

17 NMI 8086 

18 INTR 8086 

35 A19/56 8086 

36 A18/55 8086 

37 A17/S4 8086 

38 A16/S3 8086 

20 GND 8086 20 GND 8086 20 GND 8086 

25 Al~QSQl 8086 

--
28 IO/M(52) 8086 39 AD15 8086 9 AD7 8086 

--27 DT/R(S1) 8086 2 AD14 8086 10 AD6 8086 

3 AD13 8086 11 ADS 8086 

34 8HEJS7 8086 4 AD12 8086 12 AD4 8086 

35 A19/56 8086 5 AD11 8086 13 AD3 8086 

36 A18/55 8086 6 AD10 8086 14 AD2 8088 

37 A17IS4 8086 7 AD9 8086 15 AD1 8086 

38 A16153 8086 8 AD8 8086 16 ADO 8086 

20 GND 8086 20 GND 8086 20 GND 8086 
. 2.5183 DWS451 
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K101-D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR __________ _ TARGETSYSTEM __ ~~~ ________ ___ SET UP # __ OF __ DATE ________ _ 

K101-D TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B SECTION A 

TYPE COLOR INPUT DESIGNATIONI SIGNAL IC DESIGNATIONI SIGNAL IC DESIGNATIONI SIGNAL IC 
PIN # PIN # PIN # 

ClK WHT J 24 INTA(QS1) 8088 29 WR(lOCK) 8088 32 RD ~ 

ClK GAY K 19 ClK ~ 

DATA VIO F 29 WR(lOCK) 8088 

DATA BlU E 32 RD ~ 

DATA GAN D 17 NMI 8088 

DATA YEl C 18 INTR 8088 

DATA OAG B 35 A19/58 8088 

DATA AED A 36 AlB/55 8088 

DATA BAN 9 37 A17/S4 8088 

DATA BlK 8 38 A16/S3 ~ 

GND LT. BAN GND 20 GND ~ 20 GND 8088 20 GND ~ 

ClK WHT A 25 AlE{QSO) 8088 

ClK GAY S 

DATA VIO 7 28 IO/M(S2) 8088 39 A15 ~ 9 AD7 8088 

DATA BLU 6 27 DTJR(Sl) 8088 2 A14 8088 10 AD6 ~ 

DATA GAN 5 3 A13 8088 11 ADS 8088 

DATA YEl 4 34 SSO(HIGH) 8088 4 A12 8088 12 AD4 8088 

DATA OAG 3 35 A19/S6 ~ 5 All 8088 13 AD3 ~ 

DATA AED 2 36 A18/S5 8088 6 Al0 ~ 14 AD2 8088 

DATA BAN 1 37 A17/S4 8088 7 A9 8088 15 ADl 8088 

DATA BlK 0 38 A1B/S3 8088 8 A8 ~ 16 ADO ~ 

GND LT. BAN GND 20 GND 8088 20 GND 8088 20 GND ~ 

DWS45-12.5183 
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K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR __________ _ TARGETSYSTEM_~Z~~~~~80~~~~~B ______ __ SET UP # __ OF __ DATE _______ _ 

K101·D TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B SECTION A 

TYPE COLOR INPUT DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC 
PIN # PIN # PIN # 

ClK WHT J 20 IORO Z~ 22 WR Z~ 21 RO ~ 

ClK GRY K 6 '" ~ 

DATA VIO F 17 NMI ~ 37 A7 ~ 

DATA BLU E 16 INT ~ 36 A6 ~ 

DATA GRN 0 24 WAIT ~ 35 A5 ~ 

DATA YEl C 18 HALT ~ 34 A4 ~ 

DATA ORG B 27 M1 ~ 33 A3 ~ 

DATA RED A 19 MREO ~ 32 A2 Z~ 

DATA BRN 9 20 IORO ~ 31 A1 ~ 

DATA BlK 8 27 M1 ~ 30 AD ~ 

GND LT. BRN GND 29 GNO ~ 29 GNO ~ 

ClK WHT R 

ClK GRY S 

DATA VIO 7 5 A15 ~ 13 07 Z~ 
,-----------

DATA BlU 6 4 A14 Z~ 10 DB Z~ 

DATA GRN 5 3 A13 Z~ 9 05 Z~ 

DATA YEl 4 2 A12 ~ 7 D4 Z~ 

DATA ORG 3 1 A11 ~ 8 03 Z~ 

DATA RED 2 40 A10 ~ 12 02 Z~ 

DATA BRN 1 39 A9 ~ 15 01 ~ 

DATA BlK 0 36 A8 ~ 14 DO ~ 

GND LT. BRN GND 29 GNO Z~ 29 GNO ~ 

DWS45·12.51B3 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D 

TYPE COLOR 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA VEL 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA VEL 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

INPUT 

J 

K 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

9 

8 

GND 

R 

S 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

GND 

K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM 
68000 

SET UP # 

TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC 
PIN # PIN # 

10 DTACK 68000 

7 UOS 68000 44 A16 68000 

6 LOS 68000 43 A15 68000 

9 RIW 68000 42 A14 68000 

23 IPL2 68000 41 A13 68000 

24 IPLl 68000 40 A12 68000 

25 IPLO 68000 39 All 68000 

26 FC2 68000 38 Al0 68000 

27 FCl 68000 37 A9 68000 

49 GNO 68000 49 GNO 68000 

28 FCO 68000 36 A8 68000 

52 A23 68000 35 A7 68000 

51 A22 68000 34 A6 68000 

50 A21 68000 33 A5 68000 

48 A20 68000 32 A4 68000 

47 A19 68000 31 A3 68000 

46 A18 68000 30 A2 68000 

45 A17 68000 29 Al 68000 

49 GNO 68000 49 GNO 68000 

OF DA TE 

SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC PIN # 

6 AS 68000 

15 CLK 68000 

54 015 68000 

55 014 66000 

56 013 66000 

57 012 68000 

58 011 68000 

59 010 68000 

60 09 68000 

61 08 68000 

16 GNO 68000 

62 07 68000 

63 06 68000 

64 05 68000 

1 04 68000 

2 03 68000 

3 02 68000 

4 01 68000 

5 DO 68000 

16 GNO 68000 

DWS45-12.5183 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D 

TYPE COLOR 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 
1--. 

DATA YEl 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEl 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

INPUT 

J 

K 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

9 

8 

GND 

R 

S 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

GND 

K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM 6502 SET UP # 

TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC 
PIN # PIN # 

3 4>1 6502 

39 4>2 6502 

2 RDY 6502 

4 IRQ 6502 

6 WI 6502 

7 SYNC 6502 

34 RIW 6502 

38 SO 6502 

1 Vss 6502 

33 DBO 6502 

32 DB1 6502 

31 DB2 6502 

30 DB3 6502 

29 DB4 6502 

28 DB5 6502 

27 DB6 6502 

26 DB7 6502 

1 Vss 6502 

OF DATE 

SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL 
PIN # 

25 AB15 

24 AB14 

23 AB13 

22 AB12 

20 AB11 

19 AB10 

18 AB9 

17 AB8 

21 Vss 

16 AB7 

15 AB6 

14 AB5 

13 AB4 

12 AB3 

11 AB2 

10 AB1 

9 ABO 

21 Vss 

IC 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 

6502 
DWS45-12.5163 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101-D 

TYPE COLOR 

CLK WHT 
[--. 

CLK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BLU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEL 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BLK 

GND LT. BRN 

CLK WHT 
--

CLK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BLU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEL 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BLK 

GND LT. BRN 

INPUT 

J 

K 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

9 

8 

GND 

R 

S 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

GND 

K101-D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM 6512 SET UP # 

TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B 

DESIGNATION! DESIGNATION! 
PIN # 

SIGNAL IC 
PIN # SIGNAL IC 

39 ,p2(OUn 6512 

2 ROY 6512 

4 IRQ 6512 

6 NMI 6512 

7 SYNC 6512 

34 RIW 6512 

36 DBE 6512 

36 SO 6512 

1 Vss 6512 

33 DBO 6512 

32 DB1 6512 

31 DB2 6512 

30 DB3 6512 

29 DB4 6512 

28 DB5 6512 

27 DB6 6512 

26 DB7 6512 

1 Vss 6512 

OF DATE 

SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! 
PIN # SIGNAL 

25 AB15 

24 AB14 

23 AB13 

22 AB12 

20 AB11 

19 AB10 

18 AB9 

17 AB8 

21 Vss 

16 AB7 

15 AB6 

14 AB5 

13 AB4 

12 AB3 

11 AB2 

10 AB1 

9 ABO 

21 VSS 

I 

IC 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

6512 

DWS45·12.5183 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D 

TYPE COLOR 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEl 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEl 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

INPUT 

J 

K 

F 

E 

0 

C 

B 

A 

9 

8 

GND 

R 

S 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

GND 

K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM 6800/6802 SET UP # 

TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC DESIGNATION! SIGNAL IC 
PIN # PIN # 

3 </>Ol(MR) 8800 

37 </>2(E) 8800 

4 IRQ 8800 

5 VMA 8800 

~~T~~ In the. 802, three signa ,-- s at pins #3, 37, B NMI 8800 . .~ 

signals for th 

".. . 
6802 are give,~ n braC,~ets;a~ 39 TSC 8800 

and 6802. 36 OBE(RE) 8800 

34 RIW 8800 

1 Vss 8800 

33 DO 8800 

32 01 8800 

31 02 8800 

30 03 8800 

29 04 8800 

28 05 8800 

27 DB 8800 

26 07 8800 

1 Vss 8800 

OF DATE 

SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! SIGNAL PIN # 

25 A15 

24 A14 

23 A13 

22 A12 

20 All 

19 Al0 

18 A9 

t'7 AS 

.,1 V 

16 A7 

15 A8 

14 A5 

13 A4 

12 A3 

11 A2 

10 Al 

9 AO 

21 Vss 

I 

IC 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 

8800 
DWS45 -12.5183 
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ORIGINATOR 

K101·D 

TYPE COLOR 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEl 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

ClK WHT 

ClK GRY 

DATA VIO 

DATA BlU 

DATA GRN 

DATA YEl 

DATA ORG 

DATA RED 

DATA BRN 

DATA BlK 

GND LT. BRN 

INPUT 

J 

K 

F 

E 

D 

C 

B 

A 

9 

8 

GND 

R 

S 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

GND 

K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

TARGET SYSTEM 6809 SET UP # 

TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B 

DESIGNATION! DESIGNATION! 
PIN # SIGNAL IC 

PIN # SIGNAL IC 

35 Q 6809 

2 NMI 6809 

3 IRQ 6809 

4 FIRQ 6809 

5 BS 6809 

6 BA 6809 

32 RIW 6809 

33 OMAIBREQ 6809 

1 Vss 6809 

24 07 6809 

25 06 6809 

26 05 6809 

27 04 6809 

28 03 6809 

29 02 6809 

30 01 6809 

31 DO 6809 

1 Vss 6809 

OF DATE 

SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! 
PIN # SIGNAL 

34 E 

23 A15 

22 A14 

21 A13 

20 A12 

19 A11 

18 A10 

17 A9 

16 A8 

1 Vss 

15 A7 

14 A6 

13 AS 

12 A4 

11 A3 

10 A2 

9 A1 

8 AO 

1 Vss 

, 
IC 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

DWS45-12.5183 
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K101-D index 

Section 15 

ACQUIRE keys, 4-7, 4-19, 9-15 

Active Display set, 4-49, 4-50 

ADVANCE, 3-18, 3-19, 3-21, 4-15, 4-16, 

4-17, 5-46, 5-47, 5-48, 7-19, 10-176 

Arm .ode, 3-20, 3-21, 5-16, 5-17, 

5-18, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, 6-6, 6-8, 7-22, 

10-143 

Asynchronous recording, 5-18, 10-150, 

10-151 

Boolean expression, 2-17, 5-21, 8-13, 

8-14 

CHOICE keys, 4-8, 4-9, 4-1 O,~ 4-25 

Clock input, 3-9, 3-10, 3-12, 3-22, 

4-2 

Clock .odes, 3-8, 3-9 

Clock Select screen (menu), 4-13, 

5-5, 5-18, 5-19, 5-20, 9-30, 9-32, 

14-4, 14-10 

DDEX 

15-1 

Clock Signals, 10-26 

Clocking modes, 2-17, 5-19, 5-30 

Data display, 

3-17, 3-22, 

2-9, 2-11, 2-26, 

4-58, 7-2, 7-3, 

3-2, 

7-5, 
7-6, 7-7, 7-11, 8-26, 10-18, 10-22, 

10-23, 10-24 

DATA ENTRY keys, 4-29, 4-35 

Data fOrllat, 

4-11, 4-18, 

8-22, 8-26, 

10-22 

2-8, 2-16, 3-17, 3-22, 

4-33, 4-63, 5-3, 7-7, 

10-13, 10-19, 10-20, 

DATA FORMAT keys, 4-29, 4-33 

Data Format screen (menu), 4-15, 4-16, 

4-17, 4-18, 5-5, 5-35, 5-38, 5-40, 

5-41, 7-2, 7-6, 9-34, 9-35, 14-10 

DELAY, . 5-44 

Demux (Demultiplex) mode, 2-7, 2-25, 

5-12, 5-14, 5-15, 9-20, 9-23 



K101-D 

DISPLAY keys, 4-7, 4-20, 7-2, 9-15 

EDIT keys, 4-29, 4-34 

Enable clock, 3-7, 3-8 

Field, 4-6, 4-9 

FIELD keys, 4-6, 4-8, 4-10, 7-5, 9-15 

GENERAL keys, 4-7, 4-23, 4-24, 7-5 

Glitch mode, 2-7, 2-25, 3-5, 5-10, 

5-11, 5- 1 4, 5-1 6, 8-7, 10-1 67 

GPIB keys, 4-7, 4-38 

Graph display, 2-26, 3-2, 7-2, 7-3, 

7-5, 7-11, 7-13, 7-14 

GRAPH keys, 4-29, 4-36 

INPUT MODE keys, 4-29, 4-30 

Input Mode screen (.enu), 4-14, 5-5, 

5-7, 5-8, 5-16, 6-1, 6-4, 6-5, 6-6, 

9-33 

Input signal, 

5-3, 5-16, 

8-6 

2-7, 2-12, 

7-14, 7-15, 

3-17, 4-17, 

8-4, 8-5, 

15-2 

index 

Interface screen (menu), 4-11, 5-5, 

7-18, 9-32 

JUMP, 3-18, 4-15, 4-16, 4-17, 5-46, 

5-47, 5-48, 7-19, 10-176 

Latch mode, 2-7, 2-8, 2-25, 3-5, 3-6, 

5-12, 5-13, 5-14, 5-16, 8-7, 10-167 

LOGIC POLARITY keys, 4-29 

Logic Polarity screen (menu), 5-5, 

5-6, 5-7, 9-34, 14-10 

Probe Test, 1-8, 3-4, 3-26, 4-2, 10-1, 
10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, 10-6, 10-26, 

10-139, 10-142 

QUICK keys, 4-8, 4-10, 4-25, 4-26, 
9-16, 9-17, 9-18, 9-19, 9-21, 9-22 

Sample clock, 3-7 

Sample mode, 2-7,. 2-25, 3-5, 3-6, 5-9, 

5-10, 5-14, 5-16, 8-7 

Self-Test, 1-8, 3-4, 3-25, 3-26, 9-49, 
10-1, 10-161, 10-163, 10-164, 10-179 



K101-D 

SPECIFY keys, 4-6, 4-11, 5-5, 9-15 

STOP, 3-18,3-20, 3-21, 4-15,4-16, 

5-46, 5-47, 7-19 

Synchronous recording, 5-18 

Threshold, 2-5, 2-15, 3-5, 4-14, 5-10, 

5-16, 5-17, 10-5, 10-6, 10-9, 10-10, 

10-169, 10-170 

Timing display, 2-10, 3-2, 3-22, 4-53, 

4-56, 7-2, 7-4, 7-5, 7-14, 7-15, 

8-9, 10-139, 10-142 

TIMING ENTRY keys, 4-29, 4-37 

15-3 

index 

TRACE, 

4-53, 

3-18, 3-19, 4-15, 4-16, 4-17, 

5-46, 5-47, 5-48, 7-19, 8-22 

Trace control, 2-8, 2-18, 2-25, 3-17, 

3-22, 4-15, 4-16, 4-17, 4-31, 5-2, 

5-43, 5-44, 5-45, 5-46, 5-47, 5-48, 

5-50, 8-22, 8-23, 8-27, 

10-72, 10-126, 10-168, 

10-175 

TRACE CONTROL keys, 4-29, 4-31 

10-16, 

10-174, 

Trace Control screen (menu), 4-15, 

4-17, 5-5, 5-43, 9-33, 9-34, 14-10, 

14-11 



K101·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR __________ _ TARGETSYSTEM ______________________ _ SET UP # __ OF __ DATE _____________ _ 

K101·D TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION C SECTION B SECTION A 

DESIGNATION! DESIGNATION! DESIGNATION! 
I 

TYPE COLOR INPUT 
PIN 1/ 

SIGNAL IC 
PIN 1/ 

SIGNAL IC PIN 1/ SIGNAL IC 

ClK WHT J 

ClK GRY K 

DATA VIO F 
--

DATA BlU E 
1--

DATA GRN D 

DATA YEl C 
.- '---. 

DATA ORG B 

DATA RED A 
---

DATA BRN 9 
--

DATA BlK 8 

GND IT. BRN GND 

ClK WHT R 

ClK GRY S 

DATA VIO 7 

DATA BlU 6 

DATA GRN 5 
--

DATA YEl 4 

DATA ORG 3 
-. 

DATA RED 2 

DATA BRN 1 

DATA BlK 0 

GND LT. BRN GND 

DWS45-12.5183 



K101·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM SET UP # 

QUICK KEY 
(See back lor notes) DATA FORMAT 

RADIX: 

MSB 
6 

D N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

S 1 
LSB 

RADIX CHOICES: (B) BINARY, (0) OCTAL, (H) HEX, (A) ASCII, or IE) EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

END LEVEL LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O·F 

DELAY = ---,,-::-.,...--,-_ 
DEC/HEX 0-65 K O·F CLOCKS/A PADEANS 

c ....... ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) ADVANCE _____________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( .......... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL DELAY = __ _ END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O·F DEC/H EX 0·65 K CLOCKSIA PADEANS O·F 

( ......... ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ........ .) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) ADVANCE ____________________________________________ ___ 

A = _____________________________________________ . __ _ 
( ......... ) TRACE ______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL 
QU/CK KEY O·F 

DELAY = -::-::c-::---c--
DEC/HEX 0·65 K 

END LEVEL 
O·F CLOCKSIA PADERNS 

( .......... ) STOP ________________________________________________ __ 

S= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... .) JUMPTO __ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

c ........ ) ADVANCE ____________________________________________ ___ 

A= _______________________________________________ _ 

( .......... ) TRACE ______________________________________________ __ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O·F 

DELA Y = _,.,--__ 
DEC/HEX 0·65 K 

END LEVEL 
O·F CLOCKS/A PA DEANS 

~ ........ ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

C .... } JUMPTO_ 
O,F 

J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( ......... ) ADVANCE _________ ~ _____________ __ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

, ......... ) TRACE ________________________ _ 
T= ____________________________ --_________________ _ 

OF DATE 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
For each level -

TRACE IS mdependent 01 the other commands 
STOP has priority over JUMP 
JUMP has pnollty over ADVANCE 

All lour major commands In each leyel can come 
Irue on any 01 nine conditions 
OUlcil Key Command Condition . -. ----

I! DATA = 0 
Always 

Never 

It DATA", 0 and Sample Count ~ Delay 

II DATA = 0 and Sample Counl < Delay 
,t DATA", 0 and Sample Counl '" Delay 
It DATA", 0 and Sample Counl > = Delay 
If DATA", 0 and Sample Count. '" Delay 
II DATA", 0 and Sample Count < ::- Delay 

(0" S. J, A, or T, which are assigned by command 
tyoe I 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 



ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER = 

SECTION C 

K101·D SETUP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

QUICK KEY 

(. ....... ) MODE 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20-1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD o MICROSECONDS (1-1600) 

o 
o 

INT 

o MILLISECONDS (1-160) 

INTERNAL 
EXT ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

o 
o 

SAME AS MASTER 
10 NANOSECONDS 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTE 

FORMAT I DESCRIPTION 

H£l( 

Fixed he. f-ormat II Cf-AO Mquel'lCe. 

OCTAL 
Fixed octal format. CF-AO MquenC8. 

81NAAY 
Fix" binary forINt' CF-AO .equenCil. 

MIxeD USER SEaN 
Any radix, III"iY Nquence. 

MIXED CF-AO SEQN 
Any ,adix. lilted CF-AO ~. 

DeVice MNEMONICS 
Fixed diN .. embied " code formet, only it I 
attached. 

OR 
DEVICE NOT AVAILABlE 

No RTE-816 attached. 

CLOCKING NOTES 

EXT 
o SAME AS MASTER QU,CKKEY 

SAMPLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

SECTION 8 

SECTION A = 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

SECTION C = 

SECTION 8 = 

SECTION A 

INPUT 

CF - C8 
C7 - CO 
BF - 88 
B7 - 80 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

INT 

EXT 

INT 

EXT 

o ( ____ e ____ e ___ ~+~---+----+---~ 

o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

SAM E AS MASTER 
( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

SAME AS MASTER 
10 NANOSECONDS 

SAME AS MASTER 
( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

Used only in Latch and Demux 

CR BR AR CS BS AS 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

( ____ • ____ e _____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INPUT MODE 

MODE THRESHOLD 
TYPE VALUE 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = 
0-9999 

QUICK KEY 

INPUT 

GROUP C 
GROUP B 
GROUP A 

•• H ••• .) ARM MODE: 
LIMITS = ___ TO 
CURSORS C:0-512 R: 0-512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C 8 A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

QUICK KEY 

QUICK KEY 

t ACTIVE RISING EDGe 

L ACTIVE FALLING eDGe 

(- - -I NOT useD 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

t POSITIVE TRUE 

" NEGATIVE TRUE 

(- - -) NOT USED 

MODE • DESCAIPTtONS 

INTERNAL 
All sections are sampled at the Internal clock 

Section A ~ Section B ~ Section C • Interna' 
period 

EXTERNAL SINGlE·PHASED 
All sectIons are sampled at the M8Sler ellterl'l' 
Seclion A - SeClion 8 • Section C - MUler 
lellterl'l8H. 

EXTERNAL MULTt.PHASED 
Each section can be sampled at own eKternal 
Master e~terl'lal rale. Section A, Section B. Stl 
& Maste! all can be different external expressi 

MIXEO SINGLE·PHASED 
Master mUSI be external. Each section can be san 
Masterextemal rate, Intern8l clock penod, Of 10 
A. Section 8. and/or SecllonC - Maete,lextern8l 
clock period or tOns 

MIXED MULTI· PHASED 
Maste, must be e_tern81. Each section C8n be 
own external rale. the Masler e~ternal rate, Int 
period. or 10ns. Seclion A, Seclion 8, and/or S 
Maste, texternaU or Interl'lal or 10ns. 

INTERNAL EX TENOED 
Each seCllon Ciln be Silmpled ill the Internal cl( 
or 10ns. Section A. Secllon B. and or SectIon 
Internal clock penod 01 101"15 

INPUT NOTES 
DIRECT 

ENTRY KEY MODE CHOICES 

SAMPLE 

GLITCH 

LATCH 

DEMlJX 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

TTL 

ECl 

QUICK KEY 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

SAMPLE 

GLITCH 

LATCH 

DEMUX 

THRESHOLD CHOICES 

TYPE 

TTL 

ECl 

VALUE 

+UOVDC 

-l.30VDC 

VAR... - 9.99 TO + 9.W vo 
VARB -9.99 TO +9.99VO 

ARM COMMAND CHOICE~ 

MANUAL 

AUTO 

AUTO STOP IF A = B 

AUTO STOP IF A • B 

AUTO STOP IF A = 8 WITHIN L 

AUTO STOP IF A • B WITHIN LI 

POLARITY NOTES 

POLARITY CHOICES 

POSITIVE 

NEGATIVE 

DWS24·12.51 



K102·D INPUT CONNECTION GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR ____________ TARGET SYSTEM _________ _ SET UP # __ OF __ DATE ______ _ 

K102·D TARGET SYSTEM 

SECTION B SECTION A 

TYPE COLOR INPUT DESIGNATIONI SIGNAL IC INPUT DESIGNATIONI SIGNAL IC PIN # PIN # 

ClK WHT BJ AJ 

ClK GRY BK AK 

DATA VIO BF AF 

DATA BlU BE AE 

DATA GRN BD AD 

DATA YEl BC AC 

DATA ORG BB AB 

DATA RED BA AA 
-

DATA BRN B9 A9 

DATA BlK B8 A8 

GND LT. BRN GND GND 

ClK WHT CJ AR 

ClK GRY CK AS 

DATA VIO B7 A7 

DATA BLU B6 A6 

DATA GRN B5 A5 

DATA YEl B4 A4 

DATA ORG B3 A3 
--

DATA RED B2 A2 

DATA BRN B1 A1 

DATA BlK BO AO 

GND LT. BRN GND GND 

DWS46-12.5183 



K102·D SET UP GUIDE 

ORIGINATOR TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#~OF_ DATE 

RADIX: 

MSB 
I 6 

D N 5 
A P 4 
T U 3 
A T 2 

S 1 
LSB 

LEVEL 
OUiCK KEY 

OUICK KEY 
(See back lor notes) DATA FORMAT 

RADIX CHOICES IBI BINARY. 101 OCTAL.IHI HEX. IAI ASCII. or lEI EBCDIC 

TRACE CONTROL 

END LEVEL 
O·F DELAY = -=D""EC:'CIH-::E"'X- 0-65 K O-F ClOCKSIA PATIERNS 

c ...... ) STOP _______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

C ...... ) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= _______________________________________________ _ 

(.. .... .) ADVANCE ______________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

C .. -.... .) TRACE ___________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

O-F 
LEVEL 

QUICK KEY 
DE LA Y = ---:-c:-::---c:--

DECIHEX 0-65 K 
END LEVEL 

CLOCKS/A PATIERNS OF 

( ......... ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

(. ....... .) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= ________________________________________________ _ 

....... .) ADVANCE ______________________ _ 
A= ____________________________________________ ~ __ _ 

( ...... ) TRACE _______________________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

LEVEL DELAY = __ _ END LEVEL 
QUICK KEY O-F DECIHEX 0-65 K ClOCKSIA PA TIERNS O-F 

....... .) STOP _______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

H ••••• .) JUMPTO_ 
O·F J= _______________________________________________ _ 

( •••••• H • .) ADVANCE ________ . _______________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

C ... j TRACE ______________________ _ 
T= _______________________________________________ _ 

O-F 
LEVEL 

QUICK KEY 
END LEVEL DE LA Y = --:-:~::c--

DEC/HEX 0-65 K ClOCKSIA PA TIERNS OF 

c. .. ) STOP ______________________ _ 
S= _______________________________________________ _ 

) JUMPTO_ 
OF J= ________________________________________________ _ 

.... j ADVANCE _______________________ _ 
A= _______________________________________________ _ 

.. ) TRACE _________ - _____________ _ 

T= _______________________________________________ _ 

TRACE CONTROL NOTES 
For each lever -

TRACE IS In<Mpendent 01 the other commands 
STOP has priority over JUMP, 
JUMP has prlonty over ADVANCE 

All lou' major commands In each level can come 
true on any 01 nine conditions 
QI/lell "'tty Command Condition 

II DATA:;; 0 
Always 
Never 
II DATA :;; 0 and Sample Count> [)eol • ., 
II DATA:;; 0 and Sample Count <:: Delay 
II DATA:: 0 and S.mple Count'" Dela,. 
If DATA"" 0 and S.mple Count;. ':II o.t.y 
It DATA:;; 0 and Sample Count <:: '" o.l~ 

"DATA = 0 and sample Count <:: > Det.ty 

(0::: 5, J ..... or T. which .re ,ss,oned by com~nd 
type.) 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 

COMMENTS 



ORIGINATOR 

SAMPLE CLOCKS: 

MASTER = 

SECTION B 

SECTION A 

ENABLE CLOCKS: 

1\ l{);l.U SFT liD r.ullnc 

K102·D SET UP GUIDE 
TARGET SYSTEM SETUP#_OF_ 

CLOCK SELECT 

. QI,!:If:J< KEY 

{"'H'" ) MODE 

CJ BJ AJ CK BK AK 
o NANOSECONDS (20·1600) 

INTERNAL CLOCK PERIOD 
o MICROSECONDS (1·1600) 

o MILLISECONDS (1·160) 

o 
o 

INTERNAL 
EXT ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

o SAME AS MASTER 
o ( ____ e ____ e ____ ) + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) EXT 

INT 
o SAME AS MASTER 
o 10 NANOSECONDS 

o SAME AS MASTER 
o ( ____ e ____ e ____ l + ( ____ + ____ + ____ ) EXT 

Used only in Latch and Demux 

AR AS 

SECTION B = (----) + (----) 

SECTION A = 

INPUT 

BF - B8 
B7 - BO 
AF - A8 
A7 - AO 

INPUT MODE 

MODE 

QUICK KEY 

TYPE 
THRESHOLD 

VALUE 

( ......... .) ARM MODE: ________ _ 

INPUT 

GROUP B 
GROUP A 

LIMITS = ___ TO ____ _ 
CURSORS C: 0·512 R:0·512 

LOGIC POLARITY 

FED C B A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

PASS COUNTER: 

LIMIT = 
0·9999 

o 

DATE 

DATA FORMAT NOTES 

FORMAT 'DESCRIPTION 

HE, 
'Furea hex' fotm.t -& eF~AO .. QtI.n~. 

QCT~L 

if;~ oct-' lOTmat'" 8f-AO ~e. 

-9fNAflY 
Ft)fed binery form •• 8F-AO teCiJuence. 

MIX£D USER SEaN 
Any radix, -any ftquetl\(:e, 

MlXEO 'Sf -06.0 Sf ON 
ATty r-adfll.1i:qd .8f'-AO ~em: •. 

DEVICE MNEMONICS 

SIUtChetI. 

"" DEVICE 'NOT AVA.!lA8L€ 
No ftT£·S'S -ettIllCnec. 

CLOCKING NOTES 

SAMPL! 
QUICK KEV CLOCK CHOICES 

QUICK KEY 

~ 

t ACTIVE f1181NG EDGE 

1 ACTIVE FALUNG EDGE 

(- - -) NOT USED 

ENABLE 
CLOCK CHOICES 

, POSITIV'E TAUE 

" NEGATIVE TRUE 

\_ - -) 'NOT USED 

MODE. DUCfupnONS 

INTERNAL 
All section. are .ampled .t the Internal clock rate. 
Section A = Section 8 .. Interna' clock period. 

EXTERNAL SINGLE· PHASED 
All sections ar ... ampled at the Master .xlema' rite. 
Section A = "Section B ., Muter (external). 

EXTERNAL MUL TI·PHASED 
Each tectJOII caR be sampled at 'l)wn external r.18 or 
Master external rate. Sec:tlon A, Section B, AMaster all 
can be different extalna,l.xpr ... tons. 

MIXED 5tNGL.E .. PttASED 
Master mllst be extemll1. Each MCtlon can be sampled 
al the Master .-.lernal rate. lnlernal clOck period, or 
10n8. Sec:tion A and/or Sect jOn 8 == Muter (externar) 
or Int ... nal clock period or 1Ons. 

M1XED MUL.n·PtiASEO 
Master must beexterntll. Eac;:h section canbe sampled 
st 1Jwn elltema' rate, the Maslar alltamal rate, tntemat 
clOck period, or tOns. SeCtion A and/or Sectkln 8 =
Mestar (external) or lnl.rntll or IOns. 

INTERNAL EXTENDED 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

SAMPLE 

GUTCH 

Each section can be aampled althe Internal clod(fat. 
or tDns. section A andlol' SectIon a = Internal etock 
periOd or 10ns. 

INPUT NOTES 

MODE CHOICES 

SAMPLE 

GUTCH 

LATCH LATCH 

OEMUX 

DIRECT 
ENTRY KEY 

TTl. 

£CL 

QUICK KEY 

DIRECT 
fNlAY KEV 

OEMUX 

It-lftESHOl.D CHOICES 

TYPE VALUE 

TTL 

ECL 
VA .. 

+1.40'100 

-1.30VDC 

-1I.teTO -tU9VDC 

VA'RB -I." TO +I"VDC 

AHM COMMAND C'H01C£$ 

MANUAL 

AUTO 

AUTO STOP If A = 8 

AuTO STOP IF A I B 

AUTO STOP IF A = B WITHIN LIMITS 

AUTO STOP If A " a WITHIN UMfrs 

POLARITY NOTES 

POlAJI1T'f CH01C£S 

POSITlV£ 

N'EGATlV£ 
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